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AT THE EnD of the first Gulf War, the Middle 
East entered a new era of architectural and 
urban development defined by increased 

levels of globalization and private sector invest-
ment. In the decade that followed, the region was 
home to a wealth of architectural projects that 
challenged conventional thinking about architec-
ture and the Middle East itself.

The outside world typically views the region as 
dominated by violence. The international media’s 
coverage of the Middle East often emphasizes 
political instability and brewing problems. Fre-
quently overlooked is the economic and politi-
cal stability that prevailed in many countries in 
the region during the past few decades and the 
possibilities for growth and development. The 
occasional rocking of the boat brought about 
by surges in political or religious extremism, 
military adventurism, decreases in oil prices, or 
acts of terrorism did not undermine that overall 
stability. The passion with which building proj-
ects have been carried out in the Middle East is 
one reflection of a faith and belief in the potenti-
alities of this growing part of the world.

Mohammad al-Asad provides an in-depth 
examination of more than one hundred projects, 
from homes and schools to hotels and religious 
centers, including the world’s tallest building. 
Contemporary Architecture and Urbanism in the 
Middle East examines the economic, political, 
and cultural context in which the projects were 
conceived and built. The book’s photographs 
bring attention to previously unaddressed as-
pects of modern Arabic architecture, highlighting 
local talent emerging throughout the region. 
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Introduction
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This book deals with architectural and ur-
ban development. Chronologically, it covers 
the period from 1999 to 2009. Geographi-
cally, it addresses the region of the Arab 
world consisting of the Arabian Peninsula 
and the Levant.1 The book’s chronologi-
cal and geographic boundaries, with their 
resulting inclusions and exclusions, will be 
discussed in more detail below.
 Let me begin with a personal anecdote. 
I carried out my architectural studies in 
the United States during the late 1970s 
and early 1980s. One of my courses was a 
seminar on contemporary architects. The 
course instructor asked each of the seminar 
students to present the work of two widely 
recognized architects who have made major 
contributions to the field. He presented a 
list of architects to choose from, but also 
gave us the option of suggesting others.
 As a student from Jordan, I felt this 
would be an opportunity to explore the 
work of a contemporary architect from my 
part of the world. No Jordanian architect 
was well known outside Jordan and its 
neighboring countries. I therefore widened 
my search to include the whole of the Arab 
world. The only contemporary architect I 
could identify who had achieved any level of 
international recognition was the Egyp-
tian architect Hassan Fathy (1900–1989). I 
should note that I did not know much about 
Fathy then. A student from India had told 
me about Fathy and about the resourceful 
architectural mud-brick solutions he had 

begun developing in the 1940s to accom-
modate the housing needs of the Egyptian 
rural poor.2

 I therefore suggested to my instructor 
that I research Hassan Fathy’s work. He 
told me he had not heard of Fathy, and he 
asked for a few days to see what he could 
find about him. When he got back to me, he 
said that from the little he could find, he did 
not feel that Fathy’s architectural contribu-
tions were important enough to warrant a 
presentation. My instructor was thought-
ful, perceptive, and curious. I feel indebted 
to him up to this day, for he helped me 
develop a special appreciation for architec-
tural history and also for the evolution of 
architectural modernism. Still, he did not 
find Fathy to be adequately interesting. I 
instead gave presentations on Harry Weese 
and Alvar Aalto.
 Much has changed since then. The work 
of architects from the Arab world has been 
receiving increased international coverage 
and interest. Moreover, the recent large-
scale construction projects taking place in 
Dubai and the various oil-rich countries 
of the Arabian Peninsula have attracted 
considerable attention, not only in archi-
tectural publications but also in the popular 
press. Still, presenting that world’s contem-
porary architectural and urban develop-
ment to those who do not have personal, 
intellectual, or professional links to it 
remains a challenge. To those from outside 
that world (and to some within it), the 
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suggestion that it has consistently devoted 
significant resources to developing its built 
environment during the modern period 
comes as a surprise.
 In fact, the region under consideration 
is not particularly known as a center of 
sustained architectural or urban production 
and experimentation. Instead, since the 
middle of the twentieth century, if not ear-
lier, the world’s gaze primarily has focused 
on two often interconnected phenomena. 
The first relates to oil, the world’s primary 
source of energy. The oil reserves that a 
number of countries in the region hold 
are among the world’s largest. The second 
phenomenon relates to the conflicts that 
have regularly rocked it. Their effects very 
often have spilled well outside its borders. 
They also raise fears regarding the inter-
ruption of oil supplies coming from it. The 
conflicts of the region deal with contested 
space, both physical and ideological. They 
very often have turned violent, resulting 
in wars, civil strife, and acts of terrorism. A 
significant portion of this violence has been 
connected directly or indirectly to the Arab-
Israeli conflict. At the heart of this conflict 
is the plight of the Palestinians, which 
remains unresolved.
 The region has yet to “find its center” 
and to reach a state of equilibrium, whether 
politically, culturally, or economically. As 
a whole, it is still searching for its place on 
the world stage, and it aspires to take on a 
role that extends beyond that of world oil 
supplier or hotspot.
 A relatively gloomy image of a region 
haunted by violence has often determined 
how the outside world has viewed it. This 
image, however, masks much more hopeful 
and positive possibilities and potentials. 
The international media’s coverage of the 
region usually emphasizes political instabil-
ity and brewing problems. What often is 
overlooked is that much of the region has 
been economically and politically stable 
for decades. The occasional rocking of the 
boat brought about by surges in political 
or religious extremism, military adventur-
ism, oil prices, or acts of terrorism have not 
undermined that overall stability.
 The passion with which building projects 

have been carried out in the region is 
one reflection of a faith and belief in its 
potentials, which many outside it have 
failed to grasp. The fortunes of such build-
ing projects undeniably have been closely 
linked to oil prices. The region’s oil-rich 
countries benefit directly from rising 
prices. Those benefits also trickle down  
to affect the region’s countries with little 
or no oil wealth, as both enjoy intimate 
economic ties with each other.3 The price 
of oil has undergone tremendous fluc-
tuation during the period under consid-
eration in this book. It dipped down to 
below US$12/barrel in 1998, but since 
then it has risen more or less continu-
ously, reaching almost $150/barrel in the 
summer of 2008. Following that, it sud-
denly fell to about $30, ending 2009 at 
about $80. In spite of this instability in 
prices, the region still received unprec-
edented windfall profits, and a good part 
of those profits have been directed toward 
construction activities.
 The region as a result has emerged  
during the first decade of the new mil-
lennium as one of the world’s primary 
construction sites. It is impossible to 
locate accurate statistics, but the value of 
construction projects initiated in it during 
this period have easily reached hundreds 
of billions of dollars. Some observers even 
have estimated that value at a few trillion 
dollars.4 It has been said that during this 
construction boom, the number of con-
struction cranes in Dubai in the United 
Arab Emirates was comparable to those 
in Shanghai in China. This is particularly 
striking because Dubai’s population of 
1.5 million people is less than one-tenth 
that of Shanghai, and the population of 
the United Arab Emirates (4.8 million) is a 
tiny fraction of that of China (1.3 billion).5 
As had happened in the 1970s, the region 
once again emerged as a primary con-
struction laboratory, with architects from 
just about every corner of the globe vying 
for a position in it. This book attempts to 
shed light on the tremendous architec-
tural and urban construction activity that 
has taken place in this region during this 
decade.
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Déjà Vu: The 1970s and Today

Construction activity in the region during 
this period has strong parallels, and also 
contrasts, with developments that took 
place there three to four decades earlier. 
Considering that so much of present human 
activity is determined and illuminated by 
past events, these past developments can 
help us achieve a better understanding of 
the situation today. During both periods, 
a construction boom connected to a rise in 
oil prices came into being. Oil prices rose 
dramatically beginning in 1973, from about 
$3 to $12/barrel within a few months. This 
primarily was the result of the oil embargo 
that the Arab members of OPEC (Organiza-
tion of Petroleum Exporting Countries) put 
in place against Western countries sup-
porting Israel during the 1973 Arab-Israeli 
War. For the next decade or so, oil prices 
continued to be high, and the countries of 
the region enjoyed sizable increases in their 
national incomes. These increases primarily 
affected its oil-rich countries, but also trick-
led down to reach neighboring countries 
with little or no oil wealth.
 The increased revenues of the 1970s 
translated into an unprecedented construc-
tion boom. Architects from various parts 
of the world poured into the region to take 
advantage of the lucrative potentials that 
emerged there. Author Tom Wolfe even felt 
compelled to remark on this phenomenon 
in his satirical From Bauhaus to Our House. 
He commented that a good number of 
architects in the United States could only 
survive the recession that hit the country 
then by working in the Middle East.6

 The chronological separation between 
the first construction boom of the 1970s 
and early 1980s and this second construc-
tion boom of the early twenty-first century, 
although significant, is not that great. The 
two booms are about 30 years apart. A num-
ber of the architects and architectural firms 
who participated in the first construction 
boom also have participated in the second. 
The similarities between the first and sec-
ond booms are numerous. The region has 
had a propensity to direct a significant part 
of its surplus oil income into construction. 

During the 1970s, new airports, universi-
ties, government buildings, mosques, 
hotels, and housing projects had to be 
constructed to meet the growing needs of 
the region’s rapidly expanding economies 
and populations. These often were built 
on a monumental scale, and in many cases 
more was built than was needed or could be 
adequately maintained.
 This immersion in building activity 
served psychological and even emotional 
roles. Buildings, whether public, com-
mercial, or residential, reflect wealth, and 
tremendous wealth was being generated 
and flaunted in the region. After all, the 
countries of the Gulf boasted some of the 
world’s highest per capita incomes. These 
incomes affected both their citizens and 
their expatriate entrepreneurs and pro-
fessionals, many of whom were from the 
region’s non-Gulf countries.
 Building also is viewed as a safe and 
tangible way of protecting one’s wealth. A 
building always will be there unless some 
out-of-the-ordinary natural or human-made 
calamity takes place. Also, there is a strong 
belief in the region (and elsewhere) that 
the value of real estate will always appreci-
ate. In contrast, less tangible investments 
such as shares in a company may go down 
in value and even vanish if the company 
goes bankrupt. Moreover, at the time of the 
first construction boom, the nonconstruc-
tion segments of the region’s economies, 
whether their industrial or service compo-
nents, had not been adequately developed. 
This left few local options where one could 
park excess cash.
 After this first oil boom subsided and the 
dust settled, there was a feeling that this 
windfall income was not used in the wisest 
and most effective manner and that too 
much money was squandered and mis-
placed. Many of the massive projects that 
were built, often larger and more elaborate 
than needed, ended up as white elephants 
that symbolized that sense of waste.
 As for conditions that have led to the 
second construction boom, they follow a 
relatively dry economic spell that extended 
from the mid-1980s up to the first few years 
of the new millennium, during which oil 
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prices were depressed. Then, once again, oil 
prices rose spectacularly. The rise this time 
has had less to do with inherent political 
factors affecting the region and more to 
do with external economic forces. These 
primarily concentrated on the tremendous 
increase in energy demands, both real 
and anticipated, by the world’s two newly 
emerging economic powerhouses, China 
and India. The effects on the region in both 
instances, however, have been similar. 
The region once again found itself with 
considerable amounts of excess cash. The 
economies of the region have become more 
diversified than they were three decades 
ago and do present many more opportuni-
ties for investment in their industrial and 
service sectors. Still, their construction 
sector continues to get a significant share of 
available investment money. This is partly 
because the region’s economies still are not 
as diversified as they could be, and the real 
estate sector is still viewed as a safe haven 
for preserving one’s wealth.
 A number of developments nonethe-
less differentiate this second construction 
boom from the first. For example, dur-
ing the 1970s, a good part of the region’s 
available cash reserves was invested in the 
United States and Europe. This has begun 
to change. Two factors are behind this 
development. The first is the terror attacks 
of September 11, 2001. One of the numer-
ous negative consequences of this tragic 
event has been the emergence of a new level 
of antagonism between the region and the 
West. A result of this has been a realiza-
tion that investments in the West are not 
as safe as previously thought. They now 
may be frozen by Western governments 
for political reasons. The second factor is 
a more positive one. As economic condi-
tions became leaner after the fall of oil 
prices during the 1980s and 1990s, many 
of the region’s countries took significant 
steps toward economic liberalization and 
openness to encourage the inflow of direct 
foreign investment. Investors in the region 
consequently started to realize that the 
investment climate in their own region was 
becoming very attractive. They therefore 
began to invest more actively in countries 

next door, in completely familiar environ-
ments, rather than placing all their invest-
ments halfway around the world. A good 
segment of this intraregional investment 
has gone into construction projects.
 The growth in intraregional investment 
provides for a major differentiating fac-
tor between the two economic booms. 
There are other factors, a number of which 
specifically relate to the architectural 
vocabularies prevalent during each of 
the two periods. Anyone examining the 
architectural discourse in the region during 
the first economic boom will notice that 
considerable emphasis emerged then on 
connecting contemporary architectural 
production to the historical and vernacular 
architectural heritage of the Islamic world 
in general and the region in particular. This 
was accompanied by attempts at identifying 
a balance, or even a synthesis, between an 
architecture that expresses “modernity” but 
also relates to “tradition.” The international 
predominance of postmodernism during 
that period, which promoted borrowing 
from the past in creating the architecture of 
the present, also played a role in supporting 
this emphasis on linking the Islamic world’s 
architectural heritage with the region’s 
emerging architecture.
 By the advent of the second construction 
boom, this had changed drastically. On the 
social and cultural levels, the region has 
been displaying increasingly strong conser-
vative leanings. Although it is true that the 
forces of the mass media, particularly those 
of satellite television and the Internet, have 
created zones that are socially and cultur-
ally relaxed and open, social and cultural 
conservatism recently has been the more 
vocal in asserting its presence in the region. 
In contrast to this situation of push and 
pull in the social and cultural spheres, most 
of the countries of the region have under-
gone a very clear and strong process of eco-
nomic liberalization during this period. This 
process accepts, if not embraces, the forces 
of economic globalization, and attempts 
to find an active presence for the region 
within the emerging economic global scene. 
It also accepts the role of the consumer as 
a main force of economic growth and with 
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it the culture of mass consumerism. The 
architecture that subsequently has emerged 
in the region is more clearly affiliated with 
these economic developments of openness 
and globalization than with the social and 
cultural forces of conservatism.
 The list of projects featured in this book 
does include a few that still look at the 
past for inspiration. This search into the 
past involves a number of directions. There 
is, of course, a direction that churns out 
eclectic pastiches of the past. This approach 
unfortunately reveals little understanding 
of the past, and primarily looks at it as a 
catalogue of images that may be borrowed, 
mixed, matched, and mutated at will, as 
long as they evoke, even if only vaguely, the 
idea of a certain bygone era. Considering 
its decreasing number of examples and also 
its general lack of architectural merit, this 
direction is not presented in this book.
 There are other more valid approaches, 
however, that borrow motifs from the past. 
In one approach, the borrowing often is 
eclectic. The borrowed motifs may belong 
to different architectural traditions, but 
are copied in a consciously literal, and 
also rather restrained, selective, and even 
academic manner, and are combined to 
create new arrangements. These different 
motifs also are brought together into a 
rather harmonious whole through applying 
unifying overlays of materials, colors, and 
scale. An example of this is the King Hus-
sein Mosque in Amman by Egyptian-born 
British architect Khaled Azzam. Another 
related approach is evident in some of the 
more recent work of Jordanian architects 
Rasem Badran and Wael al-Masri of Dar 
al-Omran. Al-Masri identifies a search for a 
“hybrid” architecture that consciously jux-
taposes distinctly traditional and modernist 
elements rather than aiming at forcing a 
synthesis between the two. This is evident 
in his combining of traditionally inspired 
domes, window openings, and arcades 
along with exposed steel trusses and air-
conditioning ducts.
 Another common direction, which has 
been particularly predominant in resi-
dential architecture, involves searching 
for inspiration in the region’s vernacular 

architectural traditions. These also lend 
themselves with relative ease to twentieth-
century modernist interpretations because 
of their unadorned surfaces as well as their 
clearly articulated masses. Some of the 
more interesting examples of this design 
direction were pioneered by Jordanian 
architects Rasem Badran and Jafar Tukan 
during the 1970s and early 1980s. The most 
recent manifestations of this approach are 
represented in this book in the work of Leb-
anese architect Simone Kosremelli. These 
various architectural directions, with their 
sensitivity to the past, through intent or 
coincidence, are part of a lineage that may 
be traced back to the work of Hassan Fathy. 
In the case of Fathy, however, the primary 
source of inspiration was the vernacular 
architecture of the Egyptian countryside. 
All these traditionally inspired architectural 
directions still are in circulation in the 
region. They still have a following, often are 
architecturally valid, and express consider-
able architectural skill and talent. They have 
gone, however, from representing a main-
stream architectural status to a minority 
one.
 What has emerged instead in the region 
is an architecture that clearly situates itself 
within the boundaries of today’s dominant 
international architectural vocabularies. 
It is an architecture that tries to “keep up 
with the Joneses” on the global level. It no 
longer seeks to establish an independent 
regional identity that is rooted in a premod-
ern Islamic past. It instead seeks to find a 
position within the parameters of a global-
ized world, in which vocabularies including 
those of Deconstructivist and High-Tech 
architecture, as well as reincarnations of 
the mid-twentieth-century steel and glass 
block are currently in vogue. One manner in 
which this architecture has been implanted 
in the region during this second con-
struction boom is by inviting its primary 
international performers to build samples 
of their work there. At the same time, a new 
generation of local architects has emerged 
whose members are developing their own 
versions of an architectural avant-garde 
that are grounded in local realities. This 
book presents the work of both groups.
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 These new architectural developments 
also may be understood as being more than 
expressions of a specific contemporary 
architectural zeitgeist. Let me return here 
to the subject of economic developments af-
fecting the region. Construction after all is 
an economic activity, and the construction 
that has emerged in the region recently is 
more integrated than before with evolving 
economic realities. The most prominent 
expression of this new reality is the highly 
visible role that the private sector is playing 
in defining the region’s built environment. 
Those studying the architecture of the first 
construction boom were presented primar-
ily with two types of projects that deserved 
investigation. The first included large-scale 
public infrastructure–related projects such 
as universities, airports, state mosques, 
and government buildings. Governments 
dedicated tremendous resources to those 
projects. They were presented as symbols 
of state authority, of achievement, and of 
sharing some of the bounties of economic 
growth with the general population. The 
second type was the smaller-scale private 
residence. The then new generation of local 
architects practicing in the region carried 
out fresh experiments in residential archi-
tecture. These two groups of building types, 
of course, are well and alive today, but they 
are joined by a third and often dominant 
group: the commercial real estate develop-
ment project, which ranges in scale from a 
single building, to a city neighborhood or 
district, to even a complete new city.
 These real estate projects are often car-
ried out by developers from the private sec-
tor, but the larger urban-scale ones usually 
are implemented through extensive coordi-
nation or through partnership between the 
private and public sectors. Considering the 
relatively high level of public-sector control 
over the economy that existed throughout 
the region before the 1990s, and the legal 
and economic environments that such 
control created, the urban-scale projects 
being realized today would have been dif-
ficult if not impossible to conceive then. The 
economic liberalization that has taken place 
over the past two decades as well as the 
combining of resources by both the public 

and private sectors (with the private sector 
usually providing capital, and the public 
sector providing land as well as capital), 
has made it possible to develop urban-scale 
mega-developments at a magnitude simply 
not known before.
 This spread of urban-scale developments 
is also connected to a new interest in urban 
issues in the region that began to surface in 
the 1990s. Since the first construction boom 
of the 1970s and early 1980s, the cities of 
the region have grown at dramatic rates 
in both population and area. This growth 
has put a tremendous strain on their urban 
fabrics. These are most readily visible in 
challenges such as overwhelming levels of 
urban sprawl, suffocating traffic congestion, 
and the shortage of open public spaces. 
These problems are impacting the region’s 
cities in both its affluent and poorer coun-
tries. There accordingly has been a grow-
ing awareness among architects, decision 
makers, and city residents in general that 
the main challenges facing the region’s 
built environment need to be addressed on 
the macro urban scale rather than merely 
the micro architectural one. The numerous 
urban-scale projects that have emerged in 
the region over the past decade or so are 
partly an expression of this awareness.
 The earliest of these projects is Solidere’s 
ongoing reconstruction of the Central 
Beirut District, which was initiated in 1994. 
Since then, many other projects have come 
into being, such as the Abdali develop-
ment project in Amman, the expansive 
King Abdullah Economic City along the Red 
Sea coast of Saudi Arabia, and the various 
massive multiuse man-made islands being 
developed in Bahrain, Dubai, and Qatar.

Architecture as Commodity and the Challenges  
of Sustainability

As presented above, a good number of 
the architectural and urban undertakings 
coming up in the region are commercial 
real estate development projects, and they 
may not be fully understood unless exam-
ined from this perspective. The available 
published materials on them support this 
view. There is no shortage of such published 
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materials. However, instead of being 
located primarily in scholarly or profes-
sional publications, these materials abound 
in construction and business magazines as 
well as in general newspaper and magazine 
articles. Considerable information also may 
be found in brochures and websites devoted 
to these projects. These various printed and 
digital resources function primarily, or at 
least partly, as marketing materials in-
tended to promote the developments they 
present as commodities in search of buyers.
 Going through such resources is very in-
structive. In most cases, there is an empha-
sis on luxury and on conspicuous consump-
tion, as these developments are aimed at 
affluent buyers with considerable excess 
liquidity. Many of the marketing materials 
are about luxurious apartments, hotel and 
resort facilities, office space, and shopping 
malls. These developments are presented as 
“destinations” that are “world-class,” “state 
of the art,” “vibrant,” “iconic,” and “cosmo-
politan.” As business ventures, the publicity 
and marketing discourse that has emerged 
around them emphasizes a positive tone 
according to which all participants, whether 
developers, architects, or contractors, are 
“excited,” “delighted,” and “proud” to be 
working with each other. Moreover, the 
architecture of the development and the 
identity of the architect often function as 
an integral part of their marketing and 
branding process. High-profile architects 
often are brought in for marketing pur-
poses. They help to sell the project he or she 
is designing in the same manner that the 
name of a renowned fashion designer sells a 
line of clothing.
 These properties are not intended to be 
sold only locally. In fact, there often is not 
enough of a local market to absorb them. 
They are to be sold regionally and even 
internationally. Accordingly, there is an 
emphasis in some of them on their proxim-
ity to airports and the ease with which cos-
mopolitan jet-setters are able to commute 
between them and the nearby international 
airport. In this context, it should be noted 
that tourism development is viewed as 
the main economic raison d’être for many 
of these projects. This of course applies to 

Dubai, which successfully has established 
itself as a regional and international tourist 
destination. It also applies to the region’s 
oil-poor but heritage-rich countries outside 
the Gulf, most of which always have treated 
tourism, with mixed levels of success and 
through varying strategies, as an integral 
segment of their economies. Surprisingly, 
it now even applies to the oil-rich Gulf 
countries, where a strong conviction has 
emerged that tourism will be a major source 
of income within the next few decades, 
after oil runs out or alternative energy 
technologies supplanting oil become com-
mercially feasible. These oil-rich countries 
therefore have taken on the first steps of 
promoting themselves as luxury tourist 
destinations as a means of diversifying 
their economies.
 This raises the question of whether his-
tory will repeat itself. Will the region end 
up with a plethora of white elephants as 
testimonies for a period of excessive wealth, 
as was the case with the first construction 
boom? If so, the difference will be that 
those white elephants will consist of luxury 
developments connected to a tourism in-
dustry that never fully materialized rather 
than large-scale institutional public build-
ings and complexes.
 Serious concerns may be raised about the 
sustainability of many of these projects. 
This partly relates to energy consumption. 
The oil-rich countries of the Gulf provide 
some of the world’s highest per capita en-
ergy consumption rates. The issue of energy 
conservation admittedly is increasingly 
being raised there. One comes across the 
occasional government directive stipulat-
ing that building projects need to be more 
energy efficient or the now-common dec-
laration by a project architect or client that 
a given project incorporates sun-shading 
devices or satisfies a certain international 
energy-efficiency rating system. On a more 
serious level, there is an increased interest 
in developing efficient and comprehensive 
public transportation systems in cities as 
diverse as Amman and Dubai. This can help 
bring down carbon dioxide emissions, save 
on energy consumption, and encourage 
the development of more compact urban 
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fabrics. There even is the $20 billion Masdar 
City initiative in Abu Dhabi, which aims at 
achieving a zero-waste, carbon-neutral ur-
ban development where alternative energy 
sources would be developed and utilized. 
Whether these efforts will be effective or 
not remains to be seen. For the time being, 
however, most of the construction projects 
coming up in the Gulf (and increasingly 
in the other countries of the region) are 
energy-intensive. This is evident in their ex-
tensive use of mechanical air-conditioning 
and elevators, their incorporation of high-
water-consuming landscapes, and their 
almost complete reliance on the automobile 
to provide access between them and other 
parts of sprawling cities. With time, we 
shall find out if these projects will prove to 
be sustainable when energy reserves dwin-
dle or when the world eventually develops 
more ecologically friendly built environ-
ments and alternative energy resources.
 The concerns regarding sustainability 
are not limited to energy consumption but 
also include environmental and ecologi-
cal issues. An important example of this is 
the large man-made islands being created 
throughout the Gulf. They involve dredging 
enormous amounts of sand from beneath 
the sea. They also disrupt the natural move-
ment of sea currents around them. All this 
is raising controversy regarding the impact 
of these projects on marine life in the Gulf.7

 There also is the important issue of so-
cioeconomic sustainability. Considering the 
size and ubiquity of these projects, they rely 
on affluent foreigners buying properties in 
them, but also require employing a large 
number of low-paid foreigners to carry out 
the various tasks needed for their mainte-
nance and upkeep. After all, no locals are 
available in the affluent countries of the 
Gulf to take such low-paying jobs. Whether 
a large supply of these affluent and poor 
foreigner groups will continue to be avail-
able is open to question.
 In spite of these various concerns, treat-
ing architecture as commodity offers one 
important advantage for those studying 
the architecture of the region. It greatly 
increases the quantity of information avail-
able on what is being built. The projects 

of the first construction boom either were 
developed by the public sector or were 
private residences that naturally would not 
be widely announced. Many of the projects 
of this second construction boom, how-
ever, are large-scale developments that are 
intended for sale to consumers, investors, 
and speculators (real estate speculation is 
an integral component of any construc-
tion boom). To sell these properties, their 
developers need to market them effectively. 
Here, the profit-motivated private sector al-
ways has been far more effective at market-
ing an idea or product than any propaganda 
campaign that government bureaucrats are 
able to put together. During the previous 
construction boom, one had to go through 
piles of newspaper, magazine, and journal 
articles, of which very little was devoted to 
the built environment, to come across any 
information about a single project. Today, 
a web search for a given project most often 
will produce a significant amount of data. 
Of course, much of this data is about prices 
and square areas, but such quantitative 
information is a very important part of the 
marketing process. In fact, that is partly 
why information about costs and square ar-
eas has been included in this book’s entries 
on individual projects. Although much of 
that information for unbuilt projects or for 
projects under construction very well may 
change during the construction process, 
the numbers provided remain informative. 
They shed light on the often overwhelming 
costs as well as expansive size and scale of 
these real estate development projects.

Consolidation of the Gulf Countries as the Region’s 
Centers of Architectural Production

An important development that character-
izes this second construction boom relates 
to the consolidation of the Gulf countries as 
the primary centers of architectural produc-
tion in the region. This applies to both the 
quantity and variety of construction taking 
place. The Arabian Peninsula and the Levant 
feature tremendous urban diversity and a 
rich architectural heritage. This region is 
the home of cities of significant historical 
importance such as Aleppo, Damascus, and 
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Sana’a. It is the home of some of the world’s 
most venerated religious cities, includ-
ing Mecca, Medina, and Jerusalem. There 
also is Beirut, which during the 1950s and 
1960s was a major and unique international 
cosmopolitan center. It also was one of 
the very few cities where the West and the 
Arab/Islamic worlds actively intersected 
and interacted on the political, cultural, and 
economic levels.
 As a result of their newly acquired oil 
wealth, the countries of the Gulf already 
were emerging during the 1970s as the 
region’s prime centers of economic pre-
dominance and also of architectural produc-
tion. This was accompanied by a relative 
marginalization of the region’s traditional 
historical centers on the economic, politi-
cal, and cultural levels. In this, architecture 
is no exception. Syria, for example, has a 
very rich architectural and urban heritage 
that includes examples from both the pre-
Islamic and Islamic periods. However, it has 
had a state-planned economy for a number 
of decades, and this has limited possibili-
ties for architectural experimentation. This, 
after all, depends heavily on the availabil-
ity of a relatively free marketplace with a 
significant number of both large and small 
clients and architecture offices. Of course, 
as the project entries in this book show, 
such conditions do not prevent the appear-
ance of individual cases expressing serious 
architectural exploration, but these remain 
limited in number and in influence. The 
Palestinian territories have not been able to 
develop an effective contemporary architec-
tural tradition, as Palestinians have had to 
deal with the difficult conditions of occupa-
tion. Yemen has a small economy and the 
lowest per capita income in the region. This 
has restricted any significant architectural 
experimentation from taking place there. 
The fact that these different countries have 
had rich, glorious architectural traditions in 
the past has not been of much use in help-
ing them overcome current challenges and 
develop new architectural directions and 
momentum for the twenty-first century.
 Another country from outside the Gulf 
region, Lebanon, had suffered a grueling 
civil war from 1975 to 1990 that almost 

completely sidelined it as the region’s prime 
tourist destination, and this marginalized 
its capital city Beirut as a main political, 
economic, and cultural center as well as the 
region’s undisputed cosmopolitan metropo-
lis. Beirut, however, has managed to pull off 
an impressive architectural comeback. This 
comeback has been sustained to a consider-
able degree in spite of the political turmoil 
that Lebanon occasionally continues to 
undergo. Beirut, however, has still to regain 
the position of predominance it enjoyed 
before the war.
 Jordan is one country from outside 
the Gulf that has been able to embark on 
developing a sustained and vibrant archi-
tectural tradition that shows a continuous 
line of evolution dating back to the 1920s, 
although the rate of development there 
generally has been slow. The country’s 
architecture, which generally is limited to 
relatively small structures, has emphasized 
developing a sense of place through ex-
perimenting with traditional and historical 
forms as well as with modern ones. What 
the architects of Jordan are able to accom-
plish, however, remains restricted by the 
country’s economic resources and relatively 
small size.
 It is in the oil-rich Gulf countries where 
most of the region’s construction activity—
and with it a considerable amount of archi-
tectural experimentation—is taking place. 
These countries achieved this position or 
prominence during the first construction 
boom and, as a result of the recent spec-
tacular rise in oil prices, consolidated it in 
the second. Shifts within this oil-rich zone, 
however, also have taken place. During the 
first construction boom, Saudi Arabia was 
the Gulf’s main architectural laboratory, 
where local, regional, and international 
architects actively participated. This time 
around, the region’s undisputed center of 
architectural activity has been Dubai. In 
spite of its relatively small size, it also has 
emerged as the region’s unmatched com-
mercial and cosmopolitan center and its 
main trendsetter. This is not to undermine 
the architectural production and experi-
mentation taking place in other locations 
in the Gulf, whether Abu Dhabi, Bahrain, 
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Kuwait, Qatar, or Saudi Arabia. What has 
taken place in Dubai, however, is truly 
phenomenal, not only on the regional level 
but on the global level as well. In fact, Dubai 
has emerged as one of the world’s prime 
global cities. The serious financial and eco-
nomic problems it has undergone after the 
collapse of oil prices in late 2008 may have 
significantly slowed down its global ascent, 
but it is doubtful that they will reverse it.

The Architects, Local and Foreign

An important subject is the identity of 
the architects participating in the region’s 
second construction boom. As mentioned 
earlier, a few of the architects and architec-
tural firms that practiced 30 years ago are 
still active today. Among the best known 
are Rasem Badran and Jafar Tukan from 
Jordan. Large international corporate archi-
tectural firms, many of which are American, 
such as Hellmuth, Obata, + Kassabaum 
(HOK) and Skidmore, Owings and Merrill 
(SOM), also had a very strong presence and 
still do. Otherwise, a few high-powered, 
internationally recognized individual 
architects such as Kenzo Tange (d. 2005) 
of Japan, Ricardo Bofill of Spain (who is a 
co-designer of one of the projects featured 
in this book), and Robert Venturi of the 
United States also carried out large-scale 
designs. A good part of the building activity 
taking place also was designed by a host 
of unknown and generally unremarkable 
architects from different parts of the world.
 A number of developments mark today’s 
architectural landscape. For one thing, a 
new generation of architects from the re-
gion with new approaches has successfully 
established itself. A few of them have even 
received considerable attention internation-
ally, as with the Lebanese Bernard Khoury 
and the Jordanian Sahel Al Hiyari. A most 
remarkable new development has been that 
just about everyone of today’s international 
“starchitects,” a quality often connected to 
receiving the architectural Pritzker Prize, 
has carried out design activities in the re-
gion. Pritzker Prize winners who have been 
active in the region include Tadao Ando, 
Norman Foster, Frank Gehry, Zaha Hadid, 

Rem Koolhaas, Thom Mayne, Jean Nouvel, 
Raphael Moneo, I. M. Pei, and Christian de 
Portzamparc. The proliferation of works by 
these acclaimed architects further sup-
ports the proposition that the region is 
trying to position itself within a globalized 
world rather than being sidelined by it.
 An important issue that arises is the 
level of participation of foreign versus 
local architects. This differs from coun-
try to country. In the countries of the 
Gulf, with the partial exception of Saudi 
Arabia, the scene is dominated by foreign 
architects, whether large international 
offices, individual architects known for 
their signature works, and little-known or 
unknown practitioners. It also is common 
to find consortiums bringing together lo-
cal and foreign firms, as with the partner-
ing of Omrania and Associates with the 
American firm Ellerbe Becket to design the 
Kingdom Center in Riyadh, or the multi-
national group of architects that designed 
the various components of the King Abdul 
Aziz Historical Center, also in Riyadh. 
In oil-importing Lebanon and Jordan, 
there are foreign architects (more so in 
Lebanon), but the participation of local 
architects is very active, strong, and clearly 
felt.
 This increasing presence of interna-
tionally acclaimed signature architects 
is a double-edged sword. It does express 
an increased interest in the quality of 
architectural design among the region’s 
clients, and it connects the region more 
effectively with avant-garde architectural 
developments taking place internationally. 
However, there also has been too much 
cheerleading in the international media 
for signature architects, and their work 
more often than not has been met with 
admiration. This definitely is the case in 
the region, which has been anxious to host 
them as this is a reflection of integration 
into a globalized world. What a number 
of such architects often end up produc-
ing under such conditions of celebrity 
status are half-baked solutions that seem 
to come out of an assembly-line process. 
Moreover, they do not give much atten-
tion to the specificities of place beyond the 
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predictable and superficial. Otherwise, they 
may merely engage in designing mega-scale 
architectural follies.
 The region’s serious local architects 
generally do not enjoy this luxury of riding 
on a wave of global fame. Moreover, they 
are intimately engaged in the region for the 
long term, and a few have gradually and 
carefully developed solutions that effec-
tively interact with local specificities. In this 
regard, the work of the new generation of 
architects, particularly as represented by 
Sahel Al Hiyari and Hani Imam Hussaini 
in Jordan and Bernard Khoury in Leba-
non, deserves special consideration. It is 
unabashedly forward-looking, but explores 
local contemporary practices in the building 
industry and adapts them to develop new 
building techniques and forms, as well as 
new architectural vocabularies.

The Architectural Duality between the Gulf Countries 
and the Other Countries of the Region

In the same manner that a duality exists 
between the work of foreign and local 
architects practicing in the region, a related 
duality is that between the architecture of 
the Gulf countries and the region’s other 
countries. As mentioned earlier, the quan-
tity and variety of construction in the Gulf 
greatly surpasses the quantity and variety 
taking place outside it. However, there 
often is a more serious search for establish-
ing a modernist sense of place outside the 
Gulf, primarily through the efforts of local 
architects practicing there. However, the 
region is undergoing the most intensive 
levels of economic integration in its modern 
history. Real estate developers, primarily 
from the Gulf, are functioning throughout 
the region and employing the services of 
regional and global architects and planners. 
In the case of large projects at least, the 
contrast between the Gulf and the non-Gulf 
countries is becoming less pronounced. It 
is in the more private, smaller projects in 
countries outside the Gulf that the most 
highly crafted and methodologically inquisi-
tive works are coming up. Since these do 
not belong to the large-scale real estate 
development projects being marketed in the 

region, they are not widely known and are 
not widely conveyed. One aim of this book 
is to shed light on them.
 An important challenge that the coun-
tries of the oil-rich Gulf face regarding 
the quality of their current architectural 
production is that a critical mass of local ar-
chitectural practitioners has yet to emerge. 
A partial exception to this is Saudi Arabia, 
where an active local architectural commu-
nity of practitioners and academicians has 
been in the making over the past two de-
cades or so. But that community is not large 
enough and does not have the necessary 
specialized human resources to satisfy the 
demands of the tremendously expanding 
building activity taking place there. Such a 
local presence is very important in terms 
of developing a discourse that observes, 
assesses, critiques, and consequently influ-
ences the architectural evolution of a given 
country. It also contributes to develop-
ing local benchmarks according to which 
architectural production by both local and 
foreign architects may be measured. Many 
decisions relating to architecture in the 
countries of the oil-rich Gulf instead are 
made by foreign professionals. This applies 
not only to the architects designing the 
projects but also to client representatives. 
All of them know that their presence in 
those countries is temporary. Although 
there are exceptions, such conditions do 
not foster a sense of long-term architec-
tural commitment or of local professional 
accountability. As a result, the creation of 
architecture in some cases is viewed either 
as a potentially lucrative financial transac-
tion or a chance to indulge in architectural 
follies that may not be available elsewhere.
 In contrast, a critical mass of local archi-
tects that makes up an architectural com-
munity of practitioners does exist outside 
the Gulf. This can create an environment of 
continuous architectural self-assessment. 
Such a local architectural community will 
always take on, though at varying levels 
of consciousness, effectiveness, or compe-
tence, at least the role of observer and pos-
sibly watchdog that evaluates major works 
conceived by both foreign and local archi-
tects. This creates a level of accountability 
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that remains largely missing in the Gulf. 
One downside to such a situation, however, 
is that it can eliminate architectural open-
ness to the outside world and also experi-
mentation, which generally is prevalent in 
the Gulf. In addition, a strong local architec-
tural community needs to resist the strong 
temptation of ending up a pressure group 
that lobbies against granting commissions 
to foreign architects. If so, it will slam the 
door in the face of possibilities for architec-
tural cross-fertilization and instead create 
an environment of architectural inbreeding.

The Catalogue

This book presents 110 projects that illus-
trate the architectural and urban develop-
ment of the Arabian Peninsula and the 
Levant between 1999 and 2009. The projects 
are grouped into 14 categories, each intro-
duced by an essay.
 Each project is accompanied by an ex-
planatory text and is illustrated by a set of 
images that includes measured drawings, 
renderings, and photographs. The follow-
ing provides a discussion of the geographic 
and chronological boundaries defining 
these projects, as well as an elaboration of 
the thinking process through which those 
projects have been selected and categorized.

Geographic Boundaries

The countries under consideration in this 
book are Bahrain, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, 
Oman, the Palestinian Authority, Qatar, 
Saudi Arabia, Syria, the United Arab Emir-
ates (which includes the seven emirates of 
Abu Dhabi, Ajman, Dubai, Fujairah, Ras 
al-Khaimah, Sharjah, and Umm al-Quwain), 
and Yemen. These countries may be divided 
into two geographic groups. The first con-
sists of those located in the Arabian Penin-
sula: Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi 
Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, and 
Yemen. All except Yemen are members of 
the wealthy Gulf Cooperation Council. The 
second group comprises the countries of 
the Levant: Jordan, Lebanon, the Palestin-
ian Authority, and Syria. Both groups none-
theless are brought together by a shared 

language, Arabic, and by a shared religion, 
Islam. In spite of these unifying factors, the 
region also presents considerable diversity 
and variety. It is the home of significant 
Christian minorities, which historically 
have inhabited the Levant. A number of 
its countries also used to include sizable 
Jewish populations, but most of them had 
immigrated as a result of the intense politi-
cal tensions that emerged following the 
establishment of the state of Israel in 1948. 
The majority of Muslims in this region are 
Sunnis, but it also has a significant Shiite 
population, which makes up a majority in 
Bahrain and is the largest religious group in 
Lebanon. Historically, much of the region 
was under the rule of the Ottoman Em-
pire from the sixteenth century until its 
breakup during the 1920s. Following the Ot-
tomans, the British and French stepped in 
as the new dominant powers, and directly 
or indirectly they controlled much of the 
region until the age of independence in the 
1940s. Also, these countries form the heart 
of what generally is identified as the Middle 
East. Although the geographic definition 
of the modern Middle East is very elastic, 
it generally is considered to include the 
countries mentioned above, in addition to 
Egypt, Iraq, Iran, Israel, and Turkey.
 As part of the Middle East, this region 
occupies a central location within world ge-
ography. It is bordered by a number of main 
water bodies. These are the Mediterranean 
and the Red Sea from the west, the Arabian 
Sea and the Gulf of Aden from the South, 
and the Gulf of Oman and the Persian Gulf 
from the east (in the Arab world, the Per-
sian Gulf is referred to as the Arabian Gulf; 
in this book, it simply is referred to as the 
Gulf). The three non-Arab Middle Eastern 
states are Turkey, Iran, and Israel. These 
countries have had intricate, changing, 
and closely intertwined relations with the 
region that have ranged from the friendly 
to the hostile, but each has its own political, 
economic, and cultural specificities. Each 
consequently expresses its own distinct line 
of architectural development during the 
modern period that differentiates it from 
the architecture of the region.
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 Just to the west of the countries of the 
region, occupying the northeastern corner 
of Africa, is Egypt. Like the countries of the 
region, Egypt is an Arab and Muslim state. 
It historically has had very intimate rela-
tions with the region, and this, of course, 
has applied to architecture and the built en-
vironment. A strong argument in fact may 
be made that the architectural development 
of Egypt and the region should be studied 
together as one geographic category. This 
definitely applies historically. It is particu-
larly valid for the period extending from 
the middle of the twentieth century to the 
1970s. A significant number of the region’s 
architects practicing at that time were 
trained in Egypt. Egyptian architects, such 
as the prolific Sayyid Kurayyim (d. 1999), 
were extremely active during the 1950s and 
1960s. Since the 1970s, however, this close 
relationship has waned, making it more 
instructive to investigate the architectural 
and urban development of Egypt and the 
region separately.
 One reason for this weakening is that 
a significant number of schools of archi-
tecture have emerged in the region since 
the 1970s. These have made it possible for 
architects in its countries to be educated lo-
cally, thus undermining Egypt’s prominence 
as the area’s primary center of architectural 
education.
 Also, Egypt has been facing significant 
pressures over the past few decades as it 
attempts to address the needs of its rapidly 
increasing large population, whose growth 
is about 1.5 million people a year. This has 
considerably drained its resources and has 
prevented it from continuing its histori-
cal role of political, economic, and cultural 
leadership in the area. In contrast, the 
increasing wealth of the oil-rich Gulf coun-
tries has allowed them to emerge as the 
region’s new centers of economic and politi-
cal influence. As for cultural leadership, 
no country has been able to claim it since 
it slipped out of Egypt’s hands. Instead, 
cultural activity in the area has come to be 
fragmented among its various countries.
 Another development that weakened 
Egypt’s position of leadership in the region 

is its signing of the 1979 peace treaty with 
Israel, against the wishes of the countries 
of the Arab League. This led them to sever 
ties with Egypt and to expel it from the 
League. It took a full decade for Egypt to 
fully restore relations with the Arab world 
and to regain its seat in the League. During 
that estrangement, Egypt and the coun-
tries of the region followed separate paths, 
whether political, economic, or cultural. 
This, of course, also applied to architecture. 
Although they again are more closely linked 
today, that period of separation did weaken 
some of the bonds that historically existed 
between the two.
 Finally, Egypt’s large population of about 
80 million is comparable to the total popu-
lation of the countries of the region under 
consideration. Geographically, it not only is 
a Middle Eastern Arab country but also an 
African one through which the Nile flows. 
Historically, it has had a long autonomous 
evolution that dates back thousands of 
years. All this indicates that it would be 
more informative to treat it as the subject 
of a separate study rather than including it 
here.
 Iraq ideally should have been included in 
this study. Not only does it share borders 
with Syria, Jordan, Saudi Arabia, and 
Kuwait, but its historical, political, cultural, 
and economic connections to the region are 
extremely strong. However, it has suffered 
from considerable political instability and 
high levels of violence during the period 
under consideration. During that decade, it 
has undergone crippling international sanc-
tions, a violent regime change, and foreign 
occupation. Such conditions have com-
pletely disrupted the active architectural 
environment that had developed in Iraq and 
that had placed it at the vanguard of the 
region’s architectural development, particu-
larly between the 1950s and 1970s. In fact, 
it has not been possible to identify any proj-
ects from Iraq from this period that would 
have allowed for its inclusion in this book. 
Having said that, it should be emphasized 
that the architectural connections between 
Iraq (and Egypt) and the region cannot be 
denied. As shall be seen, the catalogue’s 
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introductory category essays and project 
entries acknowledge these connections.

Geographic Distribution of Projects

Serious efforts have been made to evenly 
distribute the projects featured in this pub-
lication across the countries of the region. 
The uneven levels of architectural activity 
in each of these countries, however, have 
meant that the number of featured projects 
will necessarily differ from one country to 
the other. As mentioned above, existing 
political and economic conditions in the 
Palestinian Authority, Syria, and Yemen 
limit the number of projects that may be 
featured from them, especially in relation to 
their historical cultural wealth.
 Although a politically stable and afflu-
ent country, Oman has had relatively little 
architectural experimentation. For better 
or for worse, the authorities in Oman have 
established a conscious policy of promot-
ing traditional architectural vocabularies. 
Although this has resulted in a level of 
architectural coherence and continuity that 
is relatively unusual in the region, it also 
has limited the entry of new architectural 
trends. This has limited the availability of 
projects from Oman that can be featured 
in this publication. This may be changing, 
however. Regional real estate investment 
pressures, with their homogenizing cross-
border influences, may transform the built 
environment in Oman and integrate it 
more effectively with what is taking place 
in the region’s other investment-friendly 
countries.
 At the other extreme, the small city-
emirate of Dubai, which has emerged as 
a major global center of commerce and 
tourism, has established an exceptional 
architectural presence. This is evident in 
the scale of projects being carried out there, 
whether the world’s tallest building or the 
world’s largest man-made islands. It is 
also where an all-star cast of internation-
ally acclaimed architects have been active 
over the past few years in forming its built 
environment. There is so much that took 
place on the architectural and urban levels 
in Dubai during the period under consider-
ation, and whatever one’s judgment of such 

developments may be, they have set the 
architectural and urban standards that the 
rest of the region has followed. It therefore 
should not be surprising that Dubai is well 
represented in this book. Still, the projects 
in Dubai do not dominate this publication, 
and all efforts have been made to ensure 
that the other countries of the region are 
also represented.
 In spite of the effort at distributing proj-
ects as fairly as possible across the region, 
this book categorizes projects according to 
function and scale rather than country. This 
allows for putting forward a new reading of 
the region’s architecture according to which 
unifying cross-border themes and phenom-
ena are emphasized. It also avoids viewing 
the region’s architectural development in a 
fragmented manner that treats each of its 
countries as an autonomous entity that is 
isolated from what is taking place around it.

Chronological Boundaries

All the projects featured in this book were 
designed or completed during the first 
decade of the millennium, with a handful 
completed in 1999. They are contemporary 
and present a period of architectural de-
velopment that has not yet reached its full 
conclusion. Admittedly, this means that one 
is not able to enjoy the benefits of hind-
sight, which allow for a fuller understand-
ing of such projects within their overall 
physical, architectural, urban, and general 
cultural contexts. This will need to wait for 
at least another two to three decades. The 
emphasis on a contemporary set of projects, 
however, does serve to provide an immedi-
ate snapshot that captures what is taking 
place at a given moment and also to com-
ment, elaborate on, and explain the region’s 
architectural scene. In other words, this 
book aims at demonstrating the zeitgeist of 
a most eventful and consequential moment 
in the evolution of the built environment 
in that part of the world. It is within this 
framework that it should be read.
 On a related note, it is very important to 
keep in mind that a number of the proj-
ects featured in this publication are still 
in the construction or even design phases. 
They may be modified by the time they are 
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completed. What eventually will be built 
in terms of budget, square area, and even 
certain architectural and planning charac-
teristics may differ from what is presented 
in this catalogue. Also, for a number of 
the projects in the design or construction 
phases, the dates of initiation or comple-
tion remain in constant flux. The ongo-
ing drastic vacillation in oil prices and its 
impact on overall economic conditions in 
the region only serve to make such a state 
of flux more pronounced. Still, the intended 
impacts of these projects, visual or other-
wise, remain constant.
 It should also be stressed that the period 
under consideration includes what is more 
or less a complete construction “boom-
bust” cycle. This cycle was initiated by a 
significant rise in oil prices in 2004, and it 
came to an end as with the sudden fall in 
prices in late 2008. A number of projects 
still in the design phase were postponed or 
not implemented. Also, construction was 
significantly slowed down for a number of 
those being built.

Choice of Projects

Considering that the region has undergone 
the biggest construction boom in its history 
during this relatively short period, there 
is no shortage of projects to cover. What 
is presented here only provides a small 
selection of what exists. The challenge is 
deciding on which projects to choose. A 
number of factors have shaped the selection 
process. In addition to attempting to rep-
resent the different countries of the region 
as fairly as possible, an effort also has been 
made to present both international and 
local architects in a balanced manner. An 
effort also has been made to feature com-
pleted or near-completed projects. How-
ever, it is important to include those on 
the drawing board or under construction. 
These present the latest developments in an 
ongoing process that has been extensively 
transforming the built environment in the 
region.
 The selection of projects also presents the 
architectural trends that have established 
a foothold in the region. The High-Tech 
vocabularies that are achieving considerable 

popularity are present. So are the region-
ally sensitive, historicist, and vernacularly 
influenced works that may not be as popu-
lar as they were a generation ago. They 
still provide a valid line of architectural 
production that is not to be discounted.
 The selection of projects also takes into 
consideration the issue of scale. It aims at 
treating the built environment in a holistic 
manner that incorporates both works of 
architecture and urbanism. What fol-
lows therefore presents at one end highly 
crafted small-scale projects and at the 
other end projects for urban districts or 
even new cities. The selection of projects 
also aims at covering a variety of func-
tions. Although the large-scale projects 
featured are all mixed-use projects, an ef-
fort also has been made to identify a wide 
range of specifically religious, cultural, 
academic, and small-scale residential 
buildings as well as public spaces.
 And there is the difficult and subjective 
issue of selecting what is deemed to be 
good works of architecture and urban-
ism. I believe that all the works featured 
here at least reflect an acceptable level of 
competence in architectural and urban 
design. What is even more important than 
including what I may or may not believe to 
qualify as competent is presenting projects 
that clients believe are of high quality. A 
major selection criterion therefore is to 
put oneself in the shoes of those com-
missioning those projects. Some projects 
selected are ones for which clients have 
devoted significant resources and have 
hired what they consider the highest 
quality talent available to them, whether 
locally, regionally, or internationally. Many 
of the projects selected present what the 
region collectively views as defining works 
of architecture and urbanism. Admittedly, 
some of those projects may end up being 
better remembered for their massive 
presence or for certain outlandish features 
than for being high-quality examples 
of the built environment in its various 
manifestations. Still, they are very much 
worth presenting considering the energies 
and resources that have gone into their 
making.
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 It should also be mentioned that in pre-
senting these projects, an important goal is 
to provide a reasonable amount of infor-
mation on them and to help position each 
of them within the overall context of the 
region’s architectural and urban production 
and development. A main purpose behind 
the following catalogue accordingly is not 
so much to critique them as it is to inform 
the reader about them and to help the 
reader put together a comprehensive un-
derstanding of the mosaic of architectural 
and urban activity that makes up the built 
environment in the region. The information 
provided for each project partly presents 
an objective description and assessment. It 
also partially presents each project through 
the eyes of its designer (and by extension, 
its client) and allows their concept to be 
heard.
 Finally, the book features a group of 
extremely well known projects. These have 
been covered in the popular press, are 
recognized far beyond those involved in the 
construction industry, and have emerged as 
prime visual representatives of their cities 
and even countries. At the other end of the 
spectrum are far less known projects. These 
usually are small and known only within 
local architectural circles, where they attract 
considerable interest and excitement.8

Categorization of Projects

Categorizing this relatively large number 
of projects is a challenging task. There are 
numerous categories according to which the 
projects may be presented, and the group-
ing system used will strongly impact how 
the book’s information is communicated 
to the reader. I have decided to group the 
projects according to a system based on 
function and scale rather than according 
to other possible categories. A category 
based on countries readily comes to mind, 
but I have decided against using it. My 
goal is to present a regional rather than 
national overview of architectural and 
urban development. While national speci-
ficities definitely are acknowledged, the 

book also emphasizes the region’s growing 
interconnectedness.
 Grouping the projects according to other 
categories such as chronology or architect/
planner also is not feasible. Chronologically, 
this book deals with one decade, which is 
not long enough to accommodate a process 
of chronological evolution. Moreover, a 
number of projects featured in the book are 
currently under construction. Considering 
their scale and ongoing economic uncer-
tainties, a good portion of them will remain 
so for years to come. As for grouping the 
projects according to architect/planner, it 
is true that one aim of this book is to shed 
light on the various people and firms, both 
local and foreign, involved in making the 
built environment. However, the book’s 
primary emphasis remains on the region 
rather than on designers.
 As with any taxonomic system, one based 
on function and scale does present chal-
lenges. In no way is it clean-cut or unequiv-
ocal. For example, a number of projects may 
fit comfortably under more than one func-
tional category. The Dubai Sports City and 
the Dubai Motor City both may be placed in 
the category of “urban-level master plan.” 
However, they have been presented in the 
category of “sports” to emphasize the grow-
ing importance of this category, not only 
within the context of the built environment 
but also as income-generating projects on a 
large scale and as symbols of national pride. 
In addition, the spectacular urban-level 
developments taking place in the region, 
which are at the level of a few city blocks, 
a city district, or even a whole city, are by 
definition multiuse. They do not present a 
specific function but encompass the whole 
spectrum of activities found within the ur-
ban context. The inclusion of these projects 
necessitated relying on a taxonomic system 
that features a combination of function and 
scale rather than only function.
 As a result of this categorization, the 
projects presented here illustrate common 
functional typologies that include the resi-
dential, religious, cultural, and academic, 
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as well as public spaces. Office and institu-
tional projects, as well as the book’s lone 
industrial building, are grouped together 
under “workspaces.” Other categories pre-
sented relate to sports, transportation, and 
tourism, all of which are receiving increas-
ing attention in the region. They address a 
variety of pressing factors such as national 
identity and pride, the rapidly growing 
importance of the transportation sector, 
and the search for new national sources of 
income. There also is a category dedicated 
to commercial projects. Only three projects 
are presented here, but this is mislead-
ing. The categories that follow, which are 
grouped according to scale, thus addressing 
the urban rather than the architectural, 
include significant commercial facilities. 
The same applies to tourism. Even though 
only three projects are presented under this 
category, many of the multiuse and urban-
scale projects featured here include signifi-
cant tourism-related components.
 The categorizing system used features a 
number of urban-level categories. This is 
partly to emphasize their significance in 
the making of the region’s built environ-
ment. These categories start with high-rise 
and low-rise multiuse complexes that take 
up the equivalent of a city neighborhood. 
The next level includes urban-level master 
plans, which present new developments or 
address preexisting urban city cores, each  
of which takes up the area of a whole city 
district. The book ends with new cities, 
some of which are in the planning stage 
and others are under construction. These 
increasingly common mega-projects pres-
ent the most ambitious plans currently 
taking place regarding the region’s built 
environment.
 It also should be noted that the introduc-
tory essay that precedes each category dis-
cusses its projects collectively and presents 
them within a wider set of contexts, not 
only architectural and urban but also social, 
economic, cultural, and political. While 
the individual project entries are intended 
as being more informational than critical, 

the introductions present a more critical 
outlook.

Postscript

The year 2011 has brought with it a tsunami 
of popular uprisings that have spread across 
the Arab world, including the Arabian Pen-
insula and the Levant. Whatever their final 
outcome, these uprisings clearly will have 
a transformative effect on every aspect of 
life in the region, whether political, cultural, 
or economic. It is also worth noting that 
they have taken place in the region’s cities 
and have been intimately connected to the 
spaces and buildings of these cities. Any full 
understanding of these uprisings accord-
ingly cannot be achieved without a careful 
examination of the evolution of the region’s 
built environment. The projects featured 
in this book present the state of that built 
environment on the eve of these popular 
uprisings.

Note on Transliteration

For the Arabic names of people and places, 
I adopted the transliterations used by the 
relevant architects and clients, since these 
usually are the most widespread. In a few 
cases, particularly where these translitera-
tions diverge considerably from common 
transliteration systems, I have added in 
parentheses a transliteration that follows 
a simplified version of the system used by 
the International Journal of Middle Eastern 
Studies.

Notes

The status of projects specified as unbuilt or un-
der construction was last updated in December 
2009, at the end of the first decade of the new 
millennium.

1. The countries included in this study are 
Bahrain, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Oman, the 
Palestinian Authority, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syria, 
the United Arab Emirates, and Yemen.
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2. See Hassan Fathy, Architecture for the Poor: 
An Experiment in Rural Egypt (Chicago: Univer-
sity of Chicago Press, 1973).

3. A clear line of division separating the 
region’s countries follows levels of oil wealth. 
One group consists of the members of the Gulf 
Cooperation Council (GCC). These include Bah-
rain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and 
the United Arab Emirates. They are commonly 
referred to as the Gulf countries. They have 
considerable oil wealth, and those that don’t, 
such as Bahrain and the Emirate of Dubai, are 
economically heavily integrated with those that 
do. They consequently enjoy relatively high per 
capita income levels. Syria and Yemen export oil, 
but these exports are not sufficient to signifi-
cantly raise their gross domestic products or 
per capita incomes. Jordan, Lebanon, and the 
Palestinian Authority are net importers of oil.

4. See Matthew Brown, “Dancing Skyscrapers 
Grow along Man-Made Creek in Persian Gulf,” 
Bloomberg News, April 3, 2008, http://bloomberg.
com/apps/news?pid=email_en&refer=muse&sid 
=aYOdodSvbzs0.

5. Regarding the ubiquity of construction 
cranes in Dubai and the comparison of construc-
tion activity between Dubai and Shanghai, see 

the 2007 essay entitled “The Cranes of Dubai” 
by Stephen S. Roach, chief economist at Morgan 
Stanley, in Morgan Stanley’s online publication, 
Global Economic Forum, http://morganstanley.
com/views/gef/archive/2007/20070223-Fri.html.

6. See Tom Wolfe, From Bauhaus to Our 
House (New York: Washington Square Press, 
1981), 107.

7. The developers of these projects clearly are 
concerned about such controversy. For example, 
Dubai’s Nakheel has devoted a complete sec-
tion of its website, which it refers to as “Blue 
Responsibility,” to addressing the environmental 
impact of its projects. See http://nakheel.com/
en/blue_responsibility.

8. It also should be noted that there are a few 
projects that initially were intended for inclusion 
in this book, but the clients and architects re-
sponsible for them did not wish for some reason 
to have those projects featured. They therefore 
would not provide textual or visual information 
that could only be obtained through them. Other 
clients and architects did not follow through in 
terms of providing the needed images or data. 
The lack of an adequate comprehensive set of 
information about those projects, particularly 
visual data, resulted in their exclusion.
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Small-Scale Residential Projects
The Region’s Architectural Laboratories
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Some of the most interesting architectural 
experiments in the region since the mid-
twentieth century are small residential 
projects. These consist primarily of single-
family structures, but also include attached 
housing units. (High-rise housing com-
plexes will be discussed in chapter 2.) This 
is not surprising. Because of the close and 
often intense relationship that develops 
between architect and client for those proj-
ects, as well as their small scale and private 
character, they allow for a more extensive 
exploration of forms, spaces, planning 
arrangements, architectural details, and 
materials than larger projects of a more 
public nature. With the latter, there is more 
at stake financially and in terms of urban 
impact. Also, both architect and client usu-
ally find themselves and their project thrust 
into the public sphere, as objects of public 
scrutiny or at least curiosity. What these 
small residential projects do not usually 
engage in is extensive experimentation in 
employing cutting-edge technologies. They 
are too small to warrant it.
 I’m told by a number of the architects 
who designed the projects featured in this 
chapter that they dedicated more time and 
effort to them than to their larger projects. 
They often became fully immersed in them 
to a level they could not maintain for all 
their projects. Still, they consider them de-
fining moments in their careers and in the 
evolution of their professional reputations. 
They often are more intimately associated 

with those projects intellectually, profes-
sionally, and emotionally than with their 
more publicly visible works.
 The unique position that these projects 
occupy within the region’s overall archi-
tectural landscape is linked to the gradual 
appearance over the course of the twenti-
eth century of an educated, professional, 
affluent, and cosmopolitan middle class 
(to which those architects usually belong). 
Members of this middle-class group have 
regularly commissioned local and regional 
architects to design their residences. In 
many ways, they have viewed these resi-
dences as primary visual symbols defining 
their position and identity, both within 
their Arab societies and even within a wider 
global context. These commissions par-
ticularly allow them to take on the role of 
architectural patrons who support agents of 
creativity and the avant-garde. The results 
have included some of the region’s most 
interesting and engaging architectural 
statements of the past few decades.
 Residential works present milestones 
defining the development of the region’s 
modern architectural pioneers, including 
Rifat Chadirji from Iraq, Rasem Badran 
and Jafar Tukan from Jordan, and Pierre 
El Khoury (d. 2005) from Lebanon. The 
residential works presented in this chapter 
provide continuity with the earlier efforts 
of these architects, though not necessar-
ily on the stylistic level, but as statements 
expressing the aspirations of an emerging 
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bourgeoisie and articulating its identity. 
All, except for the Helal Blue Moon Resi-
dence, are designed by architects from the 
region (although they are generally West-
ern trained), but still express considerable 
methodological variety.
 The theme of identity receives consider-
able attention in these works. This is most 
obvious in the Dalaliyya houses by Wael 
al-Masri of Dar al-Omran and the Sum-
mer House by Simone Kosremelli. In both, 
the emphasis is on expressing a regional 
architectural identity grounded in the past, 
even involving an element of nostalgia. On 
a different level, in the residence that Meisa 
Batayneh Maani designed for her family, 
the allusion to a historically defined iden-
tity is more subtle. Stones salvaged from 
demolished houses were used to sheath the 
walls of the residence’s main interior spine. 
While the structure’s architecture clearly 
asserts a modern image, a link to the past is 
acknowledged through a selective incor-
poration of materials rather than through 
architectural form.
 This exploration of an identity linked 
to the past through materials rather than 
forms is also evident in the work of Sahel 
Al Hiyari in his A-House in Yemen and Hani 
Imam Hussaini in his Mushahwar and Ab-
dulwahab houses in Jordan. Both architects 
express a clear predilection for modernist 
vocabularies and reject any overt references 
to past architectural prototypes. However, 
they clearly acknowledge a sense of place 
through their use of materials. Al Hiyari 
incorporates mud-brick walls in A-House, 
which are common in Yemeni traditional ar-
chitecture. For the Mushahwar and Abdul-
wahab houses, Hussaini devotes extraordi-
nary efforts to reexamining and rethinking 
the use of stone—the primary historical 
building sheathing material in the Levant—
addressing issues that include craftsman-
ship, texture, scale, and weathering.
 In the case of the Helal Blue Moon Resi-
dence, the only house in this chapter not 
designed by an architect from the region, 
the attempt at relating to a local identity, 
or at least expressing a local specificity, 
is primarily expressed through climatic 
solutions. These include using massive 

overhanging roofs that protect much of 
the house’s spaces from the strong Gulf 
sun. Also used are aluminum screens that 
visually and functionally allude to the 
traditional mashrabiyya screen, which was 
common in hot and arid regions of the Is-
lamic world to filter the harsh sunlight as it 
enters a building. It may be noted, however, 
that this reinterpretation of the mashrabi-
yya, although often presented in a visually 
appealing and functionally effective manner 
(as is the case with this project), has been 
so overused by foreign architects practicing 
in the region to become almost a cliché.
 Khalid Nahhas in his Abu Samra House, 
Nadim Karam in his Sehnaoui House, and 
Vladimir Djurovic in his landscape design 
for the Elie Saab house do acknowledge, 
and even celebrate, the landscapes of their 
settings, i.e., the rolling oak-dotted hills 
located to the west of Amman and the 
memorable mountain terrains of Lebanon. 
However, they deliberately avoid making 
any references to the traditional architec-
tural forms or even materials of the region. 
They look elsewhere for prototypes.
 Accordingly, Nahhas acknowledges in his 
work the influence of his Canadian mentors 
John and Patricia Patkau as well as that of 
the regionalist modernist Mexican archi-
tects Luis Barragan (d. 1988) and Ricardo 
Legorreta. The economical and even sparse 
lines of Vladimir Djurovic’s work (as is also 
the case in Sahel Al Hiyari’s work) reflect a 
similar spirit as that of International Style 
modernists, most notably Mies van der 
Rohe. Nadim Karam, who is both a sculp-
tor and an architect, integrates modern 
abstract sculptural elements in his designs. 
However, he does make a few nods in the 
Sehnaoui House to the theme of an identity 
linked to the past. This is evident in his re-
interpretation of the traditional courtyard 
as an open space defined by free-flowing 
walls and by articulating one of the interior 
walls with patterns inspired by the geomet-
ric lines of Arabic kufic calligraphy.
 And finally, a few notes should be made 
about the Housing for the Fishermen of 
Tyre complex by Hashim Sarkis. This project 
admittedly does not fully fit in with the 
other small residential projects presented in 
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this catalogue. It is a low-income public-
housing project intended for a sizable group 
of people rather than a single affluent 
client. Still, it is a notable example of this 
building type, and unfortunately there is 
a dire shortage of well-thought-out low-
income housing solutions in the region and 
elsewhere. In this complex, Sarkis develops 
a carefully crafted composition that sen-
sitively addresses the inhabitants’ various 
needs. This is evident in the emphasis on 
providing privacy, natural ventilation, open 

public spaces, and views, all while avoiding 
the drabness, sense of cheapness, and lack 
of architectural interest usually associated 
with public housing. The result in some 
ways is reminiscent of Hassan Fathy’s New 
Gourna Village in the Egyptian countryside 
from the 1940s, which aimed at elevating 
the quality of housing available to a poor 
rural population. Sarkis, however, unequiv-
ocally avoids using traditional vernacular 
vocabularies, which Fathy so strongly 
espoused.
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Maani Residence, 
Amman, Jordan

Designed by Jordanian architect Meisa Batayneh Maani of 
Maisam Architects and Engineers.

Completed in 2001.

This house was designed by Meisa Batayneh 
Maani as her family residence. The 1,100 m2 
structure occupies a 9,000 m2 site within 
the rolling oak and olive tree– 
dotted hills located to the west of Amman, 
which provide commanding views extend-
ing west as far as the city of Jerusalem. The 
design of the house emphasizes  
integration with its natural surroundings, 
and consequently is divided into relatively 
small cubic masses that feature both stone-
sheathed and plastered surfaces.
 The house’s main access involves crossing 
a minimalist wooden bridge located over 
a reflecting pool that leads to a spacious 
terrace platform preceding the entrance. 
The terrace is arranged at an angle to 
the house’s main east-west axis, which is 
defined by a wide 30 m passageway that 
extends along the length of the house 
and acts as its main spatial and planning 

element. The passageway is punctuated by 
glass ceilings at certain locations to bring 
in natural light. Its walls are lined with 
highly textured yellowish soft stone blocks 
salvaged from demolished older houses in 
the nearby city of Salt, which is known for 
its late nineteenth- and early twentieth-
century stone architecture. The yellow 
stone is contrasted with large, beige 50 cm 
high bush-hammered stone courses used 
to articulate the adjacent living and dining 
spaces. An olive tree provides a visual ter-
minus for this passageway axis, at the end 
of which is a stair leading to a seating/office 
area and viewing deck above.
 The house’s more “public” spaces, which 
include its reception, living, and dining 
rooms, are arranged directly off the main 
passageway and follow its directional axis. 
A kitchen and a three-bedroom suite with 
a living room pivot off at an angle from the 
corridor to create an independent mass that 
is linked to, but nonetheless differentiated 
from, the rest of the house. 



Figures 1.1.1–1.1.4. The design of the Maani residence emphasizes 
integration with the surrounding hilly landscape and a differentia-
tion between its public and private spaces. The house is primarily 
arranged along a 30 m long passageway that defines a strong 
east-west axis.
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The Mushahwar 
and Abdulwahab 
Houses, Amman, 
Jordan

Designed by Jordanian architect Hani Imam Hussaini of 
Almarsam Architects and Engineers  
(later merged with the Saudi Arabian firm Omrania and 
Associates to become its Jordan office).

Mushahwar house was completed in 2002 and 
Abdulwahab house in 2003.

These two residences present a quest by 
architect Hani Imam Hussaini to explore 
the constructional and visual potentials of 
stone, a material that is an integral part of 
both historical and contemporary building 
practices in much of Jordan and the Levant. 
The projects are his response to a general 
dissatisfaction with the manner in which 
stone currently is used in Jordan. Hussaini 
feels that architects and builders often take 
this building material for granted. This has 
resulted in uninspired uses of stone, which 
is treated and perceived as no more than a 
sturdy sheathing material and a protective 
skin for buildings that require little main-
tenance. Hussaini consequently carried out 
a full-scale exploration of various issues 
relating to stone, including craftsmanship, 
texture, scale, and weathering. In this, he 
presents continuity with the work of a small 
group of Jordanian architects who devoted 
considerable energies to experimenting 
with this material, including Jafar Tukan 
and the late Atallah Douani.
 The 800 m2 Mushahwar house is lo-
cated at the outer edge of the bend of an 
L-shaped street, and it marks the termina-
tion of a visual axis created along one of 
the sides of the L. Hussaini consequently 
presents this axial termination with a tower 
that is mostly sheathed in stone and that 
functions as the primary defining form for 
the house. The tower serves to conceal the 
rooftop water tanks, which are an integral 
but unsightly component of house rooftops 
in Amman, where municipal water usually 
is only pumped one or two days a week and 
therefore needs to be stored for the rest of 
the week. In addition, the tower provides 
the single-story house with a substantial 
mass that allows it to more effectively as-
sert itself within a neighborhood consisting 
primarily of two-story houses.
 The later Abdulwahab house is a more 
subtle and understated version of the 

Mushahwar house. In contrast to the 
relatively prominent site that the 
Mushahwar house occupies, the site of 
the Abdulwahab house is barely visible 
to its surroundings. The 600 m2 house 
is located at the edge of a narrow cul-de-
sac, has a street frontage of only 11 m, 
and is almost totally surrounded by other 
houses from all sides. Rather than at-
tempt to force an external facade on this 
house and to assert its presence along its 
narrow street, the house turns inward. 
Here, the garden plays a crucial role in 
defining how the house appears and how 
it is to be used. The house therefore takes 
on an L-shaped plan that hugs a rectan-
gular garden. The facades located along 
the outer sides of the L are primarily 
blank, but those located along the inner 
sides of the L, those facing the garden, 
include extensive floor-to-ceiling glazed 
surfaces. The garden becomes an integral 
part of the house. This is in contrast with 
the usual four strips of unbuilt setbacks 
flanking a building, which characterizes 
most free-standing houses in Amman as a 
result of zoning setback requirements.
 Hussaini spent considerable effort 
studying and documenting various his-
torical and contemporary stone-dressing 
methods used in Jordan. He shows spe-
cial interest in the rough stone-dressing 
technique locally known as tubzah. Be-
cause of its rough texture and relatively 
high level of protrusion, it remains the 
most expressive form of stone dress-
ing. Its shapes are achieved through a 
combination of splitting and chipping off 
stone pieces. The use of splitting allows 
the stone to retain much of its original 
color, in contrast to the effects created 
by extensive chiseling, which “whitens” 
it. Also, the rather rough texture of the 
tubzah stone allows it to weather grace-
fully in comparison to more smoothly 
textured stones.
 Hussaini also moves away from the 
standard 25 cm high stone block com-
mon in Jordan and uses smaller blocks: 
10 cm in the Mushahwar house and 12.5 
cm in the Abdulwahab house. The stone-
block height used for the Abdulwahab 
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house is exactly half of the standard 25 
cm high block, which allows it to be fully 
integrated with Jordan’s existing construc-
tion industry standards. Hussaini’s smaller 
stone blocks are closer to the dimensions of 
common bricks, but display the expressive 
texture of stone rather than the smoother 
texture of brick. These smaller blocks 
require more precise levels of craftsman-
ship than larger ones, and therefore they 
serve to “magnify” the stone’s forms and 
textures.
 To bring out the expressive content of 
his stonework, Hussaini contrasts the use 
of stone in both houses with smoother 
materials, primarily surfaces of expansive 
plastered concrete and curtain-wall glass.

 There also is considerable experimen-
tation in how stone is used structurally. 
While stone primarily is employed as a 
material in compression, Hussaini also 
“plays” with it by using it in tension. In 
the Mushahwar house, he uses 5 × 20 
× 120 cm slabs of stone as grillwork for 
openings in the upper part of the tower 
and for the outer fence. From a distance, 
these stone beams appear as steel ones. 
This use of stone as an element in ten-
sion also alludes to various historical 
examples, ranging from the stone beams 
of ancient Greek and Egyptian temples 
to the window and door lintel beams of 
Jordan’s vernacular architecture. 





Figures (facing page) 1.2.1–1.2.5 (Mushahwar 
house) and 1.3.1–1.3.4 (Abdulwahab house). The 
carefully detailed Mushahwar and Abdulwahab 
houses provide two interrelated examples of 
an exploration of the constructional and visual 
potentials of stone as a building material. They 
incorporate thin brick-sized stone courses that 
require high levels of craftsmanship; use stone 
not only in compression but also in tension; and 
contrast the use of roughly textured stone blocks 
with expansive, smoother plastered and glazed 
surfaces.
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Abu Samra 
House, Amman, 
Jordan

Designed by Jordanian architect Khalid Nahhas of 
Symbiosis Designs.

Completed in 2005.

A primary feature of this house is its 
use of an earth-toned plaster finish that 
relates effectively to Amman’s rather dry 
landscapes and bright sun. Khalid Nahhas 
usually rejects using white limestone as a 
building sheathing material in spite of its 
prevalence in the city’s middle and upper-
end residential architecture. This use of 
plastered surfaces, along with large glazed 
windowpanes, continues a line of develop-
ment that Nahhas established in his first 
project in Amman, the Blue Fig Restaurant, 
completed in 2000.
 The relatively large house of almost 1,000 
m2 is arranged along a north-south axis and 
consists of two sets of cubic masses linked 
by a long corridor. The arrangement results 
in an unobstructed interior vista that 
extends almost 25 m and leads the eye from 
the main entrance, located at the house’s 
southern edge, all the way to its northern 
extremity. The arrangement also allows 
for an extensive facade along the west that 
is opened up to views of the surround-
ing hilly landscape dotted with oak trees. 
In contrast, the design presents a rather 

blank facade along the house’s eastern side, 
which faces a neighboring residential plot. 
Accordingly, while the house’s long corridor 
provides open vistas along its western side, 
it functions as a gallery wall for the owner’s 
art collection along its closed eastern side.
 The house features an open plan in which 
spaces flow freely. Open spaces and double 
volumes therefore prevail, and doors are 
kept to a minimum.
 Nahhas acknowledges influences from 
a number of sources on his work. These 
include Mexican architects Luis Barragan 
(d. 1988) and Ricardo Legorreta, both of 
whom are modernists who nonetheless 
have injected a regionalist character in their 
architecture that emphasizes a Mexican 
identity. This is evident in their emphasis 
on the use of solids, color, and rough tex-
tures, as well as securing a sense of privacy 
for the users of their buildings. Nahhas also 
states his debt to Canadian architects John 
and Patricia Patkau, who had taught him at 
the University of British Columbia. Their 
influence is evident, among other things, in 
emphasizing the connection of the building 
to the landscape, the concern for building 
tectonics, the building’s strong volumetric 
presence, the incorporation of color, and 
the emphasis on high-quality detailing.



Figures 1.4.1–1.4.4. In contrast to the preva-
lent use of white sandstone as a primary 
building sheathing material in the middle- 
and upper-class neighborhoods of Amman, 
Khalid Nahhas uses an earth-tone plaster 
finish for this house, which is characterized 
by clean lines and masses, as well as unob-
structed free-flowing interior spaces.
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Al-Dalaliyyah 
Houses, Kuwait 
City, Kuwait

Designed by the Jordanian firm Dar al-Omran, with Wael 
al-Masri as lead architect.

Completed in 2003.

This complex of four courtyard houses was 
built by an investor as rental properties. 
He was very happy with the outcome and 
consequently decided to live in one of them 
and to rent the others to relatives. The 
complex consists of four attached units. 
Each unit occupies an average plot size 
of about 500 m2 and consists of a 600 m2 
two-story house with two open courtyards 
and a front garden. The main courtyard 
opens to the family room and living room 
and is intended to take on a primary role 
in the house on both the functional and 
visual levels. This courtyard also may be 
accessed from the main street through an 
indirect, meandering passage. The smaller 

courtyard is located at the back of the house 
and is flanked by the kitchen and maid’s 
room. The columns in the courtyards were 
salvaged from an older house built around 
1915 that belonged to the investor’s family. 
It was destroyed during the Iraqi invasion 
of Kuwait in 1990–91.
 The design of this complex follows 
a “traditionalist” historicist approach. 
Although many of the architects working 
in the region have shown an increasing 
preference for modernist vocabularies since 
the 1990s, the architecture of al-Dalaliyyah 
houses remains loyal to the approaches that 
emerged in the region during the 1970s 
and 1980s and that have emphasized the 
premodern heritage of the Islamic world as 
the main visual reference for contemporary 
architectural production. More specifically, 
this complex may be viewed as a direct 
descendant of Hassan Fathy’s work, which 
depended on the vernacular architecture 
of the Egyptian countryside as a primary 
source of inspiration. Fathy’s influence is 
apparent in various elements, including 
the shapes of domes, vaults, and openings, 
the general massing of forms, and the use 
of earth-toned plastered surfaces. As with 
Fathy’s work, the architecture of the house 
also shows influences of the architectural 
heritage of the medieval Egyptian Mamluk 
dynasty (1250–1517). This is particularly 
evident in the axial shifts in the buildings’ 
plans that are incorporated to accommo-
date the site’s irregular trapezoidal shape. 



Figures 1.5.1–1.5.4. The architecture of al-Dalaliyyah 
Houses provides continuity with the traditionalist 
historicist approaches that achieved prominence in the 
region during the 1970s and 1980s and more specifically 
with the work of Hassan Fathy. This approach empha-
sizes the premodern architectural heritage of the Islamic 
world as the main visual reference for contemporary 
architectural production.
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Elie Saab Chalet 
Garden, Faqra, 
Lebanon

Designed by Lebanese landscape architect Vladimir 
Djurovic of Vladimir Djurovic Landscape Architecture.

Completed in 2001.

This garden, which is located in the Leba-
nese ski resort village of Faqra, at about 
2,000 m2 above sea level, received the 
2007 Professional Award of Excellence in 
the Residential Design Category from the 
American Society of Landscape Architects. 
It was designed for the fashion designer Elie 
Saab as a place of retreat, but also to accom-
modate social events.
 The garden is linked to a chalet, both 
of which occupy a site of 1,850 m2. It is 
designed as a sequence of four spaces: an 
entrance approach, an upper terrace, a side 
garden, and a lower terrace that features 
built-in seating areas and a reflecting/swim-
ming pool.
 The entrance approach part of the design 
includes two large oak trees that frame 
the house and create a screen to provide a 
level of privacy in relation to the street. It 
features a set of large solid-stone steps with 
recessed lighting that lead to the chalet’s 
entrance.
 The upper terrace is intended to link the 
chalet’s interior spaces with the exterior 

and is paved with stone units interrupted 
by grooves filled with grass. It has low, wide 
planters so as not to obstruct the view of 
the mountains, and is used as an overflow 
seating area for large social events.
 The side garden also is intended to absorb 
the overflow of guests, but otherwise is 
designed as a small maple “forest” that 
provides calm and refuge, and also screens 
the house from the adjoining street.
 The main part of the garden is the lower 
terrace, which is dominated by two rectan-
gular arrangements. The first is a reflecting 
pool that also functions as a swimming 
pool. The second is a flat terrace with 
two built-in recessed seating areas, each 
containing a hearth. The eye level for those 
seated in the seating area is aligned with 
the surface of the reflecting pool’s water, 
behind which is a panoramic view of the 
mountain ranges beyond.
 The lighting and drainage fixtures all 
are concealed and incorporated within the 
design. Only the main defining lines and 
surfaces are left visible. These are primarily 
formed by stone and water, with the plant-
ings only accentuating the design rather 
than being its dominant feature.



Figures 1.6.1–1.6.4. The Elie Saab Chalet Garden is a meticu-
lously detailed landscaped space characterized by expansive 
stone-paved surfaces and a reflecting pool that provide a 
platform for viewing the mountains beyond.
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Sehnaoui House, 
Mansourieh 
(Mansuriyyah; 
near Beirut), 
Lebanon

Designed by Lebanese architect and sculptor Nadim Karam 
of Nadim Karam & Atelier Hapsitus.

Completed in 2009.

This house occupies a commanding view of 
the mountain ranges of Lebanon. Karam 
describes it as a reinterpretation of the 
traditional central courtyard house, where 
the courtyard is transformed into a “void” 
resulting from cutting a free-flowing curv-
ing form out of the house’s rectangular plan 
outline that approximates the path of a 
semicircle. This arrangement creates a court 
space that is open on one side to the sur-
rounding mountains. This visual openness 
is continued into the interior through the 
use of a floor-to-ceiling glass facade along 
the path of the semicircle. Moreover, the 
house opens fully to natural light, through 
the expansive glass facade and through siz-
able skylights.
 The curvature of the court strongly 
influences the house’s main planning ar-
rangement. A prominently placed free-
standing stair ascends the double volume 
of the entry area along a curving path. It 
rises to the upper floor, where the curves 
of the stair and of the glass facade visually 

connect to form a continuous visual path. 
The path leads to an elongated rectangular 
“flying balcony” that juts out of the house’s 
outline and hovers over its steeply sloping 
site like a diver’s platform. The balcony is 
supported on a seemingly lightweight high-
tech arrangement of three metal poles that 
form an inverted pyramid whose pinnacle 
rests on a concrete column rising out of the 
sloping site. The arrangement allows the 
balcony to appear as a cantilevered object 
rather than one supported at its two edges.
 Features of Karam’s public art work are 
clearly evident in this structure. A main 
interior wall is articulated with the highly 
geometric patterns of kufic Arabic calligra-
phy. The patterns are cut out of the thick-
ness of the wall, creating spaces that also 
function as bookshelves. In contrast to the 
angular geometry of the calligraphic pat-
terns, the handrails of the stairs and “flying 
balcony” incorporate curving shapes allud-
ing to “leaves in a breeze,” thus suggesting 
a feeling of playfulness common in Karam’s 
public art work. This theme of “leaves in a 
breeze” is continued in the articulation of 
the sizable skylight located behind the curv-
ing glass facade. 



Figures 1.7.1–1.7.4. The Sehnaoui House 
by architect and sculptor Nadim Karam 
emphasizes the full entry of light 
through skylights and also through 
an expansive, curving floor-to-ceiling 
glass facade that opens up views to the 
surrounding Lebanese mountain ranges. 
The articulation of the house’s surfaces 
reveals continuity with Karam’s public 
artwork as they incorporate a variety 
of evocative patterns that include the 
angular and geometric as well as the 
curvilinear and organic.
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Summer House, 
Bkechtine, 
Lebanon

Designed by Lebanese architect Simone Kosremelli of 
Simone Kosremelli Architect and Urban Planner.

Completed in 2006.

This two-story family summer house of 
about 335 m2 is located in the mountains of 
Lebanon, in a village situated 30 km south 
of Beirut that had been abandoned during 
the Lebanese civil war of 1975–90.
 The design draws on the vernacular archi-
tecture of the region, as evident in the use 
of a simple stone-clad rectangular shape; a 
three-bay plan that incorporates a central 
hall flanked by rooms on both sides; and 
interior spaces covered with stone barrel 
vaults.
 The longitudinal axis of the house ex-
tends along an east-west axis. The south, 
west, and east facades are treated in a rela-
tively closed manner—except for the inclu-
sion of an unroofed arcaded terrace along 
the eastern part of the second floor. The 
long northern facade, in contrast, reflects a 
more open design. This arrangement, along 
with the use of a double-height space for 
the central bay, makes it easier to cool the 
house during the summer months, when 
it is used most heavily, and also provides 
commanding views of the sloping landscape 
leading down to the Mediterranean. The cli-
ent decided during the construction period 
that the house also would be used during 
the winter months. A few changes accord-
ingly were made to the design, such as the 
addition of a small wooden mezzanine in 

the upper floor area, to where heat would 
rise.
 The architect emphasized the reuse 
of materials for the house. This includes 
materials salvaged from older houses that 
were destroyed during the civil war and 
ones that were torn down as a result of the 
unregulated building boom that followed 
the war. Recycled materials used for the 
house include limestone panels and colored 
concrete-terrazzo tiles for flooring, as well 
as wrought iron balustrades, marble cor-
bels, and wooden windows and doors. The 
recycling ethic was extended to include the 
excavation of stone located on the site for 
use in the house’s barrel vaults.
 The architecture of the house, which 
establishes clear links to local vernacular 
forms and building technique, provides 
a continuation of a loosely tied process 
initiated in the region by Hassan Fathy 
and developed along different and inde-
pendent tracks during the 1970s and 1980s 
by Jordanian architects Rasem Badran 
and Jafar Tukan (the latter also worked in 
Lebanon for a good number of years before 
moving to Jordan during the mid-1970s). 
This regionalist approach reached its apogee 
during the 1980s. Although it continues to 
have a presence in the architectural out-
put of the region, it has been considerably 
marginalized since the 1990s as clients and 
architects have embraced more globalized 
vocabularies such as High-Tech architecture 
and Deconstructivism. 



Figures 1.8.1–1.8.4. This summer house in the 
mountains of Lebanon emphasizes the legacy of tra-
ditional vernacular Lebanese architecture as evident 
in the use of a three-bay plan, a simple stone-clad 
rectangular shape, and barrel vaulting.
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Housing for 
the Fishermen 
of Tyre, 
Abbasiyyah, 
Tyre, Lebanon

Designed by Lebanese-American architect Hashim Sarkis of 
Cambridge, Massachusetts- and Beirut-based Hashim 
Sarkis, Architecture, Landscape, and Urban Design.

Completed in 2008.

Tyre is a UNESCO World Heritage coastal 
city of about 175,000 people located in 
southern Lebanon. Existing preservation 
laws and difficult economic conditions, as 
well as the instability and general difficul-
ties caused by the fighting that has plagued 
southern Lebanon over the past few 
decades have had a negative impact on the 
availability of affordable housing in the city. 
As a result, the fishermen of Tyre formed 
a housing cooperative and persuaded the 
city’s archdiocese to donate a plot of 6,500 
m2 located in the agricultural outskirts 
of Tyre on which they could build a hous-
ing complex. They also enlisted the help 
of international organizations and a local 
NGO, the Association for the Development 
of Rural Areas in Southern Lebanon, to sup-
port them in realizing the project.
 The area in which the project is located, 
although still containing a few agricultural 
fields, is being overtaken by speculative con-
struction activity that is being implemented 
outside any planning regulations. Much 
of the land surrounding the site has been 
subdivided into small plots, and the project 
site is one of the few relatively large plots 
that remain intact in the area. Considering 
the chaotic and unpredictable construc-
tion patterns affecting the site’s vicinity, 
Hashim Sarkis developed a defensive design 

strategy that provides a strong protective 
edge around its perimeter. This perimeter 
also aims at introducing an organizational 
framework for the surrounding streets 
and newly subdivided parcels. The protec-
tive edge consists of a four-story, 7 m thick 
building that wraps around the site and also 
extends inside it. In addition, the design 
features an internal U-shaped road and a 
large open space. The street serves the units 
and connects to the surrounding street net-
work through two access points. The open 
space, which functions as a public garden 
and playground, includes a paved area that 
covers a collective underground water tank.
 In order to avoid having this protective 
edge take on the character of an imposing 
monolithic mass, it is broken into a series 
of smaller buildings separated by gaps that 
are used for public circulation.
 The buildings collectively house 80 
two-bedroom units, each occupying about 
85 m2, with about half that area also set 
aside as a private outdoor space for each 
unit (gardens for the ground-floor apart-
ments and balconies for the upper floor 
ones). The apartments consist of two types: 
one-story and two-story units. They are 
housed in three types of buildings. The first 
type only includes one-story apartments; 
the second only includes two-story apart-
ments; and the third includes both. All the 
units allow for cross-views and incorporate 
cross-ventilation.
 The project received the Boston Society 
of Architects Design Award in 2008. 



Figures 1.9.1–1.9.4. The limited-income housing project for 
the fishermen of Tyre provides a defensive architectural ar-
rangement that shields the complex from the unregulated 
and chaotic construction activity taking place around it. The 
design also addresses issues such as providing the residents 
with both public and private open spaces, extended views, 
and natural ventilation.
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Helal Blue Moon 
Residence, 
Dubai, United 
Arab Emirates

Designed by American architect Steven Ehrlich of Steven 
Ehrlich Architects.

Completed in 2004.

This expansive, luxurious two-story resi-
dence occupies an area of over 3,000 m2. It 
consists of a series of smaller structures, 
a number of which are located under a 
massive hovering, curving aluminum roof 
that takes on the outline of a crescent (thus 
the name Helal (hilal), which is Arabic for 
“crescent”). This unifying roof cantilevers 
about 10 m on each side beyond the smaller 
structures, providing them with shade. The 
roof is supported by stone-clad columns 
that also pierce through it and take on the 
additional function of mechanical exhaust 
vents. The facades include expansive laced 

aluminum screens aimed at filtering the 
sun. These screens are combined with large 
expanses of glass surfaces and thick stone 
walls.
 In plan, the house is divided into three 
parts: a reception area for men in the west, 
a women’s area in the middle, and the fam-
ily sleeping quarters in the east. A reflecting 
pool surrounds the front facade and flows 
indoors to help cool the interior.
 Steven Ehrlich served as a Peace Corps 
volunteer architect in Morocco upon com-
pleting his education in the late 1960s. He 
had the opportunity to work and teach in 
Morocco and in other countries in North 
and West Africa. His stay in that part of the 
world also allowed him to study its vernacu-
lar architecture.



Figures 1.10.1–1.10.3. The Helal Blue Moon Residence is character-
ized by a large, thick, curving aluminum roof that hovers over a 
series of structures that make up the house. The roof cantilevers 
about 10 m beyond the structures on each side, providing them 
with much welcome shade from the harsh Gulf sun.
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A-House, 
Khawlan, Yemen

Designed by Jordanian architect Sahel Al Hiyari of Sahel Al 
Hiyari and Partners.

Designed in 2005, but project remains unbuilt.

Along with the Sand Lofts apartment 
complex in Kuwait, this is one of the first 
projects that architect Sahel Al Hiyari was 
commissioned to design outside Jordan. 
The 850 m2 house is located in Khawlan, 
an arid and largely undeveloped mountain-
ous region situated about 30 km east of 
the Yemeni capital, Sana’a. The client’s only 
requirement regarding the design was that 
it not be a tower—a typology most com-
mon in traditional residential buildings in 
Yemen. Here, houses historically extended 
to a height of up to nine stories, partly to 
minimize the footprint of buildings and 
thus conserve sparse agricultural land, and 
partly for defensive purposes.
 Al Hiyari developed a design that seems 
to come out of science fiction. The house 
takes the shape of a monolith rising out of 
the surrounding stark lunar landscape. In 
plan, it has a square outline. In the third 
dimension, its exterior mud-brick walls rise 
at an incline, embracing its various compo-
nents, and creating an introverted design 

configuration that Al Hiyari describes 
as being “anchored into the ground and 
horizontally woven with the landscape.” The 
house therefore appears from the exte-
rior as a mastaba-like solid mass. Slits are 
inserted into the mass to provide physical 
and limited visual connections between the 
house and the landscape beyond. Glazed 
surfaces are only used inside the building 
mass, along its internal courts and garden.
 The main entry passage, running east-
west, subdivides the house in both plan and 
section. The lower level includes a garage 
and a studio, both of which are separated 
from a gym, TV room, and service areas. 
The entry passage also includes an exterior 
stairway that ascends to the main entrance 
on the upper level. The upper level con-
tains bedrooms and the living, dining, and 
kitchen areas, which are conceived within 
an open plan and border the house’s inter-
nal garden.
 Al Hiyari’s design seems to allude to two 
unexpected references within the context of 
the rugged Yemeni landscape: Mies van der 
Rohe’s 1929 Barcelona Pavilion, and Frank 
Lloyd Wright’s Taliesin West, begun in 1937. 



Figures 1.11.1–1.11.4. A-House takes 
on the shape of a mastaba rising 
out of its arid surroundings. Exterior 
fenestrations are done away with, and 
the house garden is conceived as an 
internalized space located within the 
perimeter of the building mass.
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High-Rise Residential Projects
Redefining the Apartment Building

This catalogue of buildings features nu-
merous high-rises with sizable residential 
components. The small group of four build-
ings that make up this chapter, however, is 
presented separately. This is because these 
buildings have been conceived exclusively 
or primarily for residential purposes, while 
the other high-rises of the catalogue are 
multiuse projects that also feature retail, 
office, and hotel facilities.
 Although this group of structures and 
the group before it are both residential, 
the similarity ends at this basic functional 
level. In fact, this group primarily may be 
defined as being what the group before it is 
not. In contrast to the considerable formal 
variety found in smaller-scale residential 
structures, these residential high-rises 
need to adhere to a strict and constrict-
ing formal typology defined by stacking 
similarly planned apartment units on top 
of each other. Architects still do attempt 
to break out of those design restrictions, 
even though the formal options available 
to them are limited. In the case of the 
Pentominium and the Platinum Tower, 
their architects designed each as two dif-
ferently sized juxtaposed vertical masses 
instead of one. With the Pentominium, 
this is taken a step further. The smaller of 
the two masses is fragmented to include a 
series of five-story groupings that appear 
to be suspended from the larger mass. For 
the Sand Lofts Apartments, Sahel Al Hiyari 

separates the structure into an organically 
shaped base and two monolithic slabs for 
the main body. The 55° Time Dubai™ also 
features a base that is differentiated from 
the main body. Here, its transparent cubic 
base encases the lower part of the main 
cylindrical body.
 The single-family structures of the 
previous category usually are the end 
product of close personal relationships 
and interaction between architect and cli-
ent. In contrast, the relationship between 
the two for these commercial high-rise 
residential buildings is better described 
as a business transaction. This is to be 
expected considering that these are large-
scale commercial developments intended 
for a mass market—admittedly an upscale 
one, rather than being customized for an 
individual client.
 While the spirit of experimentation 
characterizing the smaller-scale residen-
tial projects does not usually extend to 
include cutting-edge building technolo-
gies, experimentation in these high-rise 
residential structures usually concentrates 
on this issue. In the case of the Pento-
minium, its extensive height of more than 
615 m requires incorporating advanced 
construction solutions such as using its 
glass sheathing at the upper levels to also 
provide protection against high-velocity 
winds. The 55° Time Dubai™ is intended 
as a fully rotating building and essentially 
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is a technological spectacle. Its rotating 
mechanism is borrowed from that of oil 
rig platforms.
 Providing these structures with effective 
climatic protection systems is of impor-
tance, particularly as they all are located 
in hot, humid weather zones. Even Beirut, 
which has a relatively temperate climate, 
becomes hot and humid during the sum-
mer months. Most natural and nonme-
chanical climatic protection systems that 
may be used for low-rise buildings are not 
suitable for ones of such heights. It is not 
possible to use trees and other plants to 
protect high-rise buildings from the sun 
or winds, just as it is not possible to use 
heavy, thick walls as thermal masses. One 
energy-efficient climatic intervention that 
is suitable for high-rise buildings is the use 
of screens for shading and thermal protec-
tion. For the Sand Lofts Apartments, this 
is achieved with movable, lightweight 
aluminum panels, which also serve to 
visually articulate the building’s facades. 
The panels create continuously changing 
patterns as the users open and close them. 
For the Pentominium, an additional layer 
of glass is used to limit solar gain.
 This use of screens to protect the 
internal spaces of high-rises from the 
harsh sun is found in other sections of this 
catalogue. One example is Jean Nouvel’s 
Burj Qatar, which incorporates Arabesque 
patterns of differing intensity, depending 
on orientation, for sun protection and 
couples them with highly reflective glass 
and built-in roller blinds. Another example 
is the Abu Dhabi Investment Authority 
building, which has fabric blinds that are 

automatically activated when the sun is at 
its brightest.
 As a building type, the sizable apartment 
building is not new to the large, established 
cities of the region. It has been a common 
component of their urban landscape since 
the early twentieth century. The structures 
of this section, however, provide an exten-
sive redefinition and repackaging of this 
building type. This extends beyond a dra-
matic increase in size and height. It engages 
in “branding” and marketing the apartment 
building as an “iconic” structure, a status 
symbol, and thus a coveted address.
 This is accomplished through a number 
of approaches. These apply not only to 
high-rise residential structures but also to 
various commercial development projects 
featured in this book. One approach is to 
commission for their designs architects 
with widespread name recognition and to 
use their names as an integral component 
of marketing the buildings. The architect 
could be a rising star, such as Sahel Al 
Hiyari, an established local name, such as 
Nabil Gholam, or an international figure, 
such as Ricardo Bofill. The other approach 
is to conceive the building as a spectacle, 
which is evident for the Pentominium and, 
more daringly so, for the 55° Time Dubai™. 
The first is intended as the world’s tallest 
residential building. It in fact was reconfig-
ured during the design phase to increase 
its height to a level that makes it difficult 
for possible rivals to overtake it in the near 
future. The fully rotating 55° Time Dubai™ 
not only creates a spectacle but also carries 
it to a new level of extravagance.
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Sand Lofts 
Apartments, 
Kuwait City, 
Kuwait

Designed by Jordanian architect Sahel Al Hiyari of Sahel 
Al Hiyari and Partners in collaboration with Italian 
architect Michele Gigante. The landscape design was 
developed by the Jordan-based American architect  
Erin Addison.

Designed in 2005, but remains unbuilt.

The 23,000 m2 Sand Lofts Apartments is 
one of a small but quickly increasing num-
ber of projects that award-winning Jorda-
nian architect Sahel Al Hiyari has designed 
outside Jordan. The design was selected 
through an invited competition for a hous-
ing development in the district of Bneid El 
Ghar in Kuwait City. The project brief called 
for developing a high-density design solu-
tion that incorporates the loft-type apart-
ment. Al Hiyari’s design consists of two 80 
m high parallel apartment slabs sharing a 
podium and situated above two levels of 
subterranean parking.
 The marble-clad podium contains about 
200 m2 of commercial space organized 

around a courtyard, as well as residential 
lobbies and building services. In contrast 
to the rather organically shaped base, 
the apartment slabs above are repetitive 
and modular. The architect describes the 
building skin as a “ventilated facade.” It is 
composed of lightweight, porous aluminum 
panels that function as a membrane that 
provides shade and thermal insulation, with 
each apartment independently controlling 
the portion of the membrane associated 
with it. In addition to its climatic function, 
this arrangement allows for visual compo-
sitions of considerable variety within the 
framework of a highly repetitive facade 
design.
 The project also includes a public space 
on an adjacent site to the north. The design 
team proposed it as an eco-park for arid 
climates that incorporates indigenous plant 
species and planting techniques. 



Figures 2.1.1–2.1.4. The Sand 
Lofts Apartments consist 
of two slabs of repetitive 
apartment units placed over 
a rather organically shaped 
base. Movable aluminum 
panels provide shade and 
thermal insulation for the 
apartments. The panels may 
be controlled independently 
for each apartment, resulting 
in continuously changing 
facade arrangements.
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Platinum Tower, 
Beirut, Lebanon

Designed by Lebanese architect Nabil Gholam of Nabil 
Gholam Architects and Spanish architect Ricardo Bofill 
of Ricardo Bofill Taller de Arquitectura.

Completed in 2009.

Platinum Tower is a $200 million luxury 
residential tower located in the Beirut Cen-
tral District. It is situated along the Beirut 
Marina facing the Mediterranean and will 
be connected to it by the pedestrian Net 
Bridge that crosses over the Corniche Road. 
The building rises to a height of more than 
150 m and includes 33 habitable stories. 
It has a total gross built-up area of about 
93,000 m2 and features a 3,000 m2 garden. 
Each floor has about 1,800 m2 of built area 
and 225 m2 of balcony space.
 The building is noted for its simple, clean 
forms and lines, and it has a rather sober 
feel in comparison with other high-rise 
luxury structures coming up in Beirut. It 
consists of two adjoining masses, a main 
one facing the marina to the north, and a 
smaller mass facing the city to the south. 
The smaller mass occupies about half the 
floor area of the northern mass but is only 
slightly shorter. It is articulated by hori-
zontal lines that correspond to each of the 
building’s floors. In turn, the main northern 
mass, while also employing those horizon-
tal lines, incorporates an additional system 
of visual articulation that divides its overall 

form into four cubic units stacked on top 
of each other, above the entry ground-level 
floor. The ground floor has a ceiling 9 m 
high and visually opens up to the nearby 
Marina. An arcade that rises six floors in 
height and partly wraps around the two 
masses serves to bring them together, cre-
ating a common base.
 The design of some of the apartment 
interiors, which are not the work of the 
architects, is busier in character than the 
exterior and contrasts with its simplicity. 
The architects had left the building interiors 
as open modular plans with a central core 
and peripheral columns to provide flex-
ibility for future tenants. Each apartment 
would be finished according to the needs 
and tastes of its residents.
 As with a number of other luxury apart-
ment buildings in Beirut, an architect with 
an international level of name recognition 
is involved in the design of Platinum Tower: 
Ricardo Bofill, who was a dominant figure in 
the international architectural scene during 
the 1980s. He was involved in the project’s 
concept design, and his name is used as 
part of the project’s branding and market-
ing efforts. The project’s co-designer and 
lead consultant, Nabil Gholam, is among 
Lebanon’s most prominent architects, and 
he worked at Taller de Arquitectura during 
the early years of his career. 



Figures 2.2.1–2.2.4. Platinum Tower 
presents to the nearby seashore and 
marina a simple architectural arrange-
ment of four cubic units stacked on top 
of each other above an entry ground-
level floor.
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Pentominium, 
Dubai Marina, 
Dubai, United 
Arab Emirates

Designed by Andrew Bromberg, the lead designer of 
projects at the international firm Aedas.

Under construction.

Pentominium, a term combining the 
words ”penthouse” and “condominium,” 
is a residential high-rise located in the 
eastern section of Dubai Marina, in prox-
imity to the Marina’s completed phase I. 
The high-rise is designed by Aedas, one of 
the world’s largest architectural practices, 
with more than 1,800 employees working 
in 26 offices in Europe, Asia, and North 
America.
 The structure originally was intended to 
reach over 515 m in height, but the design 
was later modified to increase the height 
by 100 m. The extremely thin 120-story 
luxury tower, which is intended as the tall-
est residential tower in the world, has  
a total built-up area of over 116,000 m2 
and consists primarily of four-bedroom,  
600 m2 apartments. It presents two 

differentiated sides flanking a shared 
service core. The two sides are arranged in a 
staggered manner so that only one apart-
ment occupies a given floor. One of the two 
sides is a simple extrusion that reaches the 
full height of the building. It incorporates 
balconies and an additional vertical layer 
of glass to limit solar gain. As the building 
rises, this layer of glass becomes wider and 
functions as a wind break to help protect 
the balconies from the higher-velocity 
winds present at the tower’s upper heights.
 The opposite side is shorter. Above its 
forty-second level, it is arranged to alter-
nate between six five-story groups of apart-
ments and multistory voids referred to as 
“sky-gardens.” The arrangement provides 
the apartments over these voids with a feel-
ing of suspension. The architects describe 
this alternation as one that allows for 
spaces that may be treated either as com-
munal or semiprivate, and it “enables the 
tower to ‘breathe’ within its dense context.” 



Figures 2.3.1–2.3.4. The very thin Pentominium high-rise aspires to become the 
world’s tallest residential building. It has two differentiated sides sharing a central 
service core. One side consists of a simple extrusion that reaches the building’s full 
height. The other side is shorter and incorporates apartments that alternate with 
multistory voids.
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The 55° Time 
Dubai™, 
Dubailand, 
Dubai,  
United Arab 
Emirates

Designed by the British firm Glenn Howells Architects as 
concept architect and the Dubai- and Hong Kong-based 
firm P & T (Palmer and Turner) Architects and Engineers 
as detailed design architect.

Designed in 2008, but construction not yet initiated.

The 55° Time Dubai™, which is located in 
Dubailand’s City of Arabia development, 
is presented as the world’s first rotating 
tower. Rather than being a structure with a 
rotating platform, as is common with rotat-
ing restaurants occupying the top floors of 
high-rise buildings, this whole structure 
is intended to rotate. The design calls for a 
rotation of about 52° every 24 hours, thus 
making a complete 360° turn once a week. 
The speed of rotation at the building’s outer 
edge will be 1 cm per minute.
 Markings on the ground and building po-
dium will allow the whole building to func-
tion as a “timepiece,” which the developers 
refer to as the world’s most expensive. A 
main idea behind the building’s rotation is 
that all its residents will have access to the 
same views.
 The technology for the structure is bor-
rowed from that used in oil rig platforms. 
Building services will be provided through 
a set of pipes located in the building’s core. 
It is stated that solar energy will be used to 
help power the building’s rotation.

 The $204 million, 80-ton structure 
features 200 apartments distributed along 
30 floors and reaching a height of 175 m. 
The tower takes on the form of a cylindrical 
composition with a free-flowing double-
glass facade penetrating a 20 m high cubic 
podium, and ending in an elliptical roof. The 
cylindrical mass approximates the shape 
resulting from rolling a sheet of paper at 
an angle to its edges rather than parallel to 
them.
 The building concept also is intended as 
a franchise, with one such building to be 
constructed in each of the world’s 24 time 
zones. The 55° Time Dubai™ is planned as 
the first in this series.
 The building is one of two rotating towers 
planned for Dubai. The other is the 80-story 
Dynamic Tower conceived by Italian 
architect David Fisher, which also remains 
unbuilt. Each of its floors is to rotate inde-
pendently, creating a constantly shifting 
formal composition.
 Construction on the 55° Time Dubai™ 
was planned to begin on August 8, 2008, 
with completion planned for October 10, 
2010, and handover for November 11, 2011. 
The arrival of the international financial 
crisis in 2008, however, put the project on 
hold.



Figures 2.4.1–2.4.4. The 55° Time Dubai™ is presented 
as the world’s first fully rotating building. It will rotate 
at the rate of 1 cm per minute along its outer edge, thus 
making a full 360° turn once a week.
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The Quiet Decade
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Had this catalogue been written 20 to 
30 years ago, this following chapter on 
religious architecture—primarily the 
mosque—would have been its most promi-
nent. It is surprising that this is no longer 
the case. After all, various political and 
social values based on interpretations of 
Islam have become increasingly assertive in 
defining public life in the region since then.
 During the 1970s and 1980s, most of 
the region’s primary architects actively 
engaged in exploring new directions for 
mosque architecture, attempting to address 
the dichotomy that has existed between 
modern global identities and ones anchored 
in conceptions of the past. In addition to 
architects from the region and from the Is-
lamic world, architects from Europe, North 
America, and Japan also participated in this 
exploration. This was supported both by 
direct commissions and by competitions, 
primarily government-sponsored ones. 
The region’s governments emerged as main 
patrons of mosque architecture as they 
worked on solidifying their Islamic creden-
tials during a time of considerable political 
upheaval and rising religious tendencies, 
most dramatically marked by the establish-
ment of the Islamic Republic of Iran in 1979.
 The prominence of mosque architecture 
in connection to issues of identity in the 
region is not surprising. The mosque after 
all is the quintessential Muslim space and 
the most direct expression of a Muslim 
identity. Moreover, the region’s connection 

to Islam is particularly intimate considering 
that it is where Islam was born and where 
its three holiest cities—Mecca, Medina, and 
Jerusalem—are located.
 The experimentation in mosque architec-
ture that took place at that time yielded in-
teresting and also diverse results. A number 
of architects initially worked on developing 
modernist interpretations of mosque archi-
tecture that understated connections with 
historical prototypes. In doing so, they were 
establishing methodological ties—at vari-
ous levels of consciousness, effectiveness, 
and closeness—with twentieth-century 
Modern masters such as Le Corbusier, Alvar 
Aalto, and Eliel and Eero Saarinen. All had 
created greatly admired church designs 
that incorporated abstract, spiritual, and 
meditative forms and spaces rather than 
ones that looked into the past for guidance. 
Notable examples of mosque architecture 
during that period include Jafar Tukan’s 
1973 Aysha Bakkar Mosque in Beirut and 
Rasem Badran’s 1979 entry for the King 
Abdullah Mosque competition in Amman.
 A rather different approach was devel-
oped by Iraqi architect Mohamed Makiya, 
who promoted toned-down historicist 
vocabularies that stripped historical 
prototypes of their ornament, but tried 
to capture their essential forms and lines. 
This is clearly expressed in his Kuwait State 
Mosque, completed in 1986. Also, Rasem 
Badran gradually moved away from the 
modernist experiments of his early career 
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to develop vocabularies that are more 
deeply rooted in historical prototypes, 
particularly local vernacular traditions. This 
is most evident in his Great Mosque of Ri-
yadh, completed in 1992, which drew upon 
the austere unadorned traditional architec-
ture of the central Arabian region of Najd.
 During this same period, a more direct 
historicist approach that embraced a con-
scious eclecticism was being developed by 
Egyptian architect Abdel Wahed El-Wakeel, 
particularly in the series of mosques he 
designed during the 1980s in the Saudi 
Arabian cities of Jeddah and Medina. 
El-Wakeel’s work initially emphasized the 
influence of Hasan Fathy, thus also draw-
ing upon the vernacular architecture of the 
Egyptian countryside. However, he pro-
ceeded to develop a vocabulary that skill-
fully brought together a variety of historical 
Muslim imperial architectural traditions 
such as those of the Mamluks, Safavids, and 
Ottomans.
 At that same time, a few internation-
ally acclaimed architects participated in 
exploring new vocabularies for mosque 
architecture in a manner that aimed at rec-
onciling elements from the past with a late 
twentieth-century visual aesthetic, a quest 
that was in vogue at that time because of 
the predominance of Postmodernism. Most 
notable among these was Robert Venturi, 
who, in his submission for the 1982 Bagh-
dad State Competition, developed a number 
of insightful formal as well as symbolic 
interpretations of historical prototypes. 
This competition, which Iraqi architect 
Rifat Chadirji helped organize, was one of 
the region’s most significant architectural 
events of the 1980s, and brought together a 
number of established architects from both 
inside and outside the region. In addition 
to Venturi, these included Makiya, Badran, 
Ricardo Bofill from Spain, and Minoru 
Takeyama (d. 1986), who was among 
Japan’s more prominent architects at that 
time.
 In contrast to this considerable experi-
mentation with religious architecture in 
the 1970s and 1980s, mosque designs are 
generally absent from the portfolios of the 
younger generation of architects practicing 

in the region today. If they have designed 
religious buildings, these buildings are not 
among their more experimental or explor-
atory work. As mentioned in this mono-
graph’s introductory essay, the concern 
with architecture and identity during the 
1970s and 1980s subsided during the 1990s. 
By the advent of the new millennium, it was 
almost completely replaced by an emphasis 
on positioning the region’s architectural 
production within global currents rather 
than promoting a culturally and historically 
specific identity. For the time being at least, 
it is as if architecture in the region (and 
elsewhere) is not considered among the 
tools that may be effectively used to define 
cultural specificity—in contrast to clothing, 
food, literature, or even the media. Instead, 
it is treated more as a global visual form 
of expression that is culturally almost as 
neutral as the automobile or the computer.
 Still, mosques are being built in consider-
able numbers in the region, and the large-
scale projects featured in this catalogue 
usually include mosques or prayer areas. 
These religious spaces, however, seem to 
be conceived more as functional structures 
that accommodate religious rites rather 
than deliberate architectural expressions of 
identity, as was the case a generation ago. 
In this context, it is interesting to note that 
the Shaykh Zayed Mosque in Abu Dhabi 
City, the largest to be recently completed 
in the region, fails to stand out as a dis-
tinguished work of architecture. The idea 
of developing this mosque was conceived 
as far back as the 1980s, but construction 
was not initiated until the late 1990s, and 
it was officially inaugurated in 2007. The 
enormous, lavishly decorated structure is 
essentially an architectural pastiche that 
combines North African, Mamluk, and 
Mughal architectural features in a collage 
of oversimplified forms and details. It does 
not approach the design quality found in 
various other cultural, commercial, and 
urban projects recently completed or cur-
rently taking place in Abu Dhabi.
 It is against this background that the 
four projects of this chapter should be 
considered. Of these, only the King Hus-
sein Mosque in Amman continues along 
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the path of strongly asserting a historically 
based identity for the mosque. It does so 
within the context of a clearly articulated 
architectural methodology, one linked to 
the work of El-Wakeel.
 The three other projects, however, 
express more nuanced relationships to 
the past. Their designs are not confined to 
vocabularies taken from the Islamic world’s 
historical architecture. Also, while they may 
not be intended as avant-garde works that 
connect to current international archi-
tectural trends, they draw upon architec-
tural directions that have strong roots in 
twentieth-century modern architecture.
 In the case of the Yasser Arafat Mauso-
leum, Jafar Tukan continues along the path 
he began exploring with the Aysha Bakkar 
Mosque, which aims at rethinking mosque 
architecture within a modern framework. 
The emphasis is therefore on creating a 
spiritual contemplative space rather than 
connecting to notions of the past. This is 
achieved by using unadorned masses that 
are asymmetrically situated in an open 
space. The landscaping includes clearly 
modern features, including a reflecting pool 
and a gently sloping mound. The only archi-
tectural elements that indicate a connection 
to the past are bands of Arabic calligraphy 
and a minaret. Even the minaret is a simple 
abstract vertical form and does not refer to 
any specific historical examples.
 The remaining two projects are by the 
Damascus-based Syrian-Palestinian archi-
tect Wael Samhouri. He is among the few 
devoting considerable intellectual energy to 
contemporary religious architecture. Sam-
houri does make clear references to the past 
in his work, but redefines those references 

within the context of clearly modern and 
also contemporary architectural directions 
and features. These range from Brutalism to 
visual vocabularies inspired by the graphics 
of computer-aided design programs.
 Accordingly, in his unbuilt Prayer 
Pavilion, allusions to the past are made to 
the traditional muqarnas (or honeycomb) 
vaulting system and to the minarets of 
the ninth-century grand Abbasid mosques 
of Samarra. However, these references 
are highly abstracted and play a relatively 
minor role in defining the project’s overall 
visual character. If anything, it is computer 
graphics, particularly three-dimensional 
wireframe drawings, that seem to have 
strongly influenced the project’s visual out-
put. The final effect that Samhouri strives 
for is that of an abstract spiritual prayer 
space set against the vast expanses of sea 
and sky.
 Samhouri’s Shaykh Badr al-Din complex 
in Damascus also includes references to 
architectural features from the past. This is 
evident in the treatment of courtyards and 
window openings. With the exception of 
two highly abstracted domes and a mina-
ret located at the side of the complex, the 
project is a highly expressive structure that 
relates more to the architectural Brutalist 
movement than to any specific architectural 
vocabularies from the past.
 Religious architecture may or may not 
appear again as a defining building type for 
the region’s architecture as it did a genera-
tion ago. But for the time being, such a 
role, along with that of expressing a local or 
regional cultural specificity, seems to have 
been set aside.
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Musalla (prayer 
pavilion), 
location not yet 
determined

Designed by Syrian-Palestinian architect Wael Samhouri of 
Wael Samhouri, Architect.

Design completed in 2005, but project remains unbuilt.

This prayer pavilion project is the outcome 
of a design odyssey that Wael Samhouri 
intermittently carried out over a period of 
more than 20 years. It has been conceived 
with a number of water surfaces in the 
region in mind, including the Syrian coast, 
the Dead Sea, and the Gulf. The project, 
however, has not yet been realized. It is 
a solemn and austere, yet spiritual and 
highly symbolic, project that provides a 
bold redefinition of the architecture of the 
Muslim space of worship. It aims at creating 
a universal and abstract spiritual space. It 
incorporates forms that are unambiguously 
contemporary, but that find inspiration in 
premodern elements belonging to various 
architectural traditions from the Islamic 
World.
 The pavilion is based on the repetition 
of a basic square module, with a column in 
its center. This repetitive arrangement of 
columns along an orthogonal grid is very 
common in the mosques of early Islamic ar-
chitecture, known as “hypostyle” mosques. 
The column that Samhouri develops for 
this musalla, however, takes on an unusual 
form. It undergoes a seven-step process of 
geometric transformation through which it 
“expands” from its bottom base of about  
55 cm to become a “roof” that covers the 
whole module from which it springs. The 
column accordingly consists of seven 
squares in each section, with each square 
section placed within the outline of the 
section above it and rotated 45 degrees on 
center from it. Each section also is articu-
lated by pyramidal protrusions that take 
their inspiration from the muqarnas cells 
(also known as stalactite or honeycomb 
cells) of Islamic architecture. They are used 
in a variety of formal compositions and may 

cover a whole space or merely articulate an 
architectural element, such as a frieze. Sam-
houri in fact refers to the musalla’s columns 
as muqarnas columns.
 The musalla is to be built of exposed con-
crete, which contributes to the structure’s 
solemn feel. Also, as if taking a clue from 
computer-aided design programs, some of 
the columns are completely sheathed in 
concrete, but others are fully or partially 
constructed of a stainless steel wire-skele-
ton. This combination creates a transitional 
effect from the completely transparent 
wire-frame column to the solid mass.
 In plan, the pavilion has as its main  
part a rectangular area consisting of  
21 × 5 modules, with the side facing the 
direction of Mecca, known as the qibla side, 
being the longer one. This rectangular area 
consists of a men’s prayer area measuring  
13 × 5 modules that is separated from a  
5 × 5 module women’s prayer area and by 
a 3 × 3 module court. A second rectangu-
lar area, which measures 3 × 8 modules, 
is arranged perpendicularly to the main 
rectangular area and is aligned along with 
its courtyard.
 Two free-standing elements are added to 
these two rectangular areas. The first is the 
mihrab, which marks the direction of Mecca 
and is located in front of the qibla side. 
The second is a minaret that provides an 
angular interpretation of the famous spiral 
minarets of the two massive ninth-century 
Abbasid congregational mosques of Sa-
marra in Iraq. Both the mihrab and minaret 
are located along a single axis aligned with 
the direction of Mecca.
 A set of fire torches lights up the pavilion 
at night. These are located on cubic bases 
in the water surrounding the pavilion, with 
each cube aligned with a row of columns. 
The use of fire torches is intended to pro-
vide a contrast between the two elements of 
fire and water. 



Figures 3.1.1–3.1.4. This yet unbuilt musalla to be located in the 
water presents a bold redefinition of the architecture of the 
Muslim prayer space. Its design aims at creating a highly abstract 
and universal spiritual space characterized by a reinterpretation 
of elements from the architectural heritage of the Islamic world 
into an austere and solemn modernist composition.
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King Hussein 
Mosque, 
Amman, Jordan

Designed by Egyptian-born British architect Khaled Azzam.
Completed in 2006.

The King Hussein Mosque was built to com-
memorate Jordan’s late king, who died in 
1999 after a long reign that extended over 
four and a half decades. It is Jordan’s new 
official state mosque.
 The 8,000 m2 mosque can accommodate 
more than 5,000 worshippers in its indoor 
and outdoor prayer areas and is Jordan’s 
largest. It was consciously intended as an 
architectural landmark in Amman, thus 
providing a visual anchor in a city undergo-
ing extensive and continuous architectural 
and urban transformations. The mosque 
complex occupies the highest plateau in a 
hilly area located along the city’s western 
edges, overlooking the newly completed 
70-hectare King Hussein Park. To the west, 
it forms what its architect, Khaled Az-
zam, identifies as a “spiritual axis” with 
the city of Jerusalem, the lights of which 
may be seen at night. The surrounding area 
otherwise is a low-density, affluent resi-
dential district in which the mosque is the 
dominant element. The mosque presents 
a large, solid, fortlike form articulated by 
four corner minarets, giving the impression 
of watch towers. Combined with the sur-
rounding small-scale residences, it provides 
for a memorable effect.
 The mosque occupies a square area of 
about 70 × 70 m. Azzam, who is director 
of the Prince’s School of Traditional Arts, 
which is part of the Prince of Wales’ Insti-
tute of Architecture in Britain, describes 
it as a series of complementary spaces 
connected by a large courtyard. Its main 
approach is through a set of arches and 
vaulted arcades forming an outside prayer 
area that the architect also conceived as a 
public civic space. A main iwan (a vaulted 
space common in numerous traditions of 
Islamic architecture that is enclosed from 
three sides and open to a courtyard from 
the fourth) leads from the courtyard to the 
main prayer area. This area occupies about 
2,000 m2, has a vaulted ceiling 10 m high, 
and can accommodate 2,500 worshippers. 
A two-wing, 350 m2 prayer hall for women 

with a capacity for 350 worshippers is lo-
cated on the second floor. Various facilities, 
including offices, lecture halls, and a library, 
are located on the first floor.
 The mosque’s architecture shows influ-
ences of the approach developed primar-
ily during the 1980s by the London-based 
Egyptian architect Abdel Wahed El-Wakeel. 
El-Wakeel’s work exhibited an eclectic and 
literal borrowing of different elements from 
various traditions of the premodern Islamic 
architectural heritage, with an emphasis on 
those of Egypt. The resulting eclecticism 
nonetheless is brought together into a uni-
fied harmonious whole through techniques 
that include the application of whitewash 
and the rescaling of borrowed elements. 
Azzam, who had worked with El-Wakeel, 
provides connections with this approach. In 
the case of this mosque, the arrangement 
of the four minarets and their architectural 
features establish a clear connection with 
the eleventh-century Fatimid mosque of 
al-Hakim in Cairo. Moreover, a number of 
the mosque’s architectural details belong 
to Cairene Mamluk traditions from the 
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Azzam 
consequently is one of the few architects 
working in the region who have continued 
to emphasize formal connections to the 
premodern Islamic architectural heritage 
and have rejected the various contempo-
rary trends that have come to characterize 
much of the region’s architecture since the 
mid-1990s.
 From the late 1980s until the inaugura-
tion of this mosque, the King Abdullah 
I Mosque in Amman’s ῾Abdali area had 
served as Jordan’s official state mosque. 
Before that, the Husayni Mosque, located 
in downtown Amman, had taken on that 
role. The Husayni Mosque was constructed 
in the 1920s, but is located on the remains 
of a mosque dating back to the early Islamic 
period.
 Pope Benedict XVI visited the mosque 
during his tour of the Holy Land in 2009. 
This was his second visit to a mosque as 
pope. The first was in 2006, to the seven-
teenth-century Ottoman mosque of Sultan 
Ahmad (Blue Mosque) in Istanbul. 



Figures 3.2.1–3.2.4. The King Hussein Mosque 
sits atop a hill overlooking the western 
edges of Amman. The large square structure 
with its four corner minarets makes direct 
references to the Islamic world’s premodern 
architectural heritage, particularly that of 
medieval Cairo.
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Yasser Arafat 
Mausoleum, 
Ramallah, 
Palestinian 
Authority

Designed by Jordanian architect Jafar Tukan of the 
Consolidated Consultants for Engineering and 
Environment–Jafar Tukan Architects, with Omar Zein 
and Shadi Abdusalam.

Completed in 2007. The mausoleum was inaugurated on 
November 10, 2007, on the eve of the third anniversary 
of Arafat’s death.

The mausoleum of Palestinian leader Yaser 
Arafat, the chairman of the Palestinian Lib-
eration Organization and the first president 
of the Palestinian Authority, is located in 
the same compound in the West Bank city 
of Ramallah in which the Israeli authorities 
confined him during the last years before 
his death in 2004.
 The 6,550 m2 irregular site includes a 
burial chamber and a prayer pavilion, both 
set within an open landscaped setting. The 
complex is accessed by a ramp with a low in-
cline that begins at the southeastern corner 
of the site and widens as it leads up to the 
burial chamber.
 In designing the burial chamber, Jafar 
Tukan emphasized openness. The cham-
ber therefore takes on a cubic form that 
is “filled with light” and placed on a low 
pedestal in a reflecting pool. The pedestal 
is smaller in area than the chamber itself, 
thus further emphasizing it as a floating 
object in the pool. Each side of the cubic 
chamber measures 11 m, a reference to the 
date of Arafat’s death, November 11. Also, 
each of its facades has a large glazed open-
ing, with the solid areas sheathed on both 

exterior and interior by Jerusalem stone. 
A calligraphic band encircles its top part 
and includes a eulogy about Arafat written 
by Palestinian poet Mahmud Darwish (d. 
2008). In this context, it is worth noting 
that Jafar Tukan comes from a family that 
produced two of the twentieth century’s 
most prominent Palestinian national poets, 
his father, Ibrahim Tukan (d. 1941), and his 
aunt, Fadwa Tukan (d. 2003).
 A path that begins in front of the burial 
chamber, where the ramp leading from the 
site entrance ends, runs from the northeast 
to the southwest. It divides the site into 
two more or less equal parts and provides 
access to the prayer pavilion, which is lo-
cated to the south of the path. The rectan-
gular prayer pavilion is treated as a simple 
meditative space. As with the burial cham-
ber, it also is sheathed in Jerusalem stone, 
and a calligraphic frieze wraps around its 
top. The calligraphic frieze, however, here 
features Quranic inscriptions. Both the 
burial chamber and the prayer area are 
aligned with the qibla, or the direction of 
Mecca, toward the southeast, and a berm 
surrounds the qibla side of the prayer pavil-
ion. A slender, free-standing minaret with a 
square section and a calligraphic frieze that 
wraps around its top is located to the west 
of the prayer area.
 The built-up areas of the complex add 
up to 1,100 m2, and its costs amounted to 
about $1.75 million. 



Figures 3.3.1–3.3.6. The mausoleum complex of the 
Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat consists of a cubic burial 
chamber and a prayer hall with a slender free-standing 
minaret, all sheathed in Jerusalem stone. The structures of 
the complex, which are oriented toward Mecca, are placed 
within an open landscaped setting.
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Madrasa and 
Mosque of 
Shaykh Badr 
al-Din al-Hasani, 
Damascus, Syria

Designed by Syrian-Palestinian architect Wael Samhouri of 
Wael Samhouri, Architect.

Completed in 2000.

This complex houses an institution of 
higher education for religious scholars and 
preachers, and also incorporates the tomb 
of Shaykh Badr al-Din al-Hasani (d. 1935), 
a renowned Damascene Muslim scholar. 
Its main benefactor is the late Abd al-Hadi 
al-Dubs, who paid for most of its construc-
tion and also set up an endowment for its 
upkeep. Al-Dubs had emigrated after World 
War II from Syria to Japan, where he built a 
considerable business fortune.
 The 10,000 m2, nine-story madrasa (in-
stitution of religious learning) and mosque 
complex occupies an imposing position at 
the southern edge of the historical core 
of Damascus, one of the world’s oldest 
continuously inhabited cities, at a loca-
tion where residential areas meet the city’s 
ancient expansive Bab al-Saghir Cemetery.
 The project design had to satisfy complex 
programmatic requirements that include 
lecture halls, a dormitory, dining facili-
ties, and administrative offices, as well as a 
mosque and the tombs of the Shaykh, his 
daughter, and his son, Taj al-Din (d. 1943). 
Taj al-Din was a well-known political figure 
whom the French had appointed prime 
minister and later president of Syria when 
the country was under French Mandate. 
In accommodating this combination of 

functions, the project provides continuity 
with the historical madrasas, of which great 
examples were built in cities such as Cairo 
and Damascus, particularly during the rule 
of the medieval Mamluk dynasty (1250–
1517). The mosque takes up the northern 
part of the complex, along with a free-
standing minaret. As it is directed toward 
Mecca, the mass of the mosque breaks away 
from the orthogonal grid that organizes the 
rest of the complex.
 Wael Samhouri maintains in this de-
sign the element of the courtyard, which 
is integral to the traditional madrasa, but 
uses a series of interlocking courts rather 
than a single dominant one. He also makes 
subtle references to Mamluk features, as 
in the treatment of window openings, 
which incorporates abstract interpretations 
of traditional mashrabiyyah latticework 
screens. Otherwise, he presents the design 
within the context of a modernist vocabu-
lary, which through its strongly expressive 
geometric forms makes allusions to the 
architecture of the Brutalist movement of 
the 1950s to the 1970s.
 The original design did not include any 
arches and specified a board-marked con-
crete building. Samhouri, however, had to 
redesign the building’s rectangular openings 
as arched ones and to sheath it in stone to 
accommodate the preferences of the build-
ing’s stakeholders. 



Figures 3.4.1–3.4.5. The sizable Madrasa and 
Mosque of Shaykh al-Hasani is located at the 
southern edge of the historical core of Damas-
cus, one of the world’s oldest continuously 
inhabited cities. The complex incorporates a 
duality of architectural and planning features 
that are grounded in modern architectural 
vocabularies but also make references to 
historical traditions, particularly that of the 
medieval Mamluk dynasty.
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Cultural Projects
An Enthusiastic Embrace

Although projects devoted to cultural 
endeavors, including museums, art centers, 
theaters, and performance complexes, are 
not new to the region, more have been 
conceived there during this period than 
any time before. A confluence of factors 
has brought about this recent proliferation. 
These cultural projects are partly an exercise 
in nation building. Many are sponsored by 
governments and are intended as national 
symbols celebrating national history, as 
with the King Abdul Aziz Historical Center 
in Riyadh. They also present the state as 
patron of the arts on a grand scale. This is 
the case with the Saadiyat Island museums 
in Abu Dhabi, the Museum of Islamic Art in 
Doha, and the National Theater of Bah-
rain, which is part of a larger complex that 
eventually will include a series of cultural 
buildings.
 In some cases, these cultural projects are 
presented basically as tourist attractions. 
This role has been clearly stated for the Saa-
diyat Island museums and the Dubai Opera 
House. These ambitious projects also aim at 
asserting a global presence for their cities. 
In that sense, they are among the clearest 
examples of the architectural “keeping up 
with the Joneses.” An unusually large num-
ber of performance centers, museums, and 
museum additions have been constructed 
in cities throughout the world this past 
decade, very often by celebrity architects. 
As the cities of the region, particularly 
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ones with deep pockets, aspire to establish 
a global presence, it is not surprising that 
they would follow suit and embark on simi-
lar cultural projects. For their design, some 
of the world’s most acclaimed architects 
have been engaged, including Tadao Ando, 
Norman Foster, Frank Gehry, Zaha Hadid, 
and Jean Nouvel.
 The predominance of Western archi-
tects in designing those cultural projects is 
overwhelming. With the exception of the 
ones from Jordan, and the partial exception 
of the King Abdul Aziz Historical Center 
in Saudi Arabia, all the projects featured in 
this section have been designed by Western 
architects. And even in Jordan, a new per-
formance center is being designed by Zaha 
Hadid.1

 A few remarks should be made about 
museums specifically. There obviously is a 
need for them, and there still is room for 
more of them in the region. The region’s 
material heritage is very rich, particularly 
in the Levant and western Arabia. National 
museums that house impressive local 
historical collections had been established 
in Jordan, Lebanon, and Syria during the 
mid-twentieth century, when they were 
under British and French domination. Now 
a new ambitious wave of museum construc-
tion is under way, but is mainly concen-
trated in the rich countries of the Gulf, 
where museology is a less-established field 
and has considerable room for growth. Of 
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course, museum construction also contin-
ues to take place outside the Gulf, as is the 
case in Jordan, where a sizable new national 
museum designed by Jafar Tukan is nearing 
completion.
 The Fertile Crescent and western Ara-
bia have enough local historical artifacts 
(and, in a number of cases, local works of 
modern art) of high significance to support 
their museums. In the case of Abu Dhabi 
and Qatar, however, their collections have 
been recently purchased or will be loaned 
from abroad. This, in certain ways, paral-
lels developments that took place in the 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries in 
Europe and North America. Significant mu-
seum collections were being built up then, 
with a good part of their content acquired 
from outside the countries where they were 
located.
 Architecturally and even institutionally, a 
number of these new museums fit comfort-
ably within a global network of similar cul-
tural projects. In this, they are not seen as 
local institutions conceived for the unique 
settings of the sites and cities where they 
are located. More specifically, one of the 
Saadiyat Island museums is institutionally 
linked to the Guggenheim Museum in the 
United States, and another to the Louvre in 
France.
 It is against these various remarks that 
the Peace Center in Bethlehem and the proj-
ects in Jordan stand out. The Peace Cen-
ter, designed by Swedish architect Snorre 
Lindquist, provides an example of the sensi-
tivity that Scandinavian architecture often 
expresses in terms of scale, use of locally 
prevalent materials, and incorporation of 
natural light. This makes it well suited to 
the city where Jesus was born and allows 
it to softly negotiate Bethlehem’s highly 
charged political, religious, and historical 
contexts.
 The Jordanian projects involve a number 
of prominent local architects, all currently 

in their forties, thus representing a sec-
ond or even third generation of the young 
country’s architectural evolution. These 
architects have been given the opportunity 
to design works of considerable cultural 
significance: an addition to a prestigious 
center for the arts, the headquarters of 
a well-established organization involved 
in nature conservation, and a national 
children’s museum. The Darat al-Funun 
addition and the Nature Center provide 
carefully thought-out solutions for insert-
ing public cultural projects into the delicate 
fabric of Amman’s older residential neigh-
borhoods, which are under the continu-
ous threat of new development. The two 
projects also masterfully interact with their 
dramatically sloping sites. Such sites are 
the norm in Amman’s older districts, where 
the city’s hilly terrain emerges from the flat 
downtown valley.
 The design of the Children’s Museum is 
an architectural celebration of the child’s 
interactive exploration of her world in a 
country where a significant segment of the 
population is young. Moreover, the project 
has presented its architects with a unique 
opportunity to communicate with the coun-
try’s largest demographic group.
 Of course, it should not be discounted 
that all these various projects, in one way 
or another, also are expressions of a new 
growth spurt affecting the region’s cultural 
life and the creative energies that have ac-
companied it.

Note

1. The adjective “Western” also applies to Zaha 
Hadid. Although born and raised in Iraq, she 
received her architectural education and began 
her career in the United Kingdom. She has been 
based in London for decades and is a British 
citizen. She only began designing in the region 
after achieving international prominence.
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National Theater 
of Bahrain, 
Manama, Bahrain

Designed by the French firm Architecture-Studio in 
association with the British American firm Theatre 
Projects Consultants.

Designed in 2003, but construction not yet initiated.

The National Theater of Bahrain, which 
was commissioned by the Bahraini govern-
ment, is located along the shores of the 
Gulf, in proximity to the site of the 1988 
National Museum. The two form part of a 
civic complex that eventually is intended to 
include a national library, an aquarium, and 
a children’s museum.
 The National Theater’s main feature is a 
750-person theater hall. In addition, it in-
cludes a second theater hall with a 150-per-
son capacity that also may be used as an 

exhibition space. The main theater hall 
takes on the form of a dominant, soft 
egg-shaped mass with a bright yellowish 
shine. The theater mass is surrounded 
by a lower U-shaped arrangement of 
wings on three sides, and an entrance 
foyer on the eastern side, resulting in an 
arrangement that the architects present 
as an analogy to the traditional courtyard 
building. The two-story wings include the 
small theater hall, as well as a cafeteria, 
a VIP lounge, and various service and ad-
ministrative spaces. The whole complex 
is encased within a transparent frame of 
slender columns carrying a thin flat roof 
from which the mass of the main theater 
hall protrudes. 



Figures 4.1.1–4.1.4. The National Theater of 
Bahrain will form part of a civic complex that 
includes the preexisting National Museum. The 
complex eventually will also feature a national 
library, an aquarium, and a children’s museum. 
The mass comprising the main theater space 
of the National Theater building stands out in 
relation to the rest of the complex through its 
dominant size and bright color.
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Children’s 
Museum, 
Amman, Jordan

Designed by the Jordanian firm Faris and Faris Architects, 
with interior designs carried out by the Jordanian 
architectural firm Tahhan and Bushnaq Consultants. The 
British firm Haley Sharpe Design was responsible for 
exhibit designs.

Completed in 2007.

The firm Faris and Faris Architects was 
established in 1996 by two young Jorda-
nian architects, Faris Abdul Rahman and 
Faris Zaru, both of whom had studied 
architecture at the University of Jordan. 
The Children’s Museum is the most signifi-
cant project that their active practice has 
realized so far. A competition was held for 
the project, as a result of which they were 
chosen as lead architects. They also were 
asked to team up with another firm that 
had participated in the competition, Tah-
han and Bushnaq Consultants, which would 
take on the role of interior designer. Tah-
han and Bushnaq Consultants was founded 
during the 1980s by Ismail Tahhan and Za-
her Bushnaq, who both studied architecture 
at the University of Jordan and had taught 
there for some time.
 This public museum targets children up 
to 14 years old, who make up 40 percent of 
Jordan’s population, and aims at support-
ing a spirit of exploration and self-discovery 
in them while addressing issues such as 
safety and the requirements of children 
with special needs. In designing the project, 
the architects presented their challenge as a 
quest to create an interactive building that 
provides an architectural manifestation of 
the Chinese proverb “I hear and I forget; I 
see and I remember; I do and I understand.”
 The project, which is located on a two-
hectare site and has a built-up area of 
about 7,350 m2, consists of one expansive 
low-lying structure that incorporates 
strong variations in form and color. Its 
main features include a long curving wall 
articulated by three colorful cubic protru-
sions, a spherical planetarium located at the 

structure’s eastern corner, and a cylindrical 
exhibition area located at the opposite end 
of the museum, at its western edge.
 The museum includes exhibition halls, 
workshop spaces, a planetarium, a library, a 
computer lab, a museum shop, and a restau-
rant, as well as administrative and storage 
spaces. It also has an outdoor exhibit area 
and an outdoor theater. The site’s outer 
walls feature twelve prominently displayed 
large concrete panels, each measuring 3.5 
× 1.75 m and exhibiting a drawing painted 
directly on it by Jordanian children. Each 
panel represents one of the country’s ad-
ministrative districts.
 The architects state that children’s play 
cubes, with their primary colors and shapes, 
served as a main source of inspiration for 
the design. This theme of colorful play cubes 
is used as a common theme throughout the 
complex, both on the inside and outside. It 
is evident in the overall shape of spaces and 
in various educational display tools. Even 
the name of the museum is written on a 
series of large cubes located near the build-
ing’s entrance. The theme of the play cubes 
is most strongly expressed, however, in the 
three sizable aluminum-clad protrusions 
located along the building’s long curving 
facade, with each displaying one of the 
primary colors: red, blue, and yellow.
 The building incorporates a variety of 
materials with differing textures. Concrete 
is the primary building material. Metal also 
is used. In addition to aluminum panels, a 
steel grid is incorporated to envelope parts 
of the building and to hold deciduous climb-
ing plants. Local stone is used for some of 
the walls, with color-changing fiber-optic 
light strips placed between the stone blocks 
to give the walls a theatrical, dynamic 
character.
 Since the completion of the Children’s Mu-
seum in Amman, Faris and Faris Architects 
have been commissioned to design a children’s 
museum in the city of Manama in Bahrain. 



Figures 4.2.1–4.2.4. The Children’s Museum 
in Amman incorporates primary forms and 
colors, including a spherical planetarium, a 
large cylindrical exhibition area, and a long 
curving wall along which are located three 
aluminum-clad red, blue, and yellow cubic 
protrusions.

Figure 4.2.5. Preliminary design by Faris and 
Faris Architects for a children’s museum in 
Manama.
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Darat al-Funun— 
The Khalid 
Shoman 
Foundation 
Upper Facade 
Renovation, 
Amman, Jordan

Designed by Jordanian architect Sahel Al Hiyari of Sahel Al 
Hiyari and Partners.

Completed in 2005.

This relatively small project consists of 
developing a new front for the upper part 
of the Darat al-Funun—The Khalid Shoman 
Foundation complex, including its north-
ern entrance. It also features a few general 
restorations for this non-profit foundation 
for the arts.
 Part of the challenge of working on 
this project was to address its immediate 
context, since it is located in one of the first 
districts that emerged in modern Amman 
around the 1920s. Moreover, the Darat al-
Funun complex features layers of history. In 
addition to a number of structures dating 
from the 1920s to the 1940s, the site houses 
the remains of a sixth-century Byzantine 
church built over a Roman temple, all occu-
pying a good part of a city block that slopes 
up to the north. The initial rehabilitation of 
this evolving and expanding complex was 
carried out during the early 1990s by Jor-
danian architect Ammar Khammash, when 
Darat al-Funun was established.
 Al Hiyari’s design incorporates a wall 
with concrete blocks protruding from it at 
different levels of projection. The result is 
a lively surface that combines the visual 
characteristics of concrete with a feel for 
the texture of the roughly dressed stone 
blocks commonly used in Amman, espe-
cially during the 1920s and 1930s. In order 
to ensure that the work is carried out at a 
high level of precision and to protect the 

projecting concrete blocks from chipping, Al 
Hiyari had them sandwiched between hori-
zontally placed steel plates. The projections 
are primarily located at the walls’ edges and 
corners, but fade away as one moves toward 
the wall’s middle stretches.
 Al Hiyari also treats the entry process 
into the complex as a low-keyed but ritual-
istic process that leads the visitor down a 
set of stairs through a tight “funnel” space 
open to the sky. From there, the visitor 
makes a 90-degree turn to face a framed 
view of Amman’s old downtown area and its 
surrounding hills.
 The project also includes a carport that 
houses the automobile of the late Khalid 
Shoman, the patron of the foundation 
and to whose memory it is dedicated. Al 
Hiyari designed the carport out of steel 
sheets that were welded together to create 
a continuous surface that constitutes four 
faces of a six-sided box. He conceived the 
structure in a manner that only required 
very basic cutting, assembling, and welding 
skills from blacksmiths and welders, but 
that nonetheless presents a high level of 
precision and even projects a “high-tech” 
feel. It also provides an appropriate shelter 
for the automobile, a main icon of the 
industrial age. As with his earlier Work and 
Consultation Space for a Psychologist, the 
design expresses Al Hiyari’s methodology of 
using simple materials and techniques in a 
manner that takes the everyday industrial 
vernacular in the developing world as a 
point of departure and changes it to reveal 
completely new potentials and possibilities. 



Figures 4.3.1–4.3.4. This intervention addresses a site that houses the remains 
of a sixth-century Byzantine church and a number of structures from the 
1920s, 1930s, and 1940s, all of which have been rehabilitated into the Darat al-
Funun—The Khalid Shoman Foundation complex. The intervention included 
developing the northern part of the site so as to better integrate it within the 
overall complex and also to give it additional prominence.
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Nature Center, 
Amman, Jordan

Designed by Jordanian architect Ammar Khammash of 
Ammar Khammash Architects.

Completed in 2003.

This project was commissioned by the Royal 
Society for the Conservation of Nature 
(RSCN), a leading Jordanian NGO, to 
include educational, administrative, and 
income-generating functions. The Nature 
Center is located within a relatively dense 
urban context, in the historical Jabal Am-
man First Circle area, on a dramatic site 
overlooking Amman’s downtown core. The 
project’s 2,180 m2 site has a steep incline of 
over 45 degrees and drops the equivalent 
of seven stories from its highest to low-
est parts. Such steep inclines are common 
along the hilly terrain surrounding Am-
man’s downtown area.
 The area in which the site is located was 
one of Amman’s most prominent residen-
tial districts until the 1960s, but it under-
went a process of gradual decline after that. 
A resurgence of the area has been taking 
place since the mid-1990s as structures in 
it have been rehabilitated for residential, 
cultural, and commercial uses.
 The building takes up four stories occupy-
ing more than 1,500 m2, and is placed on 
concrete stilts that reach a height-equiva-
lent of three additional stories. The stilts, 
which are arranged in a trusslike formation, 
are intended to allow vegetation to grow, 
including the wild vegetation that had 

existed on the site before the building was 
constructed.
 The structure consists of a number of 
masses connected by open-air pedestrian 
bridges located above the site’s steep in-
cline. It houses various functions, including 
studios intended for visiting researchers, 
offices for RSCN, a gift shop, and a restau-
rant with both inside and outside spaces. 
The restaurant provides panoramic views 
of the downtown area and the surrounding 
urban hills, including the historical Amman 
Citadel.
 The building has two faces. The southern 
facade facing the upper street is sheathed 
with roughly textured stone blocks, thus 
reflecting the early and mid-twentieth-
century stone residential architecture of 
the surrounding area. The northern facade, 
which faces the downtown area and opens 
up to it through a V-shaped plan configura-
tion, in contrast has roughly executed and 
textured concrete surfaces. It is intended to 
relate to the poorer-quality structures built 
along the lower parts of its hill, closer to the 
downtown core, that emerged as the area 
underwent a period of decline.
 Ammar Khammash consciously incor-
porated low-cost materials in the building. 
Recycled materials also were used, such as 
smelted aluminum soft-drink cans, which 
were used as inserts for floor tiles. Cans 
also were reshaped and placed in furniture 
items such as the front reception desk. 



Figures 4.4.1–4.4.4. The Nature 
Center strongly interacts with 
its steeply inclined site, which 
affords spectacular views of 
Amman’s older parts. Its use 
of materials simultaneously 
acknowledges both the affluent 
stone residences that were built 
in the area during the first half 
of the twentieth century and 
the lower-income concrete 
structures that began to appear 
there as the area declined during 
the 1970s and 1980s.
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Peace Center, 
Bethlehem, 
Palestinian 
Authority

Designed by Swedish architect Snorre Lindquist in 
association with the Bethlehem- and Amman-based 
consulting firm Community Development Group.

Completed in 2000, in time for the Millennium 
celebrations.

The Peace Center, built by the Bethlehem 
Municipality, is located along the north-
ern side of Manger Square, in proximity 
to the historic Church of the Nativ-
ity. The costs of this structure, which 
amounted to $6.7 million, were primarily 
covered through support from the Swed-
ish government.
 The 3,800 m2 building opens up to the 
square at ground level through an arcade 
of imposing metal and glass gates. The 
building’s formal arrangement combines 
cubic volumes of differing heights and 
openings of different sizes. Two towers, 
which find their inspiration in traditional 
wind towers, act as primary visual mark-
ers for the building exterior, and provide 

natural lighting and ventilation for its large 
multistory foyer space.
 Upon entering the building at ground-
floor level, one encounters an area con-
taining a bookshop, a tourist information 
center, and a restaurant. Next to it is a 
children and youth center that includes 
reading and recreational facilities. The 
second-floor centers on the foyer space, 
which is surrounded by three exhibition 
galleries and an auditorium. The building’s 
white-washed, minimalist spaces with their 
generous natural lighting evoke images of 
early and mid-twentieth-century Modernist 
Scandinavian architecture.
 The structure’s exterior is clad with a 
local white-yellow stone. Snorre Lindquist 
also incorporates into the building’s open-
ings interlaced stonework with cross-
shaped patterns. These are inspired by 
traditional wooden mashrabiyyah screens, 
which historically were used to filter exte-
rior light and provide privacy. 



Figures 4.5.1–4.5.5. In his design for the Peace 
Center along Manger Square in Bethlehem, 
Swedish architect Snorre Lindquist incorporates 
facades sheathed with local stone, mashrabi-
yyah-inspired stone grills, and towers that find 
their inspiration in traditional wind towers. 
The overall arrangement evokes images of 
early- and mid-twentieth-century Scandinavian 
architecture with its whitewashed, minimalist, 
and naturally lit spaces.
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Museum of 
Islamic Art, 
Doha, Qatar

Designed by Chinese-born American architect I. M. Pei.
Completed in 2008.

The $100 million Museum of Islamic Art 
was conceived as one of five “heritage 
houses” that the Qatari government 
planned along the Doha Corniche to help 
establish Doha as a cultural center. The 
other four museums are the Qatar National 
Library, the National History Museum, the 
Museum of Photography, and the Museum 
of Traditional Clothes and Textiles, but 
they have not been realized. The 35,500 m2 
museum is located on an artificial island 
situated 60 m off the Doha Corniche, sur-
rounded by a 20-hectare park.
 The museum houses the sizable collec-
tion of Islamic art that the Qataris have 
been putting together since the 1990s and 
that has an estimated value of $1.2 billion. 
In addition to exhibition spaces, the five-
story building includes a large atrium, an 
educational wing, a conservation center, a 
200-seat auditorium, a restaurant, prayer 
areas for men and women, a bookstore, and 
a gift shop.

 Pei, who was born in 1917, announced 
that this would be his last project. He states 
that he found inspiration for the museum’s 
design in the ninth-century Mosque of Ibn 
Tulun in Cairo. He was especially fascinated 
by the mosque’s cubic shapes, including the 
pure geometric form of the ablutions foun-
tain located in the center of its courtyard 
(which in fact is the result of a later addi-
tion from the Mamluk period, at around 
1300). These shapes interact with the strong 
sun of the region, resulting in changing 
light and shade patterns.
 The design is highly geometric and sculp-
tural. It consists of modules that fit within 
the outline of a pyramid topped by a cube. 
It also may be viewed as a three-dimen-
sional projection of a set of interlocking 
two-dimensional geometric patterns that 
share the same center.
 The project is sheathed with the glitter-
ing white Shamisen stone imported from 
France. The stone is characterized by high 
resistance to the effects of water, humidity, 
and heat.



Figures 4.6.1–4.6.5. The form of the Museum of Islamic Art 
in Doha provides a three-dimensional projection of a set of 
interlocking two-dimensional patterns that share the same 
center. Moreover, I. M. Pei states that he found inspiration for 
the design of this building in the ablutions fountain of the 
medieval Mosque of Ibn Tulun in Cairo.
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King Abdul Aziz 
Historical Center, 
Riyadh, Saudi 
Arabia

Master plan developed jointly by Arriyadh (al-Riyadh) 
Development Authority, Jordanian architect Rasem 
Badran of Rasem Badran Associates/Dar al-Omran, 
and Saudi Arabian architect Ali Shuaibi of Beeah Group 
Consultants. Landscape designs were carried out by the 
German landscape firm Bödeker, Boyer, and Wagenfeld 
(BW&P).

Completed in 1999.

The King Abdul Aziz Historical Center, also 
known as al-Murabba῾ Development Proj-
ect, is a $182 million project that includes 
al-Murabba῾ Palace complex, which King 
Abdul Aziz (r. 1902–53), the founder of the 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, had constructed 
during the 1930s. It aims at presenting 
Saudi Arabia’s history and celebrating the 
life of the country’s founder. The project 
was inaugurated on January 22, 1999, which 
is the Hijri (Muslim calendar) centennial of 
King Abdul Aziz’s recapture of Riyadh (1902 
ad/1319 ah).
 The Murabba῾ Palace complex origi-
nally was built about 2 km to the north 
of the old city of Riyadh, and it provides 
the first example of the city’s extension 
beyond its defensive walls. It covered an 

area of 16 hectares and obtained its name 
(the Square Palace) from being a walled 
enclosure that encompassed a square 
area of 400 × 400 m. The palatial com-
plex included residences for the king and 
members of his family and retinue, as well 
as administrative buildings. The complex 
follows traditional forms and construction 
techniques prevalent in central Arabia at 
that time. Its architecture therefore con-
sists of solid masses punctuated by court-
yards. Sun-dried mud-brick is used for its 
walls, and Tamarisk tree trunks plastered 
with mud are used for its roofs.
 The project, which covers an area of 37 
hectares, incorporates conservation work 
as well as replicas of preexisting buildings 
and new buildings. New buildings added to 
the complex include the National Mu-
seum and Darat al-Malik Abdul Aziz (King 
Abdul Aziz Foundation for Research and 
Archives). A mosque and water tower from 
the 1970s were renovated as part of the 
project. In addition, the complex features 
a public park and a raised plaza with 100 
palm trees symbolizing the passing of 100 
years since the recapture of Riyadh. 



Figures 4.7.1–4.7.2. The King 
Abdul Aziz Historical Center 
includes the renovation and 
development of the palace com-
plex that King Abdul Aziz, the 
founder of the Kingdom of Saudi 
Arabia, had constructed during 
the 1930s. New buildings added 
to the complex include a national 
museum and a documentation 
center on Saudi history and 
culture.
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National 
Museum, King 
Abdul Aziz 
Historical 
Center, Riyadh, 
Saudi Arabia

Designed by the Canadian firm Moriyama and Teshima 
Architects, with exhibit design and museology services 
provided by the Canadian firm Lord Cultural Resources 
Planning and Management as well as the Royal Ontario 
Museum.

Completed in 1999.

The $58.6 million National Museum of An-
tiquities occupies almost 36,000 m2 and is 
Saudi Arabia’s largest. The museum, which 
was designed through an international 
competition, is intended to tell the story of 
Saudi Arabia from prehistoric times to the 
present.
 Its main design features include a long 
curved west wall sheathed with local lime-
stone that faces and embraces al-Murabba῾ 
Square and garden as well as al-Murabba῾ 
Palace complex, which is located across the 
square and garden. As the wall faces west, 
it glows with the red of the setting sun at 
the end of the day. The architects compare 
the wall’s visual impact to that of a can-
yon lining a wadi (valley), thus providing 
a reminder of Riyadh’s beginnings as an 
oasis village in the desert. The curve of the 
wall also is intended to harmonize with the 
museum’s cylindrical exhibition hall (the 
“Unification Drum”), which rises above the 
museum’s flat roof. The building surfaces 
primarily are covered with limestone and 
granite quarried from various regions in 
Saudi Arabia.
 The museum’s architecture is intended to 
draw inspiration from the vernacular build-
ing traditions of the central Arabian region 
of Najd (in which Riyadh is located), with 
its simple mud-brick walls and restrained 
surface decoration. However, it makes no 
direct quotations from those traditions, and 
instead projects a clear contemporary feel, 
primarily characterized by horizontally ex-
pansive building surfaces. In spite of some 
similarities between it and Rasem Badran’s 

traditionalist nearby Darat al-Malik Abdul 
Aziz, mainly evident in the prevalence of 
earth-toned stone surfaces, the two com-
plexes present markedly different architec-
tural vocabularies.
 The museum architects incorporated 
simple devices to address Riyadh’s soar-
ing temperatures, which easily can exceed 
40°C (104°F) in the summer. Thick walls and 
small windows therefore are used to reduce 
heat gain. Arcades, overhead trellises, and 
lattice partitions provide shade, while foun-
tains and pools inject humidity into the 
hot dry air to lower temperatures. Interior 
open-air courtyards collect the cool evening 
air.
 An emphasis also has been placed on 
making the building inviting to visitors. 
Views of the interior are available from the 
outside, and entrances are located along all 
four sides of the complex. A large entrance 
lobby that is independent of the exhibition 
area is open beyond the museum’s opening 
hours and includes a public prayer area to 
encourage people to use it. The surrounding 
gardens also have water play areas for chil-
dren. All this makes the museum’s gardens 
busy after sunset, when they are used by 
families who come out to take advantage of 
the cool evening air.
 The museum is popular with visitors, and 
it contributed to Riyadh’s UNESCO designa-
tion as the Arab World’s Cultural Capital for 
2000. In addition, it was awarded an Honor-
able Mention from the Ontario Association 
of Architects’ Good Design Is Good Busi-
ness Awards for its success in achieving the 
client’s goals.
 The building was opened as scheduled on 
January 22, 1999, marking the centennial 
of King Abdul Aziz’s recapture of Riyadh, 
and only 26 months after design work was 
initiated. 



Figures 4.8.1–4.8.4. The National 
Museum in Riyadh has as its main 
design feature a long curved west 
wall sheathed in local granite that 
glows as the sun sets. The wall is 
intended to allude to a canyon lining 
a valley, thus providing a reminder 
of Riyadh’s origins as an oasis village 
in the desert.
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King Abdul Aziz 
Foundation 
for Research 
and Archives 
(Darat al-Malik 
Abdul Aziz), 
King Abdul 
Aziz Historical 
Center, Riyadh, 
Saudi Arabia

Designed by Jordanian architect Rasem Badran of Dar 
al-Omran, with exhibit design and museology services 
provided by the Canadian firm Lord Cultural Resources 
Planning and Management.

Completed in 1999.

The King Abdul Aziz Foundation for 
Research and Archives aims at carrying 
out documentation and research on Saudi 
Arabia’s history, geography, arts, and 
architecture. It contains a memorial hall, 
an automobile exhibition, a library and 
research section, an auditorium, adminis-
trative quarters, and a section devoted to 
female researchers.
 The Foundation is incorporated within 
the site of the preexisting mud-brick al-
Murabba῾ Palace complex, and the project 
involves the conservation of a few of its 
buildings. It also is connected to a reno-
vated mosque originally built in the 1970s.
 The architecture of the 7,000 m2 project 
heavily incorporates traditional architec-
tural vocabularies from the region of Najd 
in central Arabia, where Riyadh is located. 

It therefore consists of solid cubic masonry 
courtyard buildings with small punched-in 
window openings.
 The building masses generally are un-
adorned, with minor exceptions such as 
the small finials topping building corners 
and the single rows of triangles-in-relief 
articulating building surfaces. The design 
of the complex, however, also incorpo-
rates modernistic steel and glass elements 
including balustrades, skylights, trusses, 
and walkways that are intended to contrast 
with its traditionally inspired solid masonry 
architecture.
 The Foundation’s memorial hall com-
memorates King Abdul Aziz and includes 
display cases that exhibit a few of his 
personal belongings. The automobile exhibi-
tion features a number of vintage automo-
biles, including a Rolls-Royce limousine 
given to the king by British prime minister 
Winston Churchill. The automobiles also are 
visible to those passing by from the outside 
along a path that faces its floor-to-ceiling 
windows. 



Figures 4.9.1–4.9.4. The King 
Abdul Aziz Foundation for Re-
search and Archives is integrated 
within the 1930s mud-brick 
al-Murabba῾ Palace complex 
and is strongly influenced by its 
traditional central Arabian Najdi 
architecture. It also combines 
traditional architectural features 
with modernistic steel and glass 
elements.
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Cultural District, 
Saadiyat Island, 
Abu Dhabi, 
United Arab 
Emirates

Overall master plan developed by the U.S. firm Gensler. 
Master plan for the island’s Cultural District developed 
by the American firm Skidmore, Owings & Merrill 
(SOM).

Under construction.

The Abu Dhabi Tourism Authority plans to 
transform Saadiyat (Sa῾diyyat) Island, the 
27 km2 natural island located just 500 m off 
the shore of Abu Dhabi City, into a tourist 
destination. It established the Tourism De-
velopment & Investment Company (TDIC), 
which will oversee Saadiyat’s mixed-use 
development and will operate along strictly 
commercial lines. Land will be sold to 
private investors who would develop their 
plots according to the preset master plan. 
Abu Dhabi aims at achieving a growth of 
over 11 percent in the number of tourists 
visiting the emirate, and Saadiyat Island 
will form an essential component of its 
tourism growth strategy.
 The island will be developed in three 
phases between 2006 and 2018 and will 
form the Middle East’s largest single natu-
ral island development. TDIC will develop 
the island’s infrastructure, which is esti-
mated to cost over $1.5 billion.
 The island will be linked to Abu Dhabi 
City by two 10-lane bridges, one of which 
will accommodate a light rail lane. Ferry 
service also is being considered, and an em-
phasis will be made on providing adequate 
pedestrian and bicycle paths. Water and 
energy conservation as well as the environ-
mental protection of the island as a nesting 
ground for birds and as a mangrove reserve 
also are presented as part of the overall 
development plan.

 The island is intended to eventually 
house 150,000 residents. The project’s 
publicity materials specify that this is the 
same population as Oxford in the United 
Kingdom and Hollywood in the United 
States.
 Ownership restrictions in the island 
will be relaxed as investors who are not 
citizens of the Gulf Cooperation Council 
will be allowed to own property through 
long-term renewable leases.
 The island will feature seven districts: 
Cultural District, Al Marina, Saadiyat 
Beach, South Beach, Island Lagoons, Eco 
Point, and the Wetlands. These will be con-
nected by a palm-lined freeway. The island 
will have 19 km of beachfront, two golf 
courses, 29 hotels with more than 7,000 
rooms, three marinas with a capacity for 
1,000 vessels, more than 8,000 villas and 
38,000 apartments, as well as eight “iconic 
string of pearl” architectural landmarks 
in the Cultural District housing museums 
and a concert hall. These include the Gug-
genheim Abu Dhabi by American architect 
Frank Gehry, the Performing Arts Center 
by Iraqi-born British architect Zaha Hadid, 
the Museum of Classical Art by French 
architect Jean Nouvel, the Maritime Mu-
seum by Japanese architect Tadao Ando, 
and the Shaykh Zayed National Museum 
by British architect Norman Foster. All are 
among the world’s best known contem-
porary architects and are recipients of the 
prestigious architectural Pritzker Prize. 
The Cultural District will be the largest 
single arts and culture development proj-
ect carried out in recent years. 



Figures 4.10.1–4.10.5. Saadiyat Island, a 27 km2 natural island, is being devel-
oped as a major tourism and cultural destination in Abu Dhabi. Its Cultural 
District will house a number of cultural facilities including the Maritime 
Museum by Tadao Ando, the Shaykh Zayed National Museum by Norman 
Foster, the Guggenheim Museum by Frank Gehry, the Performing Arts Center 
by Zaha Hadid, and the Museum of Classical Art by Jean Nouvel.
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Guggenheim 
Abu Dhabi 
Museum, 
Saadiyat Island, 
Abu Dhabi, 
United Arab 
Emirates

Designed by Canadian-born American architect Frank 
Gehry of Gehry Partners.

Designed in 2007, but construction not yet initiated.

The Guggenheim Abu Dhabi Museum is 
intended to house contemporary art from 
around the world. The $200 million, 30,000 
m2 museum will be located on a prime site 
at the western tip of Saadiyat Island, in its 
Cultural District.
 Tom Krens, director of the Guggenheim 
Foundation, played a primary role in bring-
ing Frank Gehry and other internationally 
acclaimed architects to design the cultural 
buildings on Saadiyat Island. The museum 
will be the largest of a network of Guggen-
heim museums located in New York, Venice, 
Berlin, and Bilbao.
 The building is conceived as a series of 
galleries that are loosely arranged around 
open-air courtyards in a manner that 
resembles a suq with streets and alleys. 
Entry is through a glass atrium that leads 
to a court enclosed by an enormous cone-
shaped wind tower (one of a number used 
in the building), which Gehry identifies as 
modeled on the idea of the “open-topped 
teepee.” These cone-shaped elements 
also allude to the wind towers of the Gulf 
region, which provide a cooling effect by 
drawing up the warm air. Two large galleries 
connect to the atrium and are interrupted 
by several cone-shaped exhibition spaces 
that are tipped on their sides and open to 
the surrounding landscape.
 Gehry, in explaining the design, states 
that the characteristics of the site, a desert 
landscape in close proximity to the waters 
of the Gulf, suggested some design direc-
tions. He describes the plan as having 
central core galleries of various heights and 
sizes forming a courtyard between them. 
These are stacked on top of each other to 
reach four stories. A ring of larger galleries 
surrounds the central galleries and radiates 
from them. These lead to yet another outer 
layer of galleries that will have the quality 
of unfinished, raw industrial spaces with 

exposed lighting systems, and will provide 
a level of contrast with the more conven-
tional inner galleries. The size and character 
of these outer galleries will allow them to 
host a new scale of contemporary art that 
could be made on site by visiting artists and 
that would not be possible to house in other 
museums around the world. The design also 
emphasizes the idea of flexibility in organiz-
ing a variety of shows.
 In addition to incorporating wind tow-
ers, Gehry will use water walls in the main 
courtyard to achieve cooling effects. The 
building exterior probably will be sheathed 
in stone, with color and texture used to 
highlight certain parts of it.
 Krens worked with Skidmore, Owings 
& Merrill, the designers of the Cultural 
District, to reconfigure aspects of the 
master plan. This included adding a 1.5 km 
canal flanked by 19 pavilions, which would 
be used to present art and architecture in 
a manner similar to the Venice Biennale. 
The pavilions are to be designed by a series 
of other architects, but Gehry plans to 
incorporate two of the pavilions as part of 
his design. He intends to bring them close 
to the Guggenheim so as to form a court-
yard entrance introducing the remaining 
pavilions.
 This museum is being viewed as a basic 
component of a plan that aims at trans-
forming Abu Dhabi into an important, if 
not the main, cultural destination in the 
region. It is conceived as having as powerful 
a transformation on Abu Dhabi as the Gug-
genheim in Bilbao had on that city, which 
it transformed from a decaying industrial 
urban center into a main destination on the 
international tourism map.
 The Abu Dhabi Tourism and Develop-
ment Investment Company will own the 
museum, while the Guggenheim Founda-
tion will establish its program and man-
age it. The Foundation therefore will 
be in charge of issues such as collection 
development, exhibitions, and educational 
initiatives. 



Figures 4.11.1–4.11.2. The Gug-
genheim Abu Dhabi will be part 
of an international network of 
Guggenheim museums located 
in New York, Bilbao, Berlin, and 
Venice, and will be the largest 
of them. Its design is conceived 
as a series of galleries loosely 
arranged around open-air 
courtyards and forming three 
concentric rings of spaces.
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Performing Arts 
Center, Saadiyat 
Island, Abu 
Dhabi, United 
Arab Emirates

Designed by Iraqi-born British architect Zaha Hadid of Zaha 
Hadid Architects.

Designed in 2007, but construction not yet initiated.

The Performing Arts Center is one of a se-
ries of cultural buildings located on an axis 
that extends along the southwestern shores 
of Saadiyat Island, in its Cultural District, 
and links Tadao Ando’s Maritime Museum 
at one end to the Guggenheim Abu Dhabi 
at the other end. The 62 m high building 
has a highly sculptural, if not biomorphic, 
form. It has been referred to as “spaceship-
like,” while the New York Times architectural 
critic, Nicolai Ouroussoff, remarked that it 
looms “aggressively over the water’s edge” 
and that its “taut glistening form calls to 
mind a gigantic snake, its tail tapering 
off toward the national museum.” Hadid, 
however, presents it as “a growing organ-
ism that sprouts a network of successive 
branches,” with performance spaces that 
“spring from the structure like fruits on a 
vine.”

 The complex includes four theaters lo-
cated beneath a concert hall. The five spaces 
have a combined seating capacity of 6,300 
people. The concert hall has a large window 
behind the stage that provides views of  
the sea and of Abu Dhabi City. Each of the 
four theaters has a lobby that is oriented 
toward the sea and allows for views of it. 
A restaurant with a shaded roof terrace is 
located in the building’s northern part. This 
in turn is connected to a conference center 
placed above the theater areas. An academy 
for the performing arts is situated at the 
south of the building, above the experimen-
tal theater. The building’s “tail,” located at 
its northeastern edge, has retail areas that 
connect by a bridge to pedestrian traffic 
coming from the Cultural District’s central 
spine.
 The “belly” of the main hall rises into the 
air, with a waterfront promenade passing 
directly underneath.



Figures 4.12.1–4.12.4. Zaha 
Hadid’s Performing Arts Center 
in Abu Dhabi’s Saadiyat Island 
has a highly sculptural, if not 
biomorphic, form. It conse-
quently has been described as 
“spaceship-like” and compared to 
a gigantic snake that looms ag-
gressively over the water’s edge. 
In contrast, Hadid presents it as a 
“growing organism that spouts a 
network of successive branches.”
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Museum of 
Classical Art, 
Saadiyat Island, 
Abu Dhabi, 
United Arab 
Emirates

Designed by French architect Jean Nouvel of Ateliers Jean 
Nouvel.

Under construction.

Jean Nouvel is no stranger to the Arab 
world’s cultural scene as he is the architect 
of the highly acclaimed 1987 Arab World 
Institute in Paris. The Museum of Classical 
Art in Abu Dhabi is one of a series of proj-
ects he has designed in Kuwait, Qatar, and 
Lebanon, and the United Arab Emirates.
 Nouvel describes the Museum of Clas-
sical Art as one that deals with what is 
simultaneously “remote and familiar.” He 
examined the harsh landscape of the site, 
the aridity of its land, and the fluidity of the 
nearby waters of the Gulf. His solution was 
to merge his “dreamy thoughts” about the 
site and program “into a simple plan of an 
archaeological field revived as a small city, a 
cluster of low-rise buildings placed along a 
leisurely promenade.”
 The complex, with its buildings, plazas, 
alleyways, and canals, is intended to give 
visitors the feeling of entering a different 
world, one that evokes a small city floating 
on the sea. The main architectural feature 
is a wide, shallow overreaching dome with 
a diameter of about 180 m. Nouvel pro-
vides the dome, which he emphasizes is 
an architectural element common to all 
civilizations, with a translucent ceiling that 
diffuses incoming light through patterns 
inspired by traditional Islamic geometric 
patterns. He presents the filtering of light 
as a feature in traditional “Arabian” archi-
tecture, one that he effectively had used in 
the Arab World Institute, where the facades 
incorporate a series of mechanical oculi that 
expand and retract, like a camera aperture, 

according to the amount of incoming light. 
His design for the Arab World Institute 
was unequivocally modern and even 
“high-tech,” but also alluded to the Islamic 
world’s architectural heritage, particularly 
light-filtering elements such as the wooden 
latticework panels found in numerous tradi-
tions of Islamic architecture.
 The museum’s layout includes a series of 
one-room buildings located along a prom-
enade and submerged into an expanse that 
extends beyond the cover of the dome. The 
layout also emphasizes a level of flexibility 
that allows for the interconnectivity and 
reconfiguration of gallery spaces to accom-
modate changing collections, since the mu-
seum’s exhibitions will consist of items on 
loan from other collections during its first 
years at least. Nouvel also envisions archae-
ological artifacts, such as works of sculpture 
and mosaics, not only to be restricted to 
gallery spaces but also to be placed in the 
complex’s alleyways and courtyards.
 The building, which will occupy an overall 
area of about 26,000 m2, is expected to cost 
about $108 million.
 The French Louvre museum will attach 
its name to this museum according to an 
agreement signed between the govern-
ments of France and Abu Dhabi and will 
lend artworks to the new museum. The 
project is considered a very important 
expression of cooperation between France 
and Abu Dhabi. In fact, inauguration of 
construction on the museum was marked 
by a ceremony in May 2009 that was at-
tended by French president Nicolas Sarkozy 
and the crown prince of Abu Dhabi, Shaykh 
Mohammad bin Zayed Al Nahyan. 



Figures 4.13.1–4.13.4. The Muse-
um of Classical Art in Abu Dhabi 
has as its main feature a wide, 
shallow overreaching dome with 
a translucent ceiling that diffuses 
light through patterns inspired 
by Islamic geometric motifs. A 
series of informally arranged 
one-room buildings extend well 
beyond the cover of the dome.
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La Ville 
Contemporaine 
Cultural Centre 
and Opera 
House (Dubai 
Opera House), 
Dubai, United 
Arab Emirates

Designed by Iraqi-born British architect Zaha Hadid of Zaha 
Hadid Architects.

Designed in 2006, but project remains unbuilt.

La Ville Contemporaine Cultural Centre 
and Opera House is planned on an artifi-
cial island at the end of the Dubai Creek 
extension. The complex is part of the 
Lagoons Project, a 650-acre multipurpose 
residential, commercial, and office develop-
ment that includes a number of man-made 
islands linked by bridges.
 The complex includes a main auditorium 
(the opera house) with a seating capacity 
for 2,500 persons distributed along three 
levels of balconies and a gallery. Sight lines 
in the auditorium are kept to a maximum 

distance of 32 m. The shape of the audito-
rium also has been designed with acoustic 
considerations in mind. The walls and ceil-
ings therefore are angled to provide suitable 
acoustic reflections and reverberations.
 The complex also includes a playhouse 
with a seating capacity for 800 persons. As 
with the auditorium, an emphasis is placed 
on providing adequate sight lines, which in 
this case are limited to 25 m so as to enable 
audience members to clearly see the per-
formers’ facial expressions. Seating in the 
playhouse is distributed along two balconies 
and a gallery.
 Because of its amorphous forms and 
spaces, La Ville Contemporaine has been 
compared to a sand dune and a starfish. 



Figures 4.14.1–4.14.6. La Ville Con-
temporaine Cultural Centre and Opera 
House, with its amorphous forms and 
spaces, has been compared to a sand 
dune and a starfish. Its main compo-
nents are a 2,500-person auditorium 
and an 800-person playhouse.
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Public Spaces
Rethinking the City

The past few decades have not been good 
to the cities of the region. They have been 
overwhelmed by tremendous physical 
expansion and population growth resulting 
from both natural births and migration. 
This has taken place at a faster rate than cit-
ies are able to provide adequate water, sew-
age, and transportation networks or public 
spaces. Moreover, disciplines connected 
to urbanism, whether urban planning and 
design or even landscape architecture, have 
occupied a marginal position in the region 
in relation to architecture, thus further 
exasperating this situation. For cities lo-
cated outside the rich countries of the Gulf, 
an additional challenge has been the lack 
of financial resources necessary for urban 
management and development.
 As a result, new public spaces created 
to keep up with urban growth were far 
from enough, and existing spaces were not 
provided with adequate upkeep and main-
tenance. Significant efforts to address this 
state of affairs finally have begun during 
the past decade. In addition to the projects 
of this chapter, many of the larger projects 
presented in this book include public space 
components. These attempts are connected 
to the spectacular growth of urban-scale 
projects in the region and also to concerns 
regarding issues of urbanism in general.
 Developing public spaces is a cost-
effective tool for improving both the city’s 
appearance and the quality of life in it. They 
are considerably less expensive and less 

complicated to implement and maintain 
than other essential urban interventions 
such as developing high-quality public 
transportation networks. A main capital 
expense for developing such public spaces, 
particularly in high-density parts of the 
city, is the price of land. But public urban 
spaces do not need to be large. Small ones, 
such as the 815 m2 Samir Kassir Square in 
Beirut, can go a long way toward providing 
greatly needed breathing space in the city.
 Although creating public spaces is 
cost-effective, developing them remains a 
challenge. They still demand some capital 
costs as well as resources for upkeep and 
maintenance. It also should be noted that 
the concept of urban citizenship is still not 
yet well established in the region. This is 
partly because participatory democracy has 
yet to fully emerge. Also, cities in the region 
often have population majorities of internal 
migrants and/or expatriates who have 
not had the opportunity to establish deep 
roots or a sense of belonging to them. Even 
common codes of conduct in public spaces 
are often missing. For example, the concept 
that these spaces are to be used extensively, 
concurrently, and comfortably by members 
of both genders and by people from dif-
ferent socioeconomic backgrounds is not 
widespread. Many such spaces therefore are 
often heavily frequented by young raucous 
unemployed males. Developing public 
spaces in the region therefore is much more 
than a physical planning exercise. It also 
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is an exploration of the dynamics defining 
codes of public social interaction.
 On a more positive note, the thinking 
behind developing public spaces in the 
region is evolving beyond the conventional 
definition of the public space as park, to 
address wider issues such as expanding 
public pedestrian zones. An example of this 
is Net Bridge. Its designer, Nadim Karam, 
persuaded Solidere, the developer of the 
Beirut downtown core, to reconceptualize 
a semiprivate utilitarian pedestrian bridge 
intended to cross over the busy Corniche 
Road. The footbridge was primarily to 
serve the inhabitants of two luxury apart-
ment blocks located at the other side of the 
Corniche Road and to connect them to the 
seashore. Karam put forward an alterna-
tive approach of redefining the project as 
fully accessible to the public. It therefore 
will connect the seashore to a new public 
piazza to be created between the two apart-
ment buildings, thus further expanding the 
availability of public spaces and pedestrian 
zones in Beirut’s central core.
 A number of these public space projects 
also incorporate functions of a cultural na-
ture, such as galleries, exhibition spaces, or 
art studios. This reinforces the observation 
made in the preceding chapter that more 
cultural projects are being implemented in 
the region than ever before. One example 
is the Jordan Pavilion. It was originally 
constructed as an exhibition pavilion rep-
resenting the country’s history and heri-
tage for Expo 2000 in Hanover. After the 
exhibition closed, the pavilion was relocated 
to the King Hussein Gardens, Amman’s 
largest public park and also a product of the 
period under consideration. In the same 
vein, Cultural Avenue in Amman includes 
art exhibition spaces; Abbasid Square in Da-
mascus includes art exhibition spaces, artist 
studios, and an open-air museum; and the 
National Gallery Park in Amman is partly 
a sculpture garden and partly a botanical 
garden. Citadel Square in Beirut integrates 
a site of archaeological/historical signifi-
cance, and Net Bridge, with its intercon-
necting paths, is intended as both a work of 
sculpture and a utilitarian structure.

 A number of the projects in this chap-
ter express clear political messages. This 
is particularly true of the Beirut projects. 
Martyrs’ Square memorializes the execu-
tion of Lebanese nationalists by the Otto-
man authorities during the early twentieth 
century. The Garden of Forgiveness is 
intended to emphasize the common ties of 
the people of Lebanon and their collective 
identity following a brutal civil war. The 
Samir Kassir Square, which originally had 
the neutral name of Square Four, was given 
its current name after the assassination 
of Samir Kassir, a well-known Lebanese 
author and intellectual.
 Many of these projects are conceived as 
more than open spaces in the city. They are 
intended as interventions that redefine the 
urban fabric. Cultural Avenue, for example, 
extensively reconceptualizes a complete 
360 m long street, from beginning to end, 
by greatly restricting vehicular access to it. 
Furthermore, it converts much of the street 
into a wide pedestrian spine that accommo-
dates a series of functions, including shops, 
exhibition spaces, and an open-air theater. 
The Doha Corniche competition addressed 
a significant part of the city’s central core 
that extends about 7.5 km in length and 
includes numerous landmarks. It called for 
reconfiguring the Corniche area as a desti-
nation to which the city’s various inhabit-
ants are encouraged to come for recreation 
and leisure. The open spaces from Beirut 
presented in this section are all part of the 
overall master plan that Solidere developed 
for Beirut’s central core. The plan includes 
creating 60 gardens and pedestrian areas, 
thus significantly increasing the limited 
supply of public spaces in that city.
 Such projects therefore provide the 
beginning of a rethinking of the city in 
the region. This is evident in the case of 
Amman, for example. Cultural Avenue was 
the first of a series of interventions that 
Amman’s municipal authorities commis-
sioned to pedestrianize parts of the city. 
They even consulted extensively with the 
Danish urbanist Jan Gehl, an internation-
ally acclaimed pioneer in pedestrianization, 
as they proceeded with the process. The 
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interventions have also included converting 
a street in the city’s busy commercial dis-
trict of Sweifieh into a fully pedestrian zone 
and upgrading Rainbow Street in the older 
Jabal Amman district to further encourage 
pedestrian activity along it. These efforts 
remain limited in scope, but do provide the 
beginning of a clear trend. Moreover, they 

have generated a demand for profession-
als who can address projects of an urban 
nature. In fact, the latter two projects have 
been carried out by the local design office 
Turath, a relatively new firm established by 
architect and academic Rami Daher that has 
become almost fully dedicated to designing 
such urban public spaces.
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Jordan Pavilion–
World Expo 
2000.

Originally designed for World Expo 2000 in Hanover, 
Germany, and then relocated to Amman, Jordan.

Designed by a Jordanian team of architects led by Akram 
Abu Hamdan and including Bishr Zureikat, Sahel 
Al Hiyari, Nadia Dajani, and Hassanen Kazemi. The 
German Atelier Wolfgang Rang served as design 
development consultant for the project.

Completed in 2000. The pavilion was dismantled following 
the Expo and was moved to the King Hussein Gardens 
in Amman in 2003.

This $2.5 million, 1,800 m2 pavilion was 
developed to present Jordan at the Hanover 
World Expo 2000, which included the par-
ticipation of more than 170 countries.
 The project architects state that they 
based their design on the spatial typol-
ogy of an archaeological dig that serves 
as a reservoir for a “sculpture bazaar” or 
a “three-dimensional mosaic” presenting 
Jordan’s history and heritage. The emphasis 
on archaeology comes from the fact that 

Jordan is a main location of archaeological 
excavations with more than 13,000 sites. 
In terms of visitor experience, the project’s 
design invites the visitor to descend into 
the “dig” and interact with the exhibition 
rather than passively observing it.
 The pavilion’s main space consequently 
was created as a sunken rectangular open 
pit. Visitors would descend into this pit via 
two sets of stairs extending along the full 
length of its shorter sides (and also by an 
elevator for the physically handicapped). 
The pit is divided along a 90 × 90 cm 
grid on which display objects of differ-
ent heights and volumes are placed. Each 
object functions as an autonomous display 
element expressing a certain aspect of 
Jordan’s heritage or contemporary culture. 
Various Jordanian artists, designers, and 
craftsmen as well as schoolchildren have 
participated in creating these display 
items. 



Figures 5.1.1–5.1.4. The Jordan Pavilion for the World 
Expo 2000 in Hanover was conceived as an ar-
chaeological dig into which visitors would descend 
to interact with the exhibition. The exhibition is 
divided along a 90 × 90 cm grid on which display 
objects of different sizes are placed.
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Jordan National 
Gallery of 
Fine Arts Park, 
Amman, Jordan

Designed by the Jordanian Center for the Study of the Built 
Environment (CSBE), with landscape architect Lara 
Zureikat as lead designer.

Completed in 2005.

This project was carried out on a relatively 
small budget of $350,000. It consists of 
rehabilitating a 7,500 m2 park dating back 
to the late 1950s/early 1960s. The park 
originally provided a pleasant green space 
surrounded by residences, forming what 
was one of Amman’s most elegant neigh-
borhoods. Over the years, however, the 
park had suffered from poor maintenance 
and neglect. In 2002, CSBE, a Jordanian 
non-profit research center, proposed a proj-
ect for rehabilitating and developing the 
park to include outdoor sculpture displays, 
children’s play areas, a performance/exhibi-
tion space, a café/restaurant, and model 
educational gardens demonstrating water 
conservation landscape practices.
 The project also integrated the rehabili-
tated park with the adjacent Jordan Na-
tional Gallery of Fine Arts, which features 
the largest collection anywhere of works by 
contemporary artists from the developing 
world. The park consequently was renamed 
the Jordan National Gallery of Fine Arts 
Park.
 The redesign of the park emphasizes a 
physical and visual connection between two 
buildings facing the park. The first is the 
original building of the National Gallery, a 
rehabilitated residence located to the north. 
The second is the new extension build-
ing of the National Gallery, which also is a 
rehabilitated building dating to the 1950s, 
located to the south. A separate project 
that included a complete renovation of the 
extension building and a partial renovation 
of the original building was completed at 
the same time as the park rehabilitation.
 The park includes a 160 m3 underground 
reservoir that harvests rainwater and is 
connected to a drip irrigation system. The 
park features water-conserving plants that 
need minimal irrigation and limited main-
tenance, as well as gravel-covered areas that 
require no irrigation. It also incorporates 

signs and installations that showcase spe-
cial water-conserving plants. The installa-
tions include water-consumption indicators 
in the form of glass prisms, each of which 
informs visitors about a given plant’s water 
needs. The signs and installations allow the 
park to take on the role of a water-conserv-
ing botanical garden.
 The park also has two small gardens, a 
Japanese garden and a Spanish Andalusian 
fountain. The former was designed through 
the Japanese embassy, and the latter was 
designed and implemented through the 
Spanish embassy in Amman.
 The park design concentrates on a central 
250 m2 platform/performance area. This 
takes on the role of a focal congregational 
space within the park and also provides spa-
tial and functional links between the origi-
nal building of the National Gallery and its 
extension building. Moreover, this central 
platform is located over the park’s rainwa-
ter harvesting reservoir and includes visible 
built-in stone grills through which rainwa-
ter is directed to the reservoir. The central 
platform incorporates different levels, one 
of which accommodates an area that may be 
used as a stage for performances and also 
areas that may be used for seating. Shade 
trees were planted around the platform.
 The paths springing out of the central 
platform area follow the routes of the old 
park’s paths. Their irregularly shaped stone 
paving panels were used to provide a visual 
and textural link to the park’s original 
character. The paths leading to the park’s 
western end converge onto a semicircular 
plaza located adjacent to the park café/
restaurant.
 The park’s original trees and mature 
ornamental plants were preserved and inte-
grated within the new design, but also were 
supplemented by water-conserving trees, 
ornamental plants, and ground covers. The 
use of lawn was restricted. Instead, empha-
sis has been placed on water-conserving 
ground covers and on inorganic ground cov-
ers such as gravel made of the local pumice 
stone known as tuf. 



Figures 5.2.1–5.2.4. The 
National Gallery Park reha-
bilitates a mid-twentieth-
century urban park and 
links it to the two adjacent 
buildings belonging to a 
contemporary art museum. 
The rehabilitated park also 
is intended as a model 
water-conserving garden, 
thus addressing an issue of 
considerable importance in a 
region suffering from serious 
water-scarcity problems.
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Cultural Avenue 
(also known as  
11 August Street), 
Amman, Jordan

Designed by Dutch architect Tom Postma of Tom Postma 
Design.

Completed in 2002.

Cultural Avenue consists of the refur-
bishment of a 360 m long street located 
in Amman’s Shmeisani area, a very busy 
commercial area that has emerged as the 
city’s banking district. The street has been 
converted into an open pedestrian mall. 
A median area 15 m wide running the 
length of the street consequently has been 
developed for pedestrians, with vehicular 
traffic limited to a relatively narrow strip 
bordering the median on each side. This 
median area, which the architect identifies 
as a “pedestrian boulevard,” includes gallery 
spaces, shops, a summer theater, seating 
areas, and planted beds.
 The architect divided the project into 
seven sections so as to provide a variety of 
spatial experiences, all brought together 
by a single linear spine. A granite obelisk 
marks the spine’s northern edge. It also 
defines a terminal point for a water channel 
that runs along the spine’s first section. A 
plaza and an amphitheater are shaded by 

sculptural tensile structures. A “green area” 
that includes planting beds and shaded 
seating areas marks the section between the 
plaza and amphitheater. A series of kiosks 
housing shops borders the amphitheater 
from the south. Further south is a linear 
sunken gallery to which one may descend 
using ramps and stairs. The gallery space is 
located at subgrade level to shield it from 
the street’s noise and activity. Finally, a 
seated area marks the spine’s southern end.
 A variety of local Jordanian stones have 
been used to pave the spine. These include 
black basalt, red granite, green Dab῾a stone, 
and the white/beige Ajlun stone. The dif-
ferent colors of the stones are brought to-
gether to create alternating colored stripes.
 The project was carried out on a rela-
tively limited budget of under $1 million. 
The Greater Amman Municipality commis-
sioned it as part of its preparations for the 
Amman Arab Cultural Capital 2002 celebra-
tions, as the city was declared the Arab 
World’s Cultural Capital for that year. The 
project also was awarded the 2002 Beauti-
fication Project of the Year Award by the 
Arab Towns Organization.



Figures 5.3.1–5.3.4. Cultural Avenue provides an example of a slowly emerging trend 
in Amman, where vehicular access is restricted and pedestrian movement is given 
priority. This street accordingly was redesigned to include a 15 m wide median area 
running along it that functions as a “pedestrian boulevard.” This pedestrian spine 
includes gallery spaces, shops, an amphitheater, seating areas, and planting beds.
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Martyrs’ Square 
and the Grand 
Axis of Beirut 
International 
Urban 
Design Ideas 
Competition, 
Beirut, Lebanon

areas, a public library, and a “memorial 
void” at its center. The proposal also calls 
for bringing water from the sea via tunnels 
and bridges right up to the Roman archaeo-
logical remains located at the square’s edge. 
At present, the waters of the Mediterranean 
are separated from the square by a few hun-
dred meters as a result of a landfill.
 It remains unclear to what extent the 
winning design will be implemented, since 
the competition was an “ideas competition,” 
thus giving Solidere considerable flexibil-
ity in realizing its results. Moreover, the 
winning design is to be incorporated into 
the nearby large-scale Beirut Gate project. 
Solidere, however, has announced that it 
has amended its master plan for the area ac-
cording to the competition results. This has 
included removing a number of thruways 
so as to develop Martyrs’ Square and its 
surroundings as a destination rather than 
a transit area. Solidere also is developing 
plans to provide the square with strong 
urban edges along its long eastern and 
western sides. It therefore has developed 
new design guidelines for the elevations 
facing the square, including a 15 m high 
stone arcade.

First prize awarded to the Greek team of Vasiliki 
Agorastidou, Antonis Noukakis, Lito Ioannidou, and 
Bouki Babaou-Noukaki.

Competition results announced in 2005, but project not 
implemented.

Solidere, the Lebanese Company for the 
Development and Reconstruction of Beirut 
Central District, launched an international 
urban design competition for the area that 
extends along an axis connecting Martyrs’ 
Square to the seashore. This axis creates 
a visual corridor that opens up views of 
the Beirut Port and the Mediterranean 
beyond to the north. The project aims at 
reestablishing Martyrs’ Square, which was 
destroyed during the Lebanese civil war, as 
a primary mixed-use center for the city. The 
square had been built in commemoration of 
the execution in 1915 and 1916 of a number 
of opponents of Ottoman rule in Lebanon. 
The competition, which was held under 
the auspices of the International Union of 
Architects, received about 270 entries from 
45 countries.
 The winning proposal suggests a com-
bination of functions around the square, 
including concert halls, museums, shopping 



Figures 5.4.1–5.4.4. The Martyrs’ 
Square competition is part of 
Solidere’s attempt at reviving an 
important historic urban space 
in the center of Beirut that had 
been heavily destroyed during 
the Lebanese civil war. The 
reconstructed space will feature 
a variety of cultural, commercial, 
and commemorative functions.
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Garden of 
Forgiveness, 
Beirut, Lebanon

Designed by the British landscape firm Gustafson Porter.
Designed in 2000, but construction not yet initiated.

The Garden of Forgiveness occupies an 
irregular meandering site of 2.3 hectares 
in the heart of the Beirut Central District, 
and is one of about 60 public gardens and 
pedestrian areas that Solidere is developing 
there. This sunken garden, which is sur-
rounded by several mosques and churches, 
is located in an area that witnessed fierce 
fighting during the Lebanese civil war of 
1975–90. It is intended as a place of con-
templation in a high-density part of the city 
and a symbol of unity in the aftermath of 
the divisions and destruction brought about 
by the civil war. One aim of the project is to 
emphasize the common ties of a people and 
their sense of collective identity through an 
image of a shared landscape.
 The garden designers set about making 
references to a number of historical and 
contemporary symbols of Lebanon. The 
design therefore reveals and reinterprets 
the archaeological remains that have been 
excavated at the site and that date from 

antiquity to the Middle Ages. Accord-
ingly, references are made to the remains 
of the main streets of the Roman city, i.e., 
the north-south Cardo and the east-west 
Decumanus, which intersect in the cen-
tral area of Beirut, close to the site. Also, 
rooms defined by ancient foundations are 
to be planted with herbs used in Roman 
times, and ancient streets are to be mapped 
through pergolas to reveal their traces.
 In addition to various planted areas, the 
project includes a plaza, a visitor center, 
and a theater for performances.
 A variety of plants are used in the garden, 
including ones intended to represent the 
regions of Lebanon. Accordingly, the Judas 
tree (Cercis siliquastrum) represents the 
mountains, the olive tree represents agri-
cultural planes, and various types of citrus 
trees represent the Lebanese coast along 
the Mediterranean.
 The design was featured in an exhibition 
of 23 contemporary landscape designs from 
around the world that the Museum of Mod-
ern Art in New York organized in 2005. 



Figures 5.5.1–5.5.3. The Garden of Forgive-
ness is intended as a place of contempla-
tion in central Beirut and a symbol of 
unity in the aftermath of the divisions and 
destruction brought about by the Lebanese 
civil war. It aims at emphasizing the 
common ties of a people and their sense of 
collective identity through an image of a 
shared landscape.
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Samir Kassir 
Square (formerly 
Square Four), 
Beirut, Lebanon

Designed by Lebanese landscape architect Vladimir 
Djurovic of Vladimir Djurovic Landscape Architecture.

Completed in 2004.

Samir Kassir Square is one of the series of 
open public spaces included in the master 
plan that Solidere developed in central Bei-
rut. The project occupies a relatively small 
plot of 815 m2 that is bordered by buildings 
on three sides and a street on the fourth or 
southern side.
 The site has as its main feature two 
highly sculptural Ficus trees, which are 
amongst the few mature trees to have 
survived in this dense urban area, and 
they are large enough to shade most of the 
site. Djurovic placed a raised wooden deck 
around the trees. The raising of the deck 
distanced it from the Ficus trees’ aggressive 
roots, which are known to lift pavements, 
and this also allowed for the placement of a 
mechanical room underneath to house the 
filters and mechanical equipment for the 
garden’s reflecting pool. The pool, which oc-
cupies a trapezoidal area of about 200 m2, is 
located along the street bordering the site, 
with a thin strip of flowers separating the 
pool from the sidewalk. The pool’s reflecting 
surface mirrors the surroundings, giving 

the impression that the garden is more 
expansive than it is. Water cascades along 
the pool’s black Bardelio stone walls, which 
are grooved to accentuate the sound of the 
cascading water and also to provide it with 
a visual rippling effect.
 While the pool borders the raised wooden 
deck from one side, a 20 m long solid stone 
bench borders the deck from the other 
side. The combination of bench, deck, and 
reflecting-cascading pool, all shaded by the 
two Ficus trees, provides for a quiet and 
contemplative environment within a busy 
urban setting.
 A set of lights is used to accentuate the 
Ficus trees at night. Lights are programmed 
to make continuous, subtle transformations 
in color among various hues of white.
 Not too long after the garden was com-
pleted, it was renamed after the Lebanese 
intellectual and writer Samir Kassir, who 
was assassinated in 2005. Kassir was a 
columnist for the daily newspaper An-Nahar 
(al-Nahar), whose building borders the 
square from the east. He was fond of spend-
ing time in the garden.
 The garden was a recipient of the Aga 
Khan Award for Architecture’s 2007 cycle. 



Figures 5.6.1–5.6.4. Samir Kassir Square is a small, 
intimate contemplative space located in a bustling 
section of the Beirut downtown area. It expresses 
a minimalist design anchored by two mature Ficus 
trees that shade the site. Its design centers on 
three elements. a reflecting pool, a wooden deck, 
and a long solid stone bench.
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Net Bridge, 
Beirut, Lebanon

Designed by Lebanese architect Nadim Karam of Nadim 
Karam & Atelier Hapsitus, with structural development 
carried out by the Advanced Geometry Unit of the 
London-based international engineering firm Arup.

Designed in 2001, but construction not yet initiated.

Solidere originally intended to construct a 
footbridge to function primarily as a private 
structure serving the residents of the Plati-
num Tower and the Beirut Tower and to 
provide access to the Beirut Marina. Nadim 
Karam, an architect and sculptor who has 
designed public art installations in coun-
tries including Australia, Japan, Lebanon, 
the Czech Republic, and the United King-
dom, submitted to Solidere an alternative 
design proposal. His design called for a pub-
lic bridge that also would entail converting 
the space located between the two towers 
into a public piazza. Solidere accepted his 
suggestion.

 Karam refers to the structure as “Net 
Bridge” in reference to its form of interwo-
ven patterns that allude to a fisherman’s 
net. He describes the bridge as an “urban 
sculpture of flying bands carried by two 
girders.” Although one of these bands con-
stitutes a main path that ranges in width 
from 3 to 5 m, the pedestrians using the 
bridge have the option of taking one of five 
routes connecting the Marina to the piazza 
located between the Platinum and Beirut 
towers. The five routes intersect along 
the way, allowing pedestrians to switch 
from one route to the other, thus creating 
what the architect identifies as a “zone for 
accidental discoveries, exploration, and 
communication.” He also describes the 
empty spaces between the paths as patterns 
resembling giant leaves that bring light and 
air to the street level below. 



Figures 5.7.1–5.7.4. Net Bridge explores the utilitarian 
structure of a footbridge as a sculptural element and 
addresses the act of crossing the bridge as one of ex-
ploration. It provides pedestrians a choice of five paths 
that create a pattern alluding to a fisherman’s net.
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Citadel Square 
and Belvedere 
Park, Beirut, 
Lebanon

Designed by the American firm Machado and Silvetti 
Associates.

Designed in 2005, but construction not yet initiated.

The project is one of the public spaces that 
Solidere has commissioned in downtown 
Beirut. It is situated adjacent to a promi-
nent rocky outcropping that marks the 
city’s oldest recorded archaeological site. 
The site has remains dating back to the Iron 
Age, as well as remains of a castle from the 
medieval period and fragments of an Otto-
man arcade.
 The project called for the preservation 
of the historical site, which is a landmark 
along the city’s Heritage Trail, as well as 
creating a public plaza. The architects re-
sponded to the project program by develop-
ing what they refer to as a “preservation 
wall,” which wraps around both the existing 
rock formation and the historical ruins with 
a new masonry facade built of local lime-
stone. The wall’s individual masonry blocks 

are arranged in a manner that “records” 
the surfaces behind it. They consequently 
undulate through curving projections and 
indentations as they mirror the areas where 
the rock promontory was cut away or had 
crumbled.
 The wall serves as a backdrop to the ad-
jacent pedestrian plaza, which incorporates 
a reflecting pool intended to allude to the 
ancient coastline that once reached the rock 
outcrop. The plaza also marks the transition 
between the old city center to its south and 
the new landfill development to the north.
 The design incorporates a balcony of 
black basalt that offers a view of the ruins 
and the wall. A fountain springs from 
the base of the balcony, developing into a 
streamlike formation. From the balcony, 
steps lead to a series of tree-lined terraces 
that negotiate a two-meter drop and con-
nect to adjacent shops and cafés. Large 
granite blocks are placed in the plaza and 
fashioned to accommodate casual seating. 



Figures 5.8.1–5.8.7. Citadel Square and Belvedere Park 
are located adjacent to a rocky outcropping that marks 
Beirut’s oldest recorded archaeological site. The design 
incorporates an undulating masonry wall that “records” 
the history of the promontory rock, some of which has 
crumbled or been cut away over time.
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Doha Corniche 
Competition, 
Doha, Qatar

Winning competition design submitted by French architect 
Jean Nouvel of Ateliers Jean Nouvel.

Designed in 2003, but remains unbuilt.

The palm tree-lined Doha Corniche starts 
at the Sheraton Hotel to the north, and 
extends along a smooth curve for about 7.5 
km, finishing close to the Suq area, at the 
recently completed Museum of Islamic Art 
by Chinese American architect I. M. Pei. 
It is bordered by a number of important 
administrative, cultural, and commercial 
structures.
 The Doha Corniche competition called 
for developing solutions for enhancing the 
experience of urban life along the Corniche 
and providing it with a strong cultural iden-
tity. The Qatari authorities had envisioned 
the Corniche area to host a number of 
landmark projects such as the Museum of 
Islamic Art, a national library by Arata Iso-
zaki, a photography museum by Santiago 
Calatrava, and the offices, or Diwan, of the 
emir of Qatar.
 Six architectural offices were invited 
to submit designs for the Corniche com-
petition: Zaha Hadid Architects from the 
United Kingdom; Kamel Louafi Landscape 
Architecture from Germany; Ateliers Jean 
Nouvel, Patrick Berger Architects, and D. 
Paysage Architects and Landscape Design-
ers from France; and Martha Schwartz from 
the United States. The Aga Khan Trust for 
Culture organized the completion brief and 
put together the jury panel, which selected 
the winning design.

 Jean Nouvel’s winning design is based  
on creating what he identifies as seven  
“lanterns,” or lighthouses, an illuminated 
underwater constellation, as well as a 
strong edge between the Corniche and the 
bay it borders. The seven lighthouses, which 
Nouvel refers to as “white columns of chis-
eled light,” are arranged according to a line 
that follows the geometry of an ellipse. This 
idea of a constellation pays homage to the 
work of Muslim astronomers, particularly 
during the ninth-century Abbasid period, 
considered a golden age of Arab-Islamic 
science. Moreover, each of the seven light-
houses is inscribed with one of the famous 
seven pre-Islamic poems known as the 
mu῾allaqat.
 A pedestrian promenade is laid out along 
the elliptical line, which Nouvel articulates 
by “A Thousand Piers” consisting of wooden 
jetties projecting over the illuminated 
water, and functioning as marinas for the 
city’s inhabitants. A series of thematic gar-
dens punctuates the promenade.
 Nouvel emphasizes links between the 
seashore and the desert hinterland, ad-
dressing vehicular traffic circulation along 
the Corniche, but only making relatively 
minor modifications to the existing road 
network. Vehicular circulation along the 
Corniche consequently is maintained, along 
with a continuous parking lane. This is 
intended to further encourage the residents 
of Doha to use the Corniche as a meeting 
place. 



Figures 5.9.1–5.9.4. The Doha Corniche is an 
urban-scale public space that extends along 
a 7.5 km shoreline. It features a pedestrian 
promenade served by a driveway along with 
a continuous parking lane. Gardens, wooden 
jetties serving as marinas, and seven lighthouses 
punctuate the promenade’s elliptical path.
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Abbasid Square, 
Damascus, Syria

Designed by Syrian architect Sinan Hassan of Sinan 
Hassan Architects.

Completed in 2009.

This is one of a series of projects conceived 
in conjunction with the designation of 
Damascus as the Arab World’s Cultural 
Capital for 2008. The project aims at de-
veloping Abbasid Square, a large, centrally 
located traffic roundabout in the eastern 
part of Damascus, to also take on the role 
of a cultural site that features an art center 
and an open-air museum.
 In rehabilitating the square, Sinan Has-
san decided to place inside the roundabout 
a subterranean art gallery lit from above 
by natural lighting. In turn, the gallery is 
linked to a tunnel that crosses the round-
about and leads to artist studios located 
adjacent to a nearby sports stadium, the 
Abbasid Stadium. At street level, the 
square, including the roof of the gallery, is 
developed as an open-air museum devoted 
to the history and culture of the Abbasid 
dynasty, the imperial Muslim dynasty 

after which the square and stadium are 
named. It ruled from 750 to 1258, governing 
much of the Islamic world during its early 
years. A number of the great achievements 
of Islamic civilization, including in art, ar-
chitecture, science, literature, and philoso-
phy, took place under the Abbasids.
 This open-air museum consists of two 
concentric rings. The outer ring features 
large abstract geometric sculptural ele-
ments. These take on the role of lighting 
fixtures at night, but primarily are intended 
as markers along a political time line repre-
senting Arab and Abbasid history, follow-
ing a counterclockwise route. The forms 
of these elements are based on those of 
tombstones, since they function as markers 
commemorating the past. The inner ring 
functions as a memorial representing a  
cultural time line of Arab and Abbasid his-
tory. The visitor to the open-air museum 
therefore would walk between the two 
rings, with the political time line presented 
at one side and the cultural time line at the 
other. 



Figures 5.10.1–5.10.6. The Abbasid Square in Da-
mascus transforms a sizable traffic roundabout to 
also serve as a cultural site that includes a subter-
ranean gallery space and an open-air museum.  
A tunnel links the gallery to artist studios located 
across the square, adjacent to a nearby stadium.
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Modern higher education in the region has 
an established history that dates back to 
1866, when the Syrian Protestant College 
was founded in Beirut through a charter 
from the state of New York. The private, in-
dependent, nonsectarian institution, which 
in 1920 was renamed the American Uni-
versity of Beirut (AUB), evolved to become 
the region’s most prestigious university. 
AUB was shortly followed by other uni-
versities such as Saint Joseph University, 
established by the Jesuits in 1875, also in 
Beirut, and Damascus University, which has 
roots dating back to 1903, when a school 
for teaching medicine and pharmacy was 
founded. Since then, dozens of universities 
and colleges offering higher education have 
emerged throughout the region. Until the 
1990s, universities were primarily under 
the control of the state, which considered 
them an integral part of a modern state-led 
nation-building process (institutions such 
as AUB and Saint Joseph University were 
the exception). Since then, however, private 
universities have become more common.
 While the universities of the region, 
with minor exceptions, generally have not 
yet been successful in becoming centers of 
research with international presence, they 
nonetheless always have been very impor-
tant as teaching institutions in a region 
where a high percentage of the population 
is young and where higher education is 
greatly sought after.1

 In examining the evolution of institu-
tions of higher education in the region as 
works of architecture and planning, the 
design of the newly established Baghdad 
University in the late 1950s is of particular 
importance. It is the first example of a uni-
versity campus in that part of the world to 
be designed in full and at one stage, rather 
than through the accretion of individual 
structures built over time. Moreover, 
the design was carried out by one of the 
primary pioneering masters of Modern 
architecture, Walter Gropius, and his firm, 
the Architects Collaborative of Cambridge, 
Massachusetts. During the 1970s and 1980s, 
a wave of university campus construction 
following the Baghdad University model 
overtook the region as part of an overall 
oil-funded building boom. The region’s 
governments carried out a good part of that 
building activity to satisfy the growing need 
for new large-scale institutional facilities.
 The long list of campuses constructed 
during the 1970s and 1980s includes the 
Arabian Gulf University in Manama by Jap-
anese architect Kenzo Tange (d. 2005); the 
Jordan University of Science and Technol-
ogy in Irbid by Kenzo Tange in association 
with Jordanian architect Jafar Tukan; Qatar 
University, for which the conceptual design 
was developed by Egyptian architect Kamal 
Kafrawi (d. 1993); Sultan Qaboos Univer-
sity in Muscat by the British firm YRM; 
the University of Petroleum and Minerals 
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in Dhahran by the American firm Caudill 
Rowlett Scott, later acquired by Hellmuth, 
Obata & Kassabaum (HOK); and the King 
Saud University in Riyadh by HOK.
 Considering the persistent importance of 
accommodating the needs of a large young 
population, the construction of campuses 
for institutions of higher education has 
more or less continued uninterrupted 
even after the region’s first building boom 
came to an end. However, the intensity 
with which such projects were conceived 
declined. With the advent of the second 
construction book in the first decade of the 
new millennium, these projects have taken 
on a new life. Their wide range includes al-
Najah University in the Palestinian city of 
Nablus, where political tensions connected 
to the Arab-Israeli conflict are high and 
financial resources are restricted, and the 
Police Academy in Kuwait, a highly special-
ized training institution for which consider-
able financial resources are available. Also, 
a significant number of highly ambitious 
academic projects are under way. The most 
prominent of these are Education City in 
Qatar, the Masdar Institute of Science and 
Technology in Abu Dhabi, and the King 
Abdullah University of Science and Tech-
nology in Saudi Arabia. These projects are 
intended not only as institutions for higher 
education but also as centers for carrying 
out advanced, internationally recognized 
research and development in the applied 
sciences.
 Education City, the flagship project of 
the Qatar Foundation, includes a number 
of university campuses as well as the Qatar 
Science and Technology Park. Through 
its Information and Technology Transfer 
Centers, it will concentrate on attracting 
technology-based companies, including 
start-ups, from all over the world, with the 
aim of establishing a knowledge economy 
in the country. The Masdar Institute of 
Science and Technology, located in Masdar 
City (which is featured in this catalogue’s 
chapter on new cities), aims at conducting 
advanced research on alternative energy 
and sustainable technology. The King 
Abdullah University of Science and Tech-
nology occupies an HOK-designed campus 

located 80 km north of Jeddah, along the 
Red Sea coast. It was inaugurated in late 
2009 and is intended as a global graduate 
research university. All are establishing 
partnerships with internationally acclaimed 
universities and corporations with strong 
research capacities, primarily from the 
United States. These include the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology, Carnegie 
Mellon University, ExxonMobil, and Boe-
ing. This goal of establishing universities 
dedicated to research rather than only 
teaching was also repeatedly asserted, but 
not realized, during the first construction 
boom. Whether these current projects will 
be successful in achieving such goals will 
become apparent over the coming years.
 From the planning and architectural per-
spectives, these campuses are not the result 
of an organic development process that 
takes place over time to accommodate the 
growing and continuously changing needs 
of the institutions and their users. They all 
are “instant” campuses created as a result 
of a single design exercise, as if presenting a 
fixed one-time event rather than an evolv-
ing process. This often makes later addi-
tions to them appear somewhat awkward. 
There are, of course, numerous campuses in 
the region that have evolved more gradu-
ally and organically. One example is the 
University of Jordan. Its campus has grown 
significantly since its establishment on the 
site of an agricultural experiment station 
outside Amman in the early 1960s. Its 
buildings have been added in a generally im-
provised manner rather than according to a 
master plan. Its College of Arts and Design 
is the latest addition.
 It is AUB that presents the most in-
tense process of evolution for a university 
campus in the region, which now contains 
more than 70 buildings occupying an area 
of about 30 hectares. This is not surprising 
considering that it is the region’s oldest. 
The evolution of the AUB campus has also 
needed to address the opportunities and 
challenges presented by a densely planted 
and sloping site in the center of Beirut over-
looking the Mediterranean.
 Two recent developments are shaping the 
planning and architectural evolution of the 
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AUB campus. The first is the preparation 
in 2002 of a master plan that is to guide 
the university’s growth within the borders 
of its finite site. The master plan team 
involves four design groups: the Ameri-
can firms Sasaki Associates, Machado and 
Silvetti, and MGT of America, as well as the 
Cairo- and Beirut-based international firm 
Dar al-Handasa (Shaer and Partners). The 
master plan aims at addressing the campus 
in a holistic manner that examines its past, 
present, and future.
 The second development is that the 
university has been undergoing a serious 
branding process that involves commission-
ing well-established architects from both 
inside and outside Lebanon to design a 

number of its new buildings. These include 
Nabil Gholam, Zaha Hadid, and Machado 
and Silvetti (who also are involved in 
academia as faculty members at Harvard’s 
Graduate School of Design). The AUB 
projects that this chapter features present 
snapshots of the latest episode in its long 
and rich architectural evolution.

Note

 1. The percentage of the population in the 
region that is under 15 years of age is lowest in 
Lebanon, at 27 percent, but goes up to 38 percent 
in Saudi Arabia and 46 percent in Yemen. Such 
a demographic composition has meant that 
demand for various institutions of education will 
remain high.
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College of Arts 
and Design, 
University of 
Jordan,  
Amman, Jordan

the podium functions as an exhibition/
sculpture garden.
 The “Theater” mass is situated off-center, 
at an angle to the other two masses, and 
it deliberately disrupts their more or less 
symmetrical planning arrangement, creat-
ing a level of dynamic tension with them. 
It intersects with the southern corner of 
the second mass and even takes up part of 
the courtyard. The angle at which this mass 
is arranged in relation to the rest of the 
complex allows for its alignment with the 
eastern side of the project’s triangular site. 
In turn, the first building mass is aligned 
with the northern side. The site’s third side 
runs along the university’s main vehicular 
traffic artery, which links the university’s 
northern and southern gates. This third 
mass houses the college’s main auditorium 
and also features an outdoor theater on its 
roof.
 Entrances to the college are located be-
tween the first and second building masses. 
The main entrance is through a portico with 
very slim columns located along the south-
ern side of the college courtyard and leads 
to the university’s main vehicular artery. In 
addition, a combination of ramp and stairs 
connect the main vehicular artery to the 
exhibition/sculpture garden at the top of 
the podium. 

Designed by Jordanian architect Meisa Batayneh Maani of 
Maisam Architects and Engineers.

Under construction.

This 18,000 m2 complex houses the various 
departments of the recently established 
College of Arts and Design. The complex 
has facilities for research and teaching and 
also will host musical, dance, and theater 
performances.
 The college complex consists of three 
masses occupying a large triangular site lo-
cated in the southern part of the university 
campus. The first, which the architects refer 
to as the “Academia” mass, is a six-story 
building that has an elongated rectangular 
plan and is aligned with the site’s northern 
side. This building mass houses a variety 
of functions including studios, classrooms, 
exhibition areas, a library, a cafeteria, a 
lecture auditorium, and offices in the top 
two floors. It is capped by an undulating 
perforated fabric-like roof that shades its 
internal courtyard, which is intended as a 
main indoor congregational space.
 The “Atelier” mass connects to the first 
building from the south. It is an expansive 
one-floor podium with a square plan. It 
houses music and dance studios as well as 
two small theaters, and includes a sizable 
courtyard intended as the college’s main 
outdoor congregational space. The top of 



Figures 6.1.1–6.1.4. The College of Arts and Design at the University 
of Jordan consists of three interconnected masses: a six-story 
structure housing offices and teaching space, an expansive one-
story structure housing studios and theaters that flank a large open 
courtyard, and the college’s main auditorium. The auditorium is 
arranged at an angle to the rest of the complex, thus establishing a 
level of dynamic tension with the symmetrically arranged planning 
of the other two masses.
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Designed by the American firm Skidmore, Owings & 
Merrill (SOM) in association with American sculptor 
James Turrell.

Under construction.

The Kuwait Police Academy quadruples 
the capacity of an existing 30-hectare 
facility and expands it to include 17 
buildings. The complex is to be used for 
training and housing the Kuwaiti police 
officers’ corps and will be the academy’s 
administrative and symbolic center.
 SOM’s site plan employs what are 
identified as two building types. The first 
consists of linear “rope” buildings. These 
contain dormitories, classrooms, and 
administrative facilities, which are con-
nected and define the Academy’s sequence 
of spaces. The second set of buildings 
includes “vessel” buildings, which house 
special functions, such as the library 
and mosque, and serve as focal points in 
the vast complex. Each vessel building 
is paired with an open space and with a 

specific material (wood, grass, sand, or 
water).
 In order to filter the harsh desert sun, the 
Academy’s buildings feature interlocking 
precast concrete panels that contain frac-
tured glass to create patterns of refracted 
light.
 Sculptor James Turrell, who emphasizes 
the relationship between light and space in 
his work, designed “light chambers” for the 
entrances of the dormitory and the admin-
istration buildings.
 The designers present aspects of the com-
plex as alluding to elements of the Arabic 
heritage. Accordingly, the vessel buildings, 
which incorporate concrete-walled cham-
bers enveloped within glass pavilions, are 
intended to recall images of nomadic tents 
when viewed from the exterior. Moreover, 
the interlocking precast concrete panels of 
varying shapes for the facades of the modu-
larly designed rope buildings are intended 
to allude to the Arabic Kufic calligraphic 
script. 

Kuwait Police 
Academy,  
Safat, Kuwait



Figures 6.2.1–6.2.4. The design theme behind 
the Kuwait Police Academy incorporates what is 
identified as “rope” and “vessel” buildings. The 
rope buildings are linear structures that contain 
dormitories, classrooms, and administrative 
facilities. The vessel buildings, which serve as focal 
points in the complex, house special functions 
such as the library and mosque. Each vessel build-
ing is paired with its own open space and with a 
distinctive material.
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Designed by Lebanese architect Nabil Gholam of Nabil 
Gholam Architects.

Under construction.

This winning competition design comprises 
the Irani/Oxy Engineering complex at AUB 
as well as the master plan for the Faculty of 
Engineering and Architecture District on 
the university campus as part of the new 
overall university master plan. The master 
plan for the faculty aims at revitalizing an 
underused part of the campus and inte-
grating it within the overall campus. It is 
the third major architectural project that 
the university has undertaken, all selected 
through a competition process. The other 
two are the Suliman Olayan School of 
Business by Machado and Silvetti Associ-
ates and the Issam Fares Institute by Zaha 
Hadid.
 The $10 million engineering complex, 
which will serve the civil, environmental, 
mechanical, chemical, electrical, and com-
puter engineering departments, features 
twin, bent linear ribbons of labs located 
along an east-west axis flanking a spine 
consisting of circulation spaces and me-
chanical systems. It also includes an atrium 
that opens up views to the Mediterranean 
and frames the university’s late nineteenth-
century Clock Tower, a primary visual sym-
bol of the university. Each floor occupies 

1,500 m2 of column-free space with shifting 
partitions. The spaces primarily will be used 
as laboratories, each of which will have its 
own access from the central circulation 
spine.
 The project emphasizes energy conserva-
tion and is the first in Lebanon to be regis-
tered for certification by the international 
green building system LEED (Leadership 
in Energy and Environmental Design). It 
incorporates an interactive double skin that 
provides added protection from the sun 
and increased thermal insulation along the 
southern and northern sides. This consists 
of a layer of double glass, perforated sliding 
aluminum panels, and projecting stainless 
steel canopies. When closed, the sliding 
panels shield the building interior from 
the sun and provide an additional layer of 
thermal protection. When opened, they 
allow for uninterrupted open views. In con-
trast, the eastern and western facades are 
primarily blank to prevent the morning and 
afternoon summer sun from entering the 
building. They are articulated by horizontal 
indented strips corresponding to the build-
ing’s floor lines and are only interrupted 
by thin vertical window slits. The eastern 
and western facades also are sheathed with 
a pale yellow limestone cladding that aims 
at contextualizing the building within the 
campus’s older structures. 

Irani/Oxy 
Engineering 
Complex, 
American 
University of 
Beirut (AUB), 
Beirut, Lebanon



Figures 6.3.1–6.3.4. The Irani/Oxy Engineer-
ing Complex features twin, bent linear 
ribbons of laboratory spaces served by a 
central spine. The design of the complex 
also emphasizes energy conservation 
through elements such as perforated 
sliding aluminum sunscreens and project-
ing stainless steel canopies that provide 
protection from the sun.
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Designed by Iraqi-born British architect Zaha Hadid of Zaha 
Hadid Architects.

Under construction.

The Issam Fares Institute has been con-
ceived as a think tank and a center for re-
search and scholarly activity that deals with 
public policy and international relations, 
with an emphasis on the Middle East. Zaha 
Hadid was selected in 2006 to design the 
Institute’s building through a competition 
to which a number of Lebanese and foreign 
architects were invited. AUB is Zaha Hadid’s 
alma mater, as she had studied mathemat-
ics there before completing her education at 
the Architectural Association in London.
 The building is located in the southern 
part of the AUB campus and is situated ac-
cording to the new master plan developed 
for the university. The 1,850 m2 structure is 
expected to cost $2.5 million, and it replaces 
the university’s infirmary building, which is 
being relocated within the campus.
 The project presented the challenge 
of working within the context of a cam-
pus characterized by successive layers of 

interventions dating to its establishment 
about a century and a half ago. Hadid’s 
design attempts to establish links to the 
geometry of the surrounding pedestrian 
paths, which take their shape from negoti-
ating the campus’s steeply sloping ter-
rain. However, it also has a strong, if not 
aggressive, presence within its context. The 
concrete building has leaning load-bearing 
exterior walls, cantilevered forms, and 
punched-in openings in the shape of paral-
lelograms. Hadid describes the design as 
one that “emerges fluidly from the geom-
etry of the surrounding network of paths,” 
with a resulting form that “flows as an 
undulating extension of the site moving up 
to create different dynamic spaces and then 
vanishes back into the terrain.”
 The ground floor includes conference/
workshop spaces and lounges, with an au-
ditorium located in the basement. The top 
floor contains a reading room that opens 
onto a roof terrace to take advantage of 
the surrounding views. Offices and lounge 
spaces occupy much of the remaining three 
floors. 

Issam Fares 
Institute for 
Public Policy and 
International 
Affairs, American 
University of 
Beirut (AUB), 
Beirut, Lebanon



Figures 6.4.1–6.4.4. Winning the 
design competition for the Issam 
Fares Institute at the American 
University of Beirut provided 
Zaha Hadid with the opportunity 
to design a project at her alma 
mater. The building design, with 
its leaning concrete bearing 
walls and parallelogram-shaped 
window openings, is inspired by 
the geometry of the surrounding 
network of paths.
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Designed by the Boston-based American firm Machado 
and Silvetti Associates.

Under construction.

Machado and Silvetti Associates present 
this 12,000 m2 proposal, which received 
the Progressive Architecture 2004 Citation 
Award, as one that aims at achieving “maxi-
mum pedestrian connectivity, desirable 
lines of vision and the proper building mass 
(building height and profile, etc.) according 
to its location and its relations to adjacent 
buildings.”
 The site plan for the Suliman Olayan 
School of Business includes a large green 
oval located along an axis that is part of 
AUB’s new master plan. The axis is intended 
to bring students down from other parts of 
the AUB campus to the elevated edge of the 
Beirut Corniche overlooking the Mediter-
ranean, where the building site is located. 
The building is conceived as one that brings 
the street into the campus, while giving the 
School of Business its own nameable and 
identifiable space.
 The building is an L-shaped four-story 
complex with a ground floor consisting of 
four enclosed segments traversed by paths. 
These are grouped around the school’s 
central space, a triangular open courtyard 
intended as an area of congregation. The 
ground level is conceived as a cluster of 
individual glass “pavilions” that allow for 
visual and physical permeability as stu-
dents enter or pass through the building. 
It contains various public and administra-
tive facilities, including the school’s lobby, 
auditorium, library, café and adjoining 
terrace, as well as student facilities, mail-
boxes, and related social programs. A corner 

of the building also provides views of the 
Mediterranean.
 The grounds of the complex include a 
stone garden wall and planters that define 
the campus edge as well as a pedestrian 
gate, the only one along the Corniche. This 
gate will constitute the northern terminus 
(the southern one being the university’s 
Main Gate) of the only north-south prom-
enade connecting the New Lower Campus, 
in which it is located, to the Upper Campus.
 The undergraduate education facilities 
are located on the second floor, graduate 
education—the MBA program—on the 
third, and the Executive Education program 
on the uppermost fourth floor, which also 
contains the Dean’s Office in its corner. All 
overlook the building’s central triangular 
courtyard. A number of double-height 
courtyards also are located throughout the 
complex to create an environment that is 
amenable to increased interaction among 
faculty and students.
 The design makes architectural references 
to the Mediterranean Lebanese architecture 
of the 1960s. This is evident in the use of 
perforated limestone facades that function 
as external screens and of irregular stone 
external paving units. The perforations in 
the facades become larger at the higher 
levels to take advantage of views to the 
sea. The screens also are intended to take 
on a climatic role as they supply shade and 
include cavity walls that provide thermal 
protection in both summer and winter. In 
addition, the cavity walls incorporate what 
are identified as wind towers. Along with 
the central courtyard, these help circulate 
cool air in the building during the summer 
months.

Suliman 
Olayan School 
of Business, 
American 
University of 
Beirut (AUB),  
Beirut, Lebanon



Figures 6.5.1–6.5.4. The American University of Beirut is the 
only university in the region undergoing an extensive brand-
ing process. This includes commissioning new buildings such 
as the Suliman Olayan School of Business. Within the context 
of the AUB campus, the School of Business is intended to 
connect the campus to the Beirut Corniche, along which it is 
located, and to bring students down from the upper parts of 
the campus through a north-south promenade.
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Designed by Jordanian architect Jafar Tukan of the 
Consolidated Consultants for Engineering and 
Environment–Jafar Tukan Architects.

Under construction, with some parts already completed.

Jafar Tukan designed this project in the city 
of his birth, where his family has strong his-
torical roots. The New Campus of al-Najah 
National University is located at the west of 
Nablus, the largest city in the West Bank, 
in proximity to the university’s old cam-
pus, which was built during the 1980s. The 
12-hectare campus is situated on a hilly site 
that slopes down from south to north. It 
accordingly was designed so that its build-
ings are arranged in rows forming terraces. 
These follow the site’s contour lines and are 
separated from each other by intervals of  
4 m in height.
 The campus features an internal road 
that loops along its inner border and 
incorporates two main circulation spines: 
an “Educational Spine,” which runs along 
an east-west axis, and a “Student Facilities 
Spine,” which runs along a north-south 
axis. The circulation along those axes 
expresses a hierarchy of spaces. Accord-
ingly, small courtyards are placed within 
individual faculty buildings. In turn, these 
connect through staircases to larger plazas 
along which groups of faculty buildings are 
located. These plazas, in turn, lead to the 
main central plaza. Shading is provided in 
these various spaces to encourage their use 
during hot weather.
 The campus’s zoning arrangement places 
the sports facilities and the university 
mosque at the site’s eastern edge. These 
facilities are intended to serve both the 

university community and adjacent neigh-
borhoods. Accordingly, this zone of the 
university has been designed in a manner 
that allows it to function without disturb-
ing day-to-day activities in the campus. 
The university soccer field, which occupies 
the campus’ eastern border, is intended as 
a buffer zone between the campus and its 
surroundings.
 This easternmost zone is preceded by the 
zone devoted to the sciences and engi-
neering faculties. In turn, this leads to the 
central campus zone, which is referred to 
as the Student Activities zone. This zone 
includes the library, an auditorium, restau-
rants, shops, the student activities building, 
as well as the main administration building. 
The administration building is conceived as 
the heart of the campus. It has two sec-
tions separated by a courtyard. One section 
consists of administrative offices, and the 
second includes facilities that directly serve 
students, such as the registrar’s office, med-
ical clinic, and computer center. As with the 
mosque and sports facilities, the library and 
auditorium are intended to serve the com-
munity at large and therefore are located 
close to the campus’s main central southern 
entrance. They also have an independent 
public circulation system that allows them 
to be accessed separately from the rest of 
the campus.
 Further west is the medical faculties area, 
which includes the schools of medicine, 
nursing, dentistry, and pharmacy. Finally, 
the female dormitories are located along 
the campus’s western edge, which is its 
quietest area. 

New Campus of 
al-Najah National 
University, 
Nablus, 
Palestinian 
Authority



Figures 6.6.1–6.6.4. 
The design of the new 
al-Najah National 
University campus 
accommodates its site’s 
north-south slope by 
arranging rows of build-
ings along a series of 
terraces. The buildings 
also are arranged along 
two axes. an east-west 
axis referred to as an 
“Educational Spine,” 
and a north-south axis 
referred to as a “Student 
Facilities Spine.”
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Master plan and stage I designs prepared by the Australian 
firm Woods Bagot.

Completed in 2009.

This 120-hectare science and technology 
park is part of the Education City master 
plan and is intended as the largest commer-
cial research and technology park anywhere. 
It is envisioned as hosting technology-
based companies from around the world, 
and also as an incubator for start-up enter-
prises, all part of an attempt to develop a 
knowledge economy in Qatar.
 The park includes what is identified as 
Innovation and Technology Transfer Cen-
ters. These are placed in a pair of two-story 
buildings intended to accommodate large-
scale laboratory equipment and office space 
in a flexible manner.
 Phase I of the project features a 12,000 
m2 Incubator Center that also includes 

administrative and business offices. These 
are located along what is identified as a “cer-
emonial axis,” which is a central spine that 
cuts through the complex. This, in turn, is 
flanked on both sides by the first two In-
novation and Technology Transfer Center 
buildings, each of which occupies 20,000 
m2. The three buildings are sheathed by a 
connecting “veil structure” that provides 
shaded paths combined with misting and 
humidifier sprays to allow people to com-
fortably move between them and to use the 
outdoor spaces during hot weather. Grids 
of the local Sidr tree (Ziziphus spinachristi) 
define landscaped areas and provide shade.
 Companies establishing themselves in 
the Qatar Science and Technology Park in 
the future will be able to design and build 
their own facilities there. 

Qatar Science 
and Technology 
Park, Doha, 
Qatar



Figures 6.7.1–6.7.5. The Qatar Science and 
Technology Park is intended to host technology-
based companies from around the world and to 
take on the role of incubator for start-up enter-
prises. The first phase of the master plan features 
three large buildings linked by a connecting “veil 
structure.” The structure provides shaded paths 
combined with misting and humidifier sprays to 
allow people to comfortably use outdoor spaces 
during hot weather.
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Workplaces
Institutional Branding

The projects of this chapter are devoted to 
work, basically office work, but in one case, 
also industrial work. The concept of “of-
fice work” features considerable diversity. 
Although these projects include buildings 
where employees toil in standardized office 
spaces, they also include ones where white-
collar work takes on more diverse expres-
sions, as in an embassy, a media production 
center, or a psychologist’s office.
 In terms of scale, these projects range 
from sizable multistory complexes con-
sisting of repetitive office space, to a tiny 
structure of less than 60 m2. They may be 
divided between new projects and rehabili-
tated structures. Some of the new struc-
tures incorporate unusual and advanced 
technologies such as integrated wind tur-
bines. For the rehabilitated projects, older 
nondescript buildings—one from the 1950s 
and the other from the 1970s—have been 
redeveloped into contemporary workplaces, 
in both cases on a limited budget.
 In addition, these projects accentuate the 
fact that a wide range of architects are prac-
ticing in the region, including pioneering 
local designers, foreign architectural offices, 
and internationally celebrated architects.
 For many of those buildings, architecture 
is used to express an institutional identity 
or brand. This branding is carried out for 
a wide range of beneficiaries that includes 
the Abu Dhabi Investment Authority, the 
oil industry in Kuwait, Dubai’s Business Bay 
District, a Syrian chocolate manufacturer, 

and even an embassy. One way of realizing a 
memorable brand through architecture is by 
designing the building, or at least a compo-
nent of it, as a visual spectacle. Therefore, 
wind turbines are an integral part of the 
Bahrain World Trade Center; an applied 
internally lit bent glass facade extends 
along the full height of Vision Tower; and 
Burj Qatar has an unconventional form of 
a cylinder with a rounded top. Moreover, 
the Kuwait Oil Sector building resembles an 
open book that faces the sea; the form of 
the Abu Dhabi Investment Authority build-
ing approximates the shape resulting from 
cutting and curving a sheet of paper; and 
the Media Production City building features 
a facade design that alludes to television 
pixels through its small, irregularly placed 
windows.
 In the case of the chocolate factory, the 
group’s only industrial building, branding 
is achieved through extensively rethinking 
the shed housing machinery as a work of ar-
chitecture that visually articulates and even 
celebrates the industrial production pro-
cess. Branding for the Jordan Kuwait Bank 
took on additional challenges. Its architect, 
Bilal Hammad, was required to transform 
a preexisting nondescript building into one 
representing a major local bank, but on a 
restricted budget. He therefore had to come 
up with a cost-effective solution, which in-
volved applying an additional skin of stone, 
glass, and steel to the existing structure’s 
front facade.
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 Embassy buildings definitely involve an 
element of branding as they take on the role 
of representing one county in the capital of 
another. In accomplishing this, the archi-
tects of the British embassy in Sana’a had to 
deal with multiple challenges. These include 
addressing a myriad of security concerns, 
but also projecting an unintimidating 
image. Also important is representing a 
major European country in a conservative, 
low-income Arab state that was isolated 
from the surrounding world as recently as 
a generation ago but that also boasts a rich 
historical architectural tradition. They dealt 
with these challenges with sensitivity. They 
created a design that makes clear references 
to the forms and materials of the tradi-
tional architecture of Yemen without in any 
way compromising the building’s modernity 
or creating an architectural pastiche.
 The one project in this chapter that does 
not involve a branding component is Sahel 
Al Hiyari’s Work and Consultation Space 
for a Psychologist. Although a “workplace,” 
it is designed for one person rather than 
an army of office workers, and the nature 
of the building’s function requires it to be 

inconspicuous. As with the Jordan Kuwait 
Bank building, Al Hiyari had to rehabilitate 
a nondescript older structure, this time, for 
a meager budget of $15,000. He addressed 
a very difficult challenge with considerable 
creativity, working with conventional, low-
budget, and even substandard construction 
methods and materials, but sublimating 
them into strong, effective visual and archi-
tectural statements.
 One final note about those projects is 
that although their function—that of the 
modern workplace—is of a universal nature 
that generally trumps the need to engage 
with local identities, the issue of identity 
still makes a clear presence in a number 
of them. The surface articulation of Burj 
Qatar is based on patterns found in various 
examples of Islamic art. The Consultation 
Space for a Psychologist involves a rein-
terpretation of conventional local building 
materials and techniques. In the case of the 
British embassy in Sana’a, since the build-
ing’s role involves political and cultural rep-
resentation across national boundaries, this 
encouraged an exploration of both Yemeni 
and Western architectural identities.
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Designed by the British firm WS Atkins, with Shaun Killa as 
lead architect.

Completed in 2008.

The $150 million Bahrain World Trade 
Center consists of two 240 m, 50-story, 
elliptically planned, sail-shaped towers 
overlooking the Gulf. The buildings, which 
are among the tallest in Bahrain, contain 
luxury offices and are connected to a preex-
isting refurbished complex that includes an 
upscale hotel and a shopping mall.
 The pair of buildings is declared the first 
architectural project worldwide to feature 
integrated wind turbines. The project 
incorporates three massive wind turbines, 
which are intended to cover 11 to 15 per-
cent of its electricity consumption. Each 

turbine measures 29 m in diameter and is 
suspended from one of three 32 m, 65-ton 
structural bridges linking the two towers. 
The curving shape of the two buildings is 
intended to harness prevailing onshore 
breezes coming from the Gulf and to in-
crease the velocity of the breezes as they are 
funneled between the two buildings, thus 
maximizing the quantity of wind-generated 
electricity.
 A main challenge for incorporating wind 
turbines in buildings is the issue of cost. 
In this case, the designers state that they 
managed to limit the cost of the turbines to 
about 3 percent of the project’s total budget 
by developing building forms and compo-
nents in a manner that is sympathetic to 
receiving wind turbines.

Bahrain World 
Trade Center, 
Manama, Bahrain



Figures 7.1.1–7.1.6. The twin towers of the Bahrain World 
Trade Center are presented as the first building complex 
worldwide to use integrated wind turbines. The project’s 
three wind turbines, each of which is suspended from a 
structural bridge linking the two buildings, are expected to 
provide 11 to 15 percent of its electricity consumption.
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Designed by Jordanian architect Bilal Hammad of Bilal 
Hammad Architects.

Completed in 2002.

This project completely transformed a 
nondescript retail and office building 
constructed during the early 1980s along 
a busy street in the commercial Abdali 
district of Amman. The Jordan Kuwait Bank 
had moved into the building during the 
1990s, and eventually bought it to use as its 
headquarters.
 The bank approached Bilal Hammad to 
give the building a facelift and to construct 
a few extensions. These include executive 
offices and a meeting room for the board of 
directors amounting to about 600 m2 and 
parking facilities taking up about 2,400 m2. 
The architect was presented with the chal-
lenge of visually transforming a building of 
no architectural value, and furthermore de-
veloping it as part of the branding process 
for the bank, all without carrying out any 
major interventions to its structural system 
or even to its preexisting building shell.
 Hammad approached the project by ap-
plying a new skin to the building, as well as 
designing extensions that further empha-
size a new image for it. He thickened the 
walls along the building’s ground floor, and 
applied to them a sheathing of split-faced, 
highly textured stone blocks that projects 

a traditional rustic feel. In contrast, he 
sheathed the floors above (including an ad-
ditional floor extension) with a skin of lou-
vered glass panels, topped by a steel-mesh 
canopy. Both additions almost completely 
conceal the building’s original street facade. 
They instead present a dual facade treat-
ment that connects to the region’s tradi-
tional stone architecture along street level 
at the base, but projects a high-tech feel 
along the upper levels.
 In order to keep costs down (the project 
cost less than $2 million), the client stipu-
lated that interventions along the struc-
ture’s side and back facades be of a more 
limited nature. Therefore, as one moves 
away from the street facade, additions along 
the side facades are confined to applying a 
grid of steel tubes topped by a steel-mesh 
canopy.
 Hammad added a freestanding tower 
structure to the east of the building, with 
an upper-level pedestrian bridge linking the 
two. The tower structure, which includes an 
entrance to the complex and office space, 
consists of a stone shell that partially wraps 
around a glass core articulated by a series of 
steel-mesh overhangs. The tower functions 
as a visual anchor for the complex and also 
serves to further emphasize and strengthen 
its new character. 

Renovation 
and Extension 
of the Jordan 
Kuwait Bank 
Headquarters, 
Amman, Jordan



Figures 7.2.1–7.2.3. The renovation and extension of the Jordan 
Kuwait Bank headquarters, constructed during the early 1980s, was 
carried out on a limited budget. The project therefore consists of rel-
atively minor additions. These include constructing a free-standing 
tower and applying a new skin to the front facade. The skin consists 
of large, split-faced stone blocks for the ground floor and louvered 
glass panels topped by a steel-mesh canopy for the upper floors.
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Designed by Jordanian architect Sahel Al Hiyari of Sahel Al 
Hiyari and Partners.

Completed in 2001.

This work and consultation space for a 
psychologist is one of Sahel Al Hiyari’s 
first independent designs. It was primarily 
through this project that he was selected 
in 2002 as the first architect to receive the 
Rolex Mentor and Protégé Arts Initiative. 
He accordingly was selected as the protégé 
of Pritzker Prize–winning architect Álvaro 
Siza of Portugal.
 This is an adaptive reuse project that con-
sists of rehabilitating a small, nondescript 
1950s addition to a 1920s structure into a 
workspace for a clinical psychologist. The 
structure is located in one of the older parts 
of Amman.
 The project occupies less than 60 m2 and 
consists of a main double-height space, 
a kitchen, bathroom, and a sleeping area 
located on the upper floor. The architect 
also added a 20 m2 open forecourt. Other-
wise, much of the project is an interior one, 
with exterior interventions being relatively 
limited.
 Al Hiyari worked on the project through 
an exploration of local conventional low-
cost construction materials and techniques. 
These include roughly plastered concrete 
surfaces and untreated metal doors and 
window grills, which are considered 
“substandard” within the local architec-
tural context. He replastered the exterior 
surfaces with a roughly textured layer of 
concrete mixed with steel powder. The pow-
der is intended to rust, and the resulting 
rough texture of the concrete, articulated 
by the brownish speckles of rusted steel, 

provides for a calculated harshness that well 
tolerates the weathering process.
 The protective iron grills placed on the 
windows also are treated as a series of 
brise-soleil panels. The grills were left to 
rust before a protective seal was applied to 
them.
 The project incorporates the theme of 
sliding surfaces. The ground-floor protec-
tive grill slides. It may be slid open if those 
inside feel a sense of confinement, and may 
be closed at other times. The consulting 
space also includes wooden sliding panels 
that are hung from the ceiling. These func-
tion as “overlapping curtains” that allow for 
manipulating light and creating a multiplic-
ity of spatial effects, including solidity and 
transparency.
 Unusual features in the project that 
follow up on the theme of exploring local, 
conventional low-cost materials include us-
ing single blocks of local stone to create the 
sinks and toilet for the kitchen and bath-
room. Also, galvanized water pipes are used 
as lighting fixtures hung from the ceiling, 
with light bulbs fixed to their ends.
 The project provides a powerful state-
ment about the state of contemporary 
architecture within the context of a devel-
oping country such as Jordan. It surpasses 
the “modernity vs. tradition” debate, 
which is caught between the architecture 
of culturally specific historical and ver-
nacular vocabularies on the one hand, and 
contemporary global vocabularies such as 
Deconstructivism and High-Tech architec-
ture on the other. This design, in contrast, 
establishes its own modernity that is solidly 
grounded in local conditions. 

Work and 
Consultation 
Space for a 
Psychologist,  
Amman, Jordan



Figures 7.3.1–7.3.4. This small, 60 m2 rehabilitation 
project involves a complete rethinking of widespread, 
low-cost, substandard building techniques and materi-
als, and redeveloping them within the context of a 
carefully articulated architectural vocabulary. Through 
this process, rusted surfaces are reconceived as part 
of the project’s overall formal aesthetic program, and 
galvanized steel pipes are transformed into lighting 
fixtures.
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Designed by the Kuwaiti firm SSH International (formerly 
Salem Al-Marzouk & Sabah Abi-Hanna) in association 
with the Canadian Arthur Erickson Architectural 
Corporation.

Completed in 2005.

This $120 million complex is located along 
the Kuwait City waterfront. It houses the 
headquarters of both the Kuwait Petroleum 
Corporation and the Kuwaiti Ministry of 
Oil, and consequently consists of two tower 
complexes, each serving one of the two 
organizations. Each tower complex features 
a high-rise building with a convex lens–
shaped plan, with the western tower being 
slightly taller than the eastern one. The two 
high-rises are linked by a shaft at the south 
that houses elevators and lobby space. 
Together, they create an arrangement that 
opens up toward the shore at the north, 
resembling an open book. In addition, each 

of the two tower complexes has a shorter 
limestone-clad building attached to it from 
the south. These two shorter buildings are 
triangular in plan and have inclined roofs, 
resulting in prismlike masses.
 Finlike projections with triangular 
outlines terminate the extremities of the 
towers at every floor, further adding a sense 
of movement to the rather dynamically 
shaped complex.
 The curved towers are fully glazed and in-
corporate an additional layer of cantilevered 
fritted glass screens to provide protection 
from the sun. The limestone-clad shorter 
southern buildings have deeply recessed 
window openings for sun protection.
 The car parking area located next to the 
complex is covered with tensile fabric struc-
tures. The architects compare their forms to 
the sails of a dhow ship. 

Oil Sector 
Complex, Kuwait 
City, Kuwait



Figures 7.4.1–7.4.4. The Oil Sector Complex 
presents a dynamic arrangement consisting 
of a pair of building masses linked by a 
shaft. Each mass features a glazed, curving 
high-rise that opens up to the sea.
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Designed by French architect Jean Nouvel of Ateliers 
Jean Nouvel, with the Cairo- and Beirut-based 
international consulting firm Dar Al-Handasah  
(Shair and Partners) as engineering consultant.

Under construction.

The $125 million Burj Qatar is a 44-story, 
230 m high office building located in 
Doha’s West Bay. The cylindrically shaped 
high-rise measures about 45 m in diameter 
and has a usable floor area of 60,000 m2. 
It is rounded at the top and is mounted 
by a lightning conductor. The structure 
is constructed of steel and concrete and 
has a double-clad facade. An aluminum 
arabesque pattern taken from historical 
Islamic geometric motifs articulates the 
exterior facade layer, and is intended to 
function as a brise-soleil. The intensity of 
these patterns differs according to orienta-
tion so as to provide maximum protection 
from the sun. The inside layer consists of 
a slightly reflective glass membrane that 
complements the outer skin as a source of 

sun protection. A system of roller-blinds 
further supports the two layers.
 The tower is accessed through a garden 
that gently slopes downward toward the 
lobby, with entry provided through a glass 
canopy that surrounds the building and 
gives the impression of the tower being 
deeply rooted in the earth. The vegetation 
and glass canopy overlap so as to blur the 
borders between the natural and the man-
made. The atrium rises to the impressive 
height of 112 m.
 The building has been described as an 
Islamized version of Nouvel’s 2005 Torre 
Agbar in Barcelona, which in turn has 
been compared to Norman Foster’s 2004 
Swiss Re Headquarters in London. Nouvel 
acknowledges the connection with Torre 
Agbar. He presents Burj Qatar as an adapta-
tion of the Barcelona building, but also as 
one where the need to filter the sun’s rays 
becomes a main generator for designing the 
building’s cladding. 

Burj Qatar, 
Doha, Qatar



Figures 7.5.1–7.5.3. Burj Qatar is sheathed by an 
aluminum layer of interlaced patterns inspired 
by historical Islamic decorative motifs. This not 
only aims at connecting the building to its Islamic 
context but also serves as the outer membrane of a 
multilayer cladding system developed to minimize 
the effects of the hot Gulf sun.
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Designed by the German firm Henn Architekten.
Designed in 2004, but remains unbuilt.

This project, which is estimated to cost $10 
million, is located on a 6,800 m2 site and oc-
cupies a footprint of about 3,600 m2. It has 
a combined built-up area of almost 21,000 
m2 that includes three levels below ground 
and another three above ground.
 The building’s complex arrangement of 
internal spaces, a number of which are dou-
ble-spaced, is sheathed by a cubic shell with 
a thick undulating roof layer that is barely 
visible from street level and that is intended 
to provide thermal insulation for the spaces 
below. The building seems to hover over 
the ground level’s fully glazed facades. This 

impression is even more pronounced at 
night, when the interior lighting further 
dematerializes the ground floor. The upper 
floors are punctured by many small square 
openings that allude to the pixels of a 
television screen. A strip inserted along the 
building’s facades, between the upper two 
floors, is provided with an RGB (Red, Green, 
and Blue) color model, allowing the facades 
to project animated visual arrangements at 
night.
 The building interior includes studios, 
showrooms, offices, supporting facilities, 
and an atrium that extends through five 
levels. A parking garage occupies the lowest 
basement level. 

Media 
Production City, 
Riyadh, Saudi 
Arabia



Figures 7.6.1–7.6.6. The facades of the Media Produc-
tion City building are punctured by many small square 
openings that allude to the pixels of a television 
screen. A strip inserted along the building’s facades, 
between the upper two floors, projects animated 
visuals at night.
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Designed by Syrian architect Sinan Hassan of Sinan Hassan 
Architects.

Completed in 2004.

This factory presents a rare example in 
the region where an industrial building is 
treated as an architectural statement rather 
than merely as a utilitarian building shed. 
In this exploration of industrial building 
as architecture, Syrian architect and poet 
Sinan Hassan consciously looks back at the 
works of early twentieth-century German 
Modernists, including the AEG Turbine 
Factory by Peter Behrens and the Fagus 
Shoe Factory by Walter Gropius, and even 
further back, at the eighteenth-century 
Ideal City of Chaux by neo-Classical French 
architect and visionary Claude-Nicolas 
Ledoux. Hassan was able to pursue this ap-
proach since the client wanted architecture 
to be an element that expresses and shapes 
his brand.
 The 4,000 m2 project occupies a one-hect-
are site located at the outskirts of Damas-
cus, in an open agricultural area. Hassan 
designed the complex as three successive, 
expansive, horizontally arranged buildings 
brought together by a unifying axis. The 
first building is a rectangular structure that 
houses the main production area. Hassan 
compares its exterior envelope to an opened 
or flipped-over chocolate box. This pro-
duction hall, in turn, is fronted by a circle 

that is segmented to include two buildings 
within its circumference: a larger building 
that houses administrative offices (and con-
nected to the production hall by an elevated 
pedestrian bridge), and a smaller building 
that functions as a gate to the complex. 
The two buildings only occupy part of the 
circular outline in which they are located, 
leaving a spacious open area in between as 
a garden to be used for relaxation and for 
events such as receptions. The garden area 
also has a glass pavilion that juts out of the 
ground at an angle, resulting in a triangular 
outline.
 The administration building acts as a 
hinge that brings together the site’s various 
components. Hassan aimed in this project 
to create dynamic arrangements of forms 
connected through a relation of tension. He 
describes them as “skewed cubes” coming 
into contrast and colliding with “lyrical 
curves,” and also as “crumbling and crum-
pling elements” that are played off against 
“static masses.” In the final result, this 
project provides a set of sculptural objects 
placed within a man-made landscape in a 
manner that also serves to satisfy a set of 
programmatic functional requirements. 
What could easily have been a run-of-the 
mill warehouse-like industrial structure is 
developed as an industrial park/corporate 
campus. 

Chocolate 
Factory,  
Damascus, Syria



Figures 7.7.1–7.7.4. This 
chocolate factory located outside 
Damascus provides an example 
of a utilitarian industrial building 
treated as an architectural state-
ment. In developing his design 
for the project, architect Sinan 
Hassan examined the industrial 
buildings of early twentieth-
century Modernists such as Peter 
Behrens and Walter Gropius, and 
also of neo-Classical eighteenth-
century architect Claude-Nicolas 
Ledoux.
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Designed by the American firm Kohn Pedersen Fox 
Associates (KPF). Two other American firms also were 
involved in the design: Gensler carried out the interior 
designs, and EDAW handled the landscape designs.

Completed in 2007.

The $130 million Abu Dhabi Investment Au-
thority (ADIA) headquarters houses one of 
the world’s richest government investment 
authorities. The Emirate of Abu Dhabi is the 
largest of the seven emirates that make up 
the United Arab Emirates, and it accounts 
for more than 85 percent of the country’s 
total landmass. It has an estimated 9.2 per-
cent of the world’s proven oil reserves and 
4 percent of its natural gas reserves. Its per 
capita income is among the highest in the 
world. A good part of Abu Dhabi’s wealth is 
managed by ADIA.
 At a height of 185 m, the 40-story com-
plex, which is located along Abu Dhabi’s 
heavily planted, lush Corniche, is one of the 
tallest in Abu Dhabi. It has a built-up area 
of more than 87,000 m2 and is linked to an 
adjacent eight-story parking structure.
 The appearance of the building changes 
considerably from one orientation to the 
other. It has a free-flowing form that is 
generated from cutting a triangular section 
from a rectangular sheet of paper and curv-
ing it along three points of curvature. As a 
result, the building presents two wings  
that open up to the Gulf along the south. 

The area located between the two wings 
consists of atria stacked on top of each 
other. Each level steps back from the one 
below it, forming a pyramidal arrange-
ment defined from the outside by a leaning 
glass wall. In contrast, along the building’s 
northern side, which faces the city’s urban 
grid, the two wings come together, linked 
by a curving staircase, and present a more 
closed facade to the city. Each of the build-
ing’s eastern and western facades presents a 
smooth, flat curving surface that belongs to 
one of its two wings and provides a continu-
ation of its free-flowing form. Most of the 
building is clad by floor-to-floor double-
glazing to provide an image of transparency 
as required by the client.
 The architects present the planted areas 
of the building’s atria as modern-day 
equivalents of traditional Islamic gardens 
and also as extensions of the adjacent green 
Corniche parkway. The atria incorporate 
natural ventilation, allow for the extrac-
tion of heat, and shield the offices from the 
harsh sun. In addition, the atria’s glazing 
system is shaded by fabric blinds that are 
automatically activated when the sun is at 
its brightest, thus allowing the building to 
go through a process of “furling and unfurl-
ing” according to the sun’s movement. The 
garden on each floor also is intended to 
function as a place for meetings and social 
interaction. 

Abu Dhabi 
Investment 
Authority 
Headquarters,  
Abu Dhabi City, 
Abu Dhabi, 
United Arab 
Emirates



Figures 7.8.1–7.8.4. The 40-story Abu Dhabi 
Investment Authority headquarters follows 
a free-flowing arrangement that features 
two wings flanking atria stacked on top of 
each other. It presents a closed facade to 
the city from the north, but opens up along 
its southern side facing the Gulf.
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Designed by the American firm TVS (Thompson, Ventulett, 
Stainback and Associates).

Under construction.

The $325 million Vision Tower is promi-
nently located in Dubai’s Business Bay 
District. It is situated just off Dubai’s main 
traffic artery, Shaykh Zayed Road, and is 
intended to mark the gateway to the district 
of over 230 multiuse high-rise buildings. 
The designers of Vision Tower, TVS, also are 
responsible for developing the Business Bay 
master plan.
 Vision Tower will reach 51 stories and will 
include 45,000 m2 of office space. Its main 
visual feature is an applied expansive, inter-
nally lit bent glass facade that veils most of 

the building’s main elevation and extends 
the equivalent of nine stories beyond its 
highest floor. The facade’s fold line, located 
at one-third the length of the facade above 
ground level, allows it to reflect light differ-
ently below the fold line and above it. Ac-
cordingly, those located at street level or in 
surrounding buildings where one’s eye level 
is below the bend will perceive the facade 
differently from those located in surround-
ing buildings where one’s eye level is above 
the bend.
 The architects also state that the bent 
glass facade, which provides the building 
with a protective layer from the sun, sym-
bolizes the headgear that Arabs wear for the 
same purpose. 

Vision Tower, 
Business Bay, 
Dubai, United 
Arab Emirates



Figures 7.9.1–7.9.2. The 51-floor 
Vision Tower is characterized by 
a prominently applied, internally 
lit bent glass facade that covers 
much of the building’s main 
elevation and also extends the 
equivalent of nine stories beyond 
its highest floor. The facade, 
which is intended to provide 
additional protection from the 
harsh sun, is designed to symbol-
ize the headgear that Arabs wear 
for the same purpose.
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Designed by the British firm Design Engine Architects.
Completed in 2006.

The brief developed by the British Foreign 
and Commonwealth Office for this rela-
tively small embassy building of 1,200 m2 
called for a design that meets stringent 
security requirements, but that also appears 
to be open and welcoming. In addition, the 
brief called for a building that represents 
British architectural and engineering de-
sign, but also integrates local Yemeni skills 
and crafts. The complex, which cost about 
$11 million (5.5 million British pounds), is 
located to the northeast of the Sana’a city 
center, to the east of the traditional walled 
city, in an area intended as the city’s new 
diplomatic district.
 The architects divided the site into four 
quadrants, with the embassy building set 
as a pavilion occupying its center, thus 
incorporating an arrangement common to 
a number of Islamic garden design tradi-
tions. The building itself takes the form of 
a board-marked concrete box embedded 
within a sloping site. Its blocklike form 
opens up at the northwestern corner, 
where the consular/visa section is located 
and where much of the interaction with 
the public takes place. The building incor-
porates a steel canopy as well as a screen 
of horizontally arranged weathered steel 
strips attached to its concrete frame and 
intended to function as a brise-soleil that 
protects its openings from the sun. The 

architects present the brise-soleil arrange-
ment as resembling the traditional inter-
laced mashrabiyyah screens found in Islamic 
architecture, which also help provide 
protection from the sun.
 A long wall of local volcanic rock that is 
hand-chiseled according to traditional local 
techniques defines the path leading visitors 
from the site’s western gate to the consular/
visa section. The complex also includes a 
secluded garden for embassy staff that is 
surrounded by a wall built according to local 
traditional methods, using mud construc-
tion and featuring a basalt fountain at its 
center.
 From the interior, the building follows 
a linear arrangement organized along a 
north-south spine functioning as a main 
circulation zone and connecting its two 
arrival/waiting areas at the northern and 
southern ends. The space incorporates 
panes of ballistic glass, which satisfies secu-
rity requirements but also provides a sense 
of visual openness, both for those working 
in the building and those visiting it.
 The complex includes a number of energy 
and water-saving features. In addition to 
using canopies and brise-soleil screens for 
sun protection, it incorporates rainwater 
collection tanks and a graywater reuse 
system.
 The British embassy complex in Sana’a 
was a recipient of a Royal Institute of Brit-
ish Architects (RIBA) 2007 International 
Design Award. 

British Embassy, 
Sana’a, Yemen



Figures 7.10.1–7.10.6. The design of the British 
embassy in Sana’a brings together the apparently 
contradictory needs of satisfying stringent security 
requirements and creating an effect that is open and 
welcoming. It also is intended to represent British 
architectural and engineering design while incorpo-
rating local Yemeni skills and crafts. This is evident in 
combining board-marked concrete surfaces as well as 
steel canopies and brise-soleil screens with tradition-
ally executed basalt-stone and mud-brick walls.
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Sports Projects
Serving National Pride  
and Commerce

Sports facilities fulfill roles that extend 
beyond the merely utilitarian. The projects 
featured in this chapter provide two diver-
gent examples of these roles. On the one 
hand, Khalifa Sports City and the Sports 
City Tower are intentional expressions of 
national pride. This is particularly evident 
in the Sports City Tower, which rises to a 
height of 300 m and housed the Fifteenth 
Asian Games’ flame at its top when the 
Games took place in Qatar. The tower is 
essentially a symbolic monument announc-
ing to the world Qatar’s significant accom-
plishment of hosting the second largest 
multi-sport event after the Olympic Games. 
In contrast, the various functions that the 
tower is intended to house, including a con-
ference center, hotel, restaurant, and sports 
museum, are superfluous to its form. They 
even seem like an afterthought, and they 
mostly remain unrealized after the games. 
In 2010, Qatar built on this accomplishment 
by winning the bid for hosting the 2022 
World Cup.
 The Khalifa Sports City complex there-
fore takes on symbolic significance that 
other building types such as museums, 
mosques, or airports also often assume. It 
therefore may be viewed within the wider 
context of other large-scale architectural 
and urban interventions taking place in 
Qatar. These include Education City and 

the new Doha International Airport, which 
express the high ambitions of this small but 
extremely wealthy Emirate in areas such as 
higher education and research and global 
air transportation. One may add the media 
to these ambitions, since the Qataris own 
the well-known international Al Jazeera 
television network, and it is located in 
Doha. In contrast to these other symbols 
of national identity and pride, however, 
Al Jazeera has a strong visual presence 
through the medium of the televised image, 
and therefore does not require representa-
tion or celebration through architecture.
 On the other hand, the Dubai Motor City 
Autodrome and the four stadiums of the 
Dubai Sports City are income-generating 
commercial endeavors that are intimately 
linked to Dubai’s tourism strategy. Tourism 
makes up about a fifth of Dubai’s economy, 
and the emirate received the impressive 
number of 5.64 million tourists during the 
first three quarters of 2009, even though 
this was a period of global economic down-
turn. The Dubai authorities are marketing 
the emirate as the “sports capital of the 
Middle East,” and international sports 
events that attract both residents and visi-
tors are regularly held there. The projects 
featured in this section from Dubai are in-
tended to solidify its position as a center of 
regional and international sports tourism.
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Designed by the French firm AREP in association with 
the Lebanese-American architect Hadi Simaan of 
Hadi Simaan and Partners, with the London-based 
international engineering firm Arup as structural 
engineers.

The tower exterior was completed in 2006, in time for 
the Fifteenth Asian Games. The tower’s internal 
components, however, remain unfinished.

The $175 million Doha Sports City Tower, lo-
cated in proximity to Khalifa Stadium, rises 
to a height of 300 m, making it the tallest 
in Qatar and a major landmark in Doha. 
It has a facade surface of 30,000 m2 and a 
built-up area of 45,000 m2. The tower was 
built to hold the flame for the 2006 Asian 
Games at its top, which was the largest 
flame in Olympic history, and it was kept 
burning for the duration of the games. The 
flame was shielded from the wind by a glass 
canopy 30 m tall.
 The design of the structure includes 
a central concrete core from which the 
tower’s various functional modules are can-
tilevered. The tower is sheathed by a steel 

parabolic mesh facade with varying perfora-
tion ratios that differentiate the northern 
and southern exposures to minimize solar 
gain. The area of perforations also increases 
as one moves toward the top of the tower 
to better accommodate increasing wind 
speeds.
 The structure is intended to house a 
number of functions, all of which will be 
grouped around the central tower core 
and wrapped by a curved glass outer shell. 
The lower levels eventually will include 
an atrium 60 m high as well as a ballroom 
and conference center. Above that will be 
a series of stories containing hotel rooms, 
with a health club and a cantilevered swim-
ming pool on top. Above the hotel will be a 
sports museum, a revolving restaurant, and 
a viewing deck.
 The tower also integrates a sophisticated 
surface lighting system consisting of a 
network of LED lamps installed within its 
mesh. These may be programmed to project 
various images and patterns or even to 
broadcast videos. 

Doha Sports City 
Tower, Khalifa 
Sports City, 
Doha, Qatar



Figures 8.1.1–8.1.4. The 300 m 
high Doha Sports City Tower was 
built to hold the flame of the 
2006 Asian Games, the largest 
flame in Olympic history. The 
tower is to eventually house a 
number of functions includ-
ing a ballroom and conference 
center, a hotel, a sports museum, 
a revolving restaurant, and a 
viewing deck.
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The master plan for Sports City was developed by the 
Australian firm GHD (Gutteridge, Haskins & Davey).  
The stadium upgrade was carried out by GHD in 
association with the Australian firms Cox Richardson 
Architects and Planners and PTW Architects, with the 
London-based international engineering firm Arup as 
structural engineers.

Stadium upgrade was completed in 2005; Sports City was 
completed in 2006.

The Khalifa Sports city was developed to 
host the 2006 Fifteenth Asian Games in 
Doha, which drew over 10,000 athletes 
from 45 countries in Asia. The sporting 
event is second in size only to the Olympics.
 The Qatari government pledged $700 
million for building sports facilities for the 
event and devoted an area of over 230 hect-
ares for a sports city.
 The master planner for the project, GHD, 
also was the project manager for the 2000 
Olympic Games in Sydney. In addition, 
GHD won the contract to plan and imple-
ment the Asian Games, which included 
preparing the strategic plan outlining the 
planning and delivery of sporting venues, 
security, transportation, and accommoda-
tion, as well as the opening and closing 
ceremonies.
 A host of complexes have been built to 
accommodate the various events associated 
with the games. These include the Khalifa 
Stadium, the Doha Sports City Tower, a 

variety of sports halls and clubs, a sports 
academy, a mosque, a park, and the 17,600 
m2 Orthopedic Sports Medicine Hospital 
designed by the American firm Ellerbe 
Becket.
 Khalifa Stadium was the main venue 
for the games and the centerpiece of the 
Khalifa Sports City. It hosted the opening 
and closing ceremonies, as well as main 
events, including soccer games. The stadium 
originally was built in 1976, but under-
went an extensive upgrade and expansion 
that has more than doubled its original 
20,000-person seating capacity in time for 
the games. The main visual features of the 
upgrade/expansion project include a tensile 
fabric roof, which covers its west stand, 
and a parabolic steel arch, which holds the 
lighting system and speakers and spans 265 
m over the east stand. The stadium includes 
a range of facilities located over six levels 
such as changing rooms, toilets, admin-
istration facilities, and lounges. It also is 
linked to warm-up fields and an additional 
building for changing rooms through a 120 
m underground tunnel. The stadium’s eleva-
tions are articulated with red and silver 
aluminum panel cladding, and art works 
adorn its front side.
 The stadium is the focal point of the 
main east-west axis that passes through 
the Sports City. Another north-south axis 
organizes the site’s main road network. 

Khalifa Sports 
City Master 
Plan and 
Khalifa Stadium 
Upgrade, Doha, 
Qatar



Figures 8.2.1–8.2.4. Khalifa Stadium is the centerpiece of 
the Khalifa Sports City, and it was the main venue for the 
Doha 2006 Fifteenth Asian Games. The stadium was built 
in 1976, but it was extensively upgraded and its seating 
capacity was more than doubled in time for the games.
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The Autodrome is the first phase of the Dubai Motor City. 
Its master plan was developed by the American firm 
HOK Sport Architecture (Hellmuth, Obata + Kassabaum 
Sport Architecture; renamed Populous in 2009). The 
second phase was developed by the American firm Burt 
Hill. The 7,000-seat Grandstand and the Marketing and 
Management Building were designed by HOK Sport 
Architecture, with detailed design drawings developed 
by the British firm RMJM.

The first phase, which includes the racetrack, the 
Marketing and Management Building, and the 
Grandstand, was completed in 2006. The second phase 
is under construction.

The Dubai Motor City Autodrome is part of 
the $4.9 billion Dubailand leisure and en-
tertainment city located outside Dubai. The 
345-hectare project centers on a 100-hect-
are, 5.39 km long motor racetrack. The 
track allows for six configurations and can 
accommodate three racing events concur-
rently. In addition to its use for racing, the 
track also may be used by auto manufac-
turers for product launching, testing, and 
development.
 The complex includes supporting build-
ings such as a media center, a medical 
center, a control tower, a racing school, a 
3,000 m2 indoor recreational kart center, 
and a piazza that can accommodate outdoor 
performances.
 The Grandstand is 225 m long and 32 
m high. The aluminum-roofed building 
includes two seating tiers with 7,000 seats 
in addition to nine viewing boxes at the top. 
It is located at the highest part of the site 
to maximize views for the spectators and 
allow them to see 50 to 90 percent of the 

track, depending on the location of seats. 
The client also stipulated that the Burj Al 
Arab hotel be visible from the Grandstand 
seating. The Grandstand features function 
rooms for large gatherings and press confer-
ences. Temporary stands also can be erected 
next to the Grandstand with a capacity for 
35,000 spectators.
 The high-tech Marketing and Manage-
ment Building was the first to be completed 
in the $95 million complex. It is a fully 
glazed structure that includes offices and 
also a function room at its top level that can 
accommodate 200 people. Viewing galleries 
occupy most of the rest of the building. The 
building incorporates large aluminum canti-
levers to provide shade, and it is oriented at 
50 degrees east of north so that each floor 
provides some shading for the floor below 
it from the intense afternoon sun. The ar-
chitects state that the Grandstand and the 
Marketing and Management Building were 
designed on the principle they identify as 
that of “active balance.” Accordingly, both 
structures “appear to lean to one side to 
represent the excitement of motor sport as 
if the car or motorbike is just on the point 
of losing traction.”
 The second phase of the project features 
a residential hotel, office buildings, an Auto 
Mall that covers 6.5 hectares and consists of 
an office tower and a showroom, and more 
than 3,000 housing units occupying an area 
of 55 hectares. Motor City also will include 
a Formula One Theme Park with simula-
tor rides, demonstrations, a museum, and 
retail facilities. 

Dubai Motor 
City Autodrome, 
Dubailand, 
Dubai, United 
Arab Emirates



Left and Below: Figures 8.3.1–8.3.3. The Dubai 
Autodrome centers on a 5.39 km racetrack that can 
accommodate three racing events concurrently. 
Spectators can view the races from the 7,000-seat 
aluminum-roofed Grandstand.

Bottom Right: Figure 8.3.4. The fully glazed, high-
tech Marketing and Management Building at the 
Dubai Autodrome features offices, a function room 
for 200 people, and viewing galleries. The building 
incorporates large aluminum cantilevers to provide 
shade, and its orientation and shape are configured 
so that each floor partially shades the floor below it 
from the afternoon sun.
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The project’s four stadiums are designed by the German 
firm von Gerkan, Marg und Partner (GMP). The British 
firm Mott MacDonald and the American firm RTKL 
designed the two mixed-use hubs located at the ends 
of the project’s canal.

The cricket stadium was completed in 2009. Other parts of 
project are under construction.

The $2 billion Dubai Sports City is part of 
the Dubailand mega-project, which will 
include five themed cities and will be twice 
the size of Disney World in the United 
States. Dubailand is part of a plan aimed at 
strengthening Dubai’s position as a tourist 
destination, for which the target of attract-
ing 15 million tourists was set for 2015.
 A main component of the 460-hect-
are project is a group of four stadiums: 
a 60,000-person outdoor multipurpose 

stadium for soccer matches as well as track 
and field events; a 10,000-person multipur-
pose indoor arena for hard-court games, 
ice hockey, and concerts; a 5,000-person 
field hockey stadium; and a 25,000-person 
cricket stadium, all linked by a shopping 
mall and a parking structure for 10,000 
vehicles. The project also will include train-
ing facilities and schools for various sports, 
about 1,200 residences occupying an area of 
930,000 m2 and surrounding a golf course, 
commercial facilities, hotels, and a special-
ized sports medicine hospital. One of the 
development’s main features is a 1.5 km 
canal along which a number of the project’s 
components are located.
 GMP is especially known in the area of 
stadium design, and has designed about 40 
stadiums around the world. 

Dubai Sports 
City, Dubailand, 
Dubai, United 
Arab Emirates



Figures 8.4.1–8.4.4. A primary component of 
the Dubai Sports City is a group of four stadiums 
intended to accommodate a variety of sporting 
events. As is common in large-scale master planned 
developments in Dubai, however, it also will include 
commercial and retail facilities, a large residential 
development, and hotels.
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Tourism Projects
The Different Faces of the Hotel

The fact that this section only features 
three projects can be misleading. After 
all, a significant number of the projects 
presented in this catalogue are directly or 
indirectly connected to tourism, and many 
of the large-scale ones feature sizable tour-
ist facilities. This section presents projects 
that are exclusively or primarily devoted to 
tourism.
 Outside the Gulf zone, all the countries 
of the region have impressive world-
renowned natural and historical sites, but 
their tourism potential has not always been 
fully realized. Lebanon historically had the 
most developed tourism industry in the 
region. The Lebanese civil war decimated 
it, but it has recovered significantly. Jordan 
has been gradually developing its tourism 
industry with a fair degree of success for 
decades, but still has considerable room 
for growth. The tourism sector in Syria has 
been growing gradually, but has not yet 
reached its full potential as the country re-
mains relatively closed to the outside world. 
The Palestinian territories and Yemen both 
boast impressive historical and natural 
wealth, but their tourism industries remain 
stifled because of political tensions in the 
Palestinian territories, and because of 
political tensions as well as an inadequately 
developed infrastructure in Yemen.
 The Gulf region traditionally had not 
given much attention to tourism. This is 
partly because it has relatively few sites 
that might be of interest to most tourists 

and partly because its oil wealth has al-
lowed it to avoid developing other eco-
nomic sectors. Dubai has changed that. 
It has accomplished the remarkable task 
of establishing itself as a regional and 
international tourist destination. This is 
even more impressive when considering 
that it only embarked on developing its 
tourism sector during the 1990s, before 
which it did not have any tourism to speak 
of. Tourism now accounts for about a fifth 
of the emirate’s economy. Tourists flock 
to it in large numbers, not because of any 
unique historical or natural sites, but for 
leisure and shopping, as well as for sports 
and business events, particularly during its 
warm winter months. The other countries 
of the Gulf are now trying to emulate 
Dubai’s spectacular success in tourism, 
hoping that it will become a major source 
of income in the post-oil period. It remains 
uncertain, however, if they will be able to 
achieve this goal. Dubai’s success as a tour-
ist destination has depended on its open-
ness to outside markets and an adminis-
trative efficiency that remains unmatched 
in the region.
 Still, there definitely is room for tourism 
growth throughout the region, and some 
of that growth is already taking place. 
The services and facilities available to its 
visitors have improved drastically over the 
past decade, as evident in the quality of 
its airports, hotels, restaurants, shopping 
centers, and cultural facilities.
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 Considering the potentials available for 
the expansion of tourism, both real and 
perceived, it should not be surprising that 
this sector is receiving so much attention. 
It also should not be surprising that a good 
deal of the construction taking place in the 
region is connected to tourism in one way 
or the other. A main declared raison d’être 
for a number of the urban-scale projects 
featured in this catalogue is tourism, and 
almost all of them include hotels as well 
as commercial and leisure facilities that 
partially or wholly cater to tourists.
 The three projects featured in this section 
allow for a more detailed exploration of 
tourism projects. They show the diversity 
that characterizes the region’s tourism in-
dustry as they represent eco-tourism, heri-
tage tourism, and luxury leisure tourism.
 The unrealized hotel in al-Jabal al-Akh-
dar in Oman by Ammar Khammash illus-
trates the exceptional natural wealth that 
the region possesses and a newly emerging 
sensitivity to dealing with it. Khammash 
developed a design that avoids the conven-
tional prepackaged formulas usually associ-
ated with hotel architecture. Instead, the 
design engages the hotel’s dramatic site in a 
powerful, organic, and poetic manner.
 The Solomon Pools Resort in Bethlehem 
by Farouk Yaghmour provides another 

example of the region’s natural and histori-
cal wealth. It also is a programmatically 
challenging project. Yaghmour was required 
to integrate within this large-scale design 
a number of sites of historical significance. 
He also had to negotiate competing require-
ments. These have included incorporating 
tourism and commercial facilities while also 
engaging in heritage preservation and even 
developing symbols of national identity for 
the fledgling Palestinian state.
 Burj Al Arab occupies another end of the 
spectrum. In contrast to al-Jabal al-Akhdar 
Hotel and the Solomon Pools Resort, which 
are associated with unique sites and condi-
tions, Burj Al Arab occupies a nondescript 
coastal desert site. The beach and sea may 
present impressive settings, but in no way 
are they unique. The architects here took 
a route often used for designing buildings 
throughout the Gulf, which is to create a 
spectacle. In that, they fully succeeded. Burj 
Al Arab has become an integral component 
of the Dubai brand. The building is widely 
recognized because of its unusual flowing 
form, its record-breaking dimensions (it 
is the highest building exclusively devoted 
to a hotel and has the tallest lobby in the 
world), and the unprecedented levels of 
luxury it offers its guests.



Designed by Jordanian architect Ammar Khammash of 
Ammar Khammash Architects.

Designed in 2004, but remains unbuilt.

The Sultanate of Oman has been promot-
ing eco-tourism as an integral part of the 
country’s tourism strategy. Oman’s rich and 
varied natural and cultural heritage remains 
little known to foreign tourists, and as the 
country embarks on developing its tourism 
sector, there are attempts at doing so in a 
sustainable manner.
 Reaching a height of about 3,000 m 
above sea level, al-Jabal al-Akhdar (the 
Green Mountain) region is one of Oman’s 
highest, and it boasts cool summer weather. 
It has traditional village settlements, and 
its vegetation, which consists of fruit trees 
and various flowers and shrubs, differs from 
the desert vegetation common in the Gulf 
region. The architect for the project, Ammar 
Khammash, began studying the vernacular 
rural architecture of Jordan as a student, 
and in 1986 he published a book on the sub-
ject, Notes on Village Architecture in Jordan. 
Since then, much of his architectural work 
has centered on developing modern vocabu-
laries with roots in vernacular architectural 
traditions.

 The 70-room hotel occupies a 3,300 m2 
site and has a built-up area of 2,800 m2. 
It is integrated within the dramatic cliff 
it occupies, which constitutes the edge of 
massive dark gray limestone blocks typical 
of the area, and it provides spectacular 
views of the adjacent valley separating al-
Jabal al-Akhdar from another mountain, 
Jabal Shams. The hotel’s low-lying main 
building includes a lobby, administrative 
offices, a kitchen, and a restaurant. In 
turn, it leads to a series of smaller two-
story guesthouse buildings that include 
the hotel rooms.
 Khammash describes the architecture 
of the project as “clinching” to the sharp 
lines of the cliff, cantilevering off it in 
other parts, and also “mimicking” some 
of the natural rock blocks. The result of 
such positioning within the landscape is 
to create an architectural language that is 
“silent, never outsmarting the context.” 
He adds that he provided the frontage of 
the complex facing the valley with an ele-
ment of randomness, “as if what you see 
is half a building and the rest has fallen 
into the deep valley below, exactly as the 
rock layers have been behaving for mil-
lions of years.” 
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Hotel in al-Jabal 
al-Akhdar, Oman



Figures 9.1.1–9.1.4. This hotel 
in al-Jabal al-Akhdar region of 
Oman is visually fully integrated 
within the dramatic rock cliff it 
occupies. The low-lying complex 
follows the forms of the sur-
rounding natural landscape as if 
it always has been there.
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Designed by Jordanian architect Farouk Yaghmour of 
Yaghmour Architects Planners Engineers.

Under construction. Parts of the project have been 
completed, but work has been intermittent because of 
political tensions in the Palestinian territories.

The project is located on the historical site 
of Solomon Pools, only 4 km south of Beth-
lehem and 12 km east of Jerusalem. The 
site features several historical structures, 
including three pools. Two of the pools 
date back to the Herodian period, from the 
early first century, and the third was built in 
1460, during the rule of the Muslim Mam-
luk dynasty. The pools historically served 
as a water reservoir that provided the city 
of Jerusalem with fresh water through an 
aqueduct system. The site also includes an 
Ottoman fort that dates to 1622.
 The $60 million project expresses the sig-
nificant investments that began to be made 
in the West Bank area during the 1990s, 

before the deterioration of the Palestinian-
Israeli peace process. The project covers 
a site of almost 30 hectares and includes 
27,000 m2 of built-up areas. It involves 
rehabilitating the site’s preexisting compo-
nents and also constructing new ones in-
tended to transform it into a national park 
as well as a cultural and tourist destination.
 The 4,000 m2 Ottoman fort is being 
rehabilitated and provided with a 500 m2 
addition to serve as a national museum. 
New building additions to the site include 
conference facilities, a cultural center with 
a craft center that aims at conserving 
traditional crafts, restaurants that serve 
traditional local foods, and a 200-bed hotel.
 Farouk Yaghmour was born in the city of 
Hebron, located less than 30 km from the 
site. He has been responsible for rehabilitat-
ing a number of heritage tourism sites both 
in Jordan and in the Palestinian territories. 

Solomon 
Pools Resort, 
Bethlehem, 
Palestinian 
Authority



Figures 9.2.1–9.2.3. The Solomon Pools Resort project 
aims at developing a historic site that includes 
monuments dating to the Herodian, Mamluk, and 
Ottoman periods into a national park as well as a 
cultural and tourism center. The project combines the 
rehabilitation of existing historic elements with the 
construction of new facilities.
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Designed by the British firm WS Atkins, with Tom Wright as 
lead architect.

Completed in 1999.

Burj Al Arab, a luxury hotel building of 
over 320 m in height, is the tallest building 
anywhere used exclusively as a hotel. Its 
lobby, which reaches a height of over 180 m 
and takes up over one-third of the interior 
space, also is the tallest in the world. It has 
been remarked that the lobby alone can fit 
inside it the old 39-story Dubai World Trade 
Center, constructed during the late 1970s, 
which remained the highest in Dubai until 
the mid-1990s. Burj Al Arab also is the tall-
est building in the world with a membrane 
facade.
 Burj Al Arab stands on an artificial island 
located 280 m from Dubai’s Jumeirah 
Beach, and is connected to the mainland 
by a curving bridge. It is among the most 
widely recognized buildings in Dubai and 
in the Gulf region as a whole. Its architect 
commented that the client wanted a build-
ing that would be affiliated with Dubai, as 
the Opera House is with Sydney and the Ei-
ffel Tower with Paris. Burj Al Arab also has 
emerged as a symbol of the transformation 
of Dubai into a luxury tourism destination.
 As with numerous other buildings in 
the Gulf, this one also is presented as 
resembling an artifact from the Gulf’s 
culture, in this case the sail of a dhow ship. 

Structurally, the building is defined by a 
skeleton of two inverted V’s. A Teflon-
coated “sail”—rather than window open-
ings—covers most of the front facade and 
serves to filter the harsh Gulf sunlight as it 
enters the building’s interior.
 Burj Al Arab has a cantilevered helipad 
near its top and a cantilevered restaurant, 
both located at heights of over 200 m. As 
part of the hotel’s publicity activities, in 
2004 the professional golf player Tiger 
Woods hit several golf balls from the 
helipad into the Gulf waters. In 2005, the 
helipad was temporarily converted into a 
tennis court on which professional tennis 
players Andre Agassi and Roger Federer 
played a game.
 The hotel was the first to use the 
self-declared “seven-star” rating. An 
overwhelming and excessive sense of 
lavishness predominates everywhere. Its 
interiors incorporate 8,000 m2 of 22-carat 
gold leaf and thirty types of marble cover-
ing 24,000 m2. The busy, overdecorated 
interiors (which the building’s architects 
did not design) provide a strong contrast 
to its exterior with its bold modernistic 
lines and forms.
 Burj Al Arab only has 28 double-story 
floors, which accommodate about 200 
suites. Each is equivalent in size to an 
apartment or house, and their daily rates 
easily run into the thousands of dollars. 

Burj Al Arab, 
Dubai, United 
Arab Emirates



Figures 9.3.1–9.3.4. Burj Al Arab is one of 
Dubai’s most recognized buildings. The 
320 m high sail-shaped building is the 
tallest building in the world to be used 
exclusively as a hotel, and it also has the 
world’s tallest lobby.
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Commercial Projects
Retail, Entertainment, and Restaurants

As with the section on tourism, featuring a 
limited number of projects for this section 
can be misleading. Projects that include 
commercial facilities are ubiquitous in this 
catalogue, and the upcoming urban-scale 
sections incorporate significant commer-
cial components. The three projects of this 
section, however, are devoted exclusively to 
retail, entertainment, and restaurants and 
are therefore best presented as a separate, 
though small, group.
 The three projects are located in Beirut. 
This is not surprising considering that 
Beirut was traditionally the region’s retail, 
entertainment, and culinary center. It also 
was the region’s leader in tourism, to which 
commercial facilities are closely related. 
Lebanon had lost this position of preemi-
nence because of its 1975–90 civil war. Al-
though it has recovered considerably since 
then, Dubai has taken its place and is now 
a significantly larger tourism market that 
offers far more facilities catering to tour-
ists. An example of Dubai’s predominance 
in retail-related tourism is the one-month 
Dubai Shopping Festival that takes place 
every winter with the participation of 2,300 
local retail outlets. The organizers estimate 
that in 2005, the festival attracted 3.3 mil-
lion visitors, of whom over 1 million came 
from outside Dubai.
 A major difference between the com-
mercial facilities of Dubai and Beirut relates 
to scale. In Dubai, such facilities usually 
are part of much larger multipurpose 

developments that even dwarf sizable 
projects such as Beirut’s 140,000 m2 ABC 
Mall or the 160,000 m2 Beirut Souks. In 
contrast, small-scale, highly crafted proj-
ects such as the 340 m2 Centrale Restau-
rant, while common in Beirut, are almost 
nonexistent in Dubai. What Beirut lacks 
in terms of overwhelming size, however, it 
more than adequately makes up through 
creative and resourceful projects, as is 
evident in these three examples.
 An important characteristic that brings 
these three projects together is that they 
all involve site-specific challenges relating 
to interventions in established architec-
tural and urban contexts. The solutions 
provided may invite criticism, but the 
architectural skills they embody cannot be 
denied.
 In the case of Centrale Restaurant, 
architect Bernard Khoury rehabilitated a 
century-old structure in downtown Beirut 
in a manner that only partially preserves 
what was. He instead concentrated on 
boldly announcing the design’s contempo-
raneity. The result is an avant-garde com-
position that is unique in its emphasis on 
incorporating local everyday building and 
industrial technologies and transforming 
them into generators of powerful architec-
tural images. Khoury’s work is refreshing, 
and it is not at all surprising that he and 
Jordanian Sahel Al Hiyari have achieved 
prominence as the region’s internationally 
most published architects.
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 ABC Mall presents the daunting chal-
lenge of inserting a 140,000 m2 commercial 
development within the fabric of one of 
Beirut’s established mature neighborhoods. 
Such a task is by definition problematic. 
Certain aspects of the project do warrant 
criticism, as with placing mechanical rooms 
along the site’s street frontage. These pres-
ent the street with a blank “dead” facade 
rather than animating it and bringing life 
to it through shops. The project’s architect, 
Dolly Debs Braidi, otherwise addresses this 
project with competence and sensitivity. 
This is evident in features such as plac-
ing parking facilities underneath the site 
rather than around it and transforming the 
mall’s upper parts into inviting open-air 
restaurants, cafés, and sitting areas. Most 
important, she succeeded in making the 
experience of walking between the mall and 
the surrounding urban fabric comfortable 
and almost seamless.
 The Beirut Souks are an integral part of 
the reconstruction efforts taking place in 

the Beirut Central District. The site, which 
used to house older markets, witnessed 
heavy fighting during the civil war and 
therefore was in need of extensive redevel-
opment. The project emphasizes developing 
a pedestrian-friendly setting with rela-
tively high densities suitable for a centrally 
located urban commercial site. As with ABC 
Mall, parking is located underground rather 
than around the development. The project 
is not without controversy, however, be-
cause its site includes historical commercial 
structures that were demolished during the 
1990s, soon after the war’s end. The argu-
ment that the developer, Solidere, made for 
tearing them down was that they were too 
heavily damaged to be saved. The Beirut 
Souks’ tightly knit fabric does acknowledge 
the site’s commercial memory and brings 
back a sense of urbanism to this ravaged 
central part of the city. For preservation-
ists, however, this still does not make up for 
demolishing buildings from the past.
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Designed by Lebanese architect Bernard Khoury of Bernard 
Khoury/DW5.

Completed in 2001.

Centrale Restaurant is a small two-story 
building located in the Saifi area, just 
outside the Beirut Central District. The 
building dates to the late nineteenth/early 
twentieth century, and originally served as 
a residence. It is characterized by bearing 
walls and a red tile roof typical of Beirut’s 
residential architecture from that period. It 
was abandoned because of the fierce fight-
ing that took place in that area of the city 
during the Lebanese civil war.
 The project occupies a relatively small 
plot of 400 m2, with each of its floors hav-
ing a gross area of about 170 m2. It was not 
possible to expand the structure because of 
its small site as well as zoning restrictions. 
Bernard Khoury instead made extensive 
changes to the interior. He gutted the build-
ing and only kept its limestone walls as an 
outer shell or envelope. He also replaced 
its red tile roof with a large cylindrically 
shaped mass made of retractable welded 
steel plates that cover the restaurant’s bar. 
This mass is the structure’s most identifi-
able visual feature.
 When gutting the building, Khoury had 
wrapped the outside and inside surfaces of 
its outer shell with steel belts to provide 
structural support during the rehabilita-
tion period. When work was completed, 
and the belts were no longer necessary for 
structural purposes, he had the interior 
belts removed, but decided to keep the exte-
rior belts for visual articulation and also 
as a reference to the rehabilitation work. 
Moreover, when rehabilitating the building, 

an additional “skin” or wall was added to 
the exterior wall’s inner surface to provide 
both structural support and waterproofing, 
thus rendering the original exterior wall 
superfluous. Khoury consequently decided 
to leave the building’s exterior wall, with its 
deteriorating soft stone and plaster cover, 
as is, without any restoration or renovation. 
He also completely wrapped the outer skin 
with a wire mesh to both emphasize and 
preserve its age and state of decay.
 Although the treatment of certain  
parts of the building, particularly the 
retractable welded steel roof, presented 
a rather “high-tech” image, Khoury con-
sciously utilized common construction 
and manufacturing technologies for this 
building. He further developed the experi-
ence and knowledge he had gained from 
his earlier project, the B018 nightclub 
(completed in 1998), also located in Bei-
rut. In both projects, he relied on locally 
available materials, labor (both skilled and 
unskilled), and technologies. He depended 
not only on the local construction industry 
but also on local manufacturers involved in 
fabricating bodies and chassis for elevators, 
buses, and trucks, making particular use of 
their welding practices.
 The restaurant’s retractable cylindrical 
steel roof includes motor-operated steel 
panels that open up the space they enclose 
to the sky and provide the building with 
one of its most celebrated features. Khoury 
emphasizes that the imported components 
in this building are primarily confined to 
the motor that moves the retractable roof 
and the piston that moves the building’s 
elevator. All other elements are produced 
locally. 

Centrale 
Restaurant, 
Beirut, Lebanon



Figures 10.1.1–10.1.5. Lebanese architect 
Bernard Khoury incorporated locally welded 
retractable/movable steel panels for the roof 
of Centrale Restaurant. As these panels are 
slid back, they reveal the spaces they cover to 
the sky, resulting in highly striking formal and 
spatial effects.
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Designed by Lebanese firm A-Consult: Dolly Debs Braidi 
in association with the British firm Building Design 
Partnership (BDP).

Completed in 2003.

ABC Mall is a four-story, 140,000 m2 urban 
shopping mall located on a sloping site in 
Beirut’s Ashrafiyya district. It has the 8,000 
m2 ABC department store as its anchor 
shop, and includes over 160 retail stores, 
a movie complex with seven theaters, as 
well as an open-air roof level that houses 
15 restaurants. Parking facilities for 1,600 
vehicles are located beneath the complex.
 The mall is a unique example of the 
contemporary shopping mall in the region. 
Most shopping malls primarily are de-
signed along the lines of “big-box” buildings 
that are isolated from their surroundings 
through expansive parking areas. The ABC 
Mall, in contrast, achieves full integration 
within the established, mature urban fabric 
of the Ashrafiyya district. Parking facilities 
therefore are placed beneath the complex 
rather than around it. Also, pedestrians are 

able to walk directly into it from the adja-
cent streets without experiencing a sense 
of disruption with the surrounding urban 
fabric.
 Moreover, unlike most shopping malls, 
which treat the mall’s interior spaces as a 
massive climatically controlled area, this 
mall brings in natural light and air. This is 
especially evident at the roof level, which 
houses a series of restaurants and cafés 
with exterior seating areas that take advan-
tage of Beirut’s relatively mild weather.
 The complex uses various materials, 
including stone and aluminum, for the out-
side facades. The open roof level is shaded 
by large tensile structures.
 Even though the parking is located 
underground, beneath the complex, it has a 
light, open feel to it. The bays for individual 
cars, the driving lanes, and the clear floor-
to-ceiling height were designed to exceed 
required standard dimensions. Moreover, 
bright colors have been used to enliven the 
parking area. 

ABC Mall,  
Beirut, Lebanon



Figures 10.2.1–10.2.3. ABC Mall is an example of an 
urban mall that fits within the surrounding urban 
fabric and may be accessed directly from the ad-
joining streets, rather than being a “big-box” build-
ing surrounded by expansive parking areas. Parking 
therefore is located underneath the complex. In 
addition, the rooftop is utilized as an open-air area 
that houses restaurants and cafés.
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Designed through a number of separate commissions. 
The main architects involved include José Rafael 
Moneo of Spain; Olivier Vidal and Valode et Pistre 
of France; Kevin Dash Architects and Zaha Hadid 
Architects from Britain; and Annabel Karim Kassar 
Architects, Samir Khairallah Partners, and Rafik El 
Khoury and Partners from Lebanon. The project’s 
master plan was designed by the Lebanese Tabet 
Architects and Planners in association with Samir 
Khairallah Partners.

South Souk was completed in 2009; North Souk is under 
construction.

The $160 million Beirut Souks is located 
in the heart of downtown Beirut. It is 
being developed by Solidere, the Leba-
nese Company for the Development and 
Reconstruction of Beirut Central District, 
as one of its income-generating invest-
ment projects. The project primarily is 
an urban mall that attempts to create a 
contemporary version of a premodern 
tightly knit commercial urban fabric such 
as the nineteenth-century suqs (souks) 
and caravanserais that had occupied the 
area. These were demolished during the 
1990s, following the Lebanese civil war, 
and preservationists had strongly criti-
cized the demolition.
 The South Souks and the North Souks 
of Beirut feature more than 160,000 m2 of 
floor space, with 17,000 m2 of landscaped 
pedestrian areas designed by Olivier Vidal. 
The overall plan follows the street grid 
that had evolved since pre-Roman times.

 The South Souk core, which includes 
around 200 shops, is designed by José Ra-
fael Moneo and Samir Khairallah Partners. 
It also features a jeweler’s block, which is 
designed by Kevin Dash Architects and 
Rafik El Khoury and Partners. This block 
includes 80 shops with offices on the upper 
level. In addition, the South Souks incor-
porate the 1517 AD zawiyhah (a place where 
a Muslim holy man lived and was buried) 
of Ibn Iraq from the late Mamluk period, 
remnants of the city’s medieval walls, a late 
Phoenician-Persian harbor-side settlement, 
and remains of shops from the Byzantine 
period.
 The project sits atop a large underground 
parking structure that can accommodate 
2,900 cars. From the inside, the structure 
is divided along a grid of small identical 
units that house shops and include indoor 
courtyards. Although a covered market, 
the design incorporates natural light and 
ventilation.
 The North Souk presents a less com-
pact arrangement than the South Souk. It 
includes an entertainment district designed 
by Valode et Pistre and Annabel Karim 
Kassar Architects. This consists of cinemas, 
a multimedia store, game arcades, restau-
rants, shops, and offices. The North Souk 
also features a department store and a mul-
tiuse building with offices, restaurants, and 
a commercial art gallery designed by Zaha 
Hadid. 

Beirut Souks 
(suqs; markets), 
Beirut, Lebanon



Figures 10.3.1–10.3.4. The Beirut 
Souks provide a contemporary 
interpretation of the premodern 
caravanserais of the Levant. The 
sprawling complex has been 
designed through separate 
commissions given to architects 
from Britain, France, Spain, and 
Lebanon.
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Transportation Projects
Wave of the Future

This section only features three projects, 
but is really more about what is to come 
than about what has taken place. The mak-
ing of the built environment in the region 
during the coming decade may very well be 
remembered for transportation projects 
more than any other urban or architectural 
interventions.
 This section explores three types of 
transportation projects being conceived and 
implemented in the region, concentrating 
on their urban ramifications. The impact of 
the first two on the city is important but 
indirect; the third can completely transform 
it. The first type is airports. Airport build-
ing on a large scale is not new to the region, 
and some of the world’s largest airports in 
terms of overall area began to be built there 
about 30 years ago. Moreover, the Dubai 
International Airport has emerged as one 
of the world’s busiest. The King Khaled In-
ternational Airport in Riyadh, designed by 
Hellmuth, Obata + Kassabaum (HOK) and 
opened in 1983, was the world’s largest in 
terms of overall area until it was overtaken 
by another airport in Saudi Arabia, the King 
Fahd International Airport in Dammam, 
completed in 1999. This airport occupies 
776 km2, which exceeds the area of the tiny 
country of Bahrain. Also, the award-win-
ning Hajj Terminal of the King Abdul Aziz 
International Airport in Jeddah, designed 
by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill (SOM) and 
opened in 1981, covers the considerable 
area of over 40.5 hectares. It is among the 

world’s largest, but only operates season-
ally, during the Hajj, or pilgrimage to 
Mecca. It has been widely acclaimed for 
its unconventional roofing system, which 
incorporates 105 tent-shaped units, each 
covered by a self-cleaning fiberglass tensile 
membrane roof.
 The region is experiencing robust growth 
rates in air travel even as difficult economic 
conditions constrain the airline industry 
in other parts of the world, particularly 
Europe and North America. Airport expan-
sions as well as new airport projects are 
taking place at an impressive pace, often 
surpassing the rate of growth in airline pas-
senger travel. Current expansion projects 
include the airports of Abu Dhabi, Am-
man, Bahrain, and Dubai, and new massive 
airports are being constructed in Dubai 
and Doha. Well-known architectural firms 
sometimes are involved, such as Foster + 
Partners, which is working on the Amman 
airport in association with the local firms 
Dar al-Omran and Maisam Architects, and 
HOK, which is working on the new Doha 
airport.
 Airports have an unusual relationship 
with the rest of the built environment. Be-
cause of the large areas they require and the 
noise they generate, they need to be discon-
nected from urban centers, and ideally they 
should be at a considerable distance from 
them. In spite of this, they are intertwined 
with the city’s physical development. An 
example of this is Amman’s Queen Alia 
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International Airport, located about 30 
km to the south of the city and opened in 
1983. Since then, the road linking Amman 
to the airport has emerged as a main artery 
that the city’s expansion has followed. 
Another example is Beirut’s Rafic Hariri 
International Airport. The airport upgrade 
and the ambitious redevelopment of the 
Beirut Central District went hand in hand 
during the 1990s, and a high-quality road 
was developed to connect them. Providing 
easy access between the two was part of a 
concerted effort aimed at promoting the 
Central District as a hub for international 
business.
 Airports also take on a symbolic value 
for the cities and countries they serve. They 
are gateways for visitors, providing them 
with the first impression of those cities and 
countries. This is one reason why govern-
ments in the region have dedicated consid-
erable resources to building or expanding 
them. It should be mentioned, however, 
that with a few exceptions, such as the Hajj 
Terminal, the region’s existing airports 
generally have not been of significant 
architectural value, but have been primarily 
utilitarian structures noted for their size 
and handling capacity. The ongoing new 
wave of airport construction and expansion 
projects, and the involvement of well-
known architectural firms in their design 
may change that.
 The other two transportation systems 
discussed here, railways and urban trans-
portation systems, are land based. Their 
relationship to the urban built environ-
ment is complex. Significant buildings may 
be connected to these networks, as with 
the railway stations of Amman, Aleppo, 
and Damascus from the early twentieth 
century, Baghdad’s mid-twentieth-century 
railway station, or the metro stations be-
ing constructed in Dubai. It is as works of 
infrastructure, however, that these systems 
primarily impact the city, playing an essen-
tial role in defining the development of its 
fabric.
 Although this section does not specifi-
cally feature any projects related to railways, 
a few comments nonetheless should be 
made about them. The history of railroads 

in the region dates back to the early twen-
tieth century, when the Ottomans devoted 
considerable resources to constructing a 
network that served cities including Aleppo, 
Damascus, Baghdad, Haifa, and Medina. 
Their best-known railroad project is the 
Hijaz Railway, linking Damascus to Medina. 
The railway was to continue further south 
to Mecca, but that additional stretch was 
never realized because of the outbreak of 
the First World War.
 Railway construction did continue after 
the Ottomans withdrew from the region in 
1918, but at a much reduced scale, and rail-
way transportation was gradually overtaken 
by road and air travel. In fact, no significant 
investments in railways were made after 
the Ottoman period. There are a number 
of possible explanations for this. Railways 
require not only significant capital invest-
ments but also dispersed networks that 
need continuous inspection, maintenance, 
and monitoring. On the regional scale, run-
ning railways requires close coordination 
between neighboring countries. This has 
not always been possible considering that 
relations between neighboring countries in 
the region have not always been friendly. 
Taking all this into consideration, it is not 
surprising that the preference has been for 
roads and airports. This is true even though 
railway transportation offers numerous 
advantages over road and air transportation 
in terms of energy consumption and econo-
mies of scale, safety, cost, and congestion 
relief. Its neglect has had negative economic 
consequences for the region.
 This is changing as governments 
throughout the region are realizing the 
advantages of railway transportation. The 
region is now being overtaken by a frenzy 
of railway projects, for which over $100 
billion have been pledged. A railway line is 
planned along the Gulf coast, linking the 
countries of the Gulf Cooperation Council, 
from Kuwait in the north to Oman in the 
south, with a possible extension into Ye-
men. Jordan plans to revive the section of 
the Hijaz Railway located within its borders 
as part of a wider national railway net-
work and to link that network with those 
of neighboring countries. Saudi Arabia is 
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taking part in the Gulf railway line, most of 
which runs within its borders, and planning 
a railway link between the Gulf and the Red 
Sea. It also is planning a high-speed rail 
connecting Mecca, Medina, and Jeddah’s 
King Abdul Aziz Airport to serve pilgrims 
visiting the Muslim holy sites of the area.
 All these projects remain in the plan-
ning phase, but if implemented, they will 
significantly impact urban development in 
the region. On a most rudimentary level, 
railway stations usually function as nerve 
centers in the city, serving as centrally 
located hubs, not only for transportation 
to and from the city as well as within it, but 
also for economic activity. Many stations 
host active retail and hotel facilities and 
attract other such facilities around them.  
A more challenging impact that railways 
have on the city is that they cut through 
urban areas. Not only do trains cause 
noise, pollution, and vibration as they pass 
through these areas, but their rights-of-way 
become desolate corridors that can blight 
adjacent neighborhoods. Special interven-
tions therefore will be needed to mitigate 
these impacts, whether burying train tracks 
underground or developing buffers of 
planted areas along those rights-of-way.
 The influence of railways on the city, 
however, is more profound than those 
direct physical impacts and extends beyond 
them. Railways can positively transform the 
dynamics governing the relation between 
urban settlements. They greatly ease the 
movement of people and cargo between 
them, and therefore can function as agents 
of decentralization on the national and re-
gional levels. By making it easier for people 
and goods to move within and between 
the countries of the region, railways will 
contribute to halting, or at least slowing 
down, the overwhelming concentration of 
people and resources in the region’s larger 
cities (usually its national capitals), and can 
rein in their dominance over other urban 
settlements. This can result in a more equi-
table distribution of human and economic 
resources across the region.
 The third type of transportation systems 
discussed here is that of urban public tran-
sit. A number of metro rail networks with 

both underground and above-ground lines 
are being conceived in the region, mainly 
in the cities of the Gulf. A part of the Dubai 
Metro is already functional. A monorail 
linking the holy sites of Mecca is at an ad-
vanced stage of construction, and plans for 
metro rail systems also are under way for 
Abu Dhabi, Doha, Kuwait, and Riyadh.
 Amman is developing a less expensive 
public transportation solution, which com-
bines Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) and light rail. 
BRT depends on dedicating street lanes for 
buses. Light rail generally operates within 
its own right-of-way, but in some cases may 
share the street with other traffic. It also 
has lower capacities and speeds than metro 
systems. Both BRT and light rail systems 
are therefore less expensive to implement 
than metro networks.
 Only one of the new public transporta-
tion systems being planned for the region 
is operational (and only partially). It is too 
early to predict how many of those in the 
planning stage will be realized and how 
successful the realized ones will be, particu-
larly in a region so addicted to the private 
automobile. They still can reduce depen-
dence on the automobile and help alleviate 
traffic congestion, which is plaguing cities 
throughout the region. They can positively 
impact urban fabrics through encouraging 
increased urban densities in the areas they 
serve, thus reducing urban sprawl. And they 
help reconfigure patterns of movement in 
the city, creating more intimate and direct 
levels of interaction between the city and 
its residents, which usually is missing in 
automobile-dominated settings.
 The region’s existing road-based trans-
portation networks are not adequately 
serving its transportation needs, and the 
relevant authorities have finally come to 
realize this. The coming years therefore will 
see a flurry of activity devoted to develop-
ing rail-based solutions, both for intra and 
inner-city travel.
 Finally, this section features one mo-
tor-traffic bridge, which belongs to the 
conventional road system that still fully 
dominates land travel in the region. Zaha 
Hadid’s Shaykh Zayed Bridge provides 
an example of the vehicular bridge as a 
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conscious work of art where a utilitarian 
structure is treated as a sculptural object 
and intended as a visual symbol. There is 
nothing new about bridges being designed 
as such, and numerous examples of this 
were created throughout the world during 
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 
Examples include the bridges conceived by 
engineers/designers such as Gustave Eiffel, 
Robert Maillart, and, more recently, San-
tiago Calatrava. In addition to the Shaykh 

Zayed Bridge, other examples in the region 
include Amman’s Abdoun Bridge, com-
pleted in 2006. The 417 m long cable-stayed 
suspension bridge spans the city’s sizable 
Abdoun Valley. It is designed by a large in-
stitutional regional firm, Dar Al-Handasah, 
rather than by a celebrity architect such 
as Zaha Hadid. Still, the bridge with its 
S-curved path supported on three massive 
Y-shaped pylons already has emerged as an 
important visual symbol in Amman.
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The airport’s passenger terminal complex, public 
mosque, as well as a number of other structures 
are designed by American firm Hellmuth, Obata + 
Kassabaum (HOK). Construction and construction 
management services are provided by the American 
engineering, construction, and project management 
firm Bechtel.

Under construction.

The New Doha International Airport is the 
largest construction project ever under-
taken by the Qatari government. Its three 
phases are expected to total $7.5 billion, 
with the first phase expected to cost $2.4 
billion.
 This new airport is located 4 km east 
of the current airport. It will occupy a 
2,200-hectare site, which makes it approxi-
mately a quarter the size of the city of 
Doha and one of the largest airports in the 
world. Forty percent of the airport site will 
be on reclaimed land from the Gulf, which 
will require about 50 million m3 of infill. 
The first phase of the project will occupy 
690 hectares.
 The airport will have a capacity for 24 
million passengers per year upon comple-
tion of the first phase and 50 million pas-
sengers upon completion of the third and 
final phase.
 It will be the world’s first airport to be 
designed and built specifically to accom-
modate the Airbus A380-800, the world’s 
largest passenger aircraft. The first phase 
of construction will feature two parallel 
runways, and the airport will have one 
of the longest runways for a commercial 
airport (about 5 km).
 The airport also will feature a three-
story terminal building with an undulat-
ing wavelike roof structure that includes 
40 contact gates and covers an area of 
140,000 m2; 25,000 m2 of those will be 

dedicated to retail space. The terminal 
building also will link to 15 remote gates.
 The first phase of construction will 
include a luxury hotel and a transit hotel. 
In addition, it will feature a cargo terminal 
capable of handling 750,000 tons a year, a 
hangar space that can fit five large aircrafts 
simultaneously, and a maintenance center. 
Moreover, the airport, which has been 
described as “a small city within a city,” will 
include a business park, a free-trade zone, a 
courier and mail facility, and a general avia-
tion facility.
 The second and third phases of construc-
tion will bring up the number of contact 
gates to 80 and expand the terminal area to 
reach 416,000 m2. They also will feature a 
suspended monorail system for passenger 
transit through the terminal, as well as a 
hotel.
 The new airport complex will feature an 
80 m tall control tower between its two 
parallel runways. The tower will have a 
triangular footprint with one angle of the 
triangle’s three-dimensional extension 
cut by the outline of a crescent along its 
full height. The project also will include a 
circular mosque for 500 worshippers built 
of glass that is intended to evoke the shape 
of a water droplet. In addition, the complex 
will include a royal pavilion articulated by 
curving walls with triangular sections that 
approximate the shape of sails.
 The airport’s $18 million clear-span 
aircraft hangar will be one of the world’s 
largest.
 During the construction process for the 
new airport, the old airport, which has a 
current capacity of 4.2 million passengers 
per year, is being expanded and refurbished 
at a cost of $140 million. The expansion will 
increase the old airport’s capacity to 7.2 mil-
lion passengers per year. 

New Doha 
International 
Airport, Doha, 
Qatar



Figures 11.1.1–11.1.2. The New Doha International 
Airport will be one of the world’s largest. Upon 
completion of its three construction phases, it will 
have more than 80 gates and a capacity to accom-
modate about 50 million passengers per year. Its 
2,200-hectare site also will include such facilities as 
a business park and a free-trade zone.
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Designed by Iraqi-born British architect Zaha Hadid of Zaha 
Hadid Architects.

Under construction.

The $175 million Shaykh Zayed Bridge will 
be the third to link Abu Dhabi City with the 
nearby Abu Dhabi mainland. Abu Dhabi 
City occupies the largest of almost 200 
islands that are very close to each other 
and to the mainland. Once crossing into 
the mainland, one would be able to easily 
connect to the other emirates of the United 
Arab Emirates as well as to the Abu Dhabi 
International Airport.
 The bridge is one of a series of proj-
ects that Zaha Hadid has designed in the 
United Arab Emirates. Others include the 

Performing Arts Center in Abu Dhabi’s 
Saadiyat Island, as well as the Business 
Bay Towers and La Ville Contemporaine 
Cultural Centre and Opera House in Dubai.
 The bridge will have four lanes as well as 
an emergency lane and a pedestrian walk-
way along each direction. It will be about 
800 m long, 61 m wide, and 64 m high, with 
its central steel arch spanning about 235 m. 
It has been remarked that the central pier 
alone contains enough concrete to cover a 
soccer field to a height of 5 m.
 The uniquely designed bridge takes on 
the shape of a gigantic sculpture. The undu-
lating forms of its piers are highly unusual 
in bridge design. Hadid has explained them 
as alluding to desert dunes. 

Shaykh Zayed 
Bridge, Abu 
Dhabi City, Abu 
Dhabi, United 
Arab Emirates



Figures 11.2.1–11.2.2. The piers of the Shaykh Zayed 
Bridge take on unusual forms for bridge design. 
Its architect, Zaha Hadid, has explained them as 
alluding to desert dunes.
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The Red and Green lines are being realized through a 
design-build contract awarded to the Dubai Rail Link 
(DURL) consortium. The consortium consists of a group 
of Japanese companies—Mitsubishi, Obayashi, and 
Kajima—and the Turkish company Yapı Merkezi.

The consortium appointed the international architectural 
firm Aedas as lead architect to design the metro 
stations and ancillary structures and Atkins Middle East 
as lead designer for civil works.

Under construction, with a first phase consisting of 10 
stations along the Red line completed in 2009.

Construction on the Dubai Metro was 
initiated in 2006, starting with the 52 km, 
29-station Red line. Work on the 24 km, 
18-station Green line, which intersects the 
Red line at two stations, was begun later 
that year. The cost of constructing the two 
lines has reached $7.5 billion.
 The Red line, a good part of which runs 
parallel to the Dubai coastline, serves a 
number of important locations in Dubai, 
including Emirates Towers, Business Bay, 
Burj Khalifa, Palm Jumeirah (via a mono-
rail), Dubai Marina, the Jebel (Jabal) Ali 
Free Zone, and the airport. It includes a 4.7 
km underground stretch with four stations. 
The remaining part of the line runs above 

ground on elevated viaducts. The line has a 
carrying capacity of 32,000 passengers per 
hour, and travel time from one end of the 
line to the other is about an hour.
 The trains are driverless and fully auto-
mated. With the completion of the Green 
line, Dubai Metro will become the longest 
automated metro line anywhere. The trains 
offer three classes of travel: standard class, 
first class, and a class reserved for women 
and children.
 The metro system is expected to eventu-
ally include 318 km of rail lines and carry 1.2 
million passengers per day. In addition to 
the Red and Green lines, the network will 
include a Blue and a Purple line. In order 
to encourage increased use of the system, 
park and ride stations are being constructed 
along the lines, and 268 km of light rail (Yel-
low line) are being planned as feeder lines 
connecting to the metro stations.
 Inauguration of Dubai Metro took place 
on September 9, 2009 (09/09/09), with 
service provided along one-third of the 
Red line. The remaining sections are being 
opened as they are completed. During the 
first month of opening, the system was 
serving almost 60,000 passengers a day. 

Dubai Metro, 
Dubai, United 
Arab Emirates



Figures 11.3.1–11.3.4. The Dubai Metro is the region’s first metro 
system. It eventually will include four lines covering a length of 
318 km, as well as light rail feeder lines covering a length of 268 
km. It will serve 1.2 million passengers per day and will be the 
longest driverless, automated metro system in the world.
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Mixed-Use Complexes
Constructing Icons
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For this chapter and the two following 
it, the catalogue’s categorization system 
moves from an emphasis on function to an 
emphasis on scale. Accordingly, this chapter 
consists of large mixed-use complexes; the 
following one consists of master plans for 
city districts; and the final chapter consists 
of new cities. The world has come to know 
the region’s recent building boom primar-
ily through the projects of these three 
sections.
 The mixed-use complexes featured here 
mainly consist of high-rise structures, but 
also include three low-rise projects (the 
unbuilt Villa Moda and Cultural and En-
tertainment Center in Kuwait City, as well 
as Beirut Marina). The high-rise projects 
include both single buildings and groups 
of buildings, as with Beirut Gate, which 
consists of eight structures. As mixed-use 
complexes, they house a variety of uses, 
usually residential, retail, hotel, entertain-
ment, and office facilities.
 A primary characteristic of these projects 
is their overwhelming size. All (except for 
the 20,000 m2 Beirut Marina) have built-up 
areas of more than 100,000 m2. The larger 
ones, such as Burj Khalifa and Business Bay 
Towers, include built-up areas that exceed 
500,000 m2. Each can accommodate the 
population of a town.
 These multi-million-dollar projects are 
examples of the concentration of wealth 
in the city. Many of them also are ex-
amples of the isolation of wealth in the 

city, particularly the high-rises. They do 
not interact with the fabric of the city, but 
function as islands surrounded by networks 
of streets. The Beirut projects are a partial 
exception to this since they are located in 
the city’s central district, where densities 
are relatively high and there is a strong 
pedestrian presence. But even there, these 
high-rises are out of scale in relation to the 
surrounding urban fabric, and have been 
criticized as amounting to the “Dubaifica-
tion” of Beirut. In contrast, this section’s 
low-rise projects do aim at addressing 
interaction and integration with the city 
and exploring how such large-scale inter-
ventions may contribute to enriching urban 
life. Two of them, however, remain unbuilt.
 These projects also are clear examples of 
the infatuation with large-scale real-estate 
developments that overtook the region 
during this past decade, producing the 
largest real estate bubble in its history. The 
ensuing 2008–2009 financial crisis that hit 
the world and the region therefore has had 
a very strong adverse impact on them. The 
projects that have been completed recently 
are not yet fully occupied; those under con-
struction have been hit by multiple delays; 
and those on the drawing board may never 
be built.
 Nonetheless, the completed projects, par-
ticularly the high-rise ones, have emerged 
as primary symbols of their cities. Because 
of their size, these monuments to com-
merce are far more prominent and have 
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a far stronger physical presence in their 
cities than any public buildings, whether 
religious or cultural. Examples include 
Al-Faisalia and Kingdom Center in Riyadh 
and Burj Khalifa and Emirates Towers in 
Dubai. As Burj Khalifa is the latest to take 
on the title of world’s highest building, it 
is among the world’s best known and has 
come to represent Dubai to the world.
 Architects from outside the region 
dominate as designers of these projects. 
The list features a who’s who of celebrity 
architects: Norman Foster, Zaha Hadid, 
Stephen Holl, Rem Koolhaas, Jean Nouvel, 
and Christian de Portzamparc. A few well-
known large Western architectural firms 
also are present: Arquitectonica, Ellerbe 
Becket, Robert Matthew Johnson Marshall 
(RMJM), and Skidmore, Owings & Merrill 
(SOM). A number of well-regarded local 
practices, including Omrania and Associ-
ates and Nabil Gholam Architects, also are 
involved, but in association with foreign 
practices. All the projects aspire to be part 
of a global architectural scene. Attempts at 
relating to local specificities generally are 
nonexistent, except possibly in address-
ing climatic considerations, as with the 
use of orientation and shading to mitigate 
the effects of the region’s strong sun. In 
exceptional cases, a passing nod may be 
made to local building forms and practices. 
An example is the incorporation of local 
limestone construction for the massive 
podium that supports the Amman Living 
Wall’s six buildings.

 All these projects are architectural tours 
de force and are intended as architectural 
icons. They have powerful, highly recogniz-
able forms. Their designs follow one of two 
routes. The first is to emphasize formal 
simplicity and geometric clarity, creating 
easily and readily identifiable compositions. 
For example, the formal composition for 
Al-Faisalia is defined by four slightly curv-
ing lines that emerge from the corners of its 
square plan to meet at a single point at its 
apex. Kingdom Tower has an elliptical plan 
with a large parabolic opening at its top. 
Emirates Towers appear as two triangular 
prisms in dialogue. Porsche Towers consist 
of a cylinder and a cubic mass.
 The second design route emphasizes 
dynamism in architectural composition. 
This is most audaciously expressed in the 
unbuilt Business Bay Towers, which ap-
propriately are also known as the “Danc-
ing Towers.” These three towers form a 
massive animated sculpture with curving, 
bent forms. The Alhamra Firdous Tower is 
intended as an architectural translation of 
a free-flowing cloak. The Beirut Landmark 
and Beirut Gate complexes incorporate 
dynamic fenestration arrangements. A 
plethora of horizontal steel strips livens up 
the building facades of the Amman Living 
Wall project and also serve to provide shad-
ing. The form of the main building of the 
Beirut Marina appears as horizontal layers 
in a state of motion. The interior of Villa 
Moda features a ceiling coffering system 
with undulating forms.
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Designed by the British firm Foster + Partners in 
association with the Jordanian firm Maisam Architects 
and Engineers.

Under construction.

This $150 million mixed-use development 
is located along Wadi Saqra Street, one of 
Amman’s relatively recent major thorough-
fares, which follows the route of a valley 
connecting the downtown area to the city’s 
outskirts. The 150,000 m2 project occupies 
a massive area cut out from the bedrock 
of the project’s sloping 1.25-hectare site, 
resulting in a 30 m vertical drop.
 The Living Wall, which is one of the 
recent large-scale real estate projects in 
Amman, is being carried out by the Devel-
opment and Investment Projects Fund, an 
investment body of the Jordanian Armed 
Forces that works through partnerships 
between the public and private sectors.
 The project consists of six “mini-towers” 
resting on and connected by a massive 
stepping podium that houses retail and 
leisure facilities, as well as public spaces, 

including an amphitheater and a sheltered 
plaza. Five of the buildings are located 
along Wadi Saqra Street, and the sixth is 
situated further inside the site. One of 
the towers will be a 10-story, 120-room 
hotel, while the others will consist of 
apartment and office buildings. The roofs 
of the towers, which provide panoramic 
views of the city, will be used as restaurant 
terraces. The stepping podium structure is 
sheathed with limestone, so as to connect 
with Amman’s signature building mate-
rial, while the towers themselves express a 
more modernist image through the use of 
double-skin facades of steel and glass. The 
steel grid articulating the towers’ exteriors 
is dominated by strong horizontal lines 
intended to recall the strata of the carved 
bedrock. The resulting screen effect also is 
intended to stimulate air circulation and 
to provide shade to the open-air balconies 
located behind the outer facade. Moreover, 
the lines of the screens become denser 
along orientations with higher exposure to 
the sun. 

Living Wall, 
Amman, Jordan



Figures 12.1.1–12.1.4. The Living 
Wall project occupies a massive 
area cut out from the bedrock of 
a sloping 1.25-hectare site. It con-
sists of six “mini-towers” housing 
a hotel as well as residential and 
office space, all sharing a large 
limestone-sheathed podium that 
features retail, leisure, and public 
spaces.
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Designed by the American firm Skidmore, Owings & Merrill 
(SOM).

Under construction.

The $240 million Al-Hamra Firdous 
(Firdaws) Tower is named after two popular 
cinema buildings that previously occupied 
the site. The 195,000 m2 complex, which 
is located on a 1.8-hectare site, features a 
74-floor, 410 m office high-rise that will be 
the highest in Kuwait and one of the high-
est in the region. The building has a monu-
mental lobby 20 m high, and is connected 
to a 23,000 m2, five-story retail mall. The 
complex also includes an 11-story garage 
with an 1,800-car capacity.
 The design of the building is distin-
guished by an unusual free-flowing glazed 

curtain wall that wraps around the oth-
erwise conventional high-rise core with a 
rectangular plan section. The arrangement 
leaves the building core partly unsheathed 
along the southwestern, southern, and 
southeastern sides, as approximately a 
quarter of each floor plate is chiseled out of 
the south side, shifting from west to east 
along the height of the tower. This arrange-
ment reveals a stone southern wall with 
deep windows that are recessed at different 
angles to control entry of the sun’s rays. 
The southern wall also acts as the tower’s 
structural core. In contrast to the southern 
wall’s relative opacity, the glazed curtain-
wall envelope wrapping around the building 
core’s eastern, western, and northern sides 
provides for a more transparent effect. 

Al-Hamra 
Firdous Tower, 
Kuwait City, 
Kuwait



Figures 12.2.1–12.2.5. The 74-floor al-Hamra 
Firdous Tower features a glazed curtain wall 
that wraps around the building but leaves a 
quarter of the facade unsheathed in a shift-
ing manner over the height of the tower.
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Designed by French architect Jean Nouvel of Ateliers Jean 
Nouvel.

Designed in 2004, but remains unbuilt.

Jean Nouvel received the commission for 
this $190 million project through an inter-
national competition. The 135,000 m2 com-
plex is to include a conference center, an art 
museum, a technology school, restaurants, 
cinemas, a fitness club, an ice skating rink, 
bowling alleys, a public square, a public 
park, and vehicular parking, all located 
within a 25-hectare site.
 Nouvel presents this large project as one 
that can reinvent the City of Kuwait and be-
come a unique symbol for it. It is conceived 
as a heavily planted urban garden with a 
strong concentration of lights and im-
ages. Its facades consist primarily of large, 
frameless floor-to-ceiling glass panes that 
are intended to function as glass curtains 
separating terraces from gardens, as well as 
exterior from interior, while providing high 
levels of visual transparency. This is further 
emphasized by using the same paving mate-
rials for both interior and exterior surfaces.

 These transparent facades stretch 
more than a length of 1 km and are to be 
covered with sandblasted images as well as 
billboards and signs for movies, concerts, 
and exhibitions.
 The complex is intended as a new meet-
ing place for the city, where people would 
congregate to socialize and dine in loca-
tions including the rooftop restaurant ter-
race, which provides views of the Kuwait 
City skyline. A large lit screen that rotates 
in the same manner as a radar antenna 
illuminates the terrace. A series of other 
screens, both fixed and rotating, some lit 
with LED panels and therefore visible dur-
ing both day and night, will articulate the 
terrace as well as other outdoor spaces in 
the complex. The project’s various com-
ponents are organized around a central 
shaded space that Nouvel identifies as the 
“Screen Square.”
 Significant vegetation is to be used in 
many parts of the project, including the 
parking garage. Along with the moving im-
ages, this profusion of plantings will help 
give the complex a unique identity. 

Cultural and 
Entertainment 
Center, Kuwait 
City, Kuwait



Figures 12.3.1–12.3.4. The 
Cultural and Entertainment 
Center is a massive complex 
intended as a sort of urban 
garden that extends over 
a kilometer in length and 
brings together various 
activities in a visual setting 
defined by dense vegeta-
tion and large illuminated 
billboard screens.
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Designed by Iranian-American architect Nader Tehrani 
and Venezuelan-American architect Monica Ponce de 
Leon of the American firm Office dA.

Designed in 2007, but it remains unbuilt.

This large project of about 100,000 m2 
shares a number of themes with Jean  
Nouvel’s Cultural and Entertainment 
Center. Both explore the challenges of 
urbanism, and both present a quest for es-
tablishing an urban center for Kuwait City, 
which has been dominated for decades 
by the automobile and the sprawl that ac-
companies it.
 The project includes retail facilities, a 
convention center, an arena, a Cineplex, 
an aquatic spa center, a hotel, and apart-
ments. The architects decided to bring 
these conventionally separated functions 
under a single canopy, rather than distrib-
ute them. They also are divided along four 
“decks” of varying thicknesses and geom-
etries that reach the maximum combined 
height of 17 m that zoning regulations 
allowed for the site.
 A basement houses parking areas as well 
as service facilities. The ground floor is 
treated as a public space and an extension 
of the city, with housing located at the top. 

The architects describe the complex as “an 
undulating surface that dips and rises in 
accordance with the programs it spon-
sors.” From west to east, the functions 
that this public layer houses are a multiuse 
arena, a greenhouse/oasis, a convention 
hall, a Cineplex, a suq/mall, a sport spa, 
and a hotel.
 Placing the project’s residential com-
ponents at the upper levels is intended to 
create a more integrated urban living ar-
rangement, according to which residential, 
work, shopping, and recreational facilities 
are placed close together. The residential 
area also provides an element of shading 
and environmental protection for the pub-
lic sphere below, but the design still allows 
for natural light to make its way to ground 
level.
 The project incorporates exposed coffer-
ing for structural support. The depth and 
spacing of ribs change from one part of 
the project to the other according to vary-
ing structural requirements. This creates 
differing formal compositions that range 
from an orthogonal ribbing system to a 
more plastic fluid one and provide for an 
arrangement that integrates the project’s 
visual and structural aspects. 

Villa Moda, 
Kuwait City, 
Kuwait



Figures 12.4.1–12.4.4. Villa Moda brings 
together a diverse set of functions under 
one roof instead of distributing them 
among separate buildings. Its structural 
system incorporates an exposed coffer-
ing system with an orthogonal grid ar-
rangement as well as fluid plastic ones, 
depending on the structural require-
ments of the spaces being covered.
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Designed by French architect Christian de Portzamparc 
of Atelier Christian de Portzamparc, the American 
firm Arquitectonica, as well as Nabil Gholam of Nabil 
Gholam Architects and Erga Group from Lebanon.

Under construction.

Beirut Gate is a $600 million mixed-used 
development that includes eight plots that 
will house eight buildings. Three buildings 
are designed by Portzamparc, three by 
Arquitectonica (12.5.1), and one by Nabil 
Gholam (figs. 12.5.2 & 12.5.3) and Erga 
(12.5.4).
 The project is located in a prime part of 
the Beirut Central District, near the Foch-
Allenby historical area, which is mainly a 
product of the Ottoman and the French 
Mandate periods from the early twentieth 
century. The Beirut Gate project will be de-
veloped along the axis of the city’s Martyrs’ 
Square. It also is to incorporate the results 
of the Martyrs’ Square international com-
petition that Solidere, the Lebanese Com-
pany for the Development and Reconstruc-
tion of Beirut Central District, organized in 
2004–2005.

 The development will comprise a site of 
about 2 hectares. It will feature a built-up 
area of 178,500 m2 overlooking Martyrs’ 
Square. Its buildings, which include resi-
dential and retail uses, will reach a height 
of up to 120 m.
 Some controversy has accompanied the 
project and has been extensively covered 
in the Lebanese press. Its site includes the 
well-known Beirut City Center Building, 
popularly known as “The Egg” because of 
its distinctive shape. The 1960s building, 
which was designed by Lebanese archi-
tect Joseph Philippe Karam (d. 1976), has 
emerged after the Lebanese civil war as an 
icon of that golden era of Beirut’s history, 
even though it suffered from abuse and 
neglect during the war. In 2003, Solidere 
announced plans for demolishing it. This 
caused an outcry in the city’s cultural com-
munity, and as a result, Solidere decided to 
keep it standing. Ownership of the build-
ing, which stands on a plot estimated to 
be worth about $40 million, is now in the 
hands of the new developers. Their plans 
for it remain unclear. 

Beirut Gate, 
Beirut, Lebanon



Figures 12.5.1–12.5.4. The Beirut Gate project 
consists of eight plots occupying a 2-hectare 
site and is being designed through separate 
commissions given to four architectural firms 
from Lebanon, France, and the United States.
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Designed by American architect Steven Holl of Steven 
Holl Architects, with the Lebanese firm Nabil Gholam 
Architects as local architect and lead consultant.

Under construction.

The Beirut Marina project has been de-
veloped by Solidere along with another 
investor, Stow Waterfront Development, 
which also is developing the nearby Marina 
Towers.
 The development is expected to cost 
more than $31 million. It will feature more 
than 20,000 m2 of floor space located on 
reclaimed land that makes up the private 
Beirut Marina at the edge of Solidere’s 
Beirut Central District. It is located next 
to Beirut’s famed 1930s modernist Hotel 
Saint-Georges, which remains deserted 
after suffering heavy damage during the 
1975–90 Lebanese civil war.
 The Beirut Marina will include about 20 
restaurants, outdoor public spaces with 
site-specific art installations, retail stores, 
a building for the harbormaster, customs 
and immigration facilities, a yacht club, 180 
apartments, and various public facilities, 
all arranged along a curving plot jutting 
into the Mediterranean. The project’s 
private and public spaces are divided into 

two overlapping layers. The upper layer is 
the more public of the two and provides an 
extension of the Beirut Corniche. The lower 
layer functions more as a private area. The 
restaurants and shops are stringed along 
the marina’s southern (or inner) edge. This 
string of facilities has a sizable building at 
its eastern end that contains apartments 
and the yacht club. The harbormaster build-
ing is located at the marina’s entrance at 
its northeastern tip. Among the project’s 
unusual features are glass-bottomed pools 
embedded in the restaurants’ rooftops.
 Steven Holl explains the project’s concept 
as taking shape from “strata and layers 
in forking vectors. Like the ancient beach 
that was once the site, the planar lapping 
waves of the sea, inspires striated spaces in 
horizontal layers, as distinct from verti-
cal objects. The horizontal and the planar 
become a geometric force shaping the new 
harbor spaces. The form allows a striated 
organization of public and private spaces.”
 A footbridge designed by Lebanese 
architect-sculptor Nadim Karam crosses 
the Corniche Road and links the marina to 
a plaza located along Platinum Tower and 
from there to other parts of the city further 
south. 

Beirut Marina, 
Beirut, Lebanon



Figures 12.6.1–12.6.4. The Beirut 
Marina project occupies a mostly 
reclaimed plot located along the 
Mediterranean coast. The mul-
tiuse complex is divided along 
two partially overlapping layers. 
a public upper level that provides 
an extension of the Corniche, and 
a private lower layer that borders 
the shoreline.
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Designed by French architect Jean Nouvel of Ateliers Jean 
Nouvel.

Under construction.

The Landmark Tower, which is named after 
the company developing it, is a $240 million 
project located in Beirut’s Central Busi-
ness District, along the Riad Solh Square. 
It includes residential, commercial, and 
entertainment facilities, as well as a luxury 
hotel. The commercial and entertainment 
facilities feature an 18,000 m2 shopping 
mall, as well as a cinema and entertainment 
center (11 cinemas with 1,200 seats), along 
with underground parking facilities. The 
total built-up area will reach 150,000 m2.
 The project’s main feature is a 42-story, 
170 m tower, which will be among the 
highest in Beirut. This tower, through its 
arrangement of openings, may be related 
to Le Corbusier’s mid-twentieth-century 
modernist masterpiece, the chapel of Notre 
Dame du Haut at Ronchamp in France. 
It is flanked by two lower buildings and 

connected to them by pedestrian bridges 
at various levels. The northern of the two 
buildings includes 10 stories and reaches a 
height of 44 m; the southern one includes 
12 stories and reaches a height of 55 m.
 As with other large-scale develop-
ments taking place in Beirut, this one 
also is being developed by investors from 
the Gulf, with the majority stake owned 
by Kuwaiti investors. It also is one of a 
number of luxury mixed-use complexes 
being developed in Beirut and designed by 
internationally recognized architects. This 
involvement of an architect with such a 
high profile is used as part of the project’s 
branding and marketing campaign. Among 
world-celebrity architects, Nouvel holds 
a special status in the Arab world as the 
designer of the 1987 Arab World Institute 
in Paris. A photograph of Nouvel and a 
quote by him are found on the home page 
of the project’s web site, and he also is 
quoted in billboards in Beirut announcing 
the project. 

Landmark 
Tower, Beirut, 
Lebanon



Figures 12.7.1–12.7.4. Landmark Tower is one of a 
number of luxury projects in Beirut that are con-
ceived by investors from the Gulf and designed by 
internationally renowned architects. The 150,000 
m2 complex will include apartments, a hotel, and 
retail and entertainment facilities.
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Designed by the British firm Robert Matthew Johnson 
Marshall (RMJM), with Hong Kong–born Canadian 
architect Hazel Wong as lead architect.

Under construction.

The Dubai Towers building, which overlooks 
the West Bay area of Doha, is designed for 
the Dubai-based developer Sama Dubai and 
is a high-profile example of cross-border 
real estate investments in the region. The 
tower, which rises to almost 440 m and 
includes about 90 stories, is intended as the 
tallest in Qatar. It will contain retail outlets, 
offices, a hotel, and residential units. It is 
expected to cost $550 million, and it will 
include a built-up area of 220,000 m2.
 The prism-like structure, with its angled 
glass facades and sloping roofs, is intended 
to capture and reflect sunlight in various 
ways, depending on the time of day. The 

base of the complex consists of a granite-
clad podium, which houses shops, restau-
rants, and other amenities. From the po-
dium rises a slender tower in three inclined 
segments. Together, they create at their 
tops a zigzagging arrangement that termi-
nates at the spire. The building’s geometry 
and internal layout also are intended to 
maximize views of the sea.
 Above the podium, the hotel and serviced 
apartments occupy the tower’s lower part, 
offices the middle part, and apartments 
the upper part. The complex will be served 
by more than 40 elevators and will include 
1,900 parking spaces both above and below 
ground.
 The project designer, Hazel Wong, also 
designed the Emirates Tower in Dubai when 
she was associated with the Canadian firm 
NORR Group. 

Dubai Towers, 
Doha, Qatar



Figures 12.8.1–12.8.4. Dubai Towers in Doha 
will be the highest in the city upon comple-
tion. The building is conceived as a prism with 
angled glass facades and sloping roofs that 
capture and reflect sunlight in various ways 
depending on the time of day.
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Designed by the British firm Foster + Partners.
Completed in 2000.

Al-Faisaliah (al-Faysaliyyah) was devel-
oped as an income-generating property 
by the philanthropic King Faisal Founda-
tion. The 267 m high structure features a 
built-up area of 330,000 m2. It includes a 
hotel with conference and banquet facili-
ties, apartment units, and a three-story 
shopping mall containing more than 100 
shops. Along with the Kingdom Center, 
this high-rise, with its curved tapering 
silhouette, is the most prominent along 
the Riyadh skyline.
 The building is square in plan. In the 
third dimension, a curved line rises from 
each corner, meeting at the top at a point. 
Structurally, each of these lines consists of 
an aluminum-clad concrete column.
 Each of the building’s four facades is ar-
ticulated by four aluminum-clad K-braces, 
with the K turned 90° , facing downward. 
The lowest set of braces is located at 
ground level, each being three stories 
high, while each of the upper ones is two 

stories high. The structural braces serve to 
transfer the building loads to the corners. 
Visually, they divide the areas between 
them along each façade into three sections 
of more or less equal height. These areas 
consist of a glazed curtain wall articulated 
with horizontal strips of curving aluminum 
cantilevers. The cantilevers serve as sun-
shading devises and also mark the borders 
between successive floors. The upper three 
sets of K-braces are located along open 
decks that act as viewing galleries.
 The top part of the building—that 
located above the highest set of K-braces—
takes the shape of an open, curved four-
sided pyramid defined by the tapering 
corner columns. It houses a golden glass 
sphere that functions as a restaurant, the 
highest in Saudi Arabia.
 Al-Faisaliah incorporates a number of 
energy-conservation devises such as the ice 
storage facility located below the shopping 
mall. In order to reduce the peak electrical 
load on the grid, ice is created and stored 
overnight and is used to cool interior spaces 
during the afternoon. 

Al-Faisaliah, 
Riyadh, Saudi 
Arabia



Figures 12.9.1–12.9.4. Al-Faisaliah is 
square in plan but tapers in the third 
dimension along a curved profile to 
end at a point. The building’s top part 
is articulated by a curved, four-sided 
pyramid that contains a golden glass 
sphere housing a restaurant, the high-
est in Saudi Arabia.
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Designed by the Saudi Arabian firm Omrania and 
Associates in association with the American firm Ellerbe 
Becket.

Completed in 2003.

At more than 300 m high, Kingdom Center 
is the same height as the Eiffel Tower. It 
is the tallest building in Saudi Arabia, and 
when it was completed, it was the 25th tall-
est building in the world. The $460 million 
structure was built for Kingdom Holding, 
the company owned by the Saudi Arabian 
prince and international businessman 
Alwaleed bin Talal. It is located on a plot of 
almost 9.5 hectares and has a total built-up 
area of 300,000 m2, with each story occupy-
ing 2,225 m2.
 The building includes a shopping mall 
with more than 160 shops, a hotel, offices, 
apartments, a 4,400 m2 banquet hall that 
can accommodate 3,000 seated people, and 
a 3,000-car garage. The third floor of the re-
tail mall is reserved exclusively for women. 
Glass screens along this floor’s atrium edges 
visually conceal it from the rest of the struc-
ture. It also is served by separate elevators 
and its own drop-off area.
 The Kingdom Center includes 35 elevators 
and 22 escalators. Because the building is 
elliptical in plan and therefore wider in the 
middle, it was possible to locate separate 
elevators for each of its mixed-use com-
ponents in its core. Each component has a 
separate and distinct entrance.
 Prince Alwaleed asked for a simple build-
ing that “he could sketch on a napkin.” The 
final design was one of about a dozen that 
the architects produced before he made 
his selection. An opening in the shape of a 
parabolic arch tops the structure, and its 

uppermost part has a steel 300-ton, 65 m 
long sky-bridge that acts as an observation 
tower and has emerged as an important 
tourist attraction in Riyadh.
 Zoning ordinances in Riyadh limited the 
number of floors in a building to 30, but 
permitted building heights of up to 300 m. 
Accordingly, the lower two-thirds of the 
building consist of 30 stories, while the top 
third basically is a sculptural element made 
of a structural steel skeleton that leads to 
the observation deck. The project’s struc-
tural engineer described the building as a 
1,000-foot-tall, 30-story building with a 100 
m hat.
 The tower’s narrow ends are located along 
the east-west direction so as to minimize 
the impact of the sun on its wider 77 m long 
north and south facades. Additional sun 
protection also is provided by sun-shading 
devices and reflective glass. The materials 
used for the tower include concrete, granite, 
and brushed aluminum, but most of the 
exterior surface area is sheathed with reflec-
tive glass.
 The building was completed according to 
a tight schedule. Designers in five countries 
and 20 cities took advantage of time dif-
ferences between their various locations to 
allow work on its design to proceed around 
the clock.
 The Kingdom Center was included in the 
Art Institute of Chicago’s 2000 exhibition, 
“Skyscrapers for the Next Millennium,” 
which presented more than 70 recently 
completed skyscrapers from around the 
world. It also is featured on the cover of 
the 2000 exhibition catalogue prepared by 
John Zukowsky and Martha Thorne, eds., 
Skyscrapers: The New Millennium. 

Kingdom Center, 
Riyadh, Saudi 
Arabia



Figures 12.10.1–12.10.3. When the King-
dom Center was built, zoning regulations 
in Riyadh allowed for a maximum of 30 
floors and a maximum height of 300 
m. The building’s 30 floors accordingly 
occupy the first two-thirds of its height, 
while the upper third is a sculptural ele-
ment that takes the shape of a parabola 
with an observation deck at its top.
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Designed by the British firm Robert Matthew Johnson 
Marshall (RMJM).

Under construction, with the first phase completed in 
2007.

The government of Abu Dhabi commis-
sioned this exhibition center, which is 
located in the southern part of Abu Dhabi 
City, to meet the increasing demand for 
international exhibition space by the vari-
ous commercial enterprises active in the 
Emirate. A project of this nature also clearly 
aims at allowing Abu Dhabi to compete 
with neighboring Dubai as a magnet for 
regional exhibitions.
 The project will be the heart of the $2.17 
billion Capital Centre development, which 
is Abu Dhabi’s first significant master 
planned district. It will include hotels, 
serviced apartments, office buildings, a 
marina, and a retail zone.
 The exhibition center is presented as the 
“most modern exhibition facility in the 
world.” The complex eventually will include 
55,000 m2 of interconnected exhibition 
floor space. It features an 18,000 m2 U-
shaped exhibition concourse area, one of 
the largest ever built, and 7,500 m2 of multi-
purpose halls. It also will include confer-
ence facilities for 1,200 people, banqueting 
areas, and more than 30 meeting rooms. 
The project incorporates a central open area 
for outdoor events that is bound by the U-
shaped exhibition concourse area.
 The signature element of the complex is 
Capital Gate, a leaning 160 m, 35-story glass 
and steel tower with free-flowing curving 
facades, all of which project a futuristic 
space-age image. Since the tower leans 
westward by 18°, the client and architects 
submitted an application to the Guinness 

Book of Records to have it recognized as 
the most inclined building in the world. 
The fully glazed tower, which houses hotel, 
retail, and office space, is sheathed with 
triangular glazing panels, and incorporates 
a double facade that creates a thermal 
buffer between its exterior and interior 
layers. The triangular glazing panels also 
take on a structural role as they are framed 
by metal tubes that provide the tower’s 
flowing form with an element of rigidity. 
The tower’s central core serves as a vertical 
anchor. In order to provide additional sta-
bility, it is linked to the exterior envelope 
at mid-height (where the mechanical floor 
is located) through large trusses.
 Expansive curving aluminum panels 
supported on steel framing provide shad-
ing for the tower’s entry area and also for 
the adjacent National Day Parade Grand-
stand. Parades and other official celebra-
tions traditionally have been viewed in 
Abu Dhabi from the grandstand. It is being 
refurbished to include offices and food 
courts and will be linked to the new ex-
hibition halls. The curving panels further 
extend along an ascending path to cover 
parts of the tower, thus serving to visually 
link the tower and grandstand. A pedes-
trian footbridge with a twisting rectan-
gular cross-section connects the tower to 
off-site parking facilities.
 The developers emphasize the choice of 
location for the project. It is in proximity 
to hotels and airports, as well as to the 
Jebel (Jabal) Ali Free Zone in neighbor-
ing Dubai, which houses the Middle East’s 
largest seaport. Also emphasized is its con-
nection to the surrounding road network 
and its multi-story car parking facilities, 
which can handle about 8,500 vehicles. 

Abu Dhabi 
National 
Exhibition 
Center (ADNEC), 
Abu Dhabi City, 
Abu Dhabi, 
United Arab 
Emirates



Figures 12.11.1–12.11.3. The Abu Dhabi National Exhibition 
Center includes a leaning, free-flowing 35-story building as 
its signature element. Curving aluminum panels supported 
on steel framing extend to connect the building with the 
nearby grandstand, providing shade.
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Designed by the British firm Foster + Partners, with the 
United Arab Emirates firm Khatib and Alami as local 
associate architect. Design development has been 
carried out by the Australian firm Woods Bagot.

Under construction.

The Index occupies a plot of almost 2 
hectares within the Dubai International Fi-
nancial District. The $325 million, 80-story, 
328 m high mixed-use tower includes office 
space, shops, as well as 520 luxury apart-
ments. The building’s office and retail parts 
occupy its lower 25 stories and are sepa-
rated from the residential floors by a glazed 
sky lobby. This differentiation is clearly 

articulated on the building exterior. The 
building sits on a landscaped plinth that 
incorporates reflecting pools as well as a 
monumental four-story foyer area.
 The building’s architectural composition 
clearly expresses its structural system. It 
incorporates four large tapering A-frame 
“fins,” with a protruding mass at each of its 
western and eastern ends buttressing the 
side fins. These fins are spaced at an inter-
val of 27 m and provide column-free bays to 
allow for flexibility in the division of floors.
 The building is arranged along an east-
west axis and incorporates sun shades along 
the southern exposure.

The Index (also 
referred to as 
One Central 
Park), Dubai, 
United Arab 
Emirates



Figures 12.12.1–12.12.4. The 
exterior of the Index expresses 
the differentiation between its 
commercial and residential floors 
as well as its structural system. It 
incorporates four large A-frame 
“fins” with a protruding mass 
buttressing each of the side fins.
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Designed by Iraqi-born British architect Zaha Hadid and 
Patrik Schumacher of Zaha Hadid Architects.

Designed in 2006. The project podium was constructed in 
2007, but the project itself remains unbuilt.

This project is the winning design for a com-
petition that the project developers, Dubai 
Properties, organized. In addition to Zaha 
Hadid Architects, Thom Mayne of Morpho-
sis Architects and Reiser + Umemoto RUR 
Architecture from the United States and 
Rem Koolhaas’ Office of Metropolitan Ar-
chitects from the Netherlands were invited 
to submit designs.
 The project occupies a prominent and 
central location in Dubai’s Business Bay, the 
600-hectare development located along the 
extension of Dubai Creek. The architects de-
signed the project site to include a circular 
podium that is partly built within the Dubai 
Creek extension.
 The 560,000 m2 project consists of three 
towers that offer the increasingly com-
mon combination of office, apartment, and 
hotel space, with the hotel tower located 
in the middle. The towers share a base that 

houses a retail area, a banquet hall for the 
hotel, and parking for the apartments. Four 
basement levels with service and parking 
facilities are located beneath this podium 
level. The hotel and office towers connect at 
the seventh floor, where the hotel’s busi-
ness center is located in the office tower. 
The hotel and residential towers meet at the 
38th floor so that the apartment residents 
are able to use some of the hotel’s ameni-
ties, including its swimming pool.
 In its publicity materials, the developer 
presents the project as one that “will repre-
sent an inimitable interpretation of archi-
tectural excellence in Dubai that no other 
city has dared to dream,” and it symbolizes 
a “new phase in Dubai’s architectural stan-
dards.” In terms of design, the project has 
been described as one that “features a ‘cho-
reographed’ fluidity that combines three 
towers in one overall gesture.” The devel-
oper presents the buildings’ dynamic, fluid, 
and intertwined composition as an architec-
tural tour de force and also as a feature that 
serves to maximize views of Dubai Creek 
and other surrounding developments. 

Business Bay 
Signature 
Towers (Dancing 
Towers), 
Business Bay, 
Dubai, United 
Arab Emirates



Figures 12.13.1–12.13.3. The 
Business Bay Towers occupy a 
prominent position in Dubai’s 
newly planned Business Bay 
District. The project’s three tow-
ers present a highly dynamic and 
fluid intertwined composition.
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Designed by the Canadian architectural engineering firm 
NORR Group, with Hong Kong–born Canadian architect 
Hazel Wong as lead architect.

Completed in 2000.

The Emirates Towers complex consists of 
two buildings, one housing offices and the 
other a hotel, as well as a two-story retail 
complex connecting the two buildings and 
parking structures. The various components 
are linked by an internal ring-road that en-
circles the project’s 17-hectare site. The site 
is set back from the Shaykh Zayed Road, 
which connects Dubai and Abu Dhabi, and 
is one of the United Arab Emirates’ most 
heavily used traffic arteries.
 The taller of the two buildings reaches a 
height of more than 350 m, and the shorter 
one 309 m. The taller building has 56 sto-
ries, which is only 2 more than the number 
of stories in the shorter building even 
though the difference in height is more 
than 40 m. At one point the taller tower 
was the tallest in the Middle East and Eu-
rope and one of the 10 tallest in the world. 
The office tower has a built-up area of more 
than 68,000 m2, with each floor occupying 
a column-free area of more than 1,300 m2. 
The hotel tower has a built-up area of more 
than 50,000 m2 and includes about 400 
rooms and a 31-story glazed atrium.
 In plan, each of the two towers is in the 
shape of an equilateral triangle. In form, 

each tower is a projection of the triangle 
that tapers off to a point at the top, thus 
transforming the two three-sided mono-
liths into pyramids at their pinnacles. The 
buildings are clad in aluminum panels and 
articulated with copper and silver reflective 
glass. The result is two prisms that provide 
dynamic reflections of the sunlight and cre-
ate a constantly shifting sculptural arrange-
ment, depending on the time of day and on 
the location from which they are viewed.
 The architect describes her choice of the 
triangle as one “evocative of Islamic culture: 
in the pattern of a triangle, the points 
represent the earth, the sun, and the moon. 
And recurring circle elements in the tower, 
at the base and at the top, echo the circle of 
the ‘timeless whole,’ which means eternity 
in the Islamic context. So, very subtly, the 
Islamic culture is integrated.”
 The connection of the complex to Islamic 
architecture is debatable, but it nonetheless 
remains a high-quality work of architecture 
that has come to be closely and intrinsically 
identified with Dubai. Along with a small 
group of buildings including Burj Al Arab, 
Emirates Towers has emerged as an archi-
tectural symbol of Dubai, and it probably 
will continue as such even as new build-
ings such as Burj Khalifa join that group. 
Emirates Towers provide a very elegant and 
restrained work in a city where the architec-
ture of excess is commonplace. 

Emirates Towers, 
Dubai, United 
Arab Emirates



Figures 12.14.1–12.14.3. The two 
buildings of Emirates Towers, with 
their simple, elegant forms, have 
emerged as a main architectural 
symbol of Dubai, an impressive ac-
complishment in a city that has been 
the scene of frantic building activity.
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Designed by Rem Koolhaas and Fernando Donis of the 
Dutch Office for Metropolitan Architecture (OMA) in 
association with the German Porsche Design Studio.

Designed in 2006, but remains unbuilt.

The Porsche Design Towers occupy a water-
front property in Dubai’s Business Bay Dis-
trict. The complex consists of two adjacent 
buildings 80 m high: a 32,000 m2 residential 
building and an 85,000 m2 office and retail 
building, both occupying a site of 12,400 
m2. The office building is rectangular in plan 
and will have a footprint of 120 × 50 m. The 
residential tower is circular in plan and will 
have a diameter of 60 m.
 The spaces of the office tower are re-
cessed within protective wings that provide 
shade so as to reduce heat gain from the 

sun. The residential building includes an 
atrium extending along its full height to 
provide natural air circulation as well as 
natural lighting.
 The office and retail building will also 
contain recreational spaces and parking. 
The residential building incorporates 
a sunken plaza with retail spaces and 
cafés.
 The Porsche Design Towers is one of 
a number of projects that OMA recently 
has taken on in the Middle East. OMA is 
responsible for designing the two build-
ings, while Porsche Design Studio, which 
was established by Ferdinand Alexander 
Porsche in 1972, is taking on a consult-
ing role in designing the exterior and is 
responsible for designing the interior. 

Porsche Design 
Towers (Porsche 
I and II), Business 
Bay, Dubai, 
United Arab 
Emirates



Figures 12.15.1–12.15.4. The Porsche Design Towers consist of 
a cylindrical residential building juxtaposed against a larger 
cubic office and retail building. The two buildings feature 
natural energy-saving devices. wings that create a recessed 
shaded area for the office and retail building, and an inte-
rior full-height atrium that allows for natural air circulation 
and natural lighting in the residential building.
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Designed by the American firm Skidmore, Owings & Merrill 
(SOM). The lead architect was Adrian Smith, who left 
SOM in 2006 to start his own architectural firm.

Completed in 2009 (inaugurated on January 4, 2010).

Burj Khalifa, on which construction was 
begun in 2004, has been planned as the 
world’s tallest building. Its developer, 
Emaar Properties, would not reveal its exact 
height during the design and construction 
phases, and kept it a closely guarded secret 
considering that there are other contenders 
for the title around the world. However, it 
was anticipated early on that the structure 
would exceed a height of 800 m, would 
include about 160 stories, and would have  
a total built-up area of about 500,000 m2 
(the final height turned out to be 828 m).
 The building, which is located off Dubai’s 
busy Shaykh Zayed Road, is at the center  
of a large mixed-use development of about 
220 hectares that will include 30,000 
homes, hotels, parks, residential tow-
ers, a lake, and the Dubai Mall. The mall, 
which will cover the equivalent of 50 soccer 
fields, will be the world’s largest. The whole 
development is expected to cost about $20 
billion, while Burj Khalifa has cost about 
$1.5 billion.
 The architects have presented the build-
ing as one inspired by the composition of 
the Hymenocallis flower (Spider Lily), and 
they state that it also incorporates patterns 
found within Islamic architecture.
 The building’s structural concrete is 
described as resembling a fat Y in section. 
It has a stepped-back profile in order to 
reduce wind forces and structural stress, 
and consequently it has about 15 groups 

of similarly shaped floors arranged in a 
stepping spiral manner.
 Burj Khalifa includes a hotel that will 
occupy its first 37 stories. The remaining 
floors include offices and apartments. 
The developer states that the apartments 
were sold within hours of being put on 
the market.
 The building boasts the world’s fast-
est elevators with a speed of 65 km per 
hour (18 m per second). Other statistics 
provided state that its water system will 
supply almost a million liters of water ev-
ery day and that it requires its own single 
11,000-volt power line. It also boasts the 
world’s highest mosque (located on the 
158th floor) and highest swimming pool 
(located on the 76th floor).
 Not surprisingly, Burj Khalifa has 
become Dubai’s best-known structure. 
It has received intense international 
media coverage that has addressed a wide 
variety of issues including its design, 
technical specifications, cost, construc-
tion delays, and disputes with the labor-
ers involved in its construction.
 The structure was renamed Burj 
Khalifa upon its inauguration, after 
Shaykh Khalifa Al Nahyan, the emir of 
Abu Dhabi and president of the United 
Arab Emirates. The renaming was an 
acknowledgment of the financial support 
that Abu Dhabi provided Dubai following 
the 2008–2009 international financial 
crisis. The crisis had a strong negative 
impact on Dubai and forced a number of 
its large state-led real estate development 
corporations to request extensions on 
their debt payments. 

Burj Khalifa 
(known as Burj 
Dubai before its 
inauguration), 
Dubai, United 
Arab Emirates



Figures 12.16.1–12.16.3. At over 800 m in height 
and including about 160 stories, Burj Khalifa is 
the world’s tallest building. It consists of about 
15 groups of similarly shaped floors arranged 
in a stepping spiral manner in order to reduce 
wind forces and structural stress.
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Master Plans for Urban Districts
The Prominence of Public-Private Partnerships

Some of the urban districts featured in 
this chapter are the equivalent of a city 
neighborhood, as with the commercial 
district competition for central Ramallah, 
the Central Market project in Abu Dhabi, or 
Madinat al-Fahaheel in Kuwait. Others rival 
cities in their size, as with Palm Deira or the 
Dubai Waterfront. Although both are part 
of the city of Dubai, each was conceived 
with the intention of eventually housing 
hundreds of thousands of people.
 The projects of this category differ not 
only in size but also in their relation to the 
city. In the case of Beirut and Ramallah, the 
aim is to redevelop the city’s central area 
in a manner that incorporates and builds 
upon a preexisting fabric and heritage. This 
is in contrast to Amman’s Abdali project 
and Abu Dhabi’s Central Market. Although 
they occupy central urban locations, each 
treats its massive site as a tabula rasa. What 
previously existed on their sites was not 
considered of any architectural or urban 
merit, and therefore it was not preserved or 
incorporated into the new developments. 
Other districts occupy undeveloped sites 
located outside current urban boundaries.
 The functions of these projects also vary. 
As urban-scale developments, they are all 
mixed use by definition. A number of them, 
however, have specific functions. Business 
Bay in Dubai and the Financial City in Ri-
yadh focus on business and finance; Dubai 
Marina and Shams Abu Dhabi emphasize a 
residential character.
 The projects that have received the most 

media coverage are the massive man-made 
islands. All are intended to represent a 
specific object (a palm tree, the map of 
the world, a necklace) and may be clearly 
distinguished from an airplane or through 
satellite images. Creating spectacles has 
been repeatedly mentioned in this book as 
a primary tool for differentiating projects 
belonging to the massive construction 
boom that overtook the region. With 
these man-made islands, however, creat-
ing spectacles is carried to fantastic levels. 
Criticism regarding these islands abounds. 
These concentrate on their outlandishness, 
the uncertainty regarding their economic 
and social sustainability, and the unknown 
environmental consequences that such 
reshaping of nature on a massive scale may 
cause, particularly regarding the disruption 
of marine life.
 All these projects are intended as upscale 
developments for an affluent clientele, of-
fering high-end housing, office, shopping, 
and entertainment facilities. Dubai Water-
front provides a limited exception as sec-
tions of it are to be set aside to accommo-
date workers’ housing. In the Gulf region, 
there may be enough wealth to support 
these facilities. Their supply, however, out-
strips demand. This was not apparent when 
the region’s economy was booming because 
of record oil prices, resulting in a real estate 
buying frenzy. However, it became painfully 
clear with the advent of the 2008–2009 
financial crisis and the subsequent drying 
up of buyers and tenants.
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 This discrepancy between supply and 
demand also applies to the projects located 
outside the Gulf. It may be argued that 
they create conditions of urban segrega-
tion. They are intended as massive zones 
of wealth. Only the wealthy are able to live 
in them or use their commercial facilities. 
Such criticism has been made with con-
siderable severity against Solidere’s Beirut 
Central District project, the first of these 
urban master planned districts to be con-
ceived in the region. The counterargument 
has been that although the Beirut Central 
District project may be intended for a high-
end clientele, it also provides an ample sup-
ply of pedestrian-friendly public spaces not 
available elsewhere in Beirut. These spaces 
are open to all the city’s residents, who are 
using them heavily.
 Many of these projects cater to tourists. 
They have considerable hotel, retail, and en-
tertainment facilities. Even their residential 
components often are intended primarily 
for foreigners.
 These projects, of course, reflect the ris-
ing interest in the urban scale in the region 
and also bring attention to various urban 
challenges. Transportation is of prime im-
portance. These projects add new major ur-
ban nodes to cities that already have highly 
stressed transportation networks. In Dubai 
and Riyadh, the intention is to link them to 
the new rail metros being developed there. 
In Amman, the road network around the 
Abdali project is being extensively redevel-
oped and expanded to accommodate the 
dramatic increase in traffic that the project 
will generate. This redevelopment, however, 
does not challenge the private automobile’s 
supremacy as the city’s primary form of 
transportation. The project therefore may 
result in increased and serious traffic con-
gestion problems.
 Because of their overwhelming scale, 
these projects cannot be realized without 
active public sector involvement. Such 
involvement takes various forms. These in-
clude the public sector leading the develop-
ment project, actively participating in it as a 
partner, or enabling private sector develop-
ers to implement it.
 When the public sector assumes the role 

of primary developer, it brings in develop-
ers from the private sector to develop plots 
or even complete sections of these dis-
tricts. Examples include the King Abdullah 
Financial District, which is being devel-
oped by the Saudi Public Pension Agency. 
There are also the projects carried out by 
Nakheel and Dubai Properties. Both com-
panies are wholly owned by the authorities 
in Dubai. Public shareholding companies 
also may develop projects, but their gov-
ernments would own a controlling share in 
them. This is the case with Emaar in Dubai 
and Aldar in Abu Dhabi.
 In other cases, these projects are devel-
oped through joint public-private sector 
ownership. Examples include Amman’s 
Abdali project and Durrat al-Bahrain. The 
structures of these partnerships take very 
complex forms that differ from one project 
to the other. The public sector’s share 
may be assumed directly through a public 
sector organization or through a company 
that the public sector fully owns. This 
share usually consists of the value of the 
land. This is to be expected, since no single 
private sector body in the region owns 
such massive tracts of real estate in or near 
cities. In turn, the private sector contrib-
utes the capital.
 At the other end of the spectrum is the 
example of Solidere, a private sector public 
shareholding company with no govern-
mental ownership. The project, however, 
could not have been realized without 
active governmental support and facilita-
tion. The Lebanese government granted 
Solidere various urban development au-
thorities, including the power of eminent 
domain. Moreover, Solidere’s main inves-
tor, the late Rafic Hariri (1944–2005), was 
also Lebanon’s prime minister when the 
company was formed. Not surprisingly, his 
opponents accused him of using his politi-
cal clout to realize the project. This issue 
continues to be a source of controversy.
 In all cases, the public sector’s close 
involvement in these developments does 
raise legitimate concerns, since it con-
strains the state’s ability to effectively 
assume the role of impartial regulator of 
large-scale real estate developers.
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Master plan and architectural designs developed by the 
American firm Skidmore, Owings & Merrill (SOM). The 
CapitaLand District is designed by the Uruguayan-
American architect Rafael Vinoly of Rafael Vinoly 
Architects.

Under construction.

This $2.5 billion urban development is situ-
ated on a 34-hectare reclaimed island off the 
northeastern shore of Manama, opposite 
the Bahrain World Trade Center. It is con-
nected to the mainland by two bridges that 
form an inner harbor. Upon completion, 
the project will have a total built-up area of 
1.1 million m2.
 The project is designed according to 
a plan of concentric circles that carve a 
central island and define the project’s road 
system, and also by two intersecting axes 
that define vistas, with one of them fol-
lowing the path of a canal. It will include 
seven main districts featuring buildings 
with highly modernistic architectural 
vocabularies.

 The project’s primary focus is a 275 m 
high building located on its central island 
and intended as the highest in Bahrain (fig. 
13.1.4). The high-rise, which will house a 
hotel, takes the form of two linked, slen-
der monolithic slabs. It will function as an 
anchor for the overall development along 
with the nearby low-rise headquarters of 
Arcapita Bank (fig. 13.1.1), the project’s 
main investor.
 The development also will include 
residential, commercial, and retail areas, 
as well as schools, parks, mosques, and a 
yacht club. Its most prominent section will 
be the CapitaLand District Center, an $800 
million residential and retail zone that will 
occupy about 20 percent of Bahrain Bay’s 
total development area. The district is be-
ing developed by the Singapore-based real 
estate developer CapitaLand. It features a 
pedestrian seaside promenade, residential 
towers, and shopping areas. All are con-
ceived as a series of concentric “waves” that 
culminate in four concave towers. 

Bahrain Bay, 
Manama, Bahrain



Figures 13.1.1–13.1.5. The 34-hectare Bahrain Bay 
reclaimed island development features a series 
of semicircular concentric strips that surround a 
central island. The central island has a 275 m high 
hotel tower as its focal point.
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Overall master plan developed by the British firm WS 
Atkins. The master plan and architectural designs for 
the project’s main island have been developed by the 
Australian firm Woods Bagot.

Under construction.

Durrat al-Bahrain is in many ways Bahrain’s 
response to Dubai’s Palm Islands and The 
World. It is presented as the vision of Tom 
Wright, Atkins’s head of architecture, who 
also was responsible for the famed Burj Al 
Arab in Dubai.
 This $6 billion project is being developed 
jointly by a private sector investor, the 
Kuwait Finance House, and the Bahraini 
government. Durrat al-Bahrain, which in 
Arabic means “Pearl of Bahrain,” is con-
ceived as Bahrain’s largest residential, 
leisure, and tourist complex. It is located 
near the southern tip of Bahrain Island and 
is about a 35-minute drive from the capi-
tal, Manama. It will include 600 hectares 
of reclaimed land forming 15 islands and 
extending over an area of 20 km2. It will be 
one and a half times larger than Manama’s 
downtown area.
 The project will create over 15 km of 
sandy beaches and over 50 km of new sea-
front. It will include six atolls (ring-shaped 
coral reefs enclosing lagoons) with 1.5 km 
of beach and more than 170 villas per atoll. 

It also will include five islands, each in the 
shape of a jewelry pendant, as well as a 
circular island housing a luxury hotel and a 
main island in the shape of a crescent.
 The overall project will take the shape 
of a piece of jewelry consisting of a cres-
cent with pendants hanging from it. The 
crescent will be divided into six themed 
zones, which will include office and housing 
complexes.
 Durrat al-Bahrain is expected to house 
more than 60,000 residents and 2,000 daily 
visitors. In addition to containing a few 
thousand apartments, it will include a con-
ference and exhibition center, a golf course, 
a 300-room luxury hotel, a water park, a 
golf course, a 400-boat marina, a traditional 
suq, a ferry terminal, and various com-
munity facilities. The apartments, suq, and 
community facilities will be housed on the 
main island.
 Thirteen bridges will link the various 
islands to each other and to Bahrain Island. 
A 29 km highway will link the project to the 
country’s main road network.
 The developers state that studies were 
carried out to ensure proper water circula-
tion around the project and to assess its im-
pact on marine environments. As a result, a 
3:1 ratio of water to land is maintained for 
the overall plan. 

Durrat al-
Bahrain, near 
Manama, Bahrain



Figures 13.2.1–13.2.4. The pendant-
shaped Durrat al-Bahrain consists 
of 15 man-made islands occupying 
an area of 20 km2. The main island 
takes the form of a crescent, with 
the remaining islands resembling 
jewelry pendants and atolls.
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Master plan partly developed by the Lebanese firm Laceco.
Under construction.

The Abdali Urban Regeneration Project is an 
urban-scale, mixed-use development that 
is presented as Amman’s “new downtown.” 
The project, which takes up an area of about 
38 hectares, is located in the city’s Abdali 
district and occupies the largest contigu-
ous empty plot with a single owner in the 
central part of Amman. It is situated next 
to Amman’s financial district in Shmeisani 
and also is adjacent to a number of impor-
tant public buildings constructed over the 
past two decades, including the Parliament 
building, the Palace of Justice, and the 
King Abdullah Mosque. Until the recent 
completion of the King Hussein Mosque, 
the King Abdullah Mosque had served as 
the country’s official state mosque. The 
project, which will feature various public, 
commercial, and residential components, is 
expected to attract investments of over $5 
billion.
 The site had housed military and secu-
rity installations for over half a century. 
It originally was located on the outskirts 
of Amman, but as Amman has expanded, 
the site has come to be surrounded by the 
city’s urban fabric. The Jordanian govern-
ment consequently decided to relocate 
the preexisting military and security 
installations and to develop the site as a 
tabula rasa through a public-private sector 
partnership. A government-owned com-
pany, the National Resources Investment 
and Development Corporation (Mawared), 
was formed to oversee the project as well as 
other real estate development projects on 

government-owned lands in the country. 
In 2004, Mawared reached an agreement 
to establish a partnership for developing 
the site with Saudi Oger, the Saudi Arabian 
company owned by the Lebanese Hariri 
family, which also is a major shareholder in 
Beirut’s real estate development company 
Solidere.
 The site’s master plan includes over 1.7 
million m2 of built-up areas, but also sets 
aside open spaces to be used as green areas 
and pedestrian spines. One of its main 
features will be a 370 m long, 21 m wide 
pedestrian walkway, Abdali Boulevard. 
This will be bordered by residential, office, 
hotel, and retail spaces, in addition to 
landscaped areas that include two plazas. 
The walkway runs along an east-west axis 
and is located between the project’s Cen-
tral Marketplace and Tower Sector.
 The Central Marketplace will occupy 
over 13 hectares in the heart of the site. 
More than 70 percent of it will be devoted 
to retail facilities, but it also will include 
residential and office space. The Towers 
Sector will feature a series of high-rise 
buildings to be constructed by private de-
velopers and for which a maximum height 
of 220 m has been set. These will consist 
of commercial, residential, mixed-use, and 
hotel structures.
 The project will include parking facili-
ties for 16,000 vehicles. Arrangements also 
are being made with Amman’s municipal 
authorities to develop and implement traf-
fic solutions for accessing the site, consid-
ering that such a large, centrally located 
development will have a significant impact 
on traffic patterns in the city. 

Abdali Urban 
Regeneration 
Project, Amman, 
Jordan



Figures 13.3.1–13.3.7. The Abdali Regeneration Project devel-
ops, from scratch, a large, centrally located urban-scale site in 
Amman. The project is being carried out through a partner-
ship between the private and public sectors, an approach 
that is becoming increasingly widespread in the region.
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Designed by the Jordanian firm Dar al-Omran, with Wael 
al-Masri as lead architect. Initial concept designs for 
the project’s al-Kout Waterfront component were 
developed by the U.S. firm Cambridge Seven Associates.

The project’s al-Kout Waterfront component was 
completed in 2004; parts of the al-Manshar component 
were completed in 2006, and the hotel was completed 
in 2007. Other parts are under various stages of 
construction.

Madinat al-Fahaheel (al-Fuhayhil) is a 
large, mixed-use development located to 
the south of Kuwait City, along the shores 
of the Gulf and around the traditional al-
Fahaheel fishing harbor. The project, which 
is expected to cost more than $250 million 
upon completion, covers a site of about 30 
hectares and features more than 100,000 
m2 of built-up areas. Its developer is the 
Kuwaiti company Tamdeen Group.
 The development, which has received sev-
eral regional and international architectural 
and retail-design awards, is divided into two 
major components. The first is al-Kout (the 
old name for Kuwait) Waterfront project, 
which extends into the Gulf through its 
twin North and South Piers, defining an 
inner harbor. It features shopping and 
entertainment facilities. The South Pier 
houses a supermarket as well as various 
food markets. The North Pier houses a 
shopping mall, a food court, and a cinema 
complex. The development also includes a 
fishing harbor and a marina.
 The second major component is al-
Manshar Commercial Complex, which is 
located inland, just to the west of al-Kout. 
It takes its name from the place where 
fishermen used to hang their nets to dry. 
It features shopping and entertainment 
facilities, four rehabilitated, preexisting 

11-story residential buildings, a 15-story 
office and residential structure, a hotel, a 
mosque as well as a mosque extension, a 
multipurpose hall, and a municipal building 
for al-Fahaheel that includes a multilevel 
parking structure. The al-Manshar Complex 
also incorporates a rehabilitated retail area 
dating back to the 1970s. The retail areas 
of the complex are intended to allude to 
traditional bazaar architecture.
 Madinat al-Fahaheel incorporates native 
and other drought-tolerant plants as well 
as gravel mulch covers to create water-
conserving landscape solutions. In addition, 
the architects have utilized a number of 
energy-conserving features such as bring-
ing natural lighting into the shopping areas, 
using thick insulated walls to provide ther-
mal masses, and creating extensive shaded 
areas through arcades and pergolas.
 The project’s lead architect, Wael al-
Masri, identifies the architecture of certain 
components of al-Fahaheel, particularly 
al-Manshar, as utilizing a “hybrid” archi-
tectural vocabulary. An example of this 
is bringing together contemporary retail 
shopping-mall architecture with Kuwait’s 
traditional suq architecture, including the 
interaction between indoor and outdoor 
activities. The design is in the spirit of the 
more recent work of Jordanian architect 
Rasem Badran, a founder of Dar al-Omran. 
It accordingly is inspired by traditional fea-
tures, including arcades, screens, pergolas, 
domes, and thick walls, as well as a palette 
of natural sand and mud-colored walls 
(which also serves to reduce glare). These 
are combined with modern elements ex-
pressing a “high-tech” feel such as exposed 
space frames, mechanical system ducts, and 
tensile fabric structures. 

Madinat al-
Fahaheel, Kuwait 
City, Kuwait



Figures 13.4.1–13.4.4. Madinat al-Fahaheel 
includes retail facilities, apartments, 
recreational areas, office space, a hotel, and 
two mosques. The development incorporates 
both traditional and modern architectural 
features, often juxtaposed against each other 
to create what is identified as a “hybrid” 
architectural vocabulary.
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Master plan initially developed by the regional Beirut-  
and Cairo-based international consulting firm  
Dar Al-Handasah, and developed by an in-house team 
from Solidere with input from various international 
planning consultants.

Ongoing.

Solidere, the Lebanese Company for the 
Development and Reconstruction of Beirut 
Central District, is a public shareholding 
company that has been in charge of rede-
veloping the Beirut Central District (BCD) 
following the Lebanese civil war of 1975–90, 
which caused particularly extensive damage 
there. The company was founded by the 
late Lebanese prime minister Rafic Hariri 
in 1994, and has a capital of $1.82 billion, 
which makes it Lebanon’s largest.
 The Lebanese government granted Soli-
dere special powers of eminent domain as 
well as some regulatory authority. These, 
however, are subject to governmental con-
trols including the approval of the master 
plan by the relevant governmental bodies 
and the granting of construction permits 
by the Beirut Municipality. The company 
functions as a land, real estate, and prop-
erty developer, as well as manager, and it 
implements its projects directly, in joint 
ventures with partners, or in liaison with 
other developers. The owners of properties 
that Solidere appropriated were compen-
sated with shares in the company.
 The BCD occupies 191 hectares, a third of 
which consists of reclaimed land from the 
Mediterranean. It originally had a 1.5 km 
shore along the Mediterranean, but land 
reclamation has extended the shoreline by 
an additional 3.5 km. The project’s master 

plan divides the BCD into 10 sectors and 
calls for constructing about 4.7 million m2 
of building space. It also devotes 39 hectares 
to public open areas that include more than 
60 squares and gardens.
 Solidere is the region’s main pioneer in 
large-scale urban real-estate development, 
and it has provided a primary model for a 
number of similar regional developments 
currently taking place. In such develop-
ments, the private sector takes on the role 
of master planner and developer, often in 
association with the public sector. These 
developments also emphasize luxury com-
mercial and residential projects, although 
parts of them often are set aside as public 
spaces.
 The Solidere project has been the subject 
of some controversy. For example, although 
it has allowed for developing and imple-
menting a comprehensive, well-studied, and 
homogeneous urban plan in a city whose 
planning regulations have been in great 
need of updating, it also is considered a 
project aimed at an upper-income clien-
tele. A good part of this clientele comes 
from outside Lebanon, primarily Lebanese 
expatriates and citizens of the oil-rich 
Gulf countries. Also, although it has been 
argued that the original property owners in 
the BCD would be unable to carry out the 
reconstruction process, partly because of 
fragmented ownership patterns and exist-
ing tenant protection regulations, many of 
these property owners have resented the 
exercise of eminent domain over their prop-
erties. They state that the compensation 
they received in the form of shares did not 
reflect the real values of those properties. 

Reconstruction 
of the Beirut 
Central District, 
Beirut, Lebanon



Figures 13.5.1–13.5.4. The development and 
reconstruction of the 191-hectare commercial 
core of Beirut by the public shareholding com-
pany Solidere is a pioneering example in the 
region of the private sector taking on the role 
of master planner and large-scale developer.
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Designed by Jordanian architect Bilal Hammad of Bilal 
Hammad Architects.

Competition results announced in 2000, but project not 
implemented.

This design received first prize in a com-
petition organized for the development 
of the historical center of Ramallah, a city 
that has emerged as a main cultural center 
in Palestine and also as the political center 
of the Palestinian Authority in the West 
Bank. Before the Israeli occupation of the 
city in 1967, Ramallah also was known as a 
summer tourism destination.
 According to the 1993 Palestinian-Israeli 
Oslo Accords, a future independent Pales-
tinian state would be formed in the area 
known as the West Bank of the Jordan 
River and also the Gaza Strip, although the 
exact borders of the state would be negoti-
ated at a future date. Competitions such as 
this one reflected the prevailing optimism 
that had existed before the advent of the 
new Millennium regarding the formation 
of an independent Palestinian state.

 The competition was organized by 
the city’s municipality and the Riwaq 
Center for Architectural Conservation, a 
non-profit organization concerned with 
protecting and developing the Palestinian 
architectural heritage. The project, which 
covers an area of 11 hectares, includes new 
and preexisting multifunctional buildings 
occupying a built-up area of 4,000 m2, as 
well as open spaces that can accommodate 
commercial and cultural activities such as 
festivals and exhibitions.
 Bilal Hammad developed a design that 
centers on the city’s main plaza, which also 
functions as an open air theater, with the 
city hall/cultural center building acting as 
its backdrop. A clock tower is added to the 
plaza as a symbolic feature emphasizing 
its role as a civic public space. In addition, 
pedestrian activity is given priority within 
the city center, and a number of open 
spaces, including gardens and plazas, are 
introduced within the urban fabric. 

New Commercial 
District in the 
Historical Center 
of Ramallah, 
Palestinian 
Authority



Figures 13.6.1–13.6.3. This design is for a new 
commercial district that would upgrade the 
historical center of the West Bank Palestinian 
city of Ramallah. The project includes a series 
of open spaces that can accommodate various 
public activities such as festivals, exhibitions, 
and performances.
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Master plan developed by the Danish firm Henning 
Larsen Architects.

Under construction.

Architect Henning Larsen has been very 
active in the Gulf, where one of his better-
known designs is the award-winning 1984 
Saudi Arabian Foreign Ministry building 
in Riyadh. His firm won an international 
competition in 2007 to design the sprawl-
ing King Abdullah Financial District 
at the northern edge of Riyadh for the 
Saudi Arabian Public Pension Agency. The 
project occupies 1.5 km2 and will feature 
more than 3 million m2 of built-up areas. 
It is expected to create 43,000 jobs and is 
a conscious expression of Saudi Arabia’s 
financial strength as one of the larg-
est economies in the Middle East, one 
of world’s 25 largest economies, and the 
holder of 20 percent of the world’s proven 
oil reserves.

 In addition to housing banks, insur-
ance and investment companies, a stock 
exchange, and financial regulatory au-
thorities, the project will include a financial 
academy, a conference center, hotels, apart-
ments, and recreational areas.
 The architects remark that their design 
unites features of the traditional Arab city 
with the contemporary metropolis. They 
therefore brought the project’s buildings 
in close proximity to each other to create a 
compact built fabric that increases densi-
ties. This aims at avoiding sprawl and also 
creating as much shade as possible in the 
hot arid climate of Riyadh.
 Pedestrianization is being emphasized. 
The new Riyadh monorail accordingly will 
serve the King Abdullah Financial District. 
The district also includes a series of elevated 
air-conditioned walkways that connect its 
various parts. Parking for 40,000 vehicles 
will be provided at its perimeter. 

The King 
Abdullah 
Financial District, 
Riyadh, Saudi 
Arabia



Figures 13.7.1–13.7.3. The King 
Abdullah Financial District will 
house various financial institu-
tions, hotels, and residential and 
recreational areas. The project 
features a closely knit urban fab-
ric that emphasizes pedestrian 
rather than vehicular movement.
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Designed by Bernardo Fort-Brescia and Laurinda Spear of 
the American firm Arquitectonica.

Under construction.

The Gate is part of the Shams Abu Dhabi 
development on the 633-hectare al-Reem 
Island, the vacant island being developed 
as a mixed-use residential, commercial, and 
business district. Al-Reem Island lies just 
off the northeastern coast of Abu Dhabi 
City and will be connected to it by a number 
of bridges. The $8 billion al-Reem Island 
project, which is being carried out indepen-
dently by three developers, is intended to 
house 280,000 residents. This is one of a 
number of large projects being developed 
in Abu Dhabi to accommodate a projected 
population increase of about 6.8 percent 
every year over the next decade. Its proper-
ties will also be available to noncitizens of 
the United Arab Emirates on an extendable 
99-year lease.
 One of the three developers working on 
al-Reem Island is Sorouh, which is develop-
ing the Shams Abu Dhabi project. Ninety 
percent of Shams Abu Dhabi’s built area 
will be devoted to residential properties ar-
ranged according to themed neighborhoods. 
The remaining part will consist of commer-
cial, hotel, entertainment, and institutional 
facilities. The development will contain 
22,000 residential units and house about 
100,000 people.

 Arquitectonica is the lead architect for 
the first and primary development plot of 
Shams Abu Dhabi, The Gate. It includes 
eight high-rise buildings penetrated by 
two wide boulevards that will form the 
development’s southern entrance. The 
buildings include the elliptically shaped 
380-meter, 83-story Sky Tower, which will 
be among Abu Dhabi’s highest. There also 
are five 62-story buildings. Four of these are 
located in proximity to each other, form-
ing a curved line and linked by a suspended 
transom, while the fifth is a free-standing 
elliptical building. The remaining two rise 
up to 31 stories. They are curved in plan and 
together form an elliptical arrangement.
 These high-rise buildings will collectively 
house 4,600 residential units. Sky Tower 
will be the first to be constructed. It will be 
a mixed-use office, commercial, and residen-
tial building, while the remaining buildings 
will be residential.
 The suspended transom linking four of 
the residential towers at their tops creates 
a portico arrangement and contains vari-
ous recreational amenities. It is punctured 
by three oculi placed between the towers. 
These are intended to take on the role of 
giant “skylights” that cast sculpted shadow 
and light effects on the structures below. 
The towers also are linked by a podium that 
includes shops and that functions as an 
elevated green park. 

The Gate, Shams 
Abu Dhabi, 
al-Reem Island, 
Abu Dhabi, 
United Arab 
Emirates



Figures 13.8.1–13.8.5. The Gate complex is the first 
and primary development of Shams Abu Dhabi.  
It will include eight high-rise buildings, the tallest 
of which will be the 380 m Sky Tower.
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Master plan and architectural designs carried out by the 
British firm Foster + Partners.

Under construction.

The Central Market Redevelopment project 
is located in the heart of Abu Dhabi City, 
close to the Abu Dhabi Corniche. The $1.4 
billion project is being developed by Aldar 
Properties, which received a 50-year con-
cession from the authorities to develop  
the site. The project occupies a 5.7-hectare 
area where the Abu Dhabi central market 
used to stand. The market was demolished 
in 2005 to make way for this new develop-
ment, which aims at rejuvenating this  
central city area as a leisure and retail 
complex.
 The new development will have a total 
built-up area of 650,000 m2. It will include 
office space, restaurants, hotels, residential 

facilities, retail outlets, a mosque designed 
by Jordanian architect Jafar Tukan, a fire 
station, parking for over 5,000 vehicles, and 
bus and taxi interchange points.
 A number of the retail outlets will feature 
traditional Middle Eastern goods, including 
textiles, gold and jewelry, spices, perfumes, 
and carpets. These will form an air-condi-
tioned suq intended to convey a traditional 
feel.
 The project also will include three high-
rise buildings ranging from 58 to 88 stories 
(255 to 375 m) in height. They will house 
hotel, apartment, and office facilities. The 
development also will include a town square 
and landscaped areas.
 Considering the project’s enormous size, 
its building site has been described as the 
“largest hole in the ground in the Middle 
East.” 

Central Market 
Redevelopment, 
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Abu Dhabi, 
United Arab 
Emirates



Figures 13.9.1–13.9.4. The Central 
Market Redevelopment project 
is located in the heart of Abu 
Dhabi City and replaces the city’s 
old central market. It is being 
developed as a retail and leisure 
center. In addition to shops, it 
will include restaurants, hotels, 
apartments, and office space.
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Master plan and architectural design for phases I and II 
developed by the American firm Hellmuth, Obata + 
Kassabaum (HOK). The Canadian firm Core Architects is 
responsible for overall site coordination and design of 4 
of the project’s 10 districts.

Phase I of the development was competed in 2003, 
with the remaining phases under various stages of 
construction.

Dubai Marina is being developed by the 
publicly held Emaar Properties, which is 
the largest real estate development com-
pany in the Middle East and one of the 
largest in the world. When completed, the 
development will feature more than 200 
high-rise buildings that will contain more 
than 20,000 apartments and house about 
100,000 people distributed over 10 dis-
tricts. The total built-up area of the project 
is expected to reach 4.5 million m2. Twelve 
percent of the project is devoted to public 

areas, including more than 11 km of public 
walkways. In addition to residences, Dubai 
Marina features hotel, commercial, leisure, 
and retail space.
 The project is located just to the west of 
Palm Jumeirah. It is built along the two 
sides of a carved-out, man-made 3.5 km 
watercourse/marina area. The watercourse 
follows a curving path that fits within the 
outline of a wide U-shaped arrangement 
and is linked to the Dubai shoreline at its 
two ends. Upon completion, Dubai Marina 
is expected to become the world’s largest 
man-made waterfront community, covering 
an area of 4.5 km2. The developers present it 
as the “Middle East’s answer to the French 
Riviera” and the “Venice of Dubai.”
 Phase I of the project, which was com-
pleted in 2003, is a $200 million, 10-hectare 
development that includes six high-rise 
residential buildings containing 1,100 units.

Dubai Marina, 
Dubai, United 
Arab Emirates



Figures 13.10.1–13.10.4. Dubai Marina is intended as 
the world’s largest man-made waterfront community. 
Phase I of the project (figs. 13.10.3 and 13.10.4) includes 
six high-rise residential buildings containing 1,100 
units. The whole development eventually will feature 
200 high-rise buildings with a population of 100,000.
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Master plan developed by the American firm TVS 
(Thompson, Ventulett, Stainback and Associates).

Under construction.

Business Bay is being developed by Dubai 
Properties Group, which is part of the 
Dubai government-owned Dubai Holding. 
Dubai Holding owns about 20 companies 
operating in various fields.
 The multi-billion-dollar project covers 
an area of 600 hectares and is intended to 
become Dubai’s new business district. It 
is being presented as the equivalent to the 
districts of Manhattan in New York and 
Ginza in Tokyo. It is a basic component of 
an overall strategy that aims at encouraging 
international companies to strengthen their 
presence in Dubai. Dubai also hopes that 
some of these companies will establish their 
headquarters there, rather than only their 
regional offices. This already has begun to 
happen as the oil services giant Halliburton 

opened its second headquarters in Dubai in 
2007. It now considers Dubai and its origi-
nal headquarters in Houston, Texas, as dual 
headquarters.
 Business Bay, which is adjacent to the 
Burj Khalifa District, involves extending the 
Dubai Creek by almost 10 km, up to Shaykh 
Zayed Road, and will be located along that 
extension. This will bring the creek’s total 
length to more than 13 km. The extended 
creek will have an average width of 130 m. It 
will reach 500 m at its widest section, with a 
depth of about 6 m, allowing large yachts to 
navigate it. The Dubai Creek originally was 
dredged in the 1970s to accommodate the 
docking of larger ships as part of plans to 
establish Dubai as a major regional com-
mercial center.
 The development will include more than 
230 high-rises that will house office, hotel, 
residential, and retail facilities. It is the 
largest project designed by TVS to date. 

Business Bay, 
Dubai, United 
Arab Emirates



Figure 13.11.1. Business Bay 
is intended as Dubai’s main 
financial district. It is part of 
an overall strategy that aims at 
encouraging multinational firms 
to strengthen their presence in 
the Emirate.
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It does not seem that a single, fixed detailed master plan 
was developed for any of these projects. Instead, 
their master plans evolved, and a number of firms 
worked on developing them. The Australian firm 
GHD (Gutteridge, Haskins & Davey) and the American 
firm HHCP Design International (a sister company of 
Helman Hurley Charvat Peacock Architects) worked on 
Palm Jumeirah’s (Jumayrah) master planning. GHD, 
HHCP Design International, and the Dutch architecture 
and engineering firm Royal Haskoning were involved 
in Palm Jebel (Jabal) Ali. Royal Haskoning and the 
American firm Calthorpe Associates carried out work 
on Palm Deira (Dayrah). The American firm Bermello 
Ajamil and Partners worked on The World. Another 
American firm, Gruzen Samton, as well as Dutch 
architect Rem Koolhaas of the Office for Metropolitan 
Architecture (OMA) worked on Dubai Waterfront.

Construction on Palm Jumeirah was initiated in 2001, with 
some of its properties completed in 2008. All are under 
various stages of construction. The work is undergoing 
significant delays as a result of the financial difficulties 
from which Nakheel has suffered as a result of the 
2008–2009 financial crisis.

Introduction

These five developments include the largest 
groupings of artificial islands in the world. 
Three of them, referred to as the Palm 
Trilogy, each take the shape of a palm tree, 
with a trunk and fronds. The fourth, The 
World, approximates a map of the earth. A 
crescent, acting as a protective barrier reef, 
surrounds a good part of the resulting ar-
rangement for each of the Palm Islands and 
The World. The islands will result in multi-
plying Dubai’s natural shoreline of about 65 
km a few times over. The developers have 

declared the islands the “eighth wonder of 
the world.”
 The islands are carried out by the devel-
oper Nakheel (Nakhil; Arabic for palm), 
which is fully owned by the Dubai govern-
ment. The idea was conceived during the 
1990s by Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al 
Maktoum, the vice president of the United 
Arab Emirates and ruler of the Emirate of 
Dubai. Sheikh Mohammed is considered the 
mastermind behind the emergence of Dubai 
as a global commercial and tourist center. 
Work on the first of the three Palm Islands, 
Palm Jumeirah, was initiated in 2001.
 In 2008, Nakheel also announced plans 
to develop a sixth project, The Universe, 
which consists of a cluster of man-made 
islands that will extend between Palm 
Jumeirah and Palm Deira and also surround 
The World. The project, however, remains 
unrealized.
 The implementation of the islands has 
caused controversy. Environmentalists 
assert that construction work is destroying 
existing marine life in the area. Moreover, 
authorities in the neighboring Emirate of 
Sharjah have argued that construction of 
the islands has affected the movement of 
surrounding currents. This consequently 
has cut off oxygen supplies in the water 
in some areas. In contrast, Nakheel ar-
gues that it is trying to act as sensitively 
as possible to environmental concerns. It 
adds that in many of the areas where their 
projects are located, there had been no ma-
rine life before work began. In contrast, the 
projects’ rocky substructures have created 
a foundation that already is supporting the 
evolution of marine life. 

Palm Jumeirah, 
Palm Jebel Ali, 
Palm Deira, 
the World, 
and the Dubai 
Waterfront, 
Dubai, United 
Arab Emirates



Figures 13.12.1 and 13.12.2. 
A reconstructed view and a 
satellite view from January 
2007 showing (from right to 
left) Palm Deira, the World, 
Palm Jumeirah, Palm Jebel 
Ali, and the Dubai Waterfront. 
These mega-scale projects, 
which include some of the 
world’s largest man-made 
islands, will multiply Dubai’s 
65 km natural shoreline a few 
times over.
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Under construction, with the first properties completed 
in 2008.

Palm Jumeirah is the first of the series of 
artificial islands being developed off the 
Dubai shoreline. The project, which is in 
proximity to Burj Al Arab hotel, extends 
over an area of 5 × 5 km, and creates 
more than 60 km of new shoreline for 
Dubai. It is built from 80 million m3 of 
rock, sand, and earth excavated from the 
mainland.
 The project consists of three sections: 
a trunk, 17 fronds, and a semicircular 
protective barrier reef. The trunk is the 
hub of the development and includes 
commercial and entertainment facili-
ties, hotels, marinas, apartments, and 
a Friday mosque designed by Jordanian 
architect Farouk Yaghmour (below). The 
fronds primarily include residences, and 
the crescent includes hotels.
 Construction was initiated with work 
on the protective semicircular barrier, 
which is designed to protect Palm Jumei-
rah from sea storms. The developers also 
state that the island has been designed to 
accommodate long-term rising sea levels 
resulting from global warming.

 Palm Jumeirah features a monorail 
line linked to Dubai’s metro system. The 
line, which contains four stations, passes 
through the trunk and extends to the semi-
circular barrier.
 Building density in the island has been 
increased since construction was initiated 
to make the development more cost-effec-
tive. This increase has raised doubts about 
the ability of the island’s infrastructure to 
adequately serve its facilities. There also has 
been criticism that the 10-lane road passing 
through the trunk will not be sufficient to 
accommodate the traffic going in and out of 
the project. The road provides the only ve-
hicular access to the island, and it connects 
to Sheikh Zayed Road, which itself suffers 
from considerable traffic congestion. A new 
master plan was announced for the trunk 
part of Palm Jumeirah in early 2007. This 
was after the land for the island had been 
more or less fully reclaimed and construc-
tion had been initiated.
 The construction of Palm Jumeirah has 
been accompanied by considerable market-
ing hype. This included media coverage of 
the purchase of residences there by mem-
bers of the British soccer team, including 
David Beckham. 

Palm Jumeirah, 
Dubai, United 
Arab Emirates



Figures 13.13.1–13.13.8. Palm Jumeirah occupies an 
area of 5 × 5 km and has a coastline equivalent to 
Dubai’s natural shoreline. The development includes 
a trunk and 17 fronds, as well as a protective semi-
circular barrier. It will be served by a monorail that 
passes through the trunk and extends all the way to 
the crescent.
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Under construction.

Palm Jebel Ali is the second of the Palm 
islands, and it is located in the Jebel Ali 
area, at the western edge of Dubai. It is 50 
percent larger than Palm Jumeirah, cover-
ing an area of 7.5 × 7.5 km. It involves the re-
location of 100 million m3 of rock and sand 
quarried from the mainland, and has 70 km 
of shoreline, which exceeds Dubai’s whole 
natural shoreline. When completed, the 
project is expected to house up to 250,000 
people. The project’s land reclamation and 
infrastructure works are estimated to cost 
$2 billion.

 In addition to the arrangement of a 
trunk, 17 fronds, and a 16 km long protec-
tive semicircular barrier, Palm Jebel Ali 
also includes houses built on stilts in the 
water. When viewed from above, they 
spell out a poem composed by Dubai’s 
ruler, Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al 
Maktoum.
 As with Palm Jumeirah, the island 
will be served by a monorail line that is 
connected to Dubai’s metro system. In 
addition, three vehicular bridges will link 
the island to the mainland, one through 
the trunk and one from each edge of the 
semicircular barrier.

Palm Jebel Ali, 
Dubai, United 
Arab Emirates



Figures 13.14.1 and 13.14.2. 
Palm Jebel Ali covers an area 
that is 50 percent larger than 
that of Palm Jumeirah and is 
designed to accommodate 
250,000 people. It will be 
connected to the mainland 
by a monorail line and three 
bridges.
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Under construction.

Palm Deira is the largest of the three Palm 
Islands. It is located at Dubai’s eastern edge, 
next to the mouth of Dubai Creek. It mea-
sures 12.5 × 7.5 km and covers a surface land 
area of 4,600 hectares. It consists of nine 
interconnected areas. Palm Crown, Palm 
Fronds (18), Palm Crescent, and Palm Trunk 
together form the palm tree. The remaining 
five areas are located along the shoreline. 

These consist of North Island, South Island, 
Central Island, Al Mamzar Island, and Deira 
Island. Bridges passing through a group 
of preexisting natural islands connect the 
project to the mainland and to Dubai’s 
metro system.
 At one point, about three-quarters of the 
world’s dredging ships had been working on 
reclaiming land for Palm Deira. The multi-
use project is planned to eventually accom-
modate more than 1 million people. 

Palm Deira, 
Dubai, United 
Arab Emirates



Figures 13.15.1–13.15.3. Palm Deira is located at the 
eastern edge of Dubai, next to Dubai Creek. It is the 
largest of the Palm Islands as it extends over an area 
of 12.5 by 7.5 km. It is intended to eventually accom-
modate more than 1 million inhabitants.
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Under construction.

The World project consists of 300 artificial 
islands arranged to approximate a map of 
the globe. It is located between the Jumei-
rah and Deira Palm Islands, about 4 km 
away from the mainland. The islands range 
in size from 2 to 8 hectares, with 50 to 100 
m of water separating them from each 
other. The whole project covers an area of 7 
× 9 km. It will provide about 5,500 hectares 
of land and more than 200 km of shoreline. 
Two breakwaters are located at the develop-
ment’s outer perimeter to provide protec-
tion against sea storms. The islands will 
only be accessible by sea or air.
 The project is expected to cost $14 billion. 
Each of the islands will be sold for $7 to 

$35 million. Investors will need to provide 
infrastructure services, which then would 
connect to centrally located distribution 
and collection mains. They will be allowed 
to build according to a general master plan 
that specifies low-, middle-, and high-den-
sity islands. More specifically, the islands 
are divided into four types: low-density 
islands, resort islands, mixed-use mid-
density islands, and commercial islands. 
The maximum allowable building height is 
four stories, but a few high-rises also will be 
accommodated.
 The World, which is expected to be com-
pleted by 2020, is planned to house 150,000 
people, with the number reaching 250,000 
during peak seasons. 

The World, 
Dubai, United 
Arab Emirates



Figures 13.16.1–13.16.5. Three hundred man-made 
islands make up the World project, which approxi-
mates the map of the globe. The islands will range 
from 2 to 8 hectares in area and will be separated 
from each other by 50 to 100 m of water. The project’s 
master plan limits building heights to four stories, 
but a few high-rises will be allowed.
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Under construction.

This $27 billion, 13,000-hectare project is 
presented as the world’s largest waterfront 
development. It is a beachfront develop-
ment that will be built both on the Dubai 
mainland and on reclaimed land. It will 
extend into the sea, with a crescent shape 
that arches around Palm Jebel Ali. The proj-
ect will occupy the last remaining natural 
waterfront in Dubai. Its marketing materi-
als specify that it will be twice the size of 
Hong Kong.
 The project is located at Dubai’s western 
edge, bordering Abu Dhabi, in the Jebel Ali 
area. The Palm Jebel Ali also has been incor-
porated into the project and will be linked 
to the Dubai Waterfront development by  
a bridge. The Dubai Waterfront will be  
connected to an artificial 75 km canal that 
extends into the mainland. It will include  
a 600 km road network and also will be  
connected to Dubai’s metro system. It  
will provide 70 km of new waterfront  

Dubai 
Waterfront, 
Dubai, United 
Arab Emirates

(in addition to its preexisting 12 km of 
natural beachfront) and a 2 km wide harbor. 
The cost of the infrastructure alone is esti-
mated at $4 billion.
 The project’s first phase will concentrate 
on the downtown area, Madinat al-Arab, 
which also is intended to include one of 
the world’s tallest buildings, al-Burj. The 
project features 10 mixed-use zones that 
house over 250 master planned communi-
ties. Also, more than 200 hotels are planned 
for the development. Along with Palm 
Jebel Ali, it is intended to accommodate 
1.7 million residents by 2020. Unlike other 
large-scale developments in Dubai, which 
concentrate on higher-income properties, 
this one will also offer workers’ housing.
 The project is part of the master plan-
ning efforts taking place to accommodate 
Dubai’s projected growth. Its population is 
expected to increase from the current level 
of about 1.5 to 4 million in 2020, and the 
number of tourists is projected to increase 
from the current 6.5 to 22 million per year. 



Figures 13.17.1–13.17.4. The 
Dubai Waterfront project will oc-
cupy the last remaining natural 
waterfront in Dubai. The massive 
13,000-hectare project will 
extend into the sea in the form 
of a crescent. Along with Palm 
Jebel Ali, it is expected to house 
1.7 million residents by 2020.
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Ambitions on a Remarkable Scale
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This last section on new cities, along with 
the section on master plans, best expresses 
the truly remarkable scale of the region’s 
recent building boom. They feature highly 
ambitious projects for which significant 
resources have been devoted. They are 
about instant urban settlements that under 
normal circumstances would evolve over 
decades, if not centuries.
 The separation between the sections on 
new cities and master planned districts 
is not always clear-cut. A number of the 
master planned districts featured in this 
book are larger than some of these new 
cities. Unlike the master planned districts, 
however, the new cities are intended as 
stand-alone urban settlements, rather than 
ones connected to existing cities. The one 
exception is the King Abdullah bin Abdul 
Aziz City in Jordan, which essentially is a 
new twin city to the existing city of Zarqa.
 All but one of the new cities featured in 
this section are located in the Gulf. They 
concentrate on realizing a vision for the 
future that depends on diversifying the 
Gulf’s economies away from oil. The City of 
Silk is conceived as an international trade 
and transportation hub that provides a link 
between Central Asia and Europe. The King 
Abdullah Economic City aims at becoming a 
node attracting investments in diverse sec-
tors including industry, transportation, and 

financial services. Jazan Economic City 
will concentrate on mining and on indus-
trial projects linked to the resource-rich 
area around it. Masdar City is devoted to 
developing renewable green energy tech-
nologies. The one new city from outside 
the Gulf featured in this section, the King 
Abdullah bin Abdul Aziz City in Jordan, 
aims at realizing a different objective. It is 
concerned with a current pressing prob-
lem: that of relieving population pressures 
on the adjacent city of Zarqa, Jordan’s 
second largest.
 These new cities also involve significant 
public-private partnerships. For the larg-
est of them, the King Abdullah Economic 
City, the Saudi Arabian General Invest-
ment Authority has joined forces with 
Dubai’s giant developer Emaar. In the case 
of Jazan, the same investment author-
ity is partnering with a consortium that 
includes a large Malaysian developer and 
the local contracting conglomerate, the 
Binladen Group. For Zarqa, the govern-
ment-owned company Mawared, which is 
also the public-sector partner for Amman’s 
Abdali project, has teamed up with various 
local developers. With Masdar and City 
of Silk, funding is primarily provided by 
their respective oil-rich governments, but 
even these two projects aim at attracting 
considerable private-sector investment.
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Master plan for the project’s first phase was developed 
by the Jordanian firm Sigma. The project’s Princess 
Salma Housing Estate is designed by three Jordanian 
firms: the Group for Design and Architectural 
Research (GDAR), Bitar Consultants, and Bilal 
Hammad Architects.

The project’s first phase, which occupies 10 percent (250 
hectares) of the site, is under construction.

The King Abdullah bin Abdul Aziz City, 
the mega real estate project and Jordan’s 
largest, consists of six phases and is 
planned to house 500,000 residents by 
2025. The project occupies a 2,500-hectare 
site in Zarqa, Jordan’s second largest city 
and a primary industrial center. Zarqa 
is located less than 30 km northeast of 
Amman, at the edge of the country’s vast 
arid semidesert (badiyah) zone. The site 
of the development borders the busy 
Amman-Zarqa Highway. It also is located 
in proximity to the Zarqa railroad station. 
Although the Ottoman-era Amman-Zarqa 
line does not currently provide regular 
passenger service, a light-rail service that 
follows the same line is being planned to 
connect the two cities.
 A military base occupied the site for 
decades. The base was located well outside 
Zarqa when established, but later created 
a barrier for the city’s easterly expansion 
as Zarqa’s population grew. As a result, 
the military base has been relocated to 
allow for developing the site through a 
partnership between the public sector, 
represented by the government-owned 

National Resources Investment and Devel-
opment Corporation (Mawared), and vari-
ous private-sector developers. The project 
will help alleviate urban pressures in Zarqa, 
which is Jordan’s most congested urban 
center with more than 750,000 inhabitants.
 The project’s master plan includes a large 
commercial district, Suq Bab al-Madina 
(City Gate Market). This will function as a 
gateway to the project and as the anchor 
for its first phase. The commercial district 
centers on a 3.5 km pedestrian commercial 
spine featuring a civic plaza anchored by a 
large mosque. The Bab al-Madina Plaza also 
forms a link between the project and the 
commercial heart of Zarqa.
 The pilot phase of the King Abdullah bin 
Abdul Aziz City also features the Princess 
Salma Estate. It consists of about 500 hous-
ing units being built along three phases, 
and will form the nucleus for the city’s 
residential community. The project aims at 
developing high-quality affordable housing 
prototypes in arid climates. It primarily 
focuses on low-rise terraced housing with 
communal gardens.
 It will occupy an area of 8.6 hectares, 
of which 1.2 hectares are devoted to the 
communal gardens. The project is being 
developed in three phases, each designed 
by a different Jordanian architectural firm. 
GDAR designed its first phase (opposite, 
middle left); Bitar Consultants designed the 
second phase; and Bilal Hammad Architects 
designed the third phase (opposite, middle 
right). 

King Abdullah 
bin Abdul Aziz 
City (formerly 
Madinat al-Sharq 
[City of the 
East]), Zarqa, 
Jordan



Figures 14.1.1–14.1.4. The King Abdullah bin Abdul Aziz City 
in Zarqa is Jordan’s most ambitious urban development 
project to date. The 2,500-hectare project, which is ex-
pected to accommodate about 500,000 residents by 2025, 
will help relieve population pressures in Zarqa, Jordan’s 
second-largest and most congested city.
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Initial master planning and architectural design proposals 
developed by the London-based CivicArts–Eric R. 
Kuhne and Associates.

Under design development, but site preparation work has 
been initiated.

The City of Silk (Madinat al-Hareer in 
Arabic) is among the largest of a series of 
mega-scale urban projects being planned 
in the region. It is a proposed 250 km2 city 
in Subiya, an area located opposite Kuwait 
City, across Kuwait Bay. It will be linked to 
Kuwait City by a 23.5 km bridge crossing the 
bay.
 Different cost estimates have been put 
forward for this colossal project, ranging 
from $60 to $130 billion. Its implementa-
tion is expected to take place over a period 
of 25 years. The city is envisioned to have a 
population of 700,000 inhabitants and to 
include its own seaport and international 
airport.
 The name of the new city comes from the 
proposition that this area was a gateway 

to the famous Silk Road, which extended 
into Central Asia. The City of Silk accord-
ingly is intended as a commercial gateway 
that serves relatively distant regions, in-
cluding Central Asia and Europe. Its port 
is conceived as an international one that 
will serve that region via Iraq and Iran.
 The city is to be divided into sections 
that include Finance City, Leisure City, 
Culture City, Film and Media City, Indus-
trial City, Health City, and Education  
City. These various components are lo-
cated around an “Ecological City,” a  
45 km2 natural preserve intended as a 
bird sanctuary.
 The development is to include what is 
envisioned as the world’s tallest building, 
the 250-story Mubarak al-Kabir Tower. 
It also is referred to as the “Tower of a 
Thousand and One Arabian Nights,” as 
it will be 1,001 m tall. The building is to 
house seven “vertical villages” combining 
offices, hotels, and leisure and residential 
facilities. 

City of Silk 
(Madinat al-
Hareer), Kuwait



Figures 14.2.1–14.2.3. The City 
of Silk is conceived as a new 
urban development to be built 
over a period of 25 years. It will 
house 700,000 residents and will 
feature the 250-story Mubarak 
al-Kabir Tower, intended as the 
world’s highest.
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King Abdullah 
Economic City, 
near Raghib, 
Saudi Arabia

Master plan developed by the Singapore-based RSP 
Architects Planners and Engineers. Additional 
detailed master planning has been carried out by 
the American firms Wimberly Allison Tong & Goo 
(WATG) and Hellmuth, Obata + Kassabaum (HOK) for 
the resorts and residential zones; Skidmore, Owings 
& Merrill (SOM) for the city center; and Parsons 
International for the industrial zone.

Under construction.

The King Abdullah Economic City is 
located on the Red Sea coast, about 100 
km north of Jeddah, Saudi Arabia’s main 
port and second largest city. The project, 
which occupies an area of almost 17,000 
hectares, is being developed by the giant 
Dubai-based real estate development com-
pany Emaar Properties in association with 
the public sector Saudi Arabian General 
Investment Authority. This is Emaar’s 
biggest project to date and also the single 
largest development to take place in Saudi 
Arabia. The project has its own Saudi 
Arabia–based, publicly funded develop-
ment company. It is anticipated to attract 
investments from both inside and outside 
Saudi Arabia reaching about $100 billion.
 The King Abdullah Economic City will  
be built in phases between 2006 and 2025. 
It is expected to eventually provide 1 mil-
lion job opportunities and accommodate  

2 million residents. It will include a sea-
port, an international airport, an industrial 
district, a central business district that 
consists of commercial, mixed-use, and 
retail areas, a financial district, a resort, an 
educational zone, a hospitality zone, and 
a residential area. The seaport, which is 
intended as the largest in the region, will 
handle cargo and serve as a terminal for the 
Hajj (the Muslim pilgrimage). The central 
business district will feature 3.8 million 
m2 of built area. The hospitality zone will 
include more than 120 hotels with 25,000 
hotel rooms.
 The city will include 450 hectares of parks 
as well as a system of canals based on the 
model of Amsterdam. These will be bor-
dered by 75 km of pedestrian promenades 
and will add 42 km of waterfront to the 
development, which already has a 34 km 
shoreline along the Red Sea. The project 
also will feature five yacht clubs with a 
capacity for 3,000 vessels.
 In addition, the King Abdullah Economic 
City will include a series of mosques, a 
higher-education section with a capacity for 
18,000 students and 7,500 faculty members 
and administrators, and a stadium that can 
seat 45,000. The King Abdullah University 
of Science and Technology, inaugurated in 
2009, is located 20 km south of the city. 



Figures 14.3.1–14.3.4. The 
17,000-hectare King Abdullah 
Economic City is the largest 
single project being implement-
ed in the region. It will be a full-
fledged city with its own seaport 
and international airport. The 
city also will feature 450 hectares 
of parks and an extensive man-
made canal network.
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Jazan Economic 
City, Saudi 
Arabia

Concept master plan was developed by the Malaysian 
firm DP Architects. The detailed master plan has been 
developed by the Malaysian firm Perunding Alam Bina.

Under construction.

Jazan Economic City is located along 
the southern coast of the Red Sea, about 
725 km south of Jeddah and 50 km north 
of Jazan City. The 100 km2 city will have 
a 12 km shoreline and will extend 8 km 
inland.
 The area has rich mineral deposits that 
include limestone, dolomite, marble, basalt, 
gypsum, and silica. The city’s economic 
activity therefore will be based partly on 
exploiting these natural resources.
 The Saudi Arabian General Investment 
Authority project will be developed and 
managed in association with the Malaysian 
conglomerate MMC along with the Saudi 
Arabian contracting giant, the Binladen 
Group. The $30 billion project is expected to 
be implemented over a period of 30 years 

and is expected to create about 500,000 
employment opportunities. It is one of a 
number of economic cities being developed 
in Saudi Arabia. These include the cities of 
King Abdullah and Prince Abdul Aziz bin 
Mousaed, and Knowledge City in Madinah. 
These economic cities aim at attracting 
foreign investment and encouraging tech-
nology transfer to the country, as well as 
diversifying the kingdom’s economy away 
from oil.
 Jazan Economic City is envisioned as a 
fully integrated and self-contained devel-
opment. Two-thirds of it will consist of 
an industrial zone that includes a port, an 
aluminum smelter, a steel processing plant, 
an oil refinery, a copper processing plant, 
fisheries, and agro-based industries. It also 
will include its own power and desalination 
plants. The nonindustrial zone will consist 
of a central business district, residential 
areas, a marina, and educational, hospital-
ity, and recreational facilities. 



Figures 14.4.1–14.4.4. The Jazan Economic City is 
part of an overall strategy intended to diversify 
Saudi Arabia’s economy away from oil and to at-
tract foreign investment. This new development 
is located in an area of rich mineral deposits, 
and its economic activity therefore will be partly 
based on exploiting these deposits.
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Designed by the British firm Foster + Partners.
Under construction.

Masdar City is conceived by the Abu Dhabi 
Future Energy Company, a wholly owned 
subsidiary of the Mubadala Development 
Company, an investment vehicle of the gov-
ernment of Abu Dhabi. The project, which 
is expected to cost more than $20 billion, 
is intended as a zero-carbon, zero-waste 
community that will become “the silicon 
valley for clean, green, and alternative en-
ergy.” This championing of renewal energy 
technologies is part of an effort aimed at di-
versifying Abu Dhabi’s economy away from 
a heavy dependence on oil exports into one 
that is based on industry and knowledge.
 Masdar is located 17 km to the east of 
Abu Dhabi City. It will occupy a 6 km2 site 
and is intended to accommodate 50,000 
inhabitants and 40,000 commuters. As 
a large-scale settlement designed from 
scratch, it allows for incorporating ideas 
that would not be feasible in existing urban 

Masdar City, 
Abu Dhabi, 
United Arab 
Emirates

settlements. The whole city, for example, is 
raised 7.5 meters above ground level so that 
infrastructure services can be housed inside 
that raised base.
 The city’s buildings are placed close 
together to create narrow shaded walk-
ways. These are oriented diagonally from 
the four cardinal directions to reduce the 
effects of direct sunlight. Their architecture 
incorporates traditional passive features 
such as wind towers and various shading 
devises. Cars will not be allowed in the city, 
but will have to be parked at its perimeter. 
Movement around Masdar will be through 
a driverless personal rapid transit system or 
through walking. Its compactness allows for 
walking distances to be kept to a minimum.
 Masdar will rely on alternative energy 
resources including solar, wind, and geo-
thermal, and will include a hydrogen-fired 
power plant. In addition, its solid and liquid 
waste will be recycled.
 The project is scheduled for completion 
in 2016. 



Figures 14.5.1–14.5.4. Masdar 
City, which will accommodate 
90,000 people, is intended as a 
zero-carbon, zero-waste com-
munity. It follows a high-density 
building configuration that cre-
ates narrow shaded walkways. 
Cars will not be allowed inside 
it. Instead, people will walk or 
use its driverless personal rapid 
transit system.
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Introductory Remarks

Researching a book that deals with contempo-
rary developments in any field involves examin-
ing a diverse range of resources. To begin with, 
I communicated with a number of the archi-
tects, planners, and clients associated with the 
projects featured in this book. This is inevitable 
considering that a good amount of the informa-
tion the book presents has not been published 
anywhere and is only available directly from 
them. Moreover, I have been fortunate in that a 
number of them have shared with me valuable 
insights, not only on their projects but also on 
the built environment in the region.
 In addition to such primary research, I relied 
on secondary sources. These include printed 
materials, mainly published in books, journals, 
and magazines. Although the amount of printed 
material coming out on the contemporary 
architecture of the region is rapidly expanding, it 
remains relatively limited in quantity and scope, 
and what is available does not yet qualify as an 
autonomous “body of literature.” More docu-
mentation and analysis needs to be produced 
before we have anything that approaches full 
coverage of this subject. Accordingly, the list of 
sources that follows is not a bibliography that 
comprehensively supports and documents the 
information presented in the book. Rather, the 
list is intended for those who wish to pursue the 
book’s subject matter further.
 I also made extensive use of the significant 
and continuously multiplying information avail-
able online on contemporary architecture  
and urbanism in the region. Over the past de-
cade, the Internet has revolutionized how  

we carry out research and access information. 
It is an essential and indispensable resource for 
contemporary, ongoing themes. The data found 
online for many projects included in this book is 
considerable. Had it not been for the Internet, 
such data would only be available through direct 
communication with those involved in the proj-
ects or through printed materials that usually 
are only circulated locally in the city or country 
where they are published.
 Online sources, however, also present numer-
ous challenges and limitations. A number of 
these sources are repetitive and may be traced 
to a single original publication, printed or 
online. Because of this, initial impressions of 
abundance regarding online documentation for 
a specific project can be misleading. One still 
needs to sift through what is available online to 
ensure comprehensiveness. Also worth noting 
is how easy it is to upload data online. This is in 
contrast to publishing materials in print form, 
which is more cumbersome, complicated, and 
time-consuming. Traditional print publishing 
usually involves considerable editorial control, 
which often is nonexistent for online materials. 
Also, publishing printed materials is technically 
more complex and requires significant resources 
for design, printing, and distribution. Because of 
the lack of such filters for online publishing, one 
needs to be extremely vigilant in double-check-
ing and cross-referencing online data to ensure 
accuracy.
 I therefore ended up consulting hundreds of 
online sources. These include websites for ar-
chitects, planners, and clients. A number of the 
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projects presented in this book even have their 
own dedicated websites.
 A major source of information for contempo-
rary built projects is newspaper articles. I did not 
include this source in the discussion on printed 
information in this publication because all the 
newspapers consulted for this book have online 
versions. As recently as a decade ago, only print 
versions of these newspapers were available. 
Their distribution was therefore geographically 
limited to the cities or countries where they were 
printed. These newspapers now are available to 
anyone with access to the Internet.
 There also are a few specialized websites that 
document and discuss the built environment 
of the region. One is for the Jordanian Center 
for the Study of the Built Environment (http://
www.csbe.org). The site features articles and 
news items relating to the built environment 
in Jordan and the region in general. From 
outside the region, a very important resource 
is the ArchNet site (http://www.archnet.org), 
which has been developed at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology with support from the 
Geneva-based Aga Khan Trust for Culture. The 
site features images and documentary informa-
tion on a wide range of contemporary projects 
from the region. It also includes reprints from 
relevant journals, magazines, and monographs.
 Another useful online resource is discussion 
forums, where the users themselves generate the 
content. An example is SkyscraperCity (http://
www.skyscrapercity.com). These forums often 
deal with ongoing projects around the world, but 
have sizable sections devoted to the region. They 
feature press releases, articles, and images about 
specific projects. These are taken from sources 
that include public statements by a project ar-
chitect or client, local newspapers, and industry 
magazines. These sites also may include images 
and updates by contributors who have worked 
on these projects or who live close to them.
 Of course, these forums also include a consid-
erable amount of personal—and usually anony-
mous—opinions and statements, some of which 
may not be accurate. In contrast to statements 
by a person who is officially authorized to speak 
publicly about a project, or someone who enjoys 
widespread recognition and credibility as an 
expert in the built environment, the information 
that these unknown or anonymous contribu-
tors provide needs to be more carefully cross-
referenced and substantiated. Still, the wealth 
of information that online forums provide is 
not only quantitatively overwhelming but also 
impressively up-to-date. Such sites are strongly 

influencing how information on the contempo-
rary built environment is disseminated and ac-
cessed. They cannot, and should not, be ignored.

Suggested Reading List of Monographs and 
Professional Magazines

All websites cited above were accessed in 
December 2010.
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architectural projects and buildings in countries of the Middle East and 
Arabian Gulf region.”—sAlmA sAmAR DAmlUjI, author of The Architec-
ture of Yemen

“A lucid and jargon-free investigation of 110 projects, from small houses 
to the world’s tallest building, erected or envisioned during the last de-
cade in the region between the Mediterranean and the Gulf. A masterful 
view by an experienced observer of architecture as commodity in the con-
temporary Arab world.”—sHEIlA s. BlAIR AnD jonATHAn m. Bloom, 
Boston College

Mohammad al-Asad is an architect, author, and 
architectural historian, as well as the founding 
director of the Center for the Study of the Built 
Environment. He has published numerous books on 
the architecture of the Middle East, and his column 
on urbanism appeared in the Jordan Times for a 
number of years.
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United Arab Emirates. Reprinted by permission of Zaha Hadid 
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AT THE EnD of the first Gulf War, the Middle 
East entered a new era of architectural and 
urban development defined by increased 

levels of globalization and private sector invest-
ment. In the decade that followed, the region was 
home to a wealth of architectural projects that 
challenged conventional thinking about architec-
ture and the Middle East itself.

The outside world typically views the region as 
dominated by violence. The international media’s 
coverage of the Middle East often emphasizes 
political instability and brewing problems. Fre-
quently overlooked is the economic and politi-
cal stability that prevailed in many countries in 
the region during the past few decades and the 
possibilities for growth and development. The 
occasional rocking of the boat brought about 
by surges in political or religious extremism, 
military adventurism, decreases in oil prices, or 
acts of terrorism did not undermine that overall 
stability. The passion with which building proj-
ects have been carried out in the Middle East is 
one reflection of a faith and belief in the potenti-
alities of this growing part of the world.

Mohammad al-Asad provides an in-depth 
examination of more than one hundred projects, 
from homes and schools to hotels and religious 
centers, including the world’s tallest building. 
Contemporary Architecture and Urbanism in the 
Middle East examines the economic, political, 
and cultural context in which the projects were 
conceived and built. The book’s photographs 
bring attention to previously unaddressed as-
pects of modern Arabic architecture, highlighting 
local talent emerging throughout the region. 
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